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ABSTRACT 

True frankpledge never existed in Yorkshire yet 

the stewards of many early modern Yorkshire manorial courts 

maintained call lists which included not only tenants but also 

'resiants' in the manor. Seventeenth-century and eighteenth-century 

call lists of this fuller type found in the records of three North 

Riding manors have been examined to assess their comprehensiveness 

and to ascertain how they worked in practice. The suitors' call marks 

have been used to uncover the attendance records of tenants and 

residents, jurors and manorial officers, and the reasons given for 

failure to appear at court. 

The civil and manorial business of the courts 

baron and the criminal work of the courts leet are described. The 

civil and presentment jurors, the foremen, the affeerors, and the 

constables and other manorial officers are considered. The extent to 

which resiants and men not enrolled in the call lists were involved 

in the administration of the manor 1s also discussed. 

The decline of the courts is observed. Changes in 

the selection of jurors and officers coinciding with the courts' 

deterioration are noted. The survival of one court is linked to the 

retention of commons; the demise of another to enclosure. 

Little attention has been paid to early modern 

call lists elsewhere: some aspects of the examination of jurors, 

foremen, affeerors and manorial officers have been replicated in a 

few manors but most in nonej there has been little detailed 

investigation into the work of the court baron; and the few manors in 

which verdicts and presentments have been scrutinized have been urban 

or in the south. This thesis constitutes a step towards a better 

understanding of early modern manors in general, and of manorial 

history in Yorkshire and the north in particular. 
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PREFACE 

Throughout this thesis frequent reference will be 

made to the manorial records of the manors of Snape and Well, West 

Tanfield and Danby, and to the parish registers of Burneston, Danby, 

Glaisdale, Wath and Well. For ease of reference these documents will 

be cited without their full North Yorkshire County Record Office 

(NYCRO) prefixes as follows:-

Manqrial Recqrds 

Snape and Well court rolls NYCRO/ZAL/1/1/109-179 

If a roll covers several courts the court 

date will be added in the abbreviated form 

Snape and Well court papers 

Well Hospital leases 

IYCRO/ZAL/1/3/33-91 

IYCROIZAL/2/1-170 

West Tanfield court book IYCROIZ.19/2 

Danby 

Danby 

Danby 

Danby 

Danby 

The pages in the court book are not numbered 

and references will be given by court date 

in the abbreviated form 

court books IYCRO/ZDSIII/1/2/1-4 

call rolls NYCRO/ZDSIII/1/3/1-9 

court papers IYCRO/ZDSIII/1/4/3-175 

rentals, etc. IYCROIZDSIV/1/3/3 and 7 

rentals, etc. IYCROIZDSIV/2/2/1 

Parish Reiisters 

Burneston parish registers IYCRO/PR/BUE/1/1 

The pages in the registers are not numbered. 

Danby parish registers 

The reference is to the page in F.Collins 

(ed.>, The Registers of Danby-in

Cleveland 1585-1812, (Yorkshire 

Parish Register Society 43 1912). 

Glaisdale parish registers fiCRO/PR/GL/l/1 
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lin 

lin (8.6.1616) 

3/n 

2/n 

22.12.1627 

II I12/n 

III/3/n 

II I14/n 

IV/3/n 

IV/2/n 

B/10.7.1635 

D/p.n 

G/p.n 



Wath parish registers IlYCRO/PR/WAT/15 Wa/p.n 

The reference is to the numbered pages in the transcript 

prepared by the vicar of Wath in 1855. 

Well parish registers JYCRO/PR/WEL/l/1-5 

The first 'n' is the volume number 1-5. 

The pages in the original registers are rarely 

numbered and the 'f.n' is the folio number 

in the transcript prepared by the then 

Deputy County Archivist. A 'v' for verso 

is added where appropriate. 

If the page in the register is numbered the 

reference is in the form 

There is no pagination in volume 3, the 

folios in the transcript are numbered only 

to f.68, and thereafter entries are referred 

Wn/f.n 

Wn/p.n 

to by date e.g. W3/18.2.1192 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

It is now over twenty years since I attended a 

course at the University of Kent at Canterbury and submitted a 

dissertation to complete the requirements for the degree of M.A. 

(Local Government). The dissertation covered the activities in the 

early 1970s of four surviving courts leet on the North York Moors but 

it also included a short history of manorial courts. I The brief 

research for that outline of the courts' history gave the impression 

that, although not altogether neglected, manorial courts, and their 

records in particular, had not received as much attention as they 

warranted. It seemed that transcriptions of some early rolls had been 

published and the early history of manors had been the subject of 

much debate about the turn of the century, but the later courts and 

their records had received less consideration. Professor Hearnshaw 

had addressed the question of leet jurisdiction in 1908 and in the 

same year the Webbs had devoted a volume of their history of local 

government to the courts of the manor and the borough but little 

research seemed to have taken place since.;z Exploration in greater 

depth has unearthed material not located in these earlier enquiries 

but it has also confirmed that the courts and their records had not 

at that time been given the scrutiny they perhaps deserved and are 

now increasingly receiving. 

The under-use of manorial records, mediaeval and 

later, had not escaped comment. 3 :Kore recently .Macfarlane, in 

particular, has expressed his surprise that the records never seem to 

1 D.F.Severs, 'Four Gourts Leet in the North Riding of Yorkshire', 
(Unpublished X.A. dissertation, University of Kent at Canterbury, 
1973) . 
2 F.J.C.Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdiction in England (Southampton, 1908); 
S. and B.Yebb, English Local Government, (11 Vols, London 1903-29), 
2 The Manor and the Borough, (London, 1908). 
:3 F. W. Mai tland (ed.), Select Pleas in Xanorial and Other Seignorial 
Courts 1, (Seldon Society 2 1889), p. xi; J.A.Raftis, 'Social 
Structure in Five East Xidlands Villages: A Study of Possibilities in 
the Use of Court Roll Data', Econonuc History Review, Second Series, 
18 (1965), pp. 83-99. 
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have been used very extensively by historians. 4 Others have been mare 

cautious: Marshall has criticised Macfarlane for making the records 

appear far too accessible and plentiful and their use tao easy 

because full sets of manor court ralls are available for only a tiny 

handful of manorSj and Margaret Spufford has painted out that 'it 

goes without saying that a village which has a sixteenth and a 

seventeenth-century field book, goad parish registers, a continuous 

series of court rolls, and a plentiful supply of inhabitants' wills 

made at the right dates, would represent a local historian's 

paradise. As such it is rarely found'.6 Despite these difficulties 

manorial records have been used to good effect of late by same early 

modern historians. Manors and their records have been studied in 

their awn rightj6 they have also formed part of wider 'community' 

studies and the study of the economic and social history of an a reaj 7 

they have been used to examdne particular elements of communities 

such as constables and some aspects of community activity such as 

4 A.Xacfarlane in collaboration with Sarah Harrison and C.Jardine, 
Reconstructing Historical Communities (London, 1977), pp. 36 and 
53-7. Also see Z.Razi, 'The Toronto Schaal's Reconstruction of 
Kedieval Peasant Society: A Critical View', Past and Present, 85 
(1979), p. 141; V.J.King, 'Untapped Resources for Social Historians: 
Court Leet Records', Journal of Social History, 15 (1982), p. 699. 
6 J.D.Marshall, 'The Study of Local and Regional "Communities·: Same 
Problems and Possibilities', Northern History, 17 (1981), p. 208; 
Xargaret Spufford, Contrasting COmDVnities: English Villagers in the 
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (London, 1974), p. 56. 
G For example, Redgrave, Suffolk: J.P. Dawson, A History of Lay Judges 
(Cambridge, lass., 1960); Petworth, Sutton and Dunston, West Sussex: 
Lard Leconfield, Pet worth ~Dor in the Seventeenth Century (London, 
1954)j idem, SUtton and Dunston Xanors (London, 1956). 
7 For example, Xyddle, Shropshire: D.G.Hey, An English Rural 
Community: Xyddle Under the Tudors and Stuarts (Leicester, 1974): 
Chippenham, Orwell and Willingham, Cambridgeshire: Spufford, 
Contrasting Communitiesj five manors at Terling, Essex: K.Wrightson 
and D.Levine, Poverty and Piety in an English Village: Terling 1525-
1700 (London, 1979): Havering, Essex: Marjorie K.Xclntosh, A 
Community Transformed: The ~nor and Liberty of Havering, 1500-1620 
(Cambridge, 1991): Cannock and Rugeley, Staffordshire: C.J.Harrison, 
'The Social and Economic History of Cannock and Rugeley, 1546-1597' 
(unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Keele, 1974); fifteen courts 
in West Cumberland: R.S.Dilley, 'The Cuuberland Court Leet and Use of 
the Common Lands', Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmoreland 
Antiquarian and Archaeological Society, 67 (1967), pp. 125-51. 
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court attendance rates and offenders and offences. s If manorial 

records were neglected in the past they seem to have CODe into their 

own in recent decades, throwing more light on the history of manors, 

their courts and on the communities they administered. 

However, few of the manors already studied are in 

the north of England and those in the north which have been given 

attention seem to be in the north-west or in urban areas: it would 

appear that there has been no examination in depth of a rural 

Yorkshire manor in the early modern period. "a. And although several of 

the recent studies have examined the various otficers of the manor 

hardly any have paid particular attention to the work of the courts 

leet and baron and none to the call lists in which the names of the 

suitors are enrolled. Macfarlane has suggested possible uses for what 

he called 'views of frankpledge', by which he meant call lists, but 

he described as 'a serious deficiency' the fact that it is not known 

how they worked in practice. Dawson pointed out that 'there is no way 

of telling the extent of [court attendance) without knowing how 

e For example, nine Villages in Hertfordshire, Leicestershire, 
Norfolk, Staffordshire and Worcestershire: Joan R.Kent, The EnBlish 
VillaBe Constable (Oxford, 1986); Prescot and four other manors in 
Lancashire: i.J.King, 'Vagrancy and Local Law Enforcement: Why be a 
Constable in Stuart Lancashire?', The Historian, 42 (1980), 
pp. 264-83j Shrewsbury, Shropshire: V.A.Champion, 'The Frankpledge 
Population of Shrewsbury, 1500-1720', Local Population Studies 41 
(1989), pp. 51-60j three villages in Essex: F.G.Emndson, Elizabethan 
Life (5 vols, Chelmsford, 1970-80), 3 Home. Vork and Land 
<Chelmsford, 1976), p. 204j Prescot and four other manors in 
Lancashire: i.J.King, 'Leet Jurors and the Search for Law and Order 
in Seventeenth-Century England: "Galling Persecution" or Reasonable 
Justicer', Social History, 13 (1980), p. 305; idem, 'Untapped 
Resources for Social Historians', p. 699; idem, 'Early Stuart Courts 
Leet: Still Needful and Useful', SOcial History, 46 (1990), p. 271; 
thirty-seven manors in Kent: L.Knafla, '''Sin of all sorts swarmeth": 
Criminal Litigation in an English County in the Early Seventeenth 
Century', in E.W.lves and A.H.Manchester (eds) , Law, LitiBants and 
the LeBal Profession (London, 1983); Halifax, Yorkshire: 
R.A.H.Bennett, 'Enforcing the Law in Revolutionary England: 
Yorkshire, c1640-c1660', (unpublished Ph.D. theSiS, London 
University, 1988>. 
9 Some aspects of three Yorkshire manors in the mid seventeenth 
century are examined in I. Bruen, 'Leet Jurisdiction and Social 
Regulation in Seventeenth Century Yorkshire: The Courts of Coxwold, 
Otley and Marske (1633-64)', (unpublished M.A. dissertation, 
University of York, 1984>. 
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complete a census of residents was maintained by each court leet'. IU 

Thus the detailed examination in this thesis of three rural Yorkshire 

manors, their call lists, and the roles of the men listed and not 

listed therein in the courts and in the manorial offices, covers new 

ground. 

Many manorial court rolls include lists of tenants 

of the manor. But some lists also include residents in the manor, or 

'resiants' as they were often described by the stewards and their 

clerks. If the lists containing residents include all the inhabitants 

of the manor they are clearly worthy of investigation. Despite 

Macfarlane and other scholars having remarked on the potential 

usefulness of these lists so far little work has been done on them. 

The lists sometimes appear in the formal court rolls having been 

copied from the ad hoc call rolls used by the steward to record 

attendances at court. But sometimes ad hoc call rolls were used as 

the formal record instead of lists in the court roll. II Such ad hoc 

rolls were perhaps less likely to be retained than the more important 

court rolls and this has reduced the chances of lists of tenants and 

resiants surviving. Yet many call lists and call rolls, formal and 

less formal, have survived. I~ In this thesis the lists have been 

checked against the wealth of other extant manorial records to assess 

10 Macfarlane, Reconstructing Historical COJ1l11lunities, p. 183j Dawson, 
History of Lay Judges, p. 216. They have also been called 'suit 
rolls', 'Leet-Bills' and 'rent calls': Emmison, Elizabethan Life, 
p. 204; P.D.A.Harvey, Xanorial Records, (British Records Association 
publication No.5 1984), p. 66; Sir W.Scroggs , The Practice of 
Courts-Leet and Courts-Baron (London, 1702), Third Ed. <London. 
1714), pp. 7 and 22. 
II The use of ad hoc documents at manorial courts was not unusual. 
For example see Cicely Howell, Land, Family and Inheritance in 
Transition: Kibworth Harcourt 1280-1700 (Cambridge, 1983), p. 62, and 
McIntosh, Co~nity Transformed, p. 303. In 1628 the court at 
Aldborough, North Riding, abandoned call lists in the court rolls and 
call rolls were thereafter maintained in a separate volume called, 
somewhat confusingly, the 'Court Roll': Sir T.Lawson-Tancred, Records 
of a Yorkshire Kanor (London, 1937), p. 63. 
12 Published examples include those to be found at Emmison, 
Elizabetban Life, pp. 204-5; J.G.de T.Mandley (ed.), The Portmote or 
Court Leet Records of the Borough or Town and Royal Kanor of salford 
fro5 the Year 1597 to the Year 1669 Inclusive, (2 vols, Manchester, 
1902), 1, <Chetham SOCiety New Series 46), p. 4 et seq. i Sir 
T.Lawson-Tancred, 'Extracts from the Aldborough Court Roll', 
Yorkshire Archaeological Journal. 35 (1943), p. 321. 
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their compass: the formal rolls and the informal court books; the 

lists of jurors, affeerors and officers; 13 and the juries' 

presentments and the clerks' lists of civil pleas. The lists have 

also been checked against the names of villagers appearing in non

manorial documents: the parish registers, the hearth tax returns, the 

quarter sessions records, and occasional wills and inventories. 14 

These manorial and non-manorial sources have been used to build up a 

picture of who lived in the manor, who should therefore have been 

included in the call lists and rolls if they were all-embracing and 

who was omitted if they were not. Although complete reconstruction of 

communities is beyond the scope of the thesis the call lists and 

associated records used together provide significant information 

about the inhabitants of the villages within the manors and their 

relationships with the courts and their offices. Thus this study will 

demonstrate the significance of a little-used source. 

The Elements of the !Anprial Cpurt 

Manorial courts are often referred to as 'courts 

leet' but the leet element is only one of four possible theoretical 

concurrent jurisdictions they exercised. Kitchin, in 'Le Preamble' to 

his Le Courte Leete et Court Baron first published in 1598, quotes 

Fineux as saying 100 years earlier 

that at the beginning, all the Administration of Justice was 

in the CroWD, and where the king was, there was the law 

13 Under the court leet process of amercement the jurors presented 
the offender, the steward declared him to be in mercy and the 
affeerors assessed and fixed the amount of the amercement: Hearnshaw, 
Leet Jurisdiction, p. 135; J.Kitchin, Jurisdictions: Dr, The Lawful 
Authority of Courts Leet, Courts Baron, Court of Karshalseyes, Court 
of Pypowder, and Antient Demesne ... (London, 1651), Fourth Ed. 
(London, 1663), pp. 155-6; G.Jacob, The Complete Court-Keeper, Dr 
Land-~ewards' Assistant (London, 1713), Seventh Ed. (London, 1781), 
p. 11; Scroggs, Practice of Courts-Leet, p. 116. 
14 This study does not make general use of wills and inventories. 
However, a sample of wills and inventories from the Sheepscar 
Library, Leeds, (box RD/AP1> was gathered by a Bedale W.E.A. class 
some fifteen years ago and deposited at Bedale Museum. This sample 
includes twenty-two Snape and twenty Well inventories: K.X.Bumstead, 
'Wills and Inventories in the Bedale Area of Worth Yorkshire', 
Yorkshire Archaelosical Journal, 57 (1985), pp. 163-5. References to 
these inventories will be the numbers allocated by the W.E.A. class. 
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administered: Then, afterwards, for the multiplicity of the 

people, was the Court Leet for the punishment of Offences 

and Annoyances to the Common-wealth within the Precinct of 

that: and the Articles and Pains are ordained to that end. 

and it is called, The view of Frankpledge, for that the 

King there may be certified by the view of the Steward, how 

many people are within any Leet, and also to have account 

and view by the Steward, of their good government and 

manners in every Leet '" And Courts Baron were ordained to 

determine as to Injustices, Trespasses, Debts and other 

Actions, as afterwards it appeareth, where the debt or the 

damages are under forty shillings ... Homagers of Court 

ought to enqUire in this Court, that their Lords shall not 

lose their Services, Customs or Duties. And also it was 

ordained to make their Suits there, and so to show 

themselves obedient to their Lords, and that nothing be 

made within the Mannor, to be any annoyance or hurtful to 

the Inheritances of the Lords of the mannor, which should 

there be inquired of, and presented for the Lords of the 

Mannors. 1 IS 

In the early seventeenth century Sir Edward Coke agreed that the leet 

was a royal court of record superior to the court baron but also 

wrote that the manor court was 

of two naturesj the first is by the common law. and is 

called a court Baron, as some have said, for that it is the 

freeholders' or freemen's court ... and of that court the 

freeholders being suitors be judges The second is a 

customary court, and that doth concern copyholders, and 

16 Fineux 12 Henry VII fol.18 quoted at Kitchin, Jurisdictions, 
pp. 6-7j the quotation differs somewhat from the version given in 
J.Harland (ed.), A Volume of Court Leet Records of the Kanor of 
Aanchester in the Sixteenth Century, (Chetham Society 63 1864), p. 7, 
where the leet 'Offences and Annoyances' are referred to, perhaps 
more precisely, as 'enormities and nuisances' and the court baron 
'Injustices' as 'injuries'. 
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therein the Lord or his Steward is the judge. 16 

Thus we see that a Tudor lawyer saw the manorial court as consisting 

of first the leet or view of frankpledge 'for the punishment of 

Offences and Annoyances to the Common-wealth' and second the court 

baron for the determination of civil wrongs, for the tenants to make 

their suit and for enquiry into anything 'annoyance or hurtful' to 

the inheritance of the lord. His Stuart successor found a difference 

between the court baron for freeholders and a third eleuent, the 

court customary, which served the same purpose for copyholders. 

Maitland doubted whether the terms 'court leet', 

'court baron' and 'court customary' were in use at the end of the 

thirteenth century; the term 'leet' was then in use only in the East 

of England (Norfolk), courts customary were not mentioned in the 

Hundred Rolls of 1274 or the Quo Warranto enquiry of 1278 and whilst 

barons' courts could be found they were not courts baron in the later 

sense. There was then no definite classification of courts and the 

Quo Warranto enquiry was interested not in courts but in 

jurisdictions; these were classified and indeed the enquiry itself 

brought out the distinctions between various jurisdictions. Lawyers 

might analyse and maintain that a lard could have manorial 

jurisdiction alone or with franchises and regalities in addition, the 

latter only if granted by the king according to the king's lawyers. 

but in practice the lord's court would disregard any differences 

between manorial offences, petty misdemeanours against the general 

law and actions for debt, and deal with them in one undifferentiated 

court. 17 The early history is therefore to be found not by pursuing 

courts later classified as separate by lawyers but in their separate 

jurisdictions which have been described as baronial. domanial and 

16 Sir E.Coke, The Fourth Part of the Institutes of the Laws of 
Eng14nd (London, 1644>, Second Ed. (London, 1648), pp. 263-4; ide~ 

The First Part of the Institutes of the Lawes of England or 4 
Commentary upon Littleton (London, 1628), Fourth Ed. (London, 1639), 
58a. 
17 Select Pleas, pp. xvi-xix. 
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franchisal. Ie 

Baronial jurisdiction was that exercised in the 

honour court and stemmed from the feudal principle that every lard 

with tenants enough to form a court might hold a court. The lord held 

the court for the barons holding land of him by military tenure and 

the jurisdiction declined from the thirteenth century because of the 

development of royal justice and because more land was then held 

direct of the king. According to Ault, when the central honour courts 

dissolved the military tenants continued to do their suit in the 

manors or in private hundred courts and a manor which had taken over 

what remained of the jurisdiction and some of the suitors came to be 

known as a court baron. I~ 

Domanial jurisdiction was the jurisdiction the 

lord of the manor had over the tenants of his manor. It was akin to 

baronial jurisdiction, except that the latter was based on military 

tenure. This jurisdiction was exercised in what from the fifteenth 

century the lawyers called the court baron and it was inseparable 

from possession of the manor. 20 'Every Manour hath a Court Baron' 

wrote Calthorpe in 1635 and 'A Court Baron is the chiefe prop and 

Pillar of a Manor, which no sooner faileth but the Manor falleth to 

ground' wrote Coke in 1630: they meant that the very existence of the 

manor depended on the existence of the court baron for by their time 

the existence of the court defined a property as a manor.21 In the 

earliest days of the court exercising domanial jurisdiction it was 

attended by freeholders and villeins alike but, as Holdsworth has 

pointed out, the differences between freehold and villein tenants 

grew with time and the differences survived when villeins became 

19 Maitland, select Pleas, pp. XXXViii-xxxix; W.O.Ault, Private 
Jurisdiction in England (London, 1923), p. 1. Maitland described 
private jurisdictions as feudal, manorial and seignorial but Ault 
preferred to adopt the classification of the saDe three types of 
jurisdiction as baronial, domanial and franchisal and this 
terminology would seem to be better for present purposes. 
19 Private Jurisdiction, pp. 1-3. 
20 ibid, pp. 7-8; Harvey, ~norial Records, p. 45. 
21 C.Caltborpe, The Relation Betweene the Lord of a Mannor and the 
Coppy-holder his Tenant <London, 1635), reprinted by The Xanorial 
Society (London, 1917), p. 35; Sir B.Coke, The Compleat Copy-Holder 
(London, 1630), pp. 56-7. 
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copyholders. The court of the freeholder tended to look different 

from the court of the copyholder and it was an easy step for the 

lawyers to say that there were two courts in a manor: a court baron 

for freeholders and a court customary for copyholders. But the 

distinction was never clearly drawn and in 1770 Blackstone wrote that 

although they were 'in their nature distinct' they were 'frequently 

confounded together' ,22 

Franchisal jurisdiction was, in Ault's words, 

'public jurisdiction in private hands' but as Baker has pOinted out 

this is 'a contradiction in terms'. Ault described how, as certain 

pleas were made pleas of the crown, as the number and iDportance of 

those pleas increased and as the new institutions of the curia regiS, 

itinerant justices and sheriffs with increased powers were 

introduced, 'the downward reach of the king's justice (became] 

greater and greater' and private jurisdictions were emptied of their 

content. In 1215 sheriffs were forbidden to hold pleas of the crown 

and were left with the jurisdiction exercised in their tourns. The 

barons had imitated the sheriffs' presentment procedure and so the 

vast majority of franchises in private hands caDe to approximate to 

the restricted jurisdiction of the sheriff in his hundred court. This 

jurisdiction caDe to be known as leet jurisdiction and the court in 

which it was exercised later came to be known as the court leet. The 

jury in this court presented crimes of which the more serious were 

sent to the justices and the perpetrators of the remainder were 

punished in the lord's court to his profit. All those who would have 

been bound to attend the court were the sheriff holding it were still 

bound to attend whether tenants of the lord or not.~3 

2~ Sir W.Holdsworth, A History of English Law, A.L.Goodhart and 
H.G.Hanbury (eds) , (17 vols, London, 1903-1972), 1, Seventh Ed. 
(London, 1956), pp. 182-3; W.Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of 
England, (4 vols, Dublin, 1770), 4, p. 271. There is a reference to a 
'customary court baron' at Webbs, ~Dor and the Borough, pp. 12-13. 
23 Ault, Private JurisdictioD, pp. 3-6; Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdiction. 
pp. 328-58; J.H.Baker, An Introduction to English Legal History 
(London, 1971), p. 17. For the origins of the leet also see 
Holdsworth, History of English Law, 4. pp. 17-28j Maitland, Select 
Pleas, pp. xxvii-xxxviiij W.A.Korris, The Frankpledge System 
(CaDbridge, Kass., 1910>, pp. 131-47. 
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To summarize, every lord of a manor had a right to 

hold a court for his tenants and the jurisdiction there exercised was 

domanial. Lords of honours with tenants holding land of them by 

military tenure had the right to hold courts for their tenants in 

which they exercised baronial jurisdiction but as the jurisdiction 

faded away what was left of it was exercised in the manor court with 

domanial jurisdiction. This court of the manor came to be known as 

the court baron. Lawyers later differentiated between the court baron 

for freeholders and the court customary for copyholders but they were 

'frequently confounded together'. A lord might also have a franchise 

from the king to exercise the jurisdiction of the sheriff's tourn and 

the jurisdiction so exercised came to be known as leet jurisdiction. 

The View of Frankpledie 

The possible connection between the enrolment of 

men in tithings under the frankpledge system and the call lists and 

rolls found in manorial court records is obvious and therefore the 

view of frankpledge warrants separate attention. Frankpledge was a 

system of suretyship and mutual responsibility for the production of 

criminals. In the only full study of the system Korris described the 

then modern authorities as 'hopelessly divided' on its true origins 

but concluded that they are most likely to be found in the Anglo

Saxon institutions of the tithing and borh. Under the tithing system 

men were organized in groups but for the purpose of catching 

criminals, not for suretyship. The borh system was a system of 

suretyship but the obligations were personal, not mutual. The 

frankpledge system evolved under the Hormans, probably during the 

reign of William I, when the distinct tithing and borh systems were 

fused and made compUlsory. Korr1s described the system resulting as a 

'system of compulsory, collective bail, fixed for individuals not 

after their arrest for crime but as a safeguard in anticipation of 

it' .24 

24 Frankpledge system, pp. 1-40. For the early history of frankpledge 
also see Holdsworth, History of English La~ 4, pp. 13-15j N.Denho1ur 
Young, Seignorial Administration in England (London, 1937), pp. 90-3. 
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In theory every man above the age of twelve years 

resident for a year and a day should have been a member of a tithing 

under the frankpledge system but in practice there were various 

exceptions. Lords, knights and clergy were deemed exempt because 

their rank or order served as a surety instead. There were 

differences of opinion about whether the possession of freehold 

property was a sufficient surety and freeholders were variously 

included or excluded in accordance with local custom. Korris stated 

that 'frankpledge was unquestionably an institution that chiefly 

affected villains; but to affirm that the freeman as such was 

released from frankpledge obligations is clearly incorrect.' Vagrants 

were exempt because they were never resident a year and a day and 

household servants were exempt because they were considered to be 

under the surety of the head of the household. 25 

The system required regular maintenance and 

supervision. Henry II ordained special sessions at which men were put 

in frankpledge and these sessions held by the sheriff in spring and 

autumn became known as the sheriff's tourn. The view of frankpledge 

was to be held only once each year after Kichaelmas but this caused 

some confusion because the term was already being applied not only to 

the actual enquiry but to the tourn in general. Originally the view 

of frankpledge and the other business conducted at the tourns were 

separate jurisdictions but in time they were held together, the view 

becoming what Hearnshaw described as 'the very heart and centre of 

leet jurisdiction'. Indeed, as we have seen, the court leet and the 

view of frankpledge came to be treated as alternative names for the 

same jurisdiction. Korris has pointed out that the sudden rise to 

popularity of the term fleet' is no doubt explained by ambiguity in 

the meaning of the term 'tourn' ;26 perhaps the use of fleet' 

throughout the country was not unconnected with the absence of true 

frankpledge in a number of counties. 

Korris wrote 'there can hardly be a doubt that the 

right of inspecting frankpledge tithings, with the emoluments 

25 Korris, Frankpledge System, pp. 69-86. 
26 Frankpledge System, pp. 112-9, 132 and 138. Also see Hearnshaw, 
Leet JurisdictioD, pp. 17-22. 
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consequent to this right, had been in the hands of some members of 

the feudal nobility before Henry II created what is properly known as 

the view of frankpledge'. From that time lards in general acquired 

the right but the transfer from royal to seignorial hands was long 

and gradual. In due course it was, as leet jurisdiction, to become 

the mast common franchise in private hands and by the fifteenth 

century the view of frankpledge had become associated with the manor 

court rather than the sheriff's tourn.27 

Stewart-Brawn, when studying the absence of 

frankpledge in Cheshire, found 'abundant evidence in the thirteenth, 

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries of that sort of jurisdiction 

misnamed "view of frankpledge" which had not, and apparently never 

had had, any concern in the enforcement of a t i thi ng system, but in 

which was exercised in baronial and manorial courts a privileged and 

delegated jurisdiction over certain breaches of the peace. ' And, as 

Korris painted out, 'So well ... did view of frankpledge come to be 

known as a term to denote the leet jurisdiction that the phrase, with 

practically all that it connotes, is to be found in the fourteenth 

and succeeding centuries in Vales, and in various parts of England 

where frankpledge itself never existed. '26 

Frankpledge never existed in Yorkshire. It would 

seem that the system also never applied in Wales, Cheshire, 

Shropshire, Herefordshire, and the four northernmost counties in 

England but in some of these cases there is no direct evidence and it 

is the silence of the records which shows it was probably not in 

operation. There is no doubt in the case of Yorkshire for in 1293 

jurors declared there was no frankpledge or view of frankpledge 

there. Korris suggests this might have been because the county was 

treated as a border county, because there were so few Normans there 

it was not necessary to protect them and because in Anglo-Saxon times 

it had been under Danish rule which meant there had been no borh 

there for the Normans to adopt and adapt.2~ Stewart-Brown made a 

27 Frankpledge SYstem, pp. 131-6. 
29 R.Stewart-BroWD, The Serjeants of the Peace in Kedieval England 
and Vales (Xanchester, 1936), p. 99j Korris, Frankpledge system, 
p. 133. 
2~ Frankpledge System, pp. 42-59. 
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special study of the non-frankpledge counties and has described the 

evidence in every case except Yorkshire for an alternative system of 

maintaining the peace under an organization of peace officers, 

sometimes holding by hereditary serjeanty. Faced with a lack of 

evidence he declared the matter must be left open but pointed out 

that there must have been one or the other system in operation in the 

county and given the absence of frankpledge he assumed the existence 

of the alternative probable. 30 

The view of frankpledge proper declined when 

suretyship and the presentment system failed to secure proper 

observation of the peace and alternatives were found. Tithingmen were 

acting for tithings and the ordinary members, excused appearance, no 

longer had direct contact with the system. Under the system of semi

annual courts justice was not speedy and because eyres were held only 

once in seven years amercement of tithings became mere form because 

the persons amerced could differ from the persons who had offended 

some years before. In Korris's words, the creation in 1361 of 

justices with their four sessions per year 'sapped any remaining 

vitality in frankpledge'. But the disappearance of the surety element 

did not prevent observance of the form for centuries more and the 

maintenance of ti things continued in many manorial leets. :31 

Crowley has shown how the true tithings maintained 

in four Essex villages were transformed after the system proper 

collapsed between c1350 and c1400; the frankpledge units changed into 

amorphous groups of chief pledges and tithingmen instead of separate 

tithings and these groups later included persons who would have been 

exempt under frankpledge proper such as knights, 'gentlemen' and 

women. He concluded that 

A good deal of work was clearly necessary to administer the 

frankpledge oath and to keep the tithing lists up to date 

... The advantage of administering it lay in the 

opportunities it gave a lord to bind men to good behaviour, 

and, much DOre important, to maintain an up-to-date list of 

people under his jurisdiction. Such a list might enable a 

30 Serjeants of the Peace, p. 65. 
31 Frankpledge System, pp. 151-66. 
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lord to safeguard against the Crown or other lords any 

rights he had to receive amercements or felons' chattels. It 

may also have been valuable in the collection of taxes or 

other sums of money levied on the whole community. In 

addition, a regularly empanelled jury of chief pledges was 

useful for local administration. For all these advantages 

many lords of manors administered the frankpledge system 

throughout the fifteenth century.~2 

lorris reached much the same conclusions and in 

describing how tithings were still maintained in manorial leets long 

after the fifteenth century he wrote 'The tithing-list, and the 

presentment of the capital pledges upon the articles of the view of 

frankpledge, were as useful as ever for registering the names of 

residents and for keeping account of persons who left the 

jurisdiction, as well as those newly arrived.' 3:3 

These conclusions do much to explain why in 

Yorkshire, long after the fifteenth century and where there were 

never any frankpledge tithings, manorial records contain lists of 

people under the courts' jurisdiction. These were no doubt maintained 

under the guise of 'frankpledge' jurisdiction and under the influence 

of gUides to stewards. 

Call Lists and Call Rolls 

The court-keeping precedents contained in the 

Nodus Tenendi Curias of c1342 advised stewards 

Then shall be put in dozen those who have been presented (as 

being out of dozen) and the clerk shall charge the boy in 

manner following, saying 'Put thy hand upon the book. Thou 

shalt be lawful man and bear loyalty to our lord the King 

and his heirs and to thy lord of this manor and to his heirs 

and shalt be justiCiable by thy chief dozenerj so help thee 

God and His Saints.' And then he shall kiss the book and 

give a penny to the clerk for his fee, and his name shall be 

32 D.A.Crowley, 'The Later History of Frankpledge' , Bulletin of the 
Institute of Historical Research, 48 (1975), pp. 1-15. 
33 Frankpledge SysteD, p. 157. 
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entered on the roll of dozeners; and so with the rest. :34 

That the roll of those so sworn was intended to be read in open court 

is shown by the De Placitis et Curiis Tenendis of c1269, the steward 

there being advised that 'their names should be written on a roll and 

be divided into tithings and be read twice a year at the court of 

frankpledge, that it may be seen whether they make suit as they ought 

and may be recalled to their lord in case they be detained 

elsewhere. ' :36 

These early examples of advice that names should 

be enrolled and read in open court refer to tithings under the 

frankpledge system proper. 3b But the practice continued long after 

the demise of true frankpledge. In his early seventeenth-century 

gUide to stewards John Wilkinson wrote 'Then call the free suitors 

and dozenors (or decenners) one after another ... and when you have 

called them, all those who have made default (by absence) mark them 

over the head, thus "Lawrence Gaole" "in misericordia 2d"':37 And the 

bailiff's proclamation given in a stewards' gUide of 1650 contains 

the words 'Draw near, and give your attendance and everyone answer 

to his name as he shall be called ... And after all be called, and 

:34 Reproduced in F.W.Xaitland and W.p.Baildon (eds) , The Court Baron, 
(Selden Society 4 1891), p. 101. For the enrollment of names on 
tithing lists also see Korris, Frankpledge System, p. 130. 'Dozen' 
and 'dozener' are derived from the French 'dizeine' for ten and 
therefore dozener is an alternative to 'deciner': Harland, Court Leet 
Records of the Aanor of Xanchester, p. 19, footnote 16. Also see 
'Deciners, Decenniers or Doziners (DeceDnarii) , in G.Jacob, A New 
Law-Dictionary (London, 1729), Seventh Ed. <London, 1756). 
35 Reproduced in Xaitland and Baildon, Court Baron, p. 68. For the 
reading of tithing lists also see Morris, Frankpledge System, p. 147. 
3b The advice was followed and Nellie Neilson showed how at the 
Chingford, Essex, View of Frankpledge the bailiff called the roll: 
'The said Bailiffe shall severally call the names of all the 
aforesaid tenants, landowners, who shall present their said ordinarie 
number of men accordingly': Customary Rents, (Oxford Studies in 
Social and Legal History 2 1910), p. 135. 
~3·? J. Wilkinson, Tbe XtJnner and ForE bow to .teepe a Court Leete 
(London, 1620) quoted in Harland, Court Leet Records of the Xanor of 
Aancbester, p. 19. 
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those that are absent be marked to be amerced. '3'';' 

The courts in which the rolls were read were not 

the separate courts described by the lawyers. We have seen how the 

view of frankpledge which was once a separate jurisdicton came to be 

held with what became the court leet and how the leet and the view of 

frankpledge came to be treated as alternative names for the same 

jurisdiction. We have also seen how this franchisal jurisdiction was 

exercised in the manorial court in which domanial jurisdiction was 

exercised, the court baron, which was itself 'confounded together' 

with the lawyers' 'court customary'. Beatrice and Sidney Webb noted 

that 

in the lawyers' view, we have before us not one Lord's 

Court, but several; with different constitutions and 

functions, different procedures and officers ... But ... The 

models for procedure offered to Stewards constantly assumed 

that the various kinds of Court would be held at one and the 

saDe time as connected parts of one and the same tribunal 

... So far as analytic distinction was concerned, the Courts 

resolved themselves, in the lawyers' view into two sharply 

contrasted tribunals, the Court Baron and Customary Court on 

the one hand, and the Court Leet and View of Frankpledge on 

the other. ;39 

Stephens found the distinction less sharp when he 

described how the court baron and court customary were not usually 

distinguished and their distinction from the court leet was blurred. 

Hearnshaw went further when he pOinted out that whereas the court 

baron was a fact the court leet was a fiction; the court baron would 

be held with or without leet jurisdiction but the court leet was 

never held without a court baron, except exceptionally in Manchester 

where the court baron faded away and the leet remained. He concluded 

that the distinction between leet and baron had little justification 

39 Wynkyn de Warde, The Order of Keeping a Court Leet and Court Baron 
(London, 1510), Twelfth Ed. (London, 1650), Facsimile Reproduction as 
Manorial SOCiety Publication 10. 8 (London, 1914), pp. 2-3. Similar 
proclamations can be found at Kitchin, Jurisdictions, p. 12, and 
Jacob, Complete Court-Keeper, p. 31. For calling over call lists also 
see Webbs, Aanor and the Borough, p. 66. 
39 Kanor and the Borough, pp. 12-13. 
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in history and scanty recognition in contemporary practice. 

Similarly, Dawson thought the leet was 'not so much a court as it was 

a model procedure of a "public" type that could be fused with going 

institutions' and readily attached itself to courts of manors. This 

explains why Emmison, examining Elizabethan records, found it 'often 

impossible to distinguish rigidly between the business of the various 

types of manor court.' Suffice to say that the courts in which the 

rolls were read were the manorial courts which in theory exercised 

various jurisdictions but which in practice were in general 

undifferentiated courts given in Hearnshaw's words 'the never-quite

accurate designation of "courts leet"'.4<:> 

The Suitors 

The court baron which exercised domanial 

jurisdiction had its origins in the feudal principle that a lord with 

tenants was entitled to hold a court for those tenants and that all 

tenants, free or villein, were bound to attend. There is no doubt 

that villeins were indeed bound to attend but the position of free 

tenants varied. Under the Statute of Xarlborough of 1267 a freeholder 

was not bound to perform suit at the lord's court unless the 

requirement was imposed in a charter or he had performed suit before 

1230. Attendance therefore became a question of a bargain struck or 

of custom. 41 

The court leet which exercised franchise 

jurisdiction of which the view of frankpledge was 'the very heart and 

centre' was a royal court of record. Suit at the leet was therefore 

not feudal or manorial, not dependent on freehold or copyhold, but 

'suit real' or 'suit regal' 'due by reason of the body ... because 

the body is resident within the precincts ... ' All persons of 

whatever rank, whether male or female, servant or master, between 

40 V.B.Stephens, SOurces for English Local History (Cambridge, 1981), 
p. 74; Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdiction, pp. iv, 76 and 349; Dawson, 
History of Lay Judges, p. 190; Emmdson, Elizabethan Life, p. 199. 
41 52 Henry III c 9; H.S.Bennett, Life OD the English ~nor: A Study 
of Peasant Conditions 1150-1400 (Cambridge, 1937), Alan Sutton Ed. 
(Gloucester, 1987), pp. 195, 199 and 201-4; Sir F.Pollock and 
F. W. Kai tland, The History of English Law Before the Ti:me of Edward I, 
(2 vols, Cambridge, 1895>, I, Second Ed. (Cambridge, 1898), p. 531. 
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twelve years and sixty years of age were originally in theory obliged 

to attend. In practice the clergy and tenants in ancient demesne, 

i.e. manors which were royal in 1066, were exempt and chief pledges 

attended for their tithings or the reeve and four 'best men' attended 

for their vilIs. The Statute of Marlborough exempted from the tourn 

archbishops, bishops, abbots, priors, earls, barons, religious men, 

and women and the exemptions were applied to the leet. Describing the 

position of those exempt under the Act Coke wrote that 'they are not 

compellable to come, but left to their own liberty, as to be a 

witness or the like.' MOrris reports that personal attendants of the 

lord and other persons specially exempted, such as shepherds, plough 

boys and carters, were also not compellable to attend.4~ 

Attendance at the court leet by every resident 

except some exempted by statute, some represented by their chief 

pledge or reeve and some of the lord's servants is an over

simplification. Sometimes the privilege of absence had to be paid for 

by chevage, in its Simplest form a personal payment rendered to 

secure exemption from the view but in some cases reqUired by custom 

even though the person was present; indeed the payment was sometimes 

made yet the absentees were amerced for their absence. 43 And there 

was some debate about the true age for being sworn into frankpledge, 

the attendance of freemen, and the position of women. 

The De Placitis et Curiis Tenendis of c1269 said 

that all male laymen of the age of twelve years should be in 

frankpledge and should make suit. Fleta, who wrote between 1272 and 

42 52 Henry III c 10; Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdiction, pp. 83-5; 
Holdsworth, History of English La~ 4, p. 79; Morris, Frankpledge 
syste~ p. 145; Xaitland, Select Pleas, p. xxx; Sir E.Coke, The 
Second Part of the Institutes of the Laws of England, (London, 1642), 
Sixth Ed. (London, 1681), p. 121. 
43 Neilson, Customary Rents, pp. 167-8. Sometimes chevage was paid 
for absence at the domanial court usually held three-weekly but 
attendance was reqUired at the twice-yearly view; the amounts paid 
varied and sometimes depended on whether the payer was a householder 
or an unmarried Dan: ibid, pp. 162-76; Kaitland, Select Pleas, 
pp. xxx-xxxi. In Elizabethan Essex payments of a common fine, ·cert 
money' or 'head silver' might be certain or uncertain by custom and 
might be a lump sum or so much per head: Emmison, Elizabethan Life, 
p. 206. Also see Webbs. A8nor and the Borough, p. 22, footnote Ii 
Xorris, Frankpledge Syste~ pp. 101-2. 
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1307, included in his articles of the view articles asking 'whether 

all who are twelve years old and over are in a tithing' and 'whether 

all who are twelve years old or more have come as they ought'. But in 

The Kirror of Justices, believed to have been written by Andrew Horn 

between 1285 and 1290, it was said to be an abuse of the law that any 

person over the age of thirteen years was suffered to be in the realm 

without being sworn to the king and put in tithing and, incidentally, 

the same author said that deaf mutes, sick folk, idiots and lepers 

were exempt from attending the view of frankpledgeo 44 Morris points 

out that although Britton spoke as if fourteen years was the 

appropriate age, and this age found its way into some modern text 

books, he agreed with Fleta elsewhere. 45 This no doubt prompted Coke 

when he wrote centuries later, 'Where old Books mention sometime 

fourteen years, it is but misprinted; For the time for one to come to 

the Tourn or Leet, and to take his oath, as is aforesaid, is twelve 

years 00"; elsewhere he conceded fourteen was 'the age of 

discretion' but repeated twelve was the age at which the oath should 

be taken at the tourn or leet. Sir Francis Bacon, sundry other 

authors of stewards' gUides over almost 200 years, and Blackstone 

agreed with him.46 Nevertheless the question seems to have been 

unsettled in practice. Nellie Neilson found that twelve or eighteen 

was the age for paying chevage or attending the view of frankpledge 

and EmDdson found that in Elizabethan Essex the age might be twelve, 

fourteen, fifteen or sixteen years as dictated by the custom of the 

manor, the earliest age at which suit of court was demanded sometimes 

44 Maitland and Baildon, Court Baron, p. 68; HoG. Richardson and 
G.O.Sayles (eds) , Fleta, (Selden Society 72 1955), p. 175; 
W.J.Whittaker (ed.>, The Mirror of Justices, (Selden Society 7 1895), 
pp. 38-9 and 156. 
46 Frankpledge system, p. 71. 
4e Coke, Second Part of the Institutes, p. 147; Coke, First Part of 
the Institutes, p. 78i Sir F.Bacon, The Office of Constable (London, 
1610), reproduced in G.Jacob, The Compleat Parisb-Officer (London, 
1718), Fourth Ed. (London, 1726), p. 3; de Warde, Order of Keeping a 
Court Leet, p. 1ii Kitchin, Jurisdictions, pp. 6 and 19; Scroggs, 
Practice of Courts-Leet, p. 3 (but on page 6 Scroggs gives 16 years); 
Jacob, Complete Court Keeper, p. 2; Blackstone, Commentaries, 4, 
p. 270. 
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being included in manorial custumals. 47 

We have already seen that there were differences 

of opinion about whether the possession of freehold property was a 

sufficient surety for non-membership of a tithing and that 

freeholders were variously included or excluded in accordance with 

local custom. It became customary to include suit at court as a 

condition of land-holding and Harris concluded that 'whether or not 

they owed such suit without a direct bargain seems to have depended 

upon custom'. This is confirmed by Ault's work on the manors of the 

Abbot of Ramsey in the thirteenth century where he found that in some 

manors all the freemen attended whereas in others only some of them 

did so. Crowley found that when true frankpledge broke down before 

c1400 in the Essex manors he studied the amorphous groups which 

replaced tithings did not include the weathier freeholders. Emmison 

found that freeholders were involved in Elizabethan manorial courts 

in Essex 'to a small extent' and pointed out that many lived in 

neighbouring manors and some far away but nevertheless he found 

examples of gentry attending the courts. Writing about the court leet 

or view of frankpledge in 1770 Blackstone was still able to state 

that 'all freeholders within the precinct are obliged to attend 

them' .49 

Xorris was sure that women 'never had been, and 

obviously never could be, put in tith1ngs'. Nevertheless, they were 

obliged to attend the view of frankpledge until 1267 when the Statute 

of Marlborough exempted them. Nellie leilson gives an example of 

women paying chevage of a halfpenny at Peterborough. There were no 

women in the Essex tithings studied by Crowley but when the 

irankpledge system broke down the amorphOUS groups of tithingmen 

sometimes included women and he cites three cases of women claiming 

service as chief pledge. A woman did fealty at Xanchester in 1553 but 

47 Neilson, Customary Rents, pp. 167-8; Emmison, Elizabethan Life, 
pp. 205 and 312. 
49 Xorris, Frankpledge System, pp. 75-8 and 144i Ault, Private 
Jurisdiction, p. 106; Crowley, 'Later History of Frankpledge', 
p. 15; Emmison, Elizabethan Life, pp. 205-6j Blackstone, 
Commentaries, 4, p. 270. 
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this would no doubt be as a tenant under the domanial jurisdiction at 

the court baron. In 1633 at Aldborough, Yorkshire, twenty-four 

persons including a woman were amerced after the jury presented 'that 

[they] have lived within this View of Frank Pledge for a year and a 

day and more and as yet have nat sworn Allegiance to the Lard 

King' ....... 

To compound this confusion persons owing suit were 

not always obliged to attend in person: the Statute of Merton of 1236 

provided for suit to be performed through an attorney.bO But Coke 

explained that the 1236 Act did not apply to suit real and an 

attorney could nat represent a suitor at the leet 'because he cannot 

be within twa Leets, &C'. He also asserted that the exemption applied 

only to freeholders and that copyholders, who performed 'suit 

service' by reason of the tenure of their land, were still bound to 

attend. It would seem that it was thought it would be tao onerous for 

a freeholder to have to attend in person every three-weekly court in 

a manor which might well be far from his residence but nat too 

onerous for him to attend the twice-yearly leet where he lived. 

Copyholders would reside within the manor and therefore should attend 

every court. Indeed, Wynkyn de Worde went so far as to suggest that 

every cammon Sutor is bound by the Laws to appeare at the 

Lords Court Baron at every three weeks end ... for if they 

wilfully absent themselves, then they ... incurre the danger 

of perjurYi for when they did their fealty, they were sworn 

to be true Tenants unto their Lord, and to pay and doe all 

manner of Suits, Customs and services due for their 

Tenements and therefore let every man remember his oath 

and duty, and doe his Suits and Services. 

Coke wrote that attorneys must be 'good and vertuous, learned, and of 

good fane' and therefore it is assumed he did not envisage sons and 

.. 9 Morris, Frankpledge System, p. 81j Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdiction, 
pp. 84-5i Neilson, Customary Rents, p. 167j Crowley, 'Later History 
of Frankpledge' , p. 13i Harland, Court Leet Records of the Xanor of 
~nchester, p. 71j Sir T. Lawson-Tancred, 'Three Seventeenth-Century 
Court Rolls of the Xanor of Aldborough', Yorkshire Archaelogical 
Journal, 35 (1943), p. 209. 
60 20 Henry III c 10. 
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brothers performing suit as found by Ault at the Abbot of Ramsey's 

courts. 51 

Another possible source of confusion is the 

question of residency. We have seen that suit real was 'due by reason 

of the body because the body is resident within the precincts' 

but a man could not 'be within two Leets'. Therefore when a man had 

residences in more than one manor he could be required to attend only 

one leet. Coke clearly differentiated between residents and 

inhabitants for he specifically addressed the meaning of the word 

'inhabitants' in a Tudor statute on bridges and concluded that if a 

man dwelt in a foreign county, riding, city or town and kept a house 

and servants in another county, riding, city or town, he was an 

inhabitant in each county, riding, city or town: a man could be an 

inhabitant in more than one place but he could be resident in only 

one for leet purposes. Blackstone said 'All freeholders within the 

precinct are obliged to attend them, and all persons commorant 

therein; which commorancy consists in usually lying there'. It would 

seem that residency was a question of fact to be decided in each 

case. b~2 

This somewhat confused collection of law and 

custom applied at various times over several centuries in various 

parts of England but it is nevertheless a rough guide to what might 

be expected in the call lists and rolls in the records of early 

modern manors in the North Riding of Yorkshire. Because true 

frankpledge never applied in Yorkshire there had been no tithings and 

chief pledges there and reeves could not have attended for its vilIs 

51 Coke, Second Part of the Institutes, pp. 99 and 215; de Warde, 
Order of Keeping a Court Leet, pp. 34-5; Ault, Private Jurisdiction, 
pp. 46 and 139: Ault found only two examples of attorneys attending 
the Abbot of Ramsey's manorial courts. 
52 22 Henry VIII c 5; Coke, Second Part of the Institutes, p. 702; 
Blackstone, Commentaries, 4, p. 270. In R v Adland (1825) it was 
decided that resiance should be determined by bed: Hearnshaw, Leet 
Jurisdiction, Appendix 3. 
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too small to be divided into separate tithings. It tollows that there 

could have been in Yorkshire no true chevage in its original form ot 

a payment for the absence of men represented by their chief pledge or 

by the reeve and four men. But lawyers later explained the payment of 

chevage, in its changed forms and now under different names, 

including 'cert money', as a payment to the lord towards the cost of 

running the court for the convenience of the suitors.6~ Thus, subject 

to the exemptions, all North Riding residents might be expected to 

attend a leet with 'view of frankpledge' when the jurisdiction was 

applied in Yorkshire but it would not be surprising if they were in 

some manors obliged to pay the lord for the privilege. 

The lists of residents drawn up at the leet might 

be expected to include all males from twelve, in practice often 

between twelve and eighteen, to sixty years of age, including some or 

all resident freeholders, but they might be expected to exclude 

members of the clergy and perhaps some of the lord's servants. Women 

ought not to be included but they might occasionally appear. And 

because the court leet was never held without a court baron and they 

were held 'as connected parts of one and the same tribunal' non

resident freeholders who appeared at the court baron according to 

local custom or bargains struck with the lord and women who appeared 

there as tenants in their own right might well be listed given the 

blurring between the two jurisdictions at the undifferentiated court. 

Sons and brothers, and indeed other relations, might be found listed 

as representatives of some suitors and other suitors might be 

represented by attorneys. In law attorneys could represent only 

freeholders required to attend the court baron and not freeholders 

required to attend the court leet: any freeholder represented by an 

5::.0 Scroggs wrote that it had been agreed in Bullen's Case, 6 Rep. 77, 
that the lord of a leet may well have a certain sum pro certo Leto of 
all the resiants within his leet, sometimes called Capitagium, and 
sometimes Certum Litae 'for the Ease of the Resiants, so that they 
need not go to the Sheriff's Turn, but make their Suits real at the 
Lord's Leet': Practice of Courts Leet, p. 115i also see Coke, Second 
Part of the Institutes, p. 71. 
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attorney would probably be a non-resident. b4 

These complications remind us of the problem of 

'visibility' of individuals in manorial records. Razi thought that 

the business of the Halesowen, Worcestershire, manor court in the 

fourteenth century was so wide that he found it hard to conceive how 

a villager could have avoided appearing from time to time: women and 

the under-twelves would not appear to the same extent as men and the 

rich would appear more often than the poor but he thought all men 

would appear sooner or later. Veronica Wedgewood wrote that 'as 

plaintiff or defendant, as witness or surety, or as a minor official 

of the court, the great majority of the population would be at one 

time or another directly involved with the law.' Without attempting 

to quantify the proportions because it would strain the evidence 

Wrightson and Levine formed the impression in their more recent study 

of Terling that the manorial court records were biased towards the 

lower ranks. King thought leet records 'illustrate history from the 

bottom up'. But King also conceded that leet records would contain 

nothing of the landless poor Who behaved themselves. Margaret 

Spufford found that sub-tenants were not revealed in court records 

for her Cambridgeshire manors and Hey found only bare details of 

labourers in the records at Kyddle, Shropshire, which included 

manorial records. Analysis of call lists, call rolls and other court 

records should throw more light on the extent to which the well

behaved landless poor and SUb-tenants are revealed. be 

64 A resident freeholder might by custom or bargain struck be 
required to attend both the court baron and court leet, one or the 
other, or neither. If required to attend both then he would have to 
attend the leet element of the undifferentiated court in person as he 
would if required to attend the leet only. Representation by attorney 
would be in order if a resident freeholder was required to attend 
only the court baron but it is assumed this would be most unlikely 
for any freeholder required to attend the more frequent court of the 
lord by custom or agreeDent would probably be required by the same 
custom or agreement to attend the less frequent court of the king. 
6.5 Z. Raz1, Life, Xarriage and Death in a Kedieval Parish: Economy, 
SOCiety and Demography in Halesowen 1270-1400 (Cambridge, 1980), 
pp. 2-3; C.V.Wedgewood, The King'S Peace 1637-1641: The Great 
Rebellion (London, 1955), Fontana Ed. (London, 1966), p. 129; 
Wrightson and Levine, Poverty and Piety, p. 21; King, 'Untapped 
Resources for Social Historians', pp. 702-3; Spufford, Contrasting 
Communities, p. 144; Hey, An English RUral Community, pp. 162-78. 
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Court Records 

There can be no doubt that many manorial courts 

had declined by the seventeenth century. Parker found that the powers 

and authority of the manor court of Foxton Bury, Cambridgeshire, had 

diminished year by year before 1611; Hoskins described how the manors 

at Wigston Magna, Leicestershire, were broken up and sold off in 1586 

and 1606j Wrightson and Levine showed how the courts of the various 

manors at Terling. Essex, had ceased by the end of the sixteenth 

century to have any function other than registration of land 

transactions. 56 It was doubtless examples like these which prompted 

Xaitland to say that manorial courts were 'no longer flourishing' in 

the sixteenth century and Holdsworth to record that they 'tended to 

decline in power and importance from the sixteenth century onwards' . 

Kore recently it has been said that the leet had lost most of its 

former importance by 1550 and that the Elizabethan age was its 'high 

water-mark as a unit of local government'.57 The decline of many 

courts continued throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Hearnshaw pointed out that the government itself said in an Act of 

Parliament dealing with settlement in the reign of Charles II that 

'lords of manors do not keep courts leet' and in 1770 Blackstone 

wrote that they had 'for a long time been in a declining way' .S9 

Yet there are signs that many courts still 

thrived. Holdsworth records that 'a statute of James I testifies to 

the fact that [their] business was actually increasing and the truth 

of this is borne out by the frequency with which the medieval 

literature upon [them] was reprinted.' Hearnshaw listed nine 'most 

important' stewards' guides published in the late Stuart period and 

gave ten examples of gUides produced in the Hanoverian period. 

66 R.Parker, The Common stream (London, 1975), Paladin Ed. (London, 
1976), p. 157j W.O. Hoskins, The Xidland Peasant: The Economic and 
Social History of a Leicestershire Village (London, 1957), p. xvij 
Wrightson and Levine, Poverty and Piety in an English Village, 
p. 112. 
67 Maitland, Select Pleas, p. xxviij Holdsworth, History of English 
La~ 1, p. 136j J.H.Baker, 'Crininal Courts and Procedure at Common 
Law 1550-1800', in J.S.Cockburn (ed.), Crime in En8land 1550-1800 
(London, 1977), p. 31j EmDdson, Elizabethan Life, p. 198. 
S9 14 Car II c 14j Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdiction, p. 130j Blackstone, 
Commentaries, 4, p. 271. 
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Beatrice and Sidney Webb were 'inclined to suggest that, in 1689, the 

holding of a Manorial Court .,. was ... the rule rather than the 

exception' .""9 Researchers using manorial records have confirmed that 

in many cases courts lived on after other courts had died. Working on 

the records of a number of Essex manors Newton 'obtained abundant 

evidence that the leet aspects of manorial court jurisdiction had nat 

died out by the later sixteenth century, as had generally been 

believed' and after similar work an manors in Lancashire King 

concluded that many courts retained considerable authority well into 

the seventeenth century. Examining the court leet records for Earls 

CaIne, Essex, at the end of the sixteenth century Macfarlane found 

'no evidence that the institution as a whole was merely a hollow 

formality' and in his stUdy of Xyddle, Shropshire, under the Tudors 

and Stuarts Hey found that the manorial courts had continued to 

function smoothly. 6(:1 

This national picture was reflected in the North 

Riding of Yorkshire. Many North Riding courts survived into the early 

modern period and beyond and indeed at least six North Riding courts 

leet have survived into the 1990s as active manorial courts if not in 

the same form as in their heyday. 61 The records of these Yorkshire 

courts held in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries show that 

59 1 Jas I c 5i Holdsworth, History of English La~ 4, p. 129; 
Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdiction, pp. 39-42; Webbs, Kanor and the 
Borough, p. 116. 
6(:> K. C. Newton and Marj orie K. JlcIntosh, 'Leet Jurisdiction in Essex 
Manor Courts during the Elizabethan Period', Essex Archaeology and 
History, 13 (1981), p. 3; King, 'Untapped Resources for Social 
Historians', p. 699; Macfarlane, RecDnstructing Historical 
Communities, p. 183; Hey, An English Rural Community, p. 218. In 
Wiltshire 'manorial courts also survived into the eighteenth century 
in very large numbers': W.R.Ward, 'County Government c1660-1835' in 
R.B.Pugh <ed.}, The Victoria History of the Counties of England: A 
History Df Wiltshire (14 vols, London, 1957-91), 5 (London, 1957), 
p. 170. 
61 Surviving courts are listed in Part 3 of Schedule 4 of the 
Administration of Justice Act, 1977, which includes the North Riding 
courts for Bowes, Clifton (York), Danby, Fyling, Spaunton and Whitby 
Laithes. Under Section 23 of the Act these and any other courts of 
the types listed have survived to transact business customary for 
them immediately before the Section came into force. It is most 
unlikely that any North Riding courts other than those named have 
survived. 
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although some degenerated into nothing more than a means of recording 

land transfers most appear to have continued to function, perhaps in 

some cases sitting less often than they had and in others transacting 

less of their traditional business, but nevertheless as reflections 

of what they had been. 

Early modern manorial rolls survive in not 

inconsiderable quantities. Again the Borth Riding reflects the 

national picture; the North Yorkshire County Record Office holds 

early modern records for over a hundred North Riding manors. Yet the 

North Yorkshire County Archivist has written of the manorial records 

in his custody that 

In spite of their bulk and their theoretical legal 

importance they are rarely used by historians in this 

district, and the guardian of such treasures may well begin 

to wonder whether they are any more valuable in terms of the 

historical information they contain than, say, the pretty 

grants of arms that adorn so many collections of records. b2 

It has already been noted that full sets of manor 

court rolls are available for only a tiny handful of manors and that 

a village with early field books, good parish registers, a continuous 

series of court rolls and a plentiful supply of inhabitants' wills 

would represent a local historians' paradise. Few of the manorial 

records held by the North Yorkshire County Record Office contain 

continuous sequences of any length and where they do the parish and 

other records for the same periods are often missing or wanting. 

Under-use of the North Yorkshire records could 

also reflect other problems associated with the use of manorial 

records. Maitland stressed their economic character, that they were 

originally kept not as evidence of title nor as a record of 

adjudicated litigation but as a means of checking on manorial 

officers and fines, amercements and other perquisites received. Ault 

was of the same opinion but noted that the point of view of later 

62 H.Y.Ashcroft, 'The Records of a Kanor: the Population of Stainton 
by Downholme in the KiddIe of the Seventeenth Century', The Cleveland 
and Teesside Local History SOCiety Bulletin, 16 (Spring, 1972), 
p. 15. Xr Ashcroft has advised me that the records are still little 
used. 
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rolls shifted slightly and the interests of suitors were recorded as 

well as the lord's. Harvey noted that they were written for 

landlords, not for future historians, and that much of what was 

obvious to the writer and users of the records is not obvious to us. 

Not always do the records include what one would expect to find: Hey 

found that at Myddle in the mid-sixteenth century, when the manorial 

court ceased sitting every three weeks and recording the lives for 

tenancies became unsatisfactory, lawyers drew up leases containing 

the information formerly found in the rollsj and Marjorie McIntosh 

and Margaret Spufford found that not all land transactions were 

included in the court rolls for Havering, Essex, and Ch1ppenham, 

Cambridgeshire. respectively. The use of ad hoc documents as an 

alternative to the court rolls has already been noted. King has 

argued that the book used by the clerk at court is more valuable than 

the court roll drawn up later because it contains marginal notes and 

information not transferred to the formal roll. To the problems of 

record-loss and omission Xarfarlane would add ambiguities, including 

legal fictions and the absence of punctuation; artificial demarcation 

of manors; and the fact that women. servants. children and the poor 

are less well documented in manorial records. 63 

Provided always that the problems associated with 

the use of manorial records are borne in mind and that sampling 

limitations imposed by the time-scale of the research are recognized 

a comparative local stUdy of some North Riding manorial records. and 

of call lists and rolls in particular, would be in keeping with the 

greater use of such records advocated and potentially fruitful. 

The North Ridins Records 

Not all the long-neglected North Riding court 

records contain sequences of call lists or call rolls which include 

63 Maitland. select Pleas, p. xiv; Ault. Private Jurisdiction. 
pp. 142-3; Harvey, Kanorial Records. p. 8; Hey. An English Rural 
Conmrunity, p. 13; McIntosh. Community Transformed, p. 102; Spufford, 
Contrasting Communities. p. 18j King. 'Untapped Resources for Social 
Historians'. p. 699; idem. 'Leet Jurors and the Search for Law and 
Order', p. 301j Macfarlane. Reconstructing Historical Communities. 
pp. 201-7. For omissions from records also see Webbs. Kanor and the 
Borough, pp. 88-9 and 116. 
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resiants. The records of some 102 early modern North Riding manors 

are readily available at the North Yorkshire County Record Office. bL' 

In seventeen cases no lists of names were found: this does not, of 

course, mean that lists were never drawn up in the manors concerned 

but only that lists were not available amongst the papers held at the 

record office, either because lists were not drawn up during the 

period covered by the records or because they have not survived 

amongst those papers. In twenty-one manors lists were found but 

residents were not mentioned as such and therefore it was assumed 

they were not comprehensive and were lists of tenants only: some of 

these lists may have included some residents but it was obviously 

safer to turn to those manors where residents were mentioned 

specifically. In forty manors the lists found mentioned residents but 

the records were not suitable for further investigation, because the 

period covered was too early or too late, because there were few 

lists or because the cover was patchy. The need for adequate parish 

registers several decades earlier than the court records to be 

researched meant that all lists before the very end of the sixteenth 

century were deemed too early. The decline of the courts and the 

existence of censuses and other sources of information about 

population meant that nineteenth-century lists were deemed too late. 

In many cases seventeenth-century and eighteenth-century lists were 

found but were not in series from consecutive courts and were 

discarded on that account. Hare often than not lists from these 

manors were discarded for more than one of these reasons. 

In only twenty-four manors were there regular 

lists of tenants and residents in sufficient quantity at the time 

reqUired. Some of these 'short-listed' manors were more suitable for 

research than others, not least because in a number of cases there 

were no parish registers available before the period for which lists 

were extant, and the records for the most suitable were spread thinly 

enough across the seventeenth and eighteen centuries and across the 

riding to narrow the choice considerably. In the event the three 

manors of West Tanfield, Snape and Well, and Danby were selected. 

b4 The records, which were examined in 1989, are listed in the 
appendix. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE MANORS AND THEIR RECORDS 

The Kanors 

The Vale of York, that part of Yorkshire between 

the Pennines to the west and the Wolds and the North York Koors to 

the east, stretches fran Doncaster in the south to the Tees and the 

boundary with County Durham to the north. Bishop Tunstall was moved 

to advise Henry VIII on his progress to York in 1546 that it was 'one 

of the greatest and richest valleys' he had found 'in all his travels 

through Europe', 'the breadth about forty miles and the length 

about fifty miles, wherein you pass ... seven great rivers and 

all naVigable to the place you pass over or very neare ... all in the 

road between London and Berwick' . 1 The Kanors of West Tanfield and 

Snape and Well were to be found in the northern part of the Vale of 

York, more precisely the Vale of Mowbray, just to the west of the 

present road between London and BerWick, the Roman road which was to 

become the Great North Road (AI) but known locally to earlier 

generations as Leeming Lane. 2 

The Village of West Tanfield stands on the north 

bank of the River Ure some six niles as the crow flies north west of 

Ripon. The manor was in the hands of the Xarmions and then the Parrs. 

When William Parr, Marquess of Northampton and brother of Katherine 

Parr the sixth wife of Henry VIII, died in 1570 the manor passed to 

the crown. The following year it was granted to William Cecil, Lord 

Burghley, and the part of the manor containing Wath and Carthorpe 

I Note by William Vavasour, British Library, Lansdowne XES 900, tols 
1-3, quoted in R.W.Unwin, 'Tradition and Transition: Xarket Towns of 
the Vale of York, 1660-1830', Northern History, 17 (1981), p. 72, and 
D.Hey, Yorkshire from AD 1000 (London, 1986), p. 9 . 
..2 W. Page <ed.), The Victoria History of York North Ri ding, (2 vols, 
London, 1914), I, p. 390. In the early modern period the road from 
London to Berwick was further east, passing through York and 
Northallerton: John Ogilby, Britannia or an illustration of the 
Kingdom of England and DOnUnion of Wales (London, 1675), Plate 8 'The 
Continuation of the Road from London to Barwick beginning at York and 
extending to Chester in ye Street'. 
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llap 1. Jobannes Blaey's map 01 the North Ridini (1645) show:1ni the 
areas enlarged in Maps 2 and 3; Theatrum Drbls Terrarum, sive Atlas 
Novus (Amsterdam, 1645) I • The North Riding 01 Yorkshire'. 
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remained in the hands of the Cecils, later Earls of Exeter, at least 

until 1635.·~ Wath and Carthorpe were selected for particular study 

because they are the only Villages in the manor for which there are 

early extant parish registers. ~ath lies some four niles north of 

Ripon. Leeming Lane was the eastern boundary of ~atb parish which 

included the chapelries of Melmerby, Middleton Quernhow and Norton 

Conyers but these were separate manors not in the hands of the 

Marmions' successors.4 Carthorpe lies some four miles north of ~ath, 

the road from ~ath to Carthorpe running almost parallel with and just 

west of Leeming Lane. Carthorpe was in the parish of Burneston which 

also included other townships and villages to the north. s 

In places the manors of ~est Tanfield and Snape 

and ~ell shared a common boundary, Snape being only some two miles 

west of Carthorpe and Well two miles south of Snape. Both villages 

are to be found just east of the Bedale to Masham road, Snape being 

some three miles from both Bedale and Masham. The manors of Snape and 

Well followed the descent of Xiddleham and were in the hands of the 

Nevilles and Latimersj the Hospital of Saint Michael at ~ell, the 

only medieval Yorkshire hospital to survive the Reformation with its 

revenues scarcely diminished, was founded by Ralph de Nevill in the 

fourteenth century and the castle at Snape was built by George 

Neville, first Lord Latimer, in the fifteenth century. In 1577 the 

merged manor passed into the hands of Thomas Cecil, second Lord 

Burghley and from 1605 the Earl of Exeter, through his marriage to 

,~ ~en ~illiam Cecil's grandson ~illiam, Earl of Exeter, died the 
manor was part of the inheritance of his second daughter, Diana, who 
married first the Earl of Oxford and second Thomas Bruce, the Earl of 
Elgin. The manor remained with the Bruces until in 1886 it was 
purchased by the Artons. In the formal titles to the courts leet and 
baron in a book covering courts held at West Tanfield from 1625 to 
1635 the lord is shown as Henry, Earl of Oxford, in April, May and 
June 1625, and Lady Diana, Dowager Countess of Oxford, thereafter. 
But the record of the court baron held on 4 November 1626 shows the 
dowager countess as lord 'for the townships of West Tanfield and East 
Tanfield and other townships and hamlets within the parish of West 
Tanfield' and the lord 'for the township of Wathe and Carethropp xc' 
is shown as William, Earl of Exeter, Baron Burghley. This division 
between the dowager countess and the earl then prevailed. Page, 
Victoria History: North Riding, 1, pp. 384-6j NYCRO/Z.19/2. 
4 Page, Victoria History: North Riding, 1, pp. 390-3. 
5 Ibid, pp. 355-8. 
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Dorothy co-heir of John Neville, fourth Lord Latimer, and his 

descendents were lords of the manor for over two hundred years. It 

follows that early in the seventeenth century the lordships of Snape 

and Well and of the Wath and Carthorpe element of West Tanfield were 

in the same hands.'" 

William Cobbett, who travelled from Leeds to 

Newcastle in September 1832, has provided a good description of 

farming in the Vale of Mowbray. He entered the North Riding from 

Ripon and travelled north to Darlington and he therefore probably 

travelled along Leeming Lane. He 'looked with particular care on the 

sides of the road all the way through Yorkshire' and expressed his 

surprise at finding little corn was grown: 

A very small part, comparatively speaking, is arable 

land; and all the outward appearances show, that that which 

is arable was formerly pasture. 

All along the road from Leeds to Durham I saw hardly 

any wheat at all, or any wheat stubble, no barley, the chief 

crops being oats and beans mixed with peas. These everywhere 

appeared to be what we would deem most miserable crops. The 

oats, tied up in sheaves, or yet uncut, were scarcely ever 

more than two feet and a half long, the beans were about the 

sane height, and in both cases the land so full of grass, as 

to appear to be a pasture, after the oats and the beans were 

cut. 

But this by no means implies that these are beggarly 

counties They are not agricultural counties; they are 

not counties for the producing of bread, but they are 

counties made for the express purpose of producing meat; in 

6 L.A.S.Butler (ed.), The Archdeaconry of Richmond in the Eighteenth 
Century: Bishop Gastrell's 'Notitia': The Yorkshire Parishes 1714-
1725, (Yorkshire Archaelogical Society Record Series, 146, 1986), 
(Leeds, 1990), p. 10; T.Horsfall, Notes on the ~nor of ~ell and 
Snape (Leeds, 1912), chapters 2-5; Francis Lord Latymer, Well 
(London, 1922), pp. 22 and 40-1; T.D.Whitaker, An History of 
Richmondshire in the North Riding of York (2 vols, London, 1823), 2, 
pp. 78-9; Page, Victoria History: North Riding, 1, pp. 348-51 and 
384-6. 
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which respect they excel the southern counties, in a degree 

beyond all comparison. 

He noted the large quantity of turnips grown, not to feed sheep as in 

the south but raised for feeding cattle in winter. He concluded that 

'This then, is not a country of farmers, but a country of graziers; a 

country of pasture, and not a country of the ploughi and those who 

formerly managed the land here were not husbandmen, but herdsmen.' He 

added 'these are by nature counties of pasturage, and ... they were 

formerly used solely for that purpose'. 7 

Cobbett's observations were not inaccurate. In 

1794 John Tuke had written in his General View of the Agriculture of 

the North Riding that 'The country ... on the West side of the road 

from Boroughbridge to Leeming, is generally a turnip soil, though of 

various qualities, consisting of a loamy soil upon lime-stone, a 

gravelly loam, and a rich hazle loami except that in some parts there 

are patches of swampy ground, and cold clay land.,a And an analyst of 

late seventeenth-century Yorkshire wills, which included the stUdy of 

wills covering 430 farms in the plain of York, concluded that 'cattle 

can be regarded as the backbone of seventeenth-century Yorkshire 

farming, almost irrespective of district'.9 

For a description of the manor of Danby, on the 

North York Moors almost forty miles north-east of Snape, we turn to 

the Rev.J.C. Atkinson. In his classic Forty Years in a Koorland 

Parish he described his ride the twelve miles west from Whitby to 

take up the living of Danby in 1847 and his description included the 

isolation of Eskdale when viewed from Danby Beacon above the village: 

Before me looking westward was moor, so that I could see 

nothing else. On either side was moor. with a valley on the 

left, and on the right, to the north, an expanse of 

cultivated land beyond. Across the valley just named there 

was moor again; and the valley was, it was clear, but a 

7 V.Cobbett. Rural Rides (London, 1830), 'A new edition ... by James 
Paul Cobbett' (London, 1853), pp. 620-7. 
a J.Tuke, A General View of the Agriculture of the North Riding of 
Yorkshire with Observations on the Keans of its Improvement (London, 
1794), p. 13. 
~ V.H.Long, 'Regional Farming in Seventeenth-Century Yorkshire', 
Agricultural History Revie~ 8 (1960), p. 113. 
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Map 3. Detail from Johannes Blaeu's map Of the North B1ding (1645) 
showing Eskdale and the area covered by the Manor Of Danby; Atlas 
Novus, 'North Riding'. 
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narrow one; while behind me, as I knew, lay three good miles 

of moor ... It was a wild as well as lonely solitude. 10 

But he also described how he came to 

one of the loveliest scenes it had ever been my lot to 

behold. There was the long valley, running east and west, 

which had seemed so narrow when beheld from the grudging 

heights above, and which was now seen to be from a mile to a 

mile and a half broad, and with dale after dale, not wide 

but long and deep, opening into it from the southern side. 11 

Sixty years before Atkinson's ride William Marshall, in his Rural 

Economy in Yorkshire, had written 

The Moreland Dales ... have been still more effectually cut 

off from all converse with strangers. Their situation is so 

recluse, their soil in general so infertile, and their 

aspect so uninviting '" No wonder, then, the language of 

these Dales ... should abound in native words; or that it 

should vary so widely, in pronunciation, from the 

established language of this day, as to be in a manner 

wholly unintelligible to strangers. 12 

This was the isolated terrain covered by the manor which included the 

parts of upper Eskdale around the hamlets of Castleton, Danby, 

Lealholm and Glaisdale and encompassed the subsidiary dales of Danby 

Dale, Little and Great Fryup and Glaisdale with the moorland between. 

The manor was also in the hands of the Nevilles 

and Latimers. Like the manor of Snape and Well it was held by John 

Neville, fourth Lord Latimer, until his death in 1577. Whereas Snape 

and Well passed to the Earl of Exeter through Neville's daughter 

Dorothy the manor of Danby passed through her sister Elizabeth to Sir 

John Danvers. The executors of his descendant and namesake sold the 

manor to John Dawnay, later Viscount Downe, in 1655 and the present 

10 Rev.J.C.Atkinson, Forty Years in a Xoorland Parish (London, 1891), 
p. 40. 
11 Ibid, pp. 42 (and pp. 181-3 for Atkinson's unusual description of 
the dales' positions vis-a-vis each other. ) 
I~ W.Xarshall, The Rural Economy in Yorkshire (2 vols, London, 1788), 
Second Ed. (London, 1796), 2, pp. 295-6. 
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Hap 4. Hap 01 the Danby Area showing Eskdale with, troD west to east, 
Castleton, Dale End [DanbyJ, Lealholm and laisdale, and Danbydale, 
Little ryup, Great Fryup and Glaisdale. <Part of the nap laCing 
p. 184, Atkinson, Forty Years in a Xoorland Parish.) 
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Lord Downe is still lord of the manor. I", 

Life for the tenants and resiants in the dales and 

on the moors no doubt differed somewhat from the life of their 

opposite numbers in the Vale of Mowbray. The analysis of late 

seventeenth-century Yorkshire wills showed that farms in the North 

York Koors were then worth only two-thirds the value of their Vale of 

York counterparts: the average valuations of farms in the moors and 

on the plain were forty-seven pounds and seventy-twa pounds 

respectively. The moors farmers kept more cattle and, nat 

surprisingly, grew less corn and kept more sheep. They kept more oxen 

than horses. The proportion of moors houses with only one or two 

hearths was somewhat higher than the mean for the riding. 14 

The three manors selected provide opportunities 

for both comparisons and contrasts. The Wath and Carthorpe element of 

the manor of West Tanfield and the manor of Snape and Well were in 

the same hands early in the seventeenth century but the farmer had 

been acqUired by purchase only in 1571 and the latter only in 1577 

through marriage. The lards were absentees and we will find the 

manors were run differently by different stewards. Although in the 

same manor, the villages of Wath and Carthorpe are some four miles 

apart with ather villages between and they were in different 

parishes. Snape and Well are adjacent villages only twa miles apart 

sharing a common church. Whereas there seems to have been little 

contact between the villagers of Wath and Carthorpe other than 

through the manor court we will see there was considerable contact 

between the people of Snape and Well; they inter-married, moved 

between and often held land in both Villages, and these relationships 

meant they not infrequently sued each other in the court baron. The 

13 J. DaVison, The Xanor, Lordship and Castle of Danby <Vhi tby, 1964), 
pp. 79-165; Page, Victoria History: North Riding, 2, pp. 336-8; 
Atkinson, Forty Years in a Xoorland Parish, pp. 286-93. 
14 Long. 'Regional Farming in Seventeenth-Century Yorkshire', 
pp. 105-6; Marshall, RUral Economy, 2. p. 271; E.Kerridge, The 
Agricultural Revolution (Landon. 1967), pp. 169-70. Purdy described 
the 87.07. proportion of North Riding houses with one or two hearths 
as 'massive' (the West and East Ridings were 78.0% and 82.57. 
respectively) yet Danby had 94.0% and Glaisdale 957.: J.D.Purdy. 'The 
Hearth Tax Returns for Yorkshire', (Unpublished X.Phil. thesis, 
University of Leeds, 1975). pp. 206 and 317. 
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geographical contrast between the Vale of Mowbray manors and the 

Kanor of Danby is obvious and the farming differences have already 

been noted. It is some seven miles along the Esk from Castleton 

through Danby and Lealholm to Glaisdale on the opposite side of the 

manor so it would be surprising if the occupiers of the remote dale 

and moorland homesteads had the Snape and Well homogeneity. But 

isolated as they were and in the same parish they would perhaps be 

closer than the Villagers of Wath and Carthorpe. 

Whether a manor in itself constitutes a 

'community' is debatable. Some have sought the community in the 

manorial courts but others have sought it in the Villages within a 

manor. The manorial court has been described as embracing two 

jurisdictions which corresponded to the two-fold character 01 the 

manor itself: a private one through which the economic activities 01 

the suitors were regulated and which corresponded with the private 

estate; and a public one through which misdemeanours were corrected 

and which corresponded with the community. In the same vein it has 

been observed that the manorial court remained active for well over a 

thousand years 'because the rural community of which it was the organ 

so long remained the foundation of English society' and the court 

leet has been described as 'the public expression of the Village 

community'. If 'the heart of a manor lay in its courts' and the 

community was to be found in the manorial courts then it could be 

argued a manor was indeed a community. ,.~ 

However, Tawney pOinted out that the manorial 

court's involvement in discovering and checking breaches of manorial 

custom does not necessarily imply any highly developed communal 

organization of village life. The kings' courts treated members 

simply as holders of individual rights which they on occasions 

exercised jointly: 'at the touch of the law ... the communal element 

.. , seems to crumble away. If to the peasants, a manor was a more or 

less self-conscious community ... it was, to the eye of the common 

lawyer, a collection of individuals bound together by their relation 

1.0:; R. B. Pugh, How to [(rite a Parish History <London, 1879), Sixth Ed. 
(London, 1954), p. 62; A.Harding, The Law Courts of Xedieval England 
(London, 1973), pp. 16 and 116; E.Kerridge, Agrarian Problems in the 
Sixteenth Century and After (London, 1969), p. 24. 
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to the manorial authorities.' Nevertheless, he concluded that the 

possible argument that the manorial court was only a temporary 

alliance was incomplete because the common interest of the villagers 

was a permanent, not merely a passing, ground for co-operation; 

villagers habitually acted together, perhaps often in mere adherence 

to a customary rule but custom did not work by itself and men had to 

make it work. He preferred to look for evidence of commrunality not in 

the courts but in the co-operation required, for example, to regulate 

the use of commons and the constant readjustment of regulations to 

that end. Laslett too found evidence of communality in the people 

working together on the land and noted that this communality was to 

be destroyed. Elsewhere the people within a manor have been described 

as 'a community of shareholders in husbandry'. 16 

Vinogradoff suggested that, although the manor was 

an element for cohesion and the joint liability of manorial tenants 

was a potent factor for communalism, the evidence of communities is 

in the townships, not the manors. He saw clear evidence of communal 

organization for administrative purposes in the collection of taxes, 

the administration of justice and policing arrangements and pointed 

out that 'in most cases it is not the manor itself which appears on 

the scene, but the township or viII underlying it ... the local unity 

does not act through the lord of the manor, but through chosen or 

customary representatives of a commrunity, a "commune" of its 

members.' More recently Hoskins has advocated the study of villages 

rather than manors and concentration on the manor rather than the 

village has been criticized as presenting an unreal picture of 

village society. 17 

The court and practical-co-operation approaches 

have been combined in an analogy drawn with the modern local 

16 R.H.Tawney, The Agrarian Problem in the Sixteenth Century (London, 
1912), Torchbook Ed. (New York, 1967), pp. 160-1, 244 and 404; 
P.Laslett, The World We Have Lost (London, 1971), Third Ed. (London, 
1983), pp. 12 and 60; Kiss L.e.Latham, The Kanor, (Historical 
ASSOCiation Leaflet No. 83 1931), p. 3. 
17 P. Vinogradoff, The Growth of the ~nor (London, 1904). pp. 313, 
318, 323-4 and 361; W.G.Hoskins, Local History in England (London, 
1959), Third Ed. <Landon, 1984), pp. 76-7; Razi, 'Toronto School's 
Reconstruction of Kedieval Peasant SOCiety', p. 141. 
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authority; the courts were concerned with practical arrangements 

designed for the well-being of the community and thereby not only 

preserved the rights of the lord but administered the community 

fairly and efficiently. 18 

Although Vath and Carthorpe shared the manorial 

court with the other villages in the manor their tenants and resiants 

were listed separately and the separate officers for each village 

made separate presentments. Snape and Well also had separate call 

lists and separate officers and presentments. In each case the 

manorial records tend to shaw not that the manors were communities 

but that the villages were separate communities separately 

administered although through a common court; practical co-operation 

was between villagers in each village rather than between villages. 

We wi 11 see that the civil juries at the courts baron comprised men 

from mare than one village but this exception tends to emphasize the 

separateness of their villages because some independence in civil 

trials would be desirable. The Vale of Kowbray villages had been 

manors in their own right and their fusion into bigger manors no 

doubt reflected administrative convenience rather than any sense of 

community spirit. In the Xanor of Danby the hamlets did not have 

separate call rolls and juries but the manor was administered in twa 

parts, Danby and Glaisdale. Ve will see that the parish registers 

were similarly administered and that Glaisdale was to become a parish 

in its own right. It would seem that the Eskdale hamlets fell into 

two groups and that there were perhaps two 'communities' in the 

manor. 

Kacfarlane has, in any case, described the idea 

that there were stable and tight-knit communities in the past as a 

myth and differentiated between 'community studies' which he accepted 

as a method of study and the study of a 'community' which he rejected 

because it treats the community as a theoretical concept and assumes 

it reflects reality. He advocated the selection of a small bounded 

collection of items as a convenient focus for analysis in keeping 

with 'community studies' in the first sense but warned that the 

collection of the data should nat be allowed to persuade the 

'EI Hey, .An EllglJ.sb Rural C011l11lullity, pp. 228-9. 
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investigator that he really is studying a 'community' in the second 

sense ."3 This study of the three North Riding manors is not then a 

study of communities, whether found in the manors, the courts, the 

villages or the co-operation between villagers, but a study of 

several villages in their respective manors as a 'convenient focus' 

for analysis. It is not pretended that the study will be a full 

community study on the lines of some recently published Village 

studies. But if manorial documents are to be used as one of the tools 

in such studies then honing this tool by the type of detailed 

investigation envisaged in this thesis is an important objective. 

Before selecting the three Cambridge parishes she 

studied for Contrasting Conmwnities Margaret Spufford addressed the 

question of 'What is normal?' and concluded that there is no such 

thing as a normal parish. :20 Similarly there is no such thing as a 

normal manor or court leet. But examination of the selected courts 

should provide a picture of the kind of courts to be found in the 

North Riding, perhaps in the north generally, which should add to the 

understanding of local • communities' . 

The Manorial Records 

The West Tanfield court book appears to contain 

the record of every court held from 20 April 1625 to 26 Karch 1636. 

Marginal notes, erasures and omissions indicate the book is the less 

formal record kept by the clerk at the court and not the formal 

record made up later. The book was kept in Latin except when the 

juries' pains were recorded and very occasionally when a jury 

reported on a matter out of the ordinary and at length.21 

19 Macfarlane, Reconstructing Historical Communities, pp. 1-4. Also 
see Margaret Stacey, 'The Myth of Community Studies', The British 
Journal of Sociology, 20 (1969), pp. 134-45. 
20 Spufford, Contrasting Communities; idem, 'The Total History of 
Village Communities', The Local Historian, 10 (1973>, pp. 398-401. 
21 NYCROIZ.19/2. The Jervaulx Abbey estate papers also include court 
rolls from the fourteenth to the seventeenth centuries and a late 
sixteenth-century court book: NYCROIZJX and fYCROIZ.19/1. For pains, 
or manor bye-laws, see Vi nogradoff, Growth of the Aanor, pp. 187-9 
and 312; Webbs, Kanor and the Borough, pp. 16 and 27; Kitchin, 
Jurisdictions, pp. 158-9; Jacob, Complete Court Keeper, p. 443; 
Scroggs, Practice of Courts Leet, pp. 111-14. 
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The 'Court Leet with View of Frankpledge' was held 

at Easter and Micbaelmas and always at West Tanfield. The court-Ieet 

records include lists of free tenants, tenants and resiants in 

separate lists for each village in the manor and the verdicts of four 

separate juries including those of the juries for Wath and 

Cartborpe .. ,,'" Each verdict i ncl udes the names of the .j urors and ends 

with any pains and the names of the affeerors. Non-criminal manorial 

offences were almost always included in verdicts presented at the 

leet but very occasionally a verdict was presented at the court 

baron. Civil cases were also heard at the leet which included a court 

baron. 

Courts baron proper were held regularly between 

the courts leet, also at West Tanfield. Their records include details 

of each civil case heard including the names of the parties with 

particulars of the debt, trespass or other action and details of any 

adjournment or conclusion short of jury trial. Not infrequently the 

record also includes the names of the jury and their decision. The 

court was also used for their civil actions by suitors from the 

separate manor of Leeming and Exelby.~3 

As an apparently complete record of the 

transactions of the manor's courts with lists of tenants, resiants, 

jurors and affeerors over a period of eleven years the West Tanfield 

court book appeared ideal for further investigation. 

The lists of free tenants, tenants and resiants 

are apparently complete lists of all suitors to the court. The names 

are not in vertical lists but in sequential blocks as illustrated in 

Plate 1. Above each name the clerk marked whether the person attended 

or the reason why not but occasionally he omitted to make a mark. By 

22 The lists for other Villages are almost always followed by lists 
of 'desinarii' but never those for either Wath or Carthorpe. 
23 Some of the court-leet records include lists of free tenants from 
Exelby, Leeming, lewton, Hipswell, Upsland and Scabbed Newton, 
villages north of Carthorpe, and many plaintiffs and defendents from 
these villages appear in the court baron records. 
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Plate 1. Part of a call list · ____ In the Vest Tanf1eld coyrt bOOk 

Tbe sequential blocks of t t t (20.4.1625). 
there and the !irst of tbee~:~hstO! ~e lord 'in Carethrop'. resiants 
above the eoan s are shown with the marks 
fealty tol~h:a~~d r~:ec~:~~rpe te~~nt Jobn Toes attended and swore 
represented by her' son. orpe w ow and tenant Anna Raper was 
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recording the suitors in sequential blocks with marks over their 

names the steward, GeOffrey Adamson, iollowed the advice given in 

some stewards' guides: Wilkinson and Kitchin both advocated entering 

amercements for defaul t above the names .. .<:'" 

Defaulters in the call lists did not appear as 

such separately in the juries' verdicts in the book nor in the six 

formal court rolls available in the archive. 26 An unexpected finding 

when the attendance marks in the book were compared with the rolls 

was that in all but ane af sixty-five cases the absence of marks was 

repeated and indeed in twelve cases where the book contained marks 

the roll did not. In four cases marks had changed. It would seem the 

book is a better record of attendances than the rolls. None of the 

civil cases were transposed inta the rolls and there are other 

omissions: the Carthorpe free tenants were omitted from one roll, the 

Carthorpe tenants and resiants fram another, and the appointments of 

two bilawmen from a third. 26 Thus the West Tanfield court book 

supports King's argument that such books are more valuable than court 

rolls proper.';'? 

The court rolls and associated records held for 

the manor of Snape and Well include an almost complete series of 

rolls for the courts held from 1611 to 1621 with miscellaneous call 

ralls, presentments, jury lists and ather court recards for the same 

period. Court rolls are available for nineteen of the twenty-two 

courts leet held twice each year and inter alia they usually provide 

24 Wilkinson, Manner and Forme ho~ to keepe a Court Leete, quoted at 
Harland, Court Leet Records of the Aanor of Xanchester, p. 19j 
Kitchin, Jurisdictions, p. 103. Where new tenants are recorded as 
having been sworn no marks appear above their heads but it is assumed 
they were present to be sworn. 
26 NYCROJZJX/3/1/150-3. 
26 NYCRO/ZJX/3/1/152, 153(ii) and 150(iii). 
27 'Untapped Resources for Social Historians', p. 699j 'Leet Jurors 
and the Search for Law and Order', p. 307. 
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lists of free tenants, tenants and resiantsj resiants are listed only 

from the Michaelmas 1614 court. Other deficiencies are resolved by 

the ad hoc documents and the picture presented is almost complete. 

These records, for a period almost the same length as the period 

covered by the West Tanfield court book and only a decade earlier, 

are almost ideal for comparisons between the adjacent manors.~a 

The records include separate call rolls for six of 

the courts leet. Comparison showed the call rolls contained twenty

two deleted names, the names of two aletasters and an amercement for 

swearing in court not to be found in the court rolls. But the call 

rolls were marginally less accurate as an attendance record in that 

whereas they provided marks in five cases where the court rolls gave 

no marks the court rolls gave marks in twenty-one cases where there 

were no marks in the call rolls. In only ten cases were there 

different marks when both rolls contained marks. The six call rolls 

therefore proved to be a useful source of some extra detail but of 

little significance in assessing attendance rates. 29 

The Minster Library at York holds court rolls for 

the six leets held from Xichaelmas 1618 to Easter 1621 but they are 

not exact copies of the rolls for the same courts to be found at 

Northallerton. Here and there information given in one set is missing 

from the other and occasionally the information given differs, 

including some marks in the call lists. According to the Minster 

rolls twenty-one more persons attended the six courts but we shall 

see that many of the extra 'attendances' were actually through a 

third party and there is no reason to doubt the general attendance 

28 1/109-179 and 3/33-91. There are five presentments and two call 
rolls, one including pleas, to compensate in part for the missing 
rolls for Kichaelmas 1613 and 1615 and Easter 1616: 3/43, 3/44, 3/52, 
3/56 and 3/57; 1/130 and 1/135. Civil pleas are missing from two 
rolls (1/161 and 11117) but separate pleas are available in two 
cases: 1/160 and 3/91. There are no verdicts in three rolls (1/109, 
1/112 and 1/117) but there are two presentments to make up the 
deficiency in part: 3/87 and 3/38. The only pains surviving are a set 
at 3/89, repeated at 1/174, and a single pain at 3/37. 
29 1/149, 3/62, 3/65, 3/11, 3/80 and 3/85. 
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picture given by the Northallerton rolls.30 

The records of the courts leet and baron held at 

Snape are much the same as those of the West Tanfield courts. The 

court rolls were kept in Latin but the ad hoc documents were usually 

written in English. The Snape call lists are sequential blocks of 

names but the call rolls are in columns with the marks entered after 

the names, as illustrated in Plate 2. The marks on the lists early in 

the period are suspect and only from the Easter 1615 court roll do we 

find the full range of marks found thenceforth throughout the rolls 

and at courts elsewhere ... ~, 

The seneschal, or steward, named in the early rolls was 

Marmaduke Wilson. Thomas Ascough who succeeded him seems to have been 

responsible for the improvement in the call-list marks and wielding a 

new broom it seems he was also responsible for other improvements in 

the rolls. Resiants were listed only from Michaelmas 1614. The Well 

tenant list was split from Michaelmas 1615 into separate lists of 

tenants of the lord and 'Tenants of the Lands of the laster and 

Hospital in Well'. The order in which the tenants were listed changed 

markedly and new names may have been added for the mean number in the 

last five merged lists was 52.6 whereas the mean in the next five 

lists was 62.4. In the two years 1614 and 1615 twelve new tenants 

3<:> York Xinster Library liN/SIA/1. The differences include persons 
omitted from call lists: John Williamson (1/157), Thomas Crawe 
(1/161), and John Saville (1/167); and extra details: John Mayson's 
second essoin is shown as 'ut supra' which proves both Mayson entries 
refer to the same man (1/161); Edward Kirkby is shown as 'of Ripon' 
(1/170); and Francis Gibson's forename is given whereas it was 
omitted from 11114. The Kinster rolls give four marks where there are 
no marks in the lorthallerton rolls but the latter give nine where 
there are no marks in the former. In thirty-eight cases the marks 
given differed. It is not obvious why these copies of rolls for the 
same courts containing the same call lists, verdicts and pleas differ 
in some detail. leither set includes amendments indicating they are 
drafts. Although one set must have been produced after the other and 
presumably the differences reflect corrections there 1s nothing in 
the rolls to indicate clearly which were written first. 
31 The lists for the Easter courts in 1611, 1612 and 1613 have only a 
few default marks: 1/109, 1/110 and 1/113; the Xichaelmas courts in 
1611 and 1612 have attendance and default marks but no essoins, 
sickness or other excuses, and many unmarked nanes: 1/105 and 1/112; 
the lists for both 1614 courts have attendance and excused marks with 
a few essoins: 1/115 and 1/119. 
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Plate 2. Part oi the Snape and Well call roll lor 7 October 1017 
(1/149) . 

1he 6U1t01S are listed in GoluDns with the marks atter their names. 
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were first listed, in the other nine years about half that number. 

The number of free tenants listed increased from three to seven. The 

improvements provide a reminder that the quality of manorial court 

records depends greatly on the efficiency of the steward.";;;: 

The next sequence of usable records covers the 

period from 1671 to 1685. 38 There are no full court rolls but the 

call rolls, presentments, estreats, jury lists and other documents 

provide most of the information the court rolls would have contained. 

The comparison between court and call rolls for the earlier period 

showed the latter to be marginally less accurate but there is no 

reason to doubt the general picture given by the call rolls. 34 

The call rolls cover a whole year and it would 

seem the courts leet were no longer held at Easter. The names are 

listed in single columns as illustrated by Plate 3. Well hospital 

tenants were no longer listed separately. In 1685 the 1684 roll was 

used again and the same roll was probably used yet again in 1686, the 

marks being entered in columns as illustrated by Plate 4. The change 

in format coincided with a change of steward for Francis Wood, who 

had succeeded Leonard Robinson in 1672, was himself succeeded by John 

Conyers in 1684. 35 Seven of the call rolls end with notes of civil 

;3;;~ Wi lson was seneschal at Easter 1612 and Ascough at Easter 1615 and 
regularly thereafter: 11110, 1/125 et seq. More courts were held at 
Little Haywood and at Cannock and Rugeley, Staffordshire, after the 
appointment of a new steward: Pamela R. Korris, 'The Kanor of Little 
Haywood and its Small Court, 1550-1600', (unpublished X.A. thesis, 
University of Keele, 1988), p. 68. 
33 Only five court rolls survive from the thirty years after 1621 and 
none thereafter: IYCRO/ZAL/1/1 includes court rolls for 1622, 1633, 
1634 (two) and 1652 but nothing more until presentments from 1672 to 
1684 at 1/189-209. The miscellaneous documents peter out after 1638 
but resume from 1670 to 1686 before petering out again: BYCRO/ZAL/1/3 
includes eleven miscellaneous documents froD 1622 to 1638 but nothing 
more until similar documents from 1670 to 1686 at 3/103-142. 
34 Call rolls are available for ten years: 3/106, 3/109, 3/114 and 
3/119 (1671-4); 3/123 and 3/125 (1676-7); 3/136 (1681); 3/139 and 
3/141 (1683-5). Presentments and estreats in both files leave only 
one year uncovered for both villages (1685) and three years for Snape 
(1671, 1674 and 1675). Information about Well leet jurors is 
available for every year and their opposite numbers at Snape for 
thirteen years. We know the officers for both villages for nine years 
and those for Well for one DOre year. The additional marks provided 
by the court rolls represented only 1.1 per cent of the whole. 
3& 3/105, 3/106. 3/109, 3/139. 3/141 and 3/143. 
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Plate 3. Part 01 the 1671 ~nape and Well call roll (3/106) . 

[h 1r enants and the 1irst 01 the tenants in Snape are listed in 
a single column with the rks atter their names. All the 1ree 
tenants wele essoined except the Byerley heIrs who 'ap. by Jo. 
Cl rkeson'. 
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Plate 4. Part ot the lQ84 Snape and Well call roll (3/141), 

h roll w s used gain in 16tl5 and probably in 1686. It is not clear 
from th ro I which marks applied to which year and when changes of 
na took pace. 
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cases and the records contain one other separate list of Xichaelmas 

pleasj eight sets of pleas is an inadequate sample of civil courts if 

they were held regularly over fifteen years.~6 

The next sequence of Snape and Well records starts 

in 1727 and continues more or less unbroken to 1793; the first and 

last ten years of this sequence were selected for study to continue 

the comparisons with the earlier periods and to ascertain how the 

court developed. The courts leet continued to be held only at 

Kichaelmas. Again the records contain no formal court ralls but for 

most of the twenty years they contain call rolls, separate 

presentments for each village and lists of jurors and officers for 

bath villages. 37 

The call rolls for bath decades are in much the 

same format as found in the seventeenth century. The practice of 

using one call roll to cover several years adopted in 1685 bad been 

abandoned by 1727 and under the stewardships of Thomas Raper and 

Richard Stewardson separate call rolls were again prepared for each 

court. Until 1733 the rolls were kept in Latin but English was used 

thereafter. The rolls no longer list resiants separately, the 

headings after the free-tenant lists in both decades being 'Snape' 

and 'Tenants and Resiants in VeIl' respectively; although resiants 

are not mentioned in the Snape heading we will see that the lists 

probably included them. The absence of separate resiant lists means 

some comparisons with the earlier periods are impossible. 

Six of the call rolls for the first decade include 

particulars of pleas, in some cases heard at the leet but in others 

heard at courts baron held soon afterwards. It is apparent that the 

particulars are rough notes of cases later transferred to a more 

formal record: the entries in the 1731 roll are endorsed 'These 

db 3/109, 3/114, 3/119, 3/123, 3/125, 3/131, 3/136 and 3/139. 
~7 The documents described are complete for 1727-36: 1/210-50. For 
1784-93 there are no documents for 1787 but call rolls and Well 
presentments are available for the other nine years and lists of 
jurors and officers and Snape presentments for eight years: 1/439-
473. The names of the jurors and officers on the missing list for 
1788 are given in the presentments for that year. <Careful comparison 
with extant call rolls showed that document 1/469, part of a call 
roll with a list of defaulters, was pre-1784 and therefore not in its 
correct place in the sequence.> 
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causes are all carryed into the Court Book' and the entries are 

similarly endorsed the following two years. :38 Again the sample of 

civil cases seems inadequate. The civil cases heard during the last 

decade are included in a court book containing the records of courts 

baron held from 1757 to 1793. The book contains appropriate headings 

for three-weekly courts but there are no cases entered under most 

headings: for example, seventeen court headings were entered for 1786 

but cases were entered only under the heading for 30 September 1786. 

In the ten years from 1784 to 1793 cases were entered under the 

headings for only eight courts baron. Dates in the entries for three 

of these cases show that courts were held on ather occasions to 

transact business in cases already entered. But given that these are 

the only three cases where other dates are mentioned and that, as we 

will see, sixteen of the thirty-nine cases were marked 'agreed' when 

first entered it seems most unlikely that business was transacted on 

every occasion when a heading was entered. The evidence in this court 

book raises the possibility that the few records surviving for 

earlier periods were not a small proportion of the courts held but 

the complete records of the few courts held. ::3', 

The call rolls, court books and miscellaneous court 

papers for the manor of Danby form part of the Dawnay family archive. 

The earliest call roll commences in 1689 and later call rolls cover 

various periods up to the mid nineteenth century. Of these the call 

rolls for 1689-1701, 1735-39 and 1786-97 cover periods roughly 

eqUivalent to the Snape and Well periods studied and were selected 

313 In 1912 when Dr. Horsfall wrote his notes on the manor he had 
access to 'A Plea Book, No.ii, of the Manor of Snape and Well, dated 
1727' which contained entries from 1727 to 1757: Manor of Well and 
Snape, p. 236. This would be the book into which the particulars were 
'carryed'. It has not been deposited in the County Record Office and 
the County Archivist believes it is still in private hands. 
:3'3 1/474. Wal bran v Hewson was entered at 13 October 1787 and 
distraint returnable on 24 November 1787 was issued on 3 November 
1787. Also see Taylor v Hewson, 25 October 1788, and Moses v Haw <two 
cases) 27 December 1790, for similar sequences of dates. See 
McIntosh, Co~nity Transformed, pp. 301-3, for the need to be 
cautious about records of civil cases: at Havering it seems the clerk 
kept notes in a loose file and did not bother to copy them into the 
court records. 
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for comparison purposes. The years 1849-53 covered by the call roll 

for 1839-53 were also examined to facilitate comparisons with the 

1851 census. 4
() The call rolls are supplemented by various other 

documents in the archive but there are no formal rolls and little 

evidence of any pleas. 41 

The format of all the Danby call rolls is like 

that introduced by John Conyers at Snape and Well in 1685: the marks 

are in columns and the roll is made to last several years. The format 

accords with advice given to stewards by Giles Jacob. 42 Call rolls in 

this format are not without their problems. The title of the 1689 

roll indicates the year it was commenced but there are no specific 

dates at the top of each column and it can only be assumed that the 

columns were annual. 43 Where there has been a change of name it is 

not always clear where the Change took effect in the marks opposite. 

And where there are no marks in the first column(s) and last 

column(s) it could indicate there was no suitor at that time but it 

could also indicate there was but the clerk failed to make one or 

more marks. It follows that in some cases it is impossible to know 

how long a person was listed and his attendance record. The rolls are 

often untidy and the names illegible as a result of the sometimes 

repeated alterations in the names columns. The problems are 

illustrated by Plate 5 which shows the untidy 1689 roll. Plate 6 

40 111/3/1-2, 5 and 9. Call rolls for 1739-45 and 1798-1838 were not 
examined: 111/3/3-4 and 111/3/6-8. 
41 Presentments cover the years 1689-91, 1693, 1696-98, 1735 and 
1739: 111/4/3-9 and 111/4/11-12j lists of jurors, affeerors and 
officers cover 1186-97: 111/4/66-81; the latter information is also 
contained in the court book for 1786-1824 which gives further 
information: one 1789 juror <Robert Peirson), the bailiffs for 1789-
94 and 1197, the affeerors for 1790, and a civil case heard at the 
1788 leet: 111/2/2j lists of persons amerced for digging peat and 
turf including 1197 and 1851: 111/4/82, 111/4/172 and 111/2/4); a 
valuation book', c1787 of which a field book (watermark 1795) proved 
to be a copy: 1V/3/3 and IV/3/37; rentals from 1779 to beyond 1797: 
IV/2/1j the court book for 1825-1901: 111/2/3; and pains for 1849: 
II1/4/169. 
42 Complete Court Keeper, p. 60. 
4~ 11113/1. Confirmation of the courts' intervals are sometimes 
available from other documents and it has been assumed the 1689 Danby 
call roll, which has no column dates, was used annually thereafter. 
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Plate 5. Part 01 the 1089 panby call roll (lII/3/1). 

There are no dates at the heads of the columns to indicate when the 
roll was used atter 1689. The roll is untidy and 1 t is not clear 
which rKs apply to which person where there have been Changes. 
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Plate 6. Part at the 178p Danby call roll (III/3/5). 

The roll is better kept: the columns have dates at their heads, the 
marks tor persons newly-listed start on a ditterent line and a line 
is drawn to ind1cate when they were not listed. 
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shows the much better kept 1186 roll which includes lines to indicate 

that a suitor was not listed in a particular year and marks on a new 

line opposite new suitors' names. Plate 1 shows the Rev. J.e. 
Atkinson's admission in 1850: he was vicar of Danby from 1841 until 

his death in 1900 but the blank spaces after his admittance give no 

indication of his presence in the parish. The numerous blank spaces 

elsewhere in the rolls need to be considered in this light. The 

clerks who kept the rolls were no doubt familiar with the contents 

and found it easier than making out full separate rolls annually but 

for research purposes the West Tanfield annual sequential lists and 

the Snape and Well annual rolls in columns are much easier to use. 

The Danby rolls are also poorer because the groups 

of persons listed are not always separately designated. The 1689 call 

roll starts with a list of persons not designated and then lists the 

free tenants of Danby and Glaisdale, the residents of both, and the 

tenants-at-will in a single list. But in the 1135 roll the separate 

headings for free tenants, residents and tenants-at-will have gone 

and a single heading 'Glaisdale' separates the undesignated persons 

who appear first in the roll from those who appear last. The short 

title on the 1186 roll indicates that it covers the freeholders, 

tenants and resiants within the manor but they are not separately 

designated and the list is divided by the endorsement 'Danby Township 

ends here. Glaizedale Township begins here.' The heading on the first 

page of the book containing the 1839 roll is 'Names of Freeholders, 

Tenants, &c' but no longer is the roll divided into Danby and 

Glaisdale townShips. 

The call lists and rolls of these Horth Riding 

manors were not merely lists of persons who had attended or of 

persons who had paid to be essoined with those who had been amerced 

for default. They were lists of all the persons who ought to have 

attended endorsed to show whether they attended or not and, if not, 

the reason for absence. This is typical of the call lists and rolls 

examined for manors elsewhere in the riding. The Harth Riding formats 
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Plate 7, Part of the 1839 Danby call roll (111/3/9), 

The original is oi poor quality but the Rev,J,C,Atk1nson's admission 
in 1850, three years after hiS arrival in the manor, can be seen near 
the toot 01 the page. He was given DO marKS the next three years 
although he remained in the manor until 1900. 
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are not necessarily found in other counties. 44 

Call Marks 

The marks used by the clerks of the three manors 

in all the call lists and rolls examined are set out in Table 1. With 

one exception the marks in the 'appeared' column are straightforward, 

the Latin for appeared being c011lparuit. 4s The other CODmlon marks in 

the 1689 Danby call roll were used elsewhere and the proportion of 

suitors marked 'p' (45.11.) indicates it is the missing mark used for 

those who appeared; the Latin for presence is praesentia. 46 An 

attendance mark did not always mean that the suitor had appeared in 

person; some attendance marks were endorsed to show the aappearance 

was actually by (sub-]tenant, father or son and in one case a 

gentleman tenant at Wath was represented by an attorney.47 

Some who failed to appear in person were 

essoined. An essoin was a message, either verbal or written, produced 

on behalf of the absentee and enrolled by the clerk to protect him 

against a fine for absence. The essoin should have been produced by 

one of the suitors present on behalf of the one who was absent and 

44 At Earls CaIne, Essex, only a third to a half of adult males 
appeared at a single view and the proportion of suitors named rose if 
the records of several views were combined; it would seem that the 
Earls CaIne stewards listed only those who attended: Macfarlane, 
Reconstructing Historical COBmVnities, p. 119, <but those essoined 
and the defaulters are shown in the illustration of a view on page 
54). That manorial court rolls were economic in character has already 
been noted and sometimes they list only those who were essoined or 
who defaulted because only they made a payment. The rolls at Cannock 
and Rugeley, Staffordshire, and Redgrave, Suffolk, appear to have 
been of this type: Harrison, 'Social and Economic History of Cannock 
and Rugeley', p. 118; Dawson, History of Lay Judges, p. 210. 
4.5 In 1714 Sir William Scroggs advised stewards to enter the 
attendance of a defendant in a civil case' viz. c011lperuit' (sic]: 
Practice of Courts-Leet, p. 168. 
46 111/3/1. Of the thirty-eight men in the first three Danby juries 
in this period thirty-four (89.51.) were marked 'p' which accords with 
high attendance rates found for jurors elsewhere. 
47 For example, Vest Tanfield free tenants: Marmaduke Danby: 
16.4.1628 and 4.10.1628 and eight other occasions up to 7.10.1635; 
William Tebb: 31.3.1630, 6.5.1633 and 9.10.1633; Peter Wilson: 
11.4.1632 and 4.10.1634; John Tanfield: 9.10.1633; William Hardwick 
gent.: 9.10.1633 to 7.10.1635. 
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Appeared Esso1ned Spared/ Defaulted Sick 
Excused 

Snape and Well camp ess ret d egrot 
1611-21 com 

c' 

West Tanfield c' ess parc d infir 
1625-35 exc 

Snape and Well 
1671 ap ess ex d 
1672-85 c ess parc d 

Danby p es pare d 
1689-1701 

Snape and Well 
1727-33 c ess pareat dr 
1734-36 app ess spared dr 

Danby appeared ess d* 
1735-39 app 

Snape and Well app essd exd def 
1784-93 exc 

Danby app ss ex def 
1786-97 ess 

Danby ap ess d 
1849-53 

* Also d app, d ess, dd, dd app, dd ess, ddd and ddd ess. 

Iable 1, Call maI:.t5 1.I5ed. 1n :the ~all 115:t5 all!1 I:C1l5 cl: :the :thI:ee 
.tfcI::th E1!11:c.g mallCI:5, 

the suitor present should have pledged that the absentee would appear 

at the next court. Enmdson likened them to modern apologies for 

absence. Later records show essoins had to be paid for.48 

48 Bennett, Life on the English Kanor, pp. 205-6; Ault, Private 
Jurisdiction, p. 164; Emmison, Elizabethan Life, p. 205. Also see 
D.Stuart, ~norial Records: An Introduction to their Transcription 
and Translation <Chichester, 1992}, pp. 6, 13-14 and 18-19. At Little 
Haywood. Staffordshire. essoins eost 1d whereas defaulters were 
amerced 2d: Korris, 'Xanor of Little Haywood', p. 66; the 1736-48 
call roll for Thornton Ie Koor is endorsed 'Swear freeh 12'" Tent..· 6d 

ess 2Q
': NYCRO/ZEC/No ref.; (Continued ... 
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There appears to have been some confusion about 

essoins at ~nape and Well early in the seventeenth century. Sixteen 

essoins in the Northallerton rolls were recorded as attendances in 

the Minster rolls. The call roll for one of the four courts involved 

is extant and names the nine persons who attended instead of the 

tenants and resiants essoined: the attendances in these cases were 

'attendances' by third parties on behalf of those listed. Not all the 

essoins by named parties were changed to 'attendances' and to 

compound the confusion five excuses and two defaults at that court 

were also recorded as attendances in the Minster rolls. ~hy some 

represented by third parties were treated as essoins and others as 

having attended is not clear. 4
'" 

The 'refe' mark used for some persons excused was 

perhaps an abbreviation for refert, Latin for it concerns, it 

matters. The 'parc' mark used for others is derived from the Latin 

parcere, to spare. The mark 'exc' was used concurrently at West 

Tanfield but there is nothing in the court book to indicate whether 

there was a difference between those marked 'parc' and 'exc' or what 

excuses were acceptable although poverty or extreme age were accepted 

elsewhere. 5
<J in 'Direcons about Courts Leet and Baron', handwritten 

about 1740 and included in the papers of the Arncliffe, North Riding 

court, the writer asserts that 'Tenants of the Manor ... owe suit and 

service to a Court Baron and in strickness ought to appear but it is 

4·3 Continued ... ) essoins cost 2d at Snape and Well in 1185, 1189 
and 1792: 1/446, 1/456 and 1/468j a Malton court book is endorsed 
'Essoins collected by the Bailiff for the Court held for New Malton 
Michmas 1792 in all to 11 10 Wm Hardwick [and) Chas Harding refused 
to pay': NYCRO/ZPBII/4j and the inside front cover of a nineteenth
century court book for Old Byland is endorsed 'Essoins 2 d divide 
between Steward and Bailiff': NYCRO/ZDVIII/No ref. (Court book 
1871-89) . 
4;' Minster: liN/SNA/1j 1/157, 11161, 11164, 1/174 and 3/71. 
fjO McIntosh, CD1D111Un:1ty Transformed, p. 299, footnote 6j Champion, 
'Frankpledge Population of Shrewsbury', p. 53; Thoralby: 
NYCRO/ZCC/80; Bellerby: NYCRO/ZIF/657 (at the Michaelmas 1789 court 
there twenty-three of fifty tenants were excused on account of 
poverty); Bainbridge: NYCROIZPG/5/1/2 (where specific ages are given 
in recorded excuses they are all above the upper frankpledge limit of 
Sixty years). At the Scorton leet on 4 May 1854 a ninety-eight years 
old suitor was excused: NYCRO/ZBLIII/1/1. 
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usuall to excuse their appearance where they do not live within the 

Manor' . Sl 

'Bed sickness' and 'passing malady' are included 

in the list of essoins given in the thirteenth-century The Xirror of 

Justices and sickness is said to have been the most common essoin. 

But it would appear that persons who were ill were not essoined at 

Snape and West Tanfield early in the seventeenth centuryj they were 

marked 'egrot'. the Latin for sick being aegrot, or 'infir' 

respectively. It would seem that whereas originally the only 

acceptable excuses were the formal essoins later there were both 

essoins and excuses and, perhaps because essoins had to be paid for, 

sickness became a ground for being excused, if not deSignated 

separately. Poverty was not an original essoin and perhaps it also 

became an excuse for the same reason. Sick suitors were not marked as 

such in the North Riding manors in the later periods. s :;,: 

The most common of the occasional marks not given 

in Table 1 were those used for persons newly listed who were marked 

as sworn or admitted. s ", There are no such marks in the 1689 Danby 

call roll but a 'ds' mark appearing in only 2.3% of cases could have 

been associated with suitors newly-sworn because it often appears 

where there is an alteration in the names column. However, this is 

not always the case and its meaning therefore remains unconfirmed. b4 

An 'a' mark appears only three times in the same Danby roll, 

including one case where it was the last mark for the suitor 

.. , NYCRO/ZFL/119. 
s;;;, Whittaker, Xirror of Justices, pp. 82-5j A.Harding, A Social 
History of English Law (London, 1966), p. 121. 
63 206 'adm' marks were entered in the first column of the 1786 Danby 
roll in which there were no 'app' marks. The fourth Viscount Downe 
died in 1780 and the fifth in 1832. If the admittance, or 
readmittance, of all the suitors was connected with the new lord of 
the manor it would seem there had been a delay before he took over 
the lordship or before the tenants were readmitted: III/3/5j Davison, 
Kanor, Lordship and Castle of Danby, pp. 156-7. 
54 111/3/1. For example, there are twelve 'ds' marks on the first 
page of the roll: eight appear opposite name changes but four appear 
opposite names not changed. 
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concerned and another where a widow took over from her husband; 

probably an abbreviation for obit it would appear to have been an 

alternative to the 'mort' entries frequently found elsewhere . .56 The 

'ds' and 'a' marks do not appear in the rolls of the other manors or 

of the other North Riding manors examined. s "" 

From 1735 to 1737 the Danby clerk frequently 

entered the 'd' mark more than once and sometimes in association with 

the 'app' and 'ess' marks. Suitors seem to have been given up to 

three opportunities to attend but in the absence of other documents 

these multiple marks must remain unexplained . .5-" 

Using the marks tram the call lists and rolls for 

each manor 'attendance registers' were created showing the attendance 

record for each suitor listed. The registers can be used to ascertain 

the overall attendance record for the manor, the separate records of 

free tenants, tenants and resiants, and the separate records of any 

group such as jurors. The registers can also often be used to 

ascertain who took over tenancies from whom when it is not 

immediately obvious from the separate rolls because the new tenant 

appears in a different position in the list from his predecessor. For 

the reasons given above it proved more difficult to create registers 

for Danby and the results were less certain but nevertheless they can 

b& 111/3/1. The Glaisdale residents John Cooke (1696) and Richard 
Thompson, the latter being succeeded by his widow Dorothy (1695). The 
third example, in the 1695 column opposite a deleted and illegible 
Danby free tenant, is less clear because the marks continue although 
there is no other name substituted. 
Sf'£> A proclamation on the back of the 1693-4 call roll for Ellerton in 
the North Riding includes 'those yt answer marke c, those yt essoyne 
marke ess, those exc marke pare': NYCROIZBLIII/2/2/1. In 1781 Giles 
Jacob advocated the use of 'app', 'ss' and 'exc' ('excused by Age or 
Sickness'): Complete Court Keeper, p. 60. 
67 111/3/2. For example, in 1135 of one hundred persons listed under 
the Glaisdale heading fifty-one appeared and twenty-two were essoined 
but not one of the others was simply marked 'd'; five were marked 'd 
app', five were marked 'd ess', two were marked 'dd ess', twelve were 
marked 'ddd', two were marked 'dd' and one was marked 'ddd ess'. 
There could be some connection with Stuart's assertion that persons 
who failed to attend at three consecutive courts or did not provide 
an essoin were fined although such a rule seems not to have applied 
in the North Riding manors examined: Manorial Records, p. 2. 
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be used to make some useful comparisons both within the manor and 

between manors. 58 

Women in the Call Lists and Rolls 

Women were exempt from true frankpledge and 

therefore should not have appeared in tithing lists. But it has been 

noted that they appeared in lists of tithingmen after frankpledge 

broke down in Essex and as tenants and resiants elsewhere later. They 

appeared as both in the three North Riding manors. 

During the decade covered by the West Tanfield 

court book the Wath and Cart harpe lists include three free-tenant 

widows, nine tenant widows and four resiant widows and it is clear 

that the steward had no qualms about the inclusion of widows not only 

as tenants but as resiants.&S 

In eleven years his opposite number at Snape and 

Well listed ten widows and a spinster as tenants at Snape and twenty

four widows as tenants at Well. Three widows were listed in the first 

two resiant lists for Snape but they were not included in the third 

or subsequent lists although they remained in the manor unlisted. It 

would seem that their removal together was the result of a deliberate 

58 At Danby there are no problems where individuals were listed 
throughout the period nor where the clerk clearly indicated which 
marks applied to which suitor. But other cases present problems and 
the overall rates for groups are therefore more reliable than those 
for some individuals because the individuals' marks can be subsumed 
in the whole. Blank spaces at the end of lines proved to be 
difficult; the suitor might have left the manor, or the roll, but he 
might have remained to be marked again had the roll continued for 
more years. It was found that if the blank spaces at the ends of 
lines were treated as 'no suitor' the number of suitors dropped 
markedly, in itself a clear indication that many should have been 
treated as 'no mark'. Using the 'no mark' mean for the previous two 
years produced a number of suitors not too dissimilar from other 
years in the rolls and therefore this practice was adopted. 
69 Tenant widows can be found throughout the book. Wath resiant 
widows can be found at 20.4.1625 and a widow was listed as a 
Cart harpe resiant at 28.3.1627. 
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decision that women should not be listed as resiants. 6o Despite this 

many women appeared in both the tenant and resiant lists for the 

manor later in the century. Women appear in such considerable numbers 

in the combined lists of tenants and resiants in the extant 

eighteenth-century call rolls for Snape and Well that it is probable 

some of those listed were resiants. '-';1 

The 1689 Danby call roll includes the names of 

sixty-six women freeholders, resiants and tenants-at-wlil. They 

include fourteen resiants at Danby and nine at Glaisdale and here too 

the steward had no inhibitions about listing females as resiants. 

Resiants are not separately designated in the later rolls but they 

also included many women. 

The Free Tenants 

The call lists and rolls of all three manors 

include free tenants and they were of three types. Some were gentry, 

some were freehold farmers of land outside the manor proper, and some 

lived and farmed within the manor. The free tenants of Snape and Well 

were of all three types, almost all the free tenants at Wath and 

Carthorpe were resident farmers and at Danby the position is unclear. 

The gentry who were Snape and Well free tenants 

rarely attended court: the Danbys of Thorpe Perrow near Snape, and 

their successors the Xi I bankes , never registered a court appearance 

in the rolls under review; the Dodsworth family of Thornton Watlass 

60 The spinster Margaret Jackson was listed as a tenant at 1/174 and 
1/177. The resiants listed at 1/119 and 1/125 with the evidence of 
their presence in the manor thereafter were: Isabella Buston: 1/132 
pleas and 1/144 pleas; Elizabeth Grayson: 1/115 Snape verdict, 1/132 
pleas, 1/143 pleas, 1/153 jury finding and 1/170 Snape verdict 
(twice); Cecilia Stoute: 1/115, 1/144, 1/151:12.2.1617 Snape verdicts 
and 1/161 Well verdict. 
61 Between 1671 and 1685 twenty-six widows and five spinsters were 
listed as Snape tenants, fifteen widows as Well tenants, nine widows 
and one other female as resiants at Snape, and five females including 
two spinsters as resiants at Well. Of the resiants one of the Snape 
widows (Dorothy Toes) and one of the Well spinsters (Margory 
Justance) appeared in every call roll: 3/106 to 3/141. Between 1727 
and 1736 twenty-five females were listed at Snape and nineteen at 
Well. Between 1784 and 1793 twenty-six females were listed at Snape 
and fourteen at Well. 
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less than three miles north-west of Snape were listed through two 

centuries but only the John Dodsworth who held the land late in the 

seventeenth century was marked as attending court and then only 

twicej Christopher Bulmer 'of Upsland' in the parish of Kirklington a 

couple of miles east of Well was listed until Michaelmas 1615 but the 

only marks recorded against his name are essoins j 62 Richard Wiseman 

'of Thornborough' attended only to be sworn, probably for Bulmer's 

land, but he failed to attend again and his successors also attended 

only once j 63 Christopher Wandesford Esq. of Kirklington Hall, an 

early free tenant of land at Upsland, never attended the leet and his 

successor from 1617, William Parker, attended court only to be 

swornj64 Cuthbert Browne was listed as an Upsland free tenant from 

Kichaelmas 1616 and he attended the court only once j G5 the Wyvells of 

Constable Burton, twelve miles from Snape, first listed in the late 

seventeenth-century rolls, failed to record a single appearance mark 

in three sets of rollsj Lord Bruce, who held Jervaulx Abbey and was 

first listed in the early eighteenth-century list, failed to appear 

b", 1/130. The Bul:mers had held the manor of Upsland but the Victoria 
History records that although the manor was in the hands of William 
Bulmer in 1571 his son and heir, Christopher, who succeeded his 
father aged one-and-a-half years in 1575, 'does not seem to have 
succeeded his father in Upsland. He must have sold the manor to Lord 
Burghley, who was seised of it at his death in 1598. ': Page, Victoria 
History: North Riding, 1, p. 375. 
63 3/52. 
64 Wandesford was to become X.P. for Aldborough, Richmond and Thirsk 
and Lord Deputy of Ireland. Cliffe records how when he succeeded to 
his father's estate in 1612 he found much of the property leased out 
at unrealistic rents or for merely nominal acknowledgements and how 
according to his biographer, Comber, he bought in some leases to 
improve grounds and then let lands for reasonable rents. Perhaps 
relinquishing the land at Upsland in 1617 was part of that 
reappraisal: J.T.Cliffe, The Yorkshire Gentry From the Reformation to 
the Civil rar (London, 1969), pp. 44. Also see Sir L.Stephen and Sir 
S.Lee (eds) , The Dictionary of National Biography (66 vols, London, 
1885-1917) (Reprint, 21 vols, Oxford, 1949-50), 20, pp. 742-4; 
T.Comber, Xemoirs of the Life and Death of the Right Honourable the 
Lord Deputy Wandesforde (Cambridge, 1778)j idem (ed.), A Book of 
Instructions written by the Right Honourable Sir [sic] Christopher 
Wandesforde ... to his son and heir, George randesforde, etc 
(Cambridge, 1777). 
66 The Brownes held the manor of Ilton with Pott near Kasham: Page, 
Victoria History: North Riding, 1, p. 327. 
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at the manor court nor did his descendentsj 66 and Thomas Beckwith was 

listed at eight courts from 1727 but attended only once. These 

knights, esquires and gentlemen managed only seven attendance marks 

between them: they were content to be amerced for default or to pay 

for essoins. 67 

The only gentleman listed as a free tenant who 

attended court regularly was Captain Edward Place, the Master of Well 

hospital from 1652 to 1699, who was listed only in the late 

seventeenth-century rolls: he lived at Canswick Park on Watlass Koor 

within the manor at Well and he attended nine of the eleven courts 

for which we have marks.6~ Another Place, not necessarily related, 

was John Place 'clerk', who was appointed vicar of Well in 1682 and 

added to the list of free tenants from 1683: he attended court that 

year, was essoined the following year and his remaining marks are 

damaged .• >9 

From 1614 the lists included more free tenants at 

Upsland and they attended only occasionally. Of the sixteen courts 

Matthew Browne and John Other could have have attended they attended 

four and five respectively. Later Upsland free tenants continued to 

attend only intermittentlyj in the late seventeenth-century period 

John Greene attended twice, John Other once, Thomas Hopps' wife 

attended once on his behalf and Francis and Maria Lucas attended only 

to be sworn. But in the eighteenth century the rolls reveal only 

three Upsland free tenants who attended and then only to be sworn: 

66 Butler, Gastrell's 'Xotitia', p. 89. Bruce was related to the then 
lord of the manor Brownlow Cecil: P.Townend (ed.), Burkes Peerage 
<London, 1826), l04th Ed., (London, 1967), pp. 58-62. 
67 Cliffe, Yorksbire Gentry, pp. 70, 120, 130, 151-2, 186, 193 and 
369-70; R.Oav1es (ed.), The Visitation of the County of Yorke, 
(Surtees Society 36 1859); J.Foster, The Pedigrees of the County 
Families of Yorkshire: Volume Three Nortb and East Ridings (London, 
1874), pedigrees of Dodsworth of Thornton Hall, X1lbanke of Thorpe 
Perrow and Wyvell of Constable Burtonj Horsfall, Manor of Well and 
snape, pp. 81-2; Page, Victoria History: North Riding, I, 
p. 234-5, 327, 344-5, 351-2 and 372-3j Whitaker, History of 
Richmondshire, 2, pp. 76, 98-9, 147-64 and 322. 
68 Horsfall, Manor of Vell and Snape, pp. 156, 160, 187 and 191j 
W1/f.19 for 'Capt'. 
69 W1/f.41j his deceased predecessor William Stead had been a Well 
tenant but not a free tenant: WI/f.57. 
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John Dale junior and William Cartwright in the early lists and .Mr 

John Spence in the later lists. 

The free tenants at Nosterfield, on the border of 

the manor just over a mile south-east of Well, were much the same as 

Upsland tenants in that they too attended intermittently. Michael 

Metcalfe, gentleman, attended the court only once before his land was 

taken over by Thomas Byerley who was already a free tenant at 

Bosterfield. Byerley attended the leet at least five times. He was 

described as 'of Bosterfield' in a 1611 inventory and when amerced 

for failing to scour ditches. It would seem he worked the land for he 

also failed to repair a hedge and one of his gates was declared 

insufficient. 70 The Byerleys failed to attend later in the century 

but they had moved and we will see the land was farmed by a sub

tenant. 71 In the early eighteenth-century period the Nosterfield free 

tenancy was held by Joseph Wynn and his successor and son-in-law the 

gentleman William Williams: Williams was sworn at court but they did 

not attend otherwise. 72 Late in the eighteenth century free tenancies 

at Nosterfield were held by Jane Gill, Edward Hare and his successor 

Thomas Hare: Jane Gill failed to attend court but Edward attended 

four times and Thomas attended to be sworn at the last court in the 

sequence. 

There is evidence that much of the land held by 

free tenants was probably sub-let. In 1671 Byerley heirs 'attended' 

through John Clarkson and in 1673 they were excused 'because Jo 

70 Snape inventory 8 at Bedale .Museum; 1/130, 1/139 and 11153. 
Byerley's attendance record is uncertain because his entries are torn 
twice, illegible once and he was not marked on another occasion. 
Byerleys held the manor of Pickhill with Roxby and may well have been 
related: Page, Victoria History: North Riding, I, p. 379. 
71 In 1687 Robert Byerley Esq., of Xidridge Grange, County Durham, 
leased lands 'at Josterfield ... sometime in the possession of John 
Clarkson': 2/29. Robert Byerley had acquired by marriage the manor of 
Ravensworth near the YorkshirelDurham border: Page, Victoria History: 
North Riding, 1, p. 90. 
72 Wynn was a yeoman at Ainderby Kyers near Bedale when he first 
leased land in Well in 1711 but he was a stapler of Nosterfield when 
he leased more land in 1719: 2/74, 2/80 and NYCRO/PR/WEL/3/1, p. 4. 
Williams was described as a gentleman of Josterfield in 1734/5: 
2/151. 
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Clarkson ten attended' . /.:' When John Greene attended in 1676 his mark 

was endorsed 'in person' which seems to indicate that others, perhaps 

sub-tenants, sometimes attended for free tenants. 74 John Dodsworth's 

default entries in the Snape presentments for 1681 and 1683 were 

deleted and in the second case the name of Thomas Savile was 

substituted endorsed 'excused by essoin': Savile was a listed tenant 

at Snape, probably Dodsworth's SUb-tenant at Watlass, and this would 

explain Dodsworth's 'c' mark in the call roll that year. 7 !;; In the 

eighteenth century the evidence is more explicit. The entries for 

five of the seventeen persons listed as free tenants in the 1784 call 

roll include statements that they were tenants of other persons 

listed. A comparison with the call rolls earlier in the century shows 

that names added then were added in the same positions as those now 

designated as tenants of free tenants and that therefore despite an 

apparent increase in free-tenant numbers there had probably been no 

real increase in free tenancies. None of the men marked as tenants 

ever attended court. 

If the free tenants were not prepared to take the 

trouble to attend court it is perhaps not surprising that they played 

little part in the administration of the manor. In the first period 

studied they played no part whatsoever. In the second there was some 

improvement for Michael Heeke and John Other of Upsland served as 

Well presentment jurors once each and Captain Edward Place of Well 

served as a civil juror and arbiter. 76 But there is also evidence of 

reluctance to become involved for Francis Lucas was twice fined for 

failing to report for jury service. 77 Three Nosterfield free tenants 

served as Well presentment jurors in the later periods: William 

Williams and Thomas Hare were appointed jurors in 1732 and 1793 

n 3/106 and 3/114. Also see Plate 3. 
74 3/123. 
75 1/203, 1/207, 3/125, 3/136 and 3/139. 
76 3/129, 1/204, 3/119 and 3/123 (Shotton v Lumley>. A 'John Ouder' 
was listed but excused in 1678: 3/128. 
77 Lucas is not named as a juror in the 1677 and 1678 Well 
presentments but his name in the separate jury lists is endorsed 'd' 
with 'fin Gs8d' and 'fin 3s4d' respectively. The 1678 estreat makes 
it plain that his fine was 'for that hee being sumoned did not appear 
to serve on the Jury to inquire for our Soverign Lord ye King and the 
Lord of the manner': 1/197-8, 3/124 and 3/127-8. 
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1611-21 

Appeared 12.9% 

Defaulted 42.9% 

Essoined 20.4% 

Excused 9.5% 

Sick .7% 

'Not sUJDmoned' 

No mark 8.2% 

Torn, etc. 5.4% 

1671-86 

17.8% 

16.8% 

59.4% 

1. 0% 

4.0% 

1. 0% 

1727-36 

3.1% 

33.0% 

36.2% 

26.2% 

1. 5% 

1784-93 

4.5% 

18.7% 

26.5% 

14.8% 

14.2% 

21.3% 

Table 2. The attendance record of the free tenants of the Manor of 
Snape and Well 1611-21, 1671-86. 1727-36 and 1784-93. 

respectively when they appeared to be sworn and Edward Hare, who was 

also listed as a tenant at Well, served five times between 1784 and 

1791. 78 

The attendance record of the free tenants, 

including their listed sub-tenants, over two centuries is summarized 

in Table 2. In the seventeenth century attendance rates were poor, 

excuses were little used and some two-thirds defaulted or were 

esso1nedj the default rate improved at the end of the seventeenth 

century because more essoins were arranged. In the eighteenth century 

attendance rates were even poorer and excuses were used more often. 

At the end of the century default and essoin rates were lower because 

absent tenants were marked 'not summoned' or not marked at all. The 

eighteenth-century stewards seem to have acquiesced in the 

deterioration in free tenants' attendance which happened 

notwithstanding the amercements imposed on them being substantially 

78 1/230, 1/233, 3/439, 3/443, 3/447, 3/458-9, 3/463, 3/471 and 
3/473. 
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more than those imposed on others who defaulted.?=- Not only did the 

later clerk regularly enter 'not summoned' or fail to make a mark but 

when marked as defaulters on the call roll free tenants were not 

always included in the presentments as such; and on one of only three 

occasions when they were the presentment was endorsed 'excuse' in 

another hand. The few amercements imposed were less than those of 

fifty years earlier.ao 

This account of the free-tenants of the manor of 

Snape and Well over two hundred years shows that with the exception 

of Captain Edward Place the leet was rarely attended if at all by the 

gentry, most of whom lived outside the manor. The freeholders of 

Upsland and Nosterfield attended only a little more often. In advice 

written for his son Christopher Wandesford pointed out that 

no Gentleman whose Eye cannot be constantly upon the Labors 

of his Servants every Day, and consequently commits much to 

the Care of others doth ever gain or save by keeping much 

Ground under Stock '" if the Countrey be so well planted 

and inhabited that Lands may be set at reasonable Rates I 

think it loss to keep more in your Hands than will serve for 

the Provision of your House. For the Negligence of Servants 

is so great, and there be so many Accidents, of Loss and 

Vaste, to which cattle (Corn especially) are subject, that 

your Loss in one Day by that Keans may be greater than your 

Gain for a whole year. 81 

Therefore, if he practised what he preached, he would sub-let. The 

others no doubt did the same and in so doing they left the running of 

the villages and fields of Snape and VeIl to the tenants and 

resiants. 

79 In the first eighteenth-century period twenty-two free-tenant 
amercements recorded range from ls.Od to lOs.6d with a mean of 4s.1d 
whereas twenty-five other amercements range from 6d to 2s.6d with a 
mean of 11~. 
ao 1/454. 1/467 and 1/470. In the second eighteenth-century period 
four free-tenant amercements range from 4d to 3s.4d with a mean of 
1s.1~d whereas eighty-three other amercements range from 4d to ls.Od 
with a mean of 4~d. 
al Comber, Book of Instructions quoted at Cliffe, Yorkshire Gentry, 
p. 50. 
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Thomas Jackson senior was the only free tenant 

listed at Wath early in the seventeenth century. He was also a tenant 

there. He was described as a gentleman and a yeoman of Wath at 

different times when entered in the quarter sessions records.~2 

Although the only freeholder his circumstances during the period 

covered by the West Tanfield court book were somewhat unusual and are 

worthy of examination for they illustrate the manor court in action, 

or inaction. 

Like most tenants he was regularly presented for 

minor offences: six times for having unringed swine, twice for not 

grinding corn at the lord's mill and once for felling trees without a 

licence. His impounded animals were rescued by his son.'3:3 He was sued 

four times and sued others twice.~4 He was the subject of pains 

ordering him to scour ditches, mend a fence and 'putt away his 

bitche' and he was amerced several times for failing to comply with 

pains. as He was by no means a perfect tenant but the nature of his 

court appearances is not extraordinary. 

From 1625 to 1631 he attended the leet thirteen 

times and was essoined once. He acted as a presentment juror and 

affeeror once and was excused when selected on another occasion. a6 

From 1632 to 1635 there was a marked change and he attended the court 

little if at all; he was essoined once, excused twice, marked infirm 

twice, declared a defaulter once and given no mark twice. The Change 

in his behaviour stemmed from his alleged responsibility for part of 

e~ J.e.Atkinson (ed.), Quarter Sessions Records, (9 vols, North 
Riding Record Society, 1884-92), 2, pp. 178 and 222; idem, 3, 
p. 160. In his Quarter Sessions Records the Rev. Atkinson sometimes 
gives the name and residence (in which case his reference has been 
used), sometimes gives the residence only (in which case his brief 
reference was used to find the full reference in the original 
records), and sometimes gives general andlor cumulative references 
without giving name or residence (in which case a full search of the 
original quarter sessions records to locate Snape and Well cases 
would have been far too time-consuming). 
93 25.10.1625, 28.3.1627 (2), 3.10.1727, 16.4.1628, 4.10.1628, 
14.4.1629, 14.10.1629, 11.4.1632 and 7.10.1635, 
e4 7.2.1628/9, 18.7.1629, 19.12.1629 (2), 26.5.1632, 16.6.1632 and 
11. 7.1635. 
e5 25.10.1625, 4.10.1626, 3.10.1627 (3), 16.4.1628, 14.10.1629, 
31.3.1630, 13.10.1630, 11.10.1631 (3), 11.4.1632 (2), 9.10.1632, 
6.5.1633, 9.10.1633, 9.4.1634, 31.3.1635 (2) and 7.10.1635. 
8& 14.10.1629 and 31.3.1630. 
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Date 

11.10.1631 

11. 4.1632 

16.6.1632 

17.8.1632 

9.10.1632 

9.10.1633 

31. 3. 1635 

7.10.1635 

Book 

Pain to produce: lOs 

Forfeited lOs 
Pain to produce: 20s 

Forfeited 20s 

Pain to produce: lOs 
and lOs every 3 months 

Forfeited lOs 

Forfeited lOs 

Gutter 

Pain to scour: 20s 

Sued two other tenants 
for failing to scour 

Jury for defendants. In 
mercy for false claim. 

Forfeited 20s 

Forfeited 20s 

Forfeited 20s 

Forfeited 20s 

Table 3. Sequence of events following the failure by Thomas Jackson 
senior to produce the Wath 'survey booke'. 

the Ellergutter. 

Before October 1631 several pains had ordered him 

to scour gutters including the Ellergutter and he had forfeited 

penalties for failing to do so. At the court that month the jury laid 

a pain which read 

Whereas at the devision of Wathe their was a survey booke 

lefte in the hande of Thomas Jackson the elder when he was 

bayliffe and that the booke was paid for by the tenants for 

the good of the said towne And that he will not suffer any 

of the tenants to see it therefore a paine is laid that the 

said Thomas Jackson shall deliver the said booke to Xr Hugh 

Bagguley before the xxvth day of december next upon paine of 

lOs. 

The book must have contained evidence about the responsibility for 

scouring the gutter for thenceforth the court dealt with the book and 

the gutter together. 

The sequence of events thereafter is shown in 

Table 3. He repeatedly forfeited penalties both for failing to 

produce the book and for failing to scour the gutter. In June 1632 he 
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sued two other tenants alleging they had failed to scour it. The case 

was heard the following month when a jury of men from Carthorpe, 

Wath, West Tanfield and Binsoe decided that six of their number, 

three each from Carthorpe and West Tanfield, should view the gutter. 

A month later the jury found for the defendants and declared Jackson 

in mercy for his false claim. A year hence the court changed tactics 

and the penalty for non-delivery within three months under a new pain 

was ten shillings and ten shillings for every three months thereafter 

but at the courts when he was next presented, when the penalties 

should have been sixty shillings and twenty shillings respectively, 

he forfeited only ten shillings. 

This case reveals some aspects of the court leet 

at its worst. The tWice-yearly court could proceed only slowly and it 

lacked power. Thomas was failing to scour the gutter in 1626 and was 

still failing to so in 1635. He was first ordered to deliver the book 

in October 1631 and had not done so four years later. W~thout the 

manorial accounts we cannot know whether Thomas paid the 

comparatively tough penalties imposed but whether he did or not the 

court failed to achieve its objectives, at least by the end of the 

court book. On the other hand the case also illustrates how the 

tenants turned to the court in an attempt to resolve their problems, 

how Thomas's actions were always judged by his peers in Wath, how his 

civil action was in part judged independently of Wath by men who took 

the trouble to view the source of the problem and how he was treated 

less harshly than he might have been when full forfeits were not 

demanded. The court's inability to cope with recalcitrant tenants 

like Thomas Jackson was not peculiar to West Tanfield. 61 

87 In 1644 at Petworth, West Sussex, Henry Sadler was presented for 
'keeping a decree made in Chancery between the Lord and his tenants 
from the Homage'. He was ordered to produce it before the next court 
but the order was repeated a year later when he was fined five pounds 
which he never paid. A man who had encroached on the waste at 
Petworth was twice amerced ten shillings but took no notice and in 
1645 after three years illegal occupation he was fined five shillings 
and allowed to remain in possession for life at a rent of four pence. 
Leconfie1d, Petworth Manor, pp. 9 and 27. Also see Gwyneth Nair, 
Highley: The Development of a Conmvnity 1550-1880 (Oxford, 1988>, 
p. 15. 
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The weakness of the leet should be contrasted with 

the power of the Quarter Sessions in similar circumstances. In 1617 

Thomas Jackson had been appointed one of two 'Surveyours and 

Collectours of £30 towards the repaire of the north end of Rippon 

North-bridge'. In July 1618 he was ordered to make his account. In 

January 1618/19 he was ordered to be apprehended, to pay monies 

remaining in his hands and to make sureties for his appearance at the 

next sessions. In January 1619/20 he was discharged having tendered 

his account. But in the mean tine he was in similar trouble with the 

same colleague regarding Newsham Bridge. Warrants for his arrest were 

issued in September 1619 and January 1619/20 and in April 1620 

committal was ordered unless he paid a sum remaining in his hands. It 

appears he paid. Arrest on the orders of ,justices in Quarter Sessions 

eventually proved effective but the leet was ineffective without 

similar powers. ss 

There are three Carthorpe headings in each call 

list in the West Tanfield court book. The second and third headings 

always refer specifically to tenants and resiants but the first 

headings are confused. The first Carthorpe headings in the lists at 

each of the first three courts read 'Resiants in Carethrop' and 

thereafter the first headings read 'in Carethropp'. Nowhere else in 

the book were there two separate lists of resiants for one village 

and it seemed probable that a mistake had been made and repeated and 

that these headings perhaps referred to free tenants. Had previous 

rolls not been available the confusion would have prevailed but the 

Easter 1616 court roll listed some of these people, and others no 

doubt their fellows' predecessors, under the heading 'Free tenants in 

Carethroppe the late lands of the said Chantry' and the previous 

heading referred to the lands of the late chantry of Maud Karmion. EJ'';) 

The three Kaud Marmion chantries at West Tanfield village were 

founded in the fourteenth century and the certificate returned by the 

commissioners who surveyed Yorkshire chantr1es in 1548 shows that the 

aa Atkinson, Quarter sessions RecDrds, 2, pp. 178, 202, 222, 225, 
228-9, 237-8, 241 and 248-9; idem, 4, p. 4. 
99 20.4.1625, 25.10.1625 and 10.4.1626; IYCRO/ZJX/3/1/163. 
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chantry had land in Carthorpe. In eight cases the persons in the 

first Carthorpe list in the book share the same surnames as persons 

listed in the certificate eighty years earlier and in four of those 

cases the full names are identical: the chantry tenants in Carthorpe 

in 1548 were the predecessors, and in some cases the ancestors, of 

the free tenants there in 1625. Separate examination showed that 

there was no difference between these free tenants and those listed 

as tenants in their attendance records and service as officers and 

jurors and therefore they are henceforth treated as one tenant 

body. '30 

The circumstances of the 1655 and 1656 sales 'of 

the Mannor and Lordshippe of Danby with the demeasne lands, 

messuages, farmes, tenements, Royaltyes, priviledges, and 

heraditaments thereunto belonginge' have been recounted by the Rev. 

Atkinson. Until the sales the entire parish was in the hands of a 

single owner and there were therefore no freeholders there. The 

trustees to whom the manor was sold in 1655 were reqUired to ensure 

that 'the tenanntes and farmors '" shall have full freedome ... to 

purchase ... their farmes and landes' and 168 intending purchasers 

were listed in the schedule to the agreement resulting. The 

properties were conveyed in 1656 and one of the articles provided 

that there should be no further addition to the then number of 

freehold farms. Xr Dawney, the new lord, acquired four lots including 

the castle, the manor with its privileges, twenty-three farms and 

other parcels of land and it follows that in addition to the new 

freeholders there were tenants of the lord in the manor. 91 We have 

seen that only in the first call roll were the freeholders and 

',~r.) Page, Victoria History: North Riding, 1, p. 389; W. Page (ed.), The 
Certificates of the Commissioners Appointed to Survey the Chantries, 
Guilds, Hospitals, Etc., in the County of York, Part 1 <SuTtees 
Society 91 1894), pp. 106-8. The names appearing in the 1548 
certificate which also appear in the 1625 free-tenant list are 
(capitals = identical): Roger BECKWYTH, John BLACKBORHE, WILLIA~ 
DENTON, Robert KEYE, THOMAS PLUKKER, JOHN TANFIELD, Laurence and 
William TOOS, and ROBERT WYLSON. 
91 Atkinson, Forty Years in a Xoorland Parish, pp. 296-307. 
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tenants-at-will separately designated and therefore with that one 

exception they will of necessity be treated as a single group. 

The Parish Registers 

Ve have no direct information about the population 

of the Vale of Mowbray villages in the periods studied. Earlier, in 

1548, commissioners had reported that there were 680, 260 and 488 

'howseling people' in the parishes of VeIl, Vath and Burneston 

respecti vely .. ",;;:: The populations of the three parishes in 1548 can 

therefore be estimated as 816, 312 and 586 or more respectively .. ~::or 

There would appear to be no other statements of the populations until 

the census of 1801 when the number of inhabitants at Snape and VeIl 

was 1047; the census took place more than 160 years after the period 

studied in the other two parishes. 94 To estimate the numbers resident 

between 1548 and 1801 we must resort to the parish registers. 

Hoskins has suggested that a 'fairly close 

estimate of the total population' can be obtained by multiplying the 

mean annual baptisms by thirty.~s The parish registers for VeIl date 

from 1558. 96 If the mean numbers of baptisms in VeIl registers each 

decade from 1560 to 1790 given in Figure 1 are to be believed the 

population of the parish fluctuated wildly. But two of the three dips 

in the figure coincided with breaks in the record and the third was 

·.,02 V. Page (ed.), The Certificates of the COIDIDissioners Appointed to 
Survey the Chantries, Guilds, Hospitals, Etc., in the County ot York, 
Part 2 (Surtees Society 92 1895), pp. 495, 504 and 506. 
,""' Hoskins suggested that to obtain an estimate of the population the 
numbers of communicants reported should be enhanced by forty per cent 
to account for the children under fifteen years of age. It has since 
been suggested it is more likely that the communicants reported were 
ten years of age and over and that it is therefore more appropriate 
to enhance the figures by twenty to twenty-five per cent. Hoskins, 
Local History in England, p. 202; R.Fieldhouse and B.Jennings, A 
History of Richmond and Swaledale <London, 1978), p. 103. 
94 V.Page (ed.), The Victoria History of the County of York, (3 vols, 
London, 1913), 3, p. 514. 
9~ Hoskins, Local History in England, p. 200. 
96 NYCRO/PR/WEL. The County Record Office also has a transcript 
prepared by Mrs A. Hill, Deputy County Archivist at the time. 
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EVERSLEY FAILURES 
Baptisms 

4 

2 

Burials 

1 

2 4 

7 3 

Omissions suspected 
731 

Close scrutiny required 
4 1 

3 246 346 4 3 2 

5 2 

2 5 6 3 4 

2 5 2 

Fiiure I. Mean annual baptisms and byrials recorded in well parjsh 
reiisters tor each decade from 1560 to 179Q. 

with the numbers 01 years in each decade which tailed each 01 

Eversley's plausibility checks. 
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the result of obvious under-recording,~7 Application of Eversley's 

rough check on the plausibility of parish registers revealed further 

probable omissions: using his crude measures of population, and 

including the years in the breaks when there were no entries, fifty 

of the 230 years failed his births test, twenty-four his deaths test 

and thirty-six his combined test indicating omissions, Eighteen years 

failed his more stringent combined test requiring close scrutiny. 

Examination of the registers showed the occasional brief gaps in the 

records which had no doubt caused the failures. The numbers ot years 

in each decade which failed each check are included in Figure 1 and 

it can be seen that the parish registers are suspect in the period 

from 1640 to 1760. '~13 The figures appear to be more reliable before 

1640, except for the 1570s, and after 1760. Applying Hoskins' 

multiplier the registers appear to indicate the population at the 

parish was something over 400 in the 1560s, increased steadily to 

just under 700 in the 1630s, reached just over 700 in the 1760s and 

rose to over 900 by the 1780s. The growth in the Well population 

~7 No baptisms appear to have been recorded between August 1572 and 
August 1574; six or seven illegible entries at the bottom of the page 
cannot be dated but even if they belong in the break the mean annual 
baptisms entered for the four years from 1572 to 1575 was 5.5 whereas 
the annual means for the 1560s and the 1570s were 13.9 and 12.6 
respectively. The twelve baptisms recorded in the four years 1644 to 
1647 contrast with an annual mean the previous decade of 23.2: in 
Karch 1643/4 the clerk wrote 'The book laid by here followeth names 
forgot something presentlie put in' and before full entries resumed 
in January 1647/8 'Thus farr by adventure': W1/f.17v and Wl/f.18. The 
hiates in marriage and burial entries which started at the same time 
lasted until 1654. There is another break in the record between the 
end of the first volume in 1700 and the commencement of the next in 
1705 and there could have been more under-recording thereafter for in 
1718 the vicar recorded 'Whatever deficiencies there may be from this 
time till the time I was presented June 14 1718 I have not been able 
to make up any better than they are': W2/f.3v. 
~8 D.E.C.Eversley, 'Exploitation of Anglican Parish Registers by 
Aggregative Analysis' in E.A.Wrigley (ed.), An Introduction to 
Historical Demography (London, 1966), pp. 54-6: rural parishes should 
rarely have less than thirty births per year per thousand population 
and should never have less than fifteen deaths per thousand; 
omissions should be presumed if less than fifty combined births and 
deaths per thousand population are found; and any year with less than 
forty-five combined births and deaths per thousand population should 
be closely scrutinized. The check is safe only when the population is 
over 500 and the population of Well was perhaps hovering below that 
figure before 1600. 
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before the 1630s and after the 1760s is thus consistent with the 

national trend. ",." It would seem that the number of inhabitants at the 

time of the early seventeenth-century manorial records <1611-25) was 

some 625 and at the time of the late eighteenth-century records 

(1784-93) it was perhaps over 900 which is not inconsistent with the 

population at the time of the census in 1801. We can only speculate 

about the population of the parish at the times of the late 

seventeenth-century and early eighteenth-century manorial records 

(1671-85 and 1727-36) when the registers are unreliable but it seems 

it would be perhaps about 700: if the parish reflected the national 

picture the population would have grown to over 700 by 1650 before it 

fell slightly and then it would have risen from the 1730s to reach 

700 again before the 1760s. 

Noting the difficulties of estimating populations 

Schofield has pointed out that baptism and burial rates of more than 

fifty per thousand are improbable and if the rates are higher the 

population estimate should be suspected. 100 This check was applied to 

the baptisms and burials each year from 1560 to 1789 using the 

estimated populations for each decade derived from the Hoskins 

multiplier but substituting more realistic figures for the suspect 

decades, 400 for the 1570s and 700 for the period from 1640 to 1759. 

Only nine of the 230 years failed these checks: several years failed 

only marginally and seven involved excessive burials which were, in 

some cases certainly and others probably, the results of natural 

causes rather than any deficiencies in the population estimates. H;" 

In 1722 thirty-eight persons were buried, three more than Scho1'1eld's 

upper limit, and twenty of the entries were marked to indicate deaths 

froD cholera. In 1624 forty persons were buried, nine more than might 

have been expected, and although there is nothing in the registers to 

99 E.A.Wrigley and R.S.Schofield, The Population History of Ensland 
1541-1871: A Reconstruction (London, 1981>, pp. 531-5, Table A3.3. 
100 R.S.Schofield, 'Enquiries and Problems: Estimates of Population 
Size: Hearth Tax', Local Population Studies, 1 (1968), p. 34. 
101 The years which failed, with the upper limits in brackets, were: 
1562 23 baptisms (21); 1563 22 baptisms and 22 burials (21); 1571 24 
burials (20); 1576 28 burials (20); 1624 40 burials (31); 1657 38 
burials (35); 1670 46 burials (35); 1722 38 burials (35); and 1761 40 
baptisms (36). 
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indicate the cause the year 1623-4 was a 'dreadful' harvest year and 

deaths rose elsewhere in the north. 10;;' There is also nothing in the 

registers to signify why thirty-eight persons were buried in 1657 

when thirty-five was the upper limit but elsewhere at that time 

twelve parishes in a sample of fifty-four suffered more than double 

their annual number of burials as a result of influenza and fevers; 

Yorkshire was particularly badly affected. 1<:1:;3 Schofield's check 

appears to confirm that our population estimates for the parish of 

Well. including those for the period when the registers are not 

wholly reliable, are not improbable. 

But an estimate of 400 inhabitants in the 1560s is 

incompatible with the estimate of 816 or more derived from the 

chantry commissioners' certificate less than twenty years before. The 

later estimates are also inconsistent if the population of the parish 

followed the national pattern for the numbers should have increased. 

The parish-register estimates depend on Eversley's crude measure of 

population involving back-calculation from the 1801 census but if the 

estimate of 816 is used his rough check indicates the registers are 

wholly implausible; indeed so implausible that the population 

estimate rather than the registers seems suspect. ,<:14 The parish

register estimates appear to be coherent, meeting the checks of both 

Eversley and Schofield. but they could be under-stated. 

The parish registers for Wath date from 1571. In 

1855 the then vicar, the Rev. John Ward, made a manuscript transcript 

of his registers. ,o6 Even at the time of the 1801 census the whole 

1<:>;;;: Laslett, World Ve Have Lost, pp. 130-48; K. Wrightson, English 
Society 1580-1680 <London, 1982), p. 143. 
'<:13 R.S.Schofield, 'Crisis Mortality', Local Population Studies, 9 
(1972), pp. 19-20, Table 4. The years 1571, 1624, 1657 and 1670 
feature in the discussion of local mortality crises in Wrigley and 
Schofield. Population of History of England. pp. 653, 655, 666, 676, 
678 and 680. 
104 Of the forty years from 1560 to 1599 thirty-nine failed the 
births test, nineteen the burials test and thirty-five the combined 
test requiring close scrutiny. Had the number of communicants been 
enhanced by more than twenty per cent the results would have been 
even worse. 
'06 NYCRO/PR/WAT/15 (Registers and transcript). 
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parish, including Melmerby and Middleton Quernhow, had a population 

of only 484 and therefore the use of Eversley's rough check was 

inappropriate. '0,.,. Application of the Hoskins multiplier to the mean 

baptisms for the first four decades in the seventeenth century 

produced population estimates of 339, 300, 201 and 225 respectively. 

The low estimates for the last two of these decades were caused by 

the obvious absence of baptism entries in five years and if due 

allowance was made for that the estimated populations for the last of 

the decades were 279 and 281. Only four years failed Schofield's test 

marginally if these estimates were used and it would seem the 

population of Wath parish was 300 or less at the time of the West 

Tanfield court book, an estimate lower than but not inconsistent with 

the estimate of 312 derived from the chantry certificate. '01' Forty 

years later 44.8% of the houses in the parish hearth tax returns were 

at Wath itself and therefore the population of the Village at the 

time of the court book would perhaps be about 134.'09 

The parish registers for Burneston date from 

1566. 10~ Eversley's rough check showed they were fairly reliable at 

the time of the court book. '10 Hoskins' population estimate for the 

whole parish at that time emerged as 660. consistent with the 

chantry-certificate estimate of 586 seventy years before. Using this 

figure only one year failed Schofield's check and then only by one. 

Only 22.71. of the houses in the parish hearth tax returns were to be 

found in Carthorpe and therefore the Village population at the time 

of the court book was perhaps nat IOCIre than 150.' 11 

The parish registers for Danby date from 1639. 

All burials and marriages took place at Danby but baptisms also took 

'06 Page, Victoria History: County of York. 3, p. 513. 
107 There were no baptism entries in 1628. 1630 and 1637 and only one 
each in 1627 and 1629. In 1602 there were three more baptisms than 
Schofield's upper limit. in 1611 one more burial. in 1619 three mare 
burials and in 1621 one more baptism. 
lOB Purdy, 'Hearth Tax Returns'. p. 193. 
109 IYCRO/PR/BUE. 
'10 Twa years in the 1620s failed the baptism test and one year 
failed the more stringent combined test requiring close scrutiny. 
111 Purdy, 'Hearth Tax Returns'. p. 190. 
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place at Glaisdale and the curate passed details for entry in the 

Danby registers. A separate register of baptisms was taken into use 

for Glaisdale from 1758 and it was used to record burials after a new 

chapel was consecrated in 1794.112 The parish as a whole failed 

Eversley's rough check badly: I U either the registers were very badly 

kept. baptisms and burials took place elsewhere or back-calculation 

from the 1801 census is inappropriate because the parish did not 

follow the national pattern. It would seem that the arrangements for 

transferring the Glaisdale baptisms for entry at Danby were wanting: 

not infrequently there are suspicious gaps in the sequences of dates 

and one group of these entries is endorsed 'Those Mr Robinson did not 

send me before the 5th Augt 1750 so I was obliged to insert them 

here'. This no doubt precipitated the entry the following year that 

'Glaisdale baptisms for the future will be inserted at the other end 

of the Book by Reason of their never coming to Hand till some 

considerable Time after the Books should be filled up for the year 

last past. '114 But the omissions were not only the result of 

inefficient transfer of information for there are gaps in the Danby 

entries and Glaisdale deficiencies continued after the separate 

register commenced. I 1.0;, It is possible, perhaps probable in a remote 

area like Danby and Glaisdale, that some children were simply not 

baptized. lIb There were Quakers in Danbydale from at least 1655, when 

112 G/pp.l, 38 and 46. 
11:a From 1710 to 1800 seventy-two of the ninety years failed the 
deaths test, every year failed the births test and as a result every 
year failed the combined test requiring close scrutiny. Before 1710 
the picture was only a little better for in seventy years only eight 
failed the deaths test but forty-one failed the births test and this 
meant that omissions were indicated in twenty-nine years of which 
twenty-one required close examination. 
114 D/pp.1B1-2. There are no Glaisdale entries at all for 1729. 1730, 
1738, 1740-1 and 1746-7; and obvious gaps in the Glaisdale entries 
for 1721, 1723, 1728, 1733 and 1745. 'Kr Robinson' was the curate at 
Glaisdale: G/pp.4 and 18. 
116 There are no Danby entries for 1729-33 and 1743-B; there are 
obvious gaps in the Glaisdale sequences in 1769 and 1777. 
116 The homesteads were scattered throughout the dales; even at the 
close of the eighteenth century there were only six houses in 
Castleton and two in Dale End [Danby proper]; Glaisdale end was a 
'scattered hamlet' until 1864: Page. Victoria History: North Riding, 
2, pp. 333 and 349. 
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George Fox was entertained there, and at Lealholm in Glaisdale about 

1668j at one time there were four Quaker meeting houses and three 

Quaker burial grounds in the district. I I)' There were also Methodists 

in Danbydale, John ~esley having preached and converted two local men 

at Castleton in 1772, while there were also a few papists in both 

Danby and Glaisdale throughout our period.' 1'3 But the presence of 

these non-conformists cannot alone explain the test failures: indeed 

by 1743 there were only three families of papists and as for the 

Quakers there were 'no gt number's of 'em'. 119 Use of the 1801 census 

as a gUide to past population trends would be inappropriate if there 

had been an unusual influx of residents before the count. At the time 

of Archbishop Drummond's visitation in 1764 there were said to be 114 

families in Danby and 115 in Glaisdale, 229 in all. 12<:> We will see 

that in 1801 the mean household size in Glaisdale was 4.89 and the 

census population of Danby and Glaisdale combined was 1,753. If 

households were of much the same size at the time of the visitation 

there would then have been some 1,120 inhabitants in the parish. The 

census area may have differed a little from the area of the parish 

but even so it would seem that there had indeed been a marked 

increase in the population: in forty years it rose by some 633 or 

117 Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 6, pp. xii-xivj ibid, 7, pp. 
vii-viii and 103j G.Baker, Unhistoric Acts: Some Records of Early 
Friends in North-East Yorkshire (London, 1906), chapters 1-3 and 7-8, 
in particular pp. 25, 35 and 27j R.A.Robinson, The Story of Danby 
(Danby, 1991), pp. 136 and 386-7. 
11 a J. Ford, Some Reminiscences and Folk Lore of Danby Parish and 
District (Whitby, 1953), X.T.D.Rigg Ed. (Leeds, 1990), p. 87; 
H.Aveling, Northern Catholics: The Catholic Recusants of the North 
Riding of Yorkshire 1558-1790 (London, 1966), pp. 423-4. 
119 S.L.Ollard and P.e.Walker (eds) , Archbishop Herring's Visitation 
Returns 1743, (5 vols, Yorkshire Archaelogical Society Record Series, 
1928-31>, 71, p. 173j ibid, 72, p. 9. In 1764 there were six faBilies 
of Quakers and one papist family at Danby and none at Glaisdale: 
Drummonds Visitation Return, Borthwick Institute, York, Bp.V.1764 Ret 
1, Yorkshire. entries 143 and 214. 
120 Borthwick Institute, York, Bp.V.1764 Ret. 1 Yorkshire, entries 143 
and 214. 
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some 55.5%. I~l Coal was mined on Low Moor from about 1746 and at 

Danby Head and Fryup collieries from at least 1776. By 1808 'about 

forty' miners were employed in the Danby area and some twelve per 

cent of the parish register entries between 1750 and 1812 refer to 

miners. I."~' These 'colliers' and 'coalminers', some with names not 

previously known in the parish, appear in the registers frequently in 

the last quarter of the eighteenth century and they no doubt 

contributed to the increase. Whatever the reasons, and they were 

probably a combination of those given, it would seem that the Danby 

and Glaisdale registers do not present a reliable means of assessing 

the population of the parish and manor in the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries. 

121 Archbishop Herring had sought similar information twenty-one 
years earlier. He was told by the curate of Glaisdale that ninety-two 
families lived there which is not inconsistent with the answer given 
to his successor. But he was also told by the vicar that Danby had 
about three hundred families and even if this was intended to cover 
the whole parish it appears to be at odds with the figures for 1764 
and 1801: the answer is suspiciously round and probably an unreliable 
over-estimate. Without giving his reasoning the Rev. Atkinson thought 
the population of Danby 'could hardly have exceeded six hundred' 
about 1750, some 123 households if household sizes in the dales were 
much the same as at the turn of the century. We cannot be sure what 
area he had in mind when he made his estimate but it supports the 
figures given to Drummond rather than Herring. Ollard and Walker, 
Archbishop Herring'S Visitation Returns 1743, 71, p. 173, and 72, 
p. 9; Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 6, p. xiii. 
/22 J.S.Owen, 'The .Moor Coal of North Yorkshire: The Danby Area', 
Bulletin of the Cleveland and Teesside Local History Society, 6 
(1969), pp. 19-21; B.J.D.Harrison, 'The Danby Coal .Mines: Business 
and Social History', Bulletin of the Cleveland and Teesside Local 
History Society. 7 (1969). pp. 17-19; Robinson, Story of Danby, 
pp. 80-1 and 211. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE VALE OF XOWBRAY MANORS EARLY IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 

The Listed Tenants and Resiants 

The population estimates suggest that early in the 

seventeenth century Snape and Well had about twice the number of 

Villagers to be found at Wath and Carthorpe. This is reflected in the 

numbers of tenants and resiants listed in the manorial records as 

shown by Table 4. The numbers of tenants and resiants for each 

Village varied from list to list and the table shows that at Wath and 

Cart harpe the numbers of resiants varied much more than the numbers 

of tenants: the ranges of resiant numbers are Wider, the numbers of 

persons appearing in the resiant lists at same time during the eleven 

years are about three times the mean and few were listed as resiants 

throughout the bookj the tenant ranges are narrower, the numbers of 

tenants listed at same time are less than twice the mean and the 

numbers of tenants listed throughout the book represented about half 

the mean numbers of tenants. The tenant papulation was clearly more 

stable than the resiant population. The numbers of persons newly

listed at Snape and Well following the change of steward, reflected 

in the wider ranges for tenants there, preclude a direct comparison 

between the manorSj but the turnover in resiants is again evident, if 

less marked, in the proportions of resiants listed at same time and 

listed throughout the period. 

The movement in the resiant lists was in part 

caused by resiants becoming tenants. At the Easter 1615 leet Robert 

Rookbie of Snape was amerced 3s.4d for keeping Mark Franck, an 

undersettle. This was curious if being listed as a resiant gave any 

sort of status and undersettles were not welcome in Snape for Franck 

was listed as a resiant at that court and had been listed since 

resiants were first listed; indeed he might have been listed Since 

his wedding to Emma Rookbie in 1608 if lists had been kept for he 

appeared in the court baron three times before the first list and was 

said to be 'of Snape' in one roll. Despite suing Robert Rookbie in 

June 1615 for trespass in his close and being sued in turn at the 

same court by Rookbie for one year's rent for his house Franck 
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Range Mean Listed Listed 
some time throughout 

Snape Tenants 47 - 58 50.4 89 26 

Resiants* 9 - 19 13.1 28 6 

Well Tenants 51 - 64 58.4 108 22 

Resiants* 12 - 17 14.5 21 8 

Total: 136.4 

Wath Tenants 21 - 24 22.8 39 11 

Resiants 6 13 9.3 26 2 

Carthorpe Tenants 30 - 33 31. 4 53 15 

Resiants 4 - 11 6.4 15 

Total: 69.9 

* From 1614 when resiants were first listed. 

rl2bl~ ~, I.b.~ llumb~.r:~ cl' :t~1l1211:t~ 1211d. .r:~~il211:t~ li51~d. 121 Sll!:a~ 1211d. Well 

l!5l1-Z1 !:alld. W!:a1h !:alld. Ca.r:1hcr:p!; lQZ~-35, 

succeeded Rookbie as a listed tenant in 1617.' William Horner also 

appeared three times in the manor court and was said to be 'of Snape' 

once before he appeared in the first list of resiants and was 

afterwards mentioned as an undersettle before becoming a tenant, 

I W1/f.24v; 11113; 1/115; 1/124; 1/126 and 1/144. Postan equated 
'undersettles' with sub-tenants but we will find much evidence of 
sub-letting and something different and more reprehensible seems to 
be meant here. The Rev. Atkinson noted the frequent occurrence of the 
word in the North Riding Quarter Sessions minutes and other 
contemporary documents and concluded it was a local word seeming to 
have been much the same as the more modern 'lodger' for which the 
statute had employed 'inmate'. But undertenants, undersettles and 
inmates were listed separately at Stainton by Downholme in 1656 which 
must throw doubt on whether undersettles and inmates were indeed the 
same. M.X.Postan, Essays of Xedieval Agriculture and General Problems 
of the Kedieval Economy (Cambridge, 1973), p. 121; Atkinson, Quarter 
Sessions Records, 1, p. 95; NYCRO/ZPT/3/2/13. 
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a1 though in his case the undersett1e entry was deleted."' Will iam 

Atkinson, Thomas Bucke and John Williamson, three other men who 

appeared in the first Snape resiant list in 1614, were also mentioned 

as undersettles the following year but they remained resiants until 

the end of our period. So did Roger Sadler who was first listed in 

1616 and declared an undersettle in 1618 .. 3 They may, of course, have 

become tenants later for during our period in addition to the two 

undersettle-resiants seven other Snape men became tenants after being 

listed as resiants: Richard Carleton seems to have farmed with 

Elizabeth Carleton before he took over the tenancy from her and she 

was perhaps his mother; 4 Thomas Thomson and John Saville junior 

probably succeeded their fathersjS and George Stele, Robert Shawe, 

Thomas Crawe and Peter Spooner all became tenants after being listed 

as resiants. b In only eleven years these nine resiants, one third of 

the persons who appeared at some tine in the Snape resiant lists, 

became tenants. Others still listed as resiants at the end of our 

period no doubt followed in their steps. The pattern of resiants 

waiting for tenancies seems clear and in some cases resiancy was 

preceded by a spell as an undersettle. 

The same pattern is revealed at Well. Edward 

Atkinson was one of five Well undersettles named in April 1612 when 

it seems no action was taken but eighteen months later his mother 

Jenetta was amerced ten shillings for keeping him. All five 

undersettles were to be listed as resiants later but only Atkinson, 

who appeared in tenant lists from September 1620, reached tenant 

status before the end of our period.? Four other Well resiants took 

over tenancies during the eleven years.'" 

'2 1/109; 1/110; 1/115; 1/130 and 3/49. 
~ 1/130; 1/153 and 3/49. 
4 Carleton was sued twice for pay and was amerced for failing to 
remove a fence and ploughing up a markstone which would seem to 
indicate he employed workers and was engaged in agriculture before he 
took over the tenancy: 1/107 and 3/38. 
6 Wl/f.40v and 11153; Wl/f.41 and 11177. 
6 1/125; 1/144: 1/164 and 1/170. Stele and Shawe were named as tenant 
and resiant in the same list on changeover. 
7 1/110; 1/170 and 3/44. 
8 John Reynardson and Thomas Robinson: 1/161; Robert Lund: 1/164 and 
Henry Johnson: 1/174. 
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There were less resiants at Wath and Carthorpe and 

moves to tenant status were fewer: George Harrison appeared in one 

~ath resiant list before being listed as a tenant thereafter; Peter 

Wilson was listed as a Carthorpe resiant once before succeeding his 

father as a free tenant and tenant; Francis Beckwith was a resiant 

listed for three years before taking over John Beckwith's free

tenancy; and the Carthorpe resiants Christopher Blackborne, Arthur 

Dodisworth, John Firby, James Toes and George Walker all moved to the 

tenant lists but they were then listed both as tenants and resiants 

simultaneously. Elsewhere the tenant and resiant lists were mutually 

exclusive and it is not obvious why men should have been listed in 

both simultaneously at Carthorpe. °l' 

There was also movement in the other direction. At 

Snape Elizabeth Grayson was listed as a tenant before she became a 

resiant who later ceased to be listed at all; Henry Saville was a 

tenant who became a resiant and then became a tenant again.' '.> At Wath 

Thomas Jackson the badger was listed as a tenant at the first eleven 

courts leet in the book but was listed as a resiant thereafter; John 

Todd was listed as a tenant at twelve courts before his tenancy was 

taken over by Thomas Todd after which it seems he was treated as a 

resiant until he died only three months later." At Carthorpe 

Christopher Blackborne was a free tenant before he became a resiant 

and later a resiant and free tenant simultaneously. ,~ The call lists 

show that there was considerable interchange between the groups as 

resiants took tenancies and tenants gave up their holdings. 

The tenants and resiants of Snape and Vell seem to 

have been conscientious about their obligation to attend the twice-

~ Firby was listed at the first three courts after he took over the 
tenancy and the others throughout the book: 20.4.1625; 3.10.1627; 
11.10.1631; 9.10.1632; 6.5.1633; 4.10.1634 and 31.3.1635. For 
purposes of analYSis men listed as tenants and resiants 
simultaneously were treated as tenants. 
10 1/113; 1/119; 11125; 11164; 1/167; 1/170 and 1/174. 
11 John Todd was listed as a tenant and resiant Simultaneously but 
given no marks at the twelfth court: 13.10.1630. He was listed as a 
resiant and marked essoined at the next court but the whole entry was 
deleted: 20.4.1631. He had been buried in January 1630/31: Va/p.44. 
12 4.10.1628 and 14.4.1629. 
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Snape lIell 

Marks Tenants Resiants Tenants Resiants Totals 

Attended 570 125 580 119 1394 
86.1% 73.5% 72.6% 62.3% 76.5% 

Essoined 23 8 73 21 125 
3.5% 4.7% 9.1% 11.0% 6.9% 

Excused 58 33 114 46 251 
8.8% 19.4% 14.3% 24.1% 13.8% 

Sick 4 11 1 16 
.6% 1. 4% .5% .9% 

Defaulted 4 3 7 3 17 
.6% 1. 8% .9% 1.6% .9% 

No mark 3 1 7 1 12 
.5% .6% .9% .5% .7% 

Torn 7 7 
.9% .4% 

Total marks 662 170 799 191 1822 

lable 5. The at:tendanQe ma.r:kf;1j 1:21 :the Snape and Well :tenan:tf;1j and 
ref;1jiants 1615-21. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

yearly court leet. Table 5 gives the attendance marks recorded 

against their names in the call lists from the introduction of the 

full range of marks by the new steward at the Easter 1615 leet until 

Easter 1621 and shows that overall their attendance rate was 76.5%. l'~ 

The Snape tenants and resiants attended the courts held in Snape more 

often than their opposite numbers at Well who had to travel some two 

miles to court. The tenants in both Villages attended more often than 

their resiant neighbours. Some absentees took the trouble to arrange 

essoins but more often they were marked as excused; in a few cases 

13 The Xichaelmas 1621 call list has too many torn entries to be 
reliable: 1/177. During the period covered very few marks were 
omitted and few marks have been lost as a result of damage and the 
table therefore reflects accurately the proportions of marks 
allocated. 
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they were marked more specifically as being sick and one Well resiant 

was marked once as having a maimed limb. 14 Only seventeen default 

marks were recorded at the thirteen courts covered by the table, less 

than one per cent of the whale. 

The numbers marked as attending from each village 

fluctuated but over the seven years representation was more or less 

equal. The number of persons from both villages marked as attending 

court dropped below one hundred only once and according to the court 

rolls 117 persons attended the Easter 1617 leet. It is not diHicult 

to imagine the hustle and bustle at Snape when the leet was held and 

the court offered one of the few opportunities for a social gathering 

of such a size. 1& 

The attendance record of the suitors from Wath and 

Carthorpe is given in Table 6 and their overall attendance rate of 

48.8% is comparatively poor. The Wath tenants had to travel same four 

miles to the court at West Tanfield yet they attended court a little 

more often than their opposite numbers at Well who had to travel only 

half as far. But the Cart harpe tenants, who also had to travel some 

four miles, attended much less frequently. The Carthorpe resiants 

were also reluctant to travel and the Wath resiants' record was 

worst. Their default rate was higher than their attendance rate and 

the mean number attending was less than one per court. Individually 

there were no exceptions to the poor record of the group: the twenty 

attendances were shared by eleven resiants, only one of whom had more 

than twa, and sixteen resiants never attended the court during the 

period covered by the book. 16 The attendance rate of the Carthorpe 

resiants looks better but a different picture emerges if three 

resiants who regularly acted as jurors and attended court are 

excluded: they account for more than half the attendances between 

them, without them the attendance rate drops to 12.1% and most of the 

Carthorpe resiants attended little more than their opposite numbers 

14 Henry Hawe: 1/135. 
1& The Dean attendance from Snape was 53.4 persons and from Well 53.8 
persons. Ninety-eight persons attended the Easter 1621 court: 1/174. 
Easter 1617 court: 1/144. 
16 The widow Dorothy Simpson attended five times between the 
Xichaelmas 1625 and Xichaelmas 1630 courts. 
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"'ath Carthorpe 

Marks Tenants Resiants Tenants Resiants Totals 

Attended 387 20 301 41 749 
77.27- 9.8% 43.77- 29.1% 48.8% 

Essoined 55 105 215 48 423 
11.07- 51.5% 31.2% 34.0% 27.5% 

Excused 16 3 44 6 69 
3.27- 1. 5% 6.47- 4.3% 4.5% 

Sick 4 5 9 1 19 
.87- 2.5% 1. 3% • 7"1. 1. 2% 

Not warned 3 3 
.47- .2% 

Defaulted 6 22 28 8 64 
1. 2% 10.8% 4.1% 5.7% 4.2% 

No mark 31 49 89 36 205 
6.2% 24.0% 12.97- 25.5% 13.4% 

Torn 2 1 3 
.4% .'1% .2% 

Total marks 501 204 689 141 1535 

lable Q. The aUell.dan~e :ma.r:k5 ex :tile ~i1:th l2.lI.!1 CI:I.r:thcr:pe tellillltEi illl!1 
reEiil:l.llts 1625-35. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

at Wath. 17 Essoins were proffered more often than excuses by 

absentees from both Villages. Again a few were marked sick and 'not 

warned' was also entered as a reason for absence. The default rate 

was four times worse than that found in the neighbouring manor. The 

proportion given no mark is much higher and the ommissions seem not 

to have been accidental for most marks are omitted where attendance 

was worst. It is assumed most if not all those not marked had failed 

to attend court but even if everyone had appeared the Wath and 

Carthorpe attendance rate would have been worse than that for Snape 

and Well. 

17 Richard Danby, Arthur Dodisworth and William Routhe. 
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The dit't'erences between the manors could have 

been because the Snape and Well t'igures are for a period a decade 

earlier than those for Wath and Carthorpe and the courts were run by 

different stewards. The better figures for the Snape court were 

achieved under what we have seen to be the tighter supervision of 

Thomas Ascough whereas a decade later the West Tanfield court was 

stewarded by Geot'frey Adamson who, given the numbers not marked, 

seems to have been less strict. Ascough listed resiants after his 

predecessor had neglected to do so and he seems to have required them 

to take their obligations to attend court seriously. Nevertheless he 

appears to have been more lenient with the inhabitants of Well which 

if not on the court's doorstep was still not too far away. 18 

What evidence there is suggests that the better 

attendance rates at the Snape court were not achieved through heavier 

punishments for default for the few examples available indicate that 

amercements were lower there. 19 Notwithstanding the poor attendance 

record of Wath resiants one at' their number presented 'because he is 

a resident within this manor and owes suit to this court leet and did 

not attend court but made default' was amerced only twopence at the 

Kichaelmas 1633 court; three of his resiant neighbours were amerced 

the same sum. At the same court a Nosterfield free tenant who 

'obstinately refuses to attend court and do suit as he ought to this 

court Baron' was amerced 3s.4d. That the clerk recorded the 

difference between suit to the court baron by a free tenant and suit 

to the leet by resiants is noteworthy. 

The only attendance figures unearthed for a rural 

court leet elsewhere are those given by Harrison for Cannock and 

19 Adamson was also the steward of Snape and Well at that time: York 
Kinster Library, XAN/SNA/2. 
19 In 1619 three Snape resiants were amerced 4d each and in 1620 a 
Snape tenant was amerced 6d: 1/161 and 1/167. Between 1625 and 1635 
seven tenants from Wath or Carthorpe were amerced 8d, five 6d and one 
4d (mean: 6.9d) and eleven resiants were amerced 6d, two 4d and four 
2d (mean: 4.8d): 20.4.1625, 10.4.1626; 4.10.1626: 3.10.1627 and 
9.10.1633. 
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Rugeley, Staffordshire, in 1578 ... ~,:> Of the 265 persons named in a 

separate list of suitors the court roll revealed that thirty (11.3%) 

were essoined and forty-five (17.0%) were amerced for default. 

Harrison concluded the 190 remaining <71.7%) attended court. If 

excuses were accepted at Cannock they might not appear in a court 

roll without a call list because they had no financial implications 

and therefore the attendance rate could have been lower. But in any 

case comparisons between figures tor manors in the Vale of Mowbray 

and on Cannock Chase gleaned from records separated by over thirty 

years cannot be taken too far. ;;", 

Many of the tenants in the four North Riding 

villages attended most courts leet and took an active part in the 

administration of the courts. They served as presentment jurors, some 

as foremen and affeerors, and as constables and bilawmen sworn at the 

court. They also deliberated as jurors in civil cases heard at the 

courts baron. It is these aspects of the Vale of Mowbray courts to 

which we turn next. 

The Courts Baron 

The people of the manor of West Tanfield were 

obliged to use the lord's court to resolve their differences. Indeed, 

occasionally they had to be reminded to do so: at the Easter 1632 

leet the West Tanfield jury's pains included 'A paine laid that noe 

tenants or inhabitants within the mannor of West Tanfeild shall sewe 

forth of the Lords Court in any other court for accons triable in 

this court without Licence in paine of evry defalte to forfeite 39s' . 

20 Pamela Morris examined attendance at the Little Haywood, 
Staffordshire, small court but that was a court baron meeting some 
thirteen times each year. Lord Leconfield also reported on attendance 
at the Petworth, Sussex, court but it met three-weekly. Morris, 
'Kanor of Little Haywood', pp. 67-8; Leconfield, Petwarth Kanar, 
p. 4. 
21 'Social and Economic History of Cannock and Rugeley', p. 118. For 
the same reason Champion's figures for Shrewsbury, Shropshire, the 
only other attendance figures discovered, can be of no more than 
passing interest; he calculated inter alia that of a frankpledge 
population of about a thousand in 1620 only 18% attended the view of 
frankpledge and some 34% defaulted: 'Frankpledge Population of 
Shrewsbury', pp. 53-6. 
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There is no such evidence for Snape and Well but no doubt the 

villagers there were under a similar obligation. 

The number of courts recorded in the West Tanfield 

book is about half the number which would have been held had there 

been a court baron every twenty-one days. Examination of the 

intervals between courts revealed that whilst many courts were indeed 

held every twenty-one days many more throughout the year were not. In 

particular almost every year there were long gaps between courts in 

the busy harvest months of August and September and when courts sat 

in August they transacted little or no business. 22 Early in the book 

there are similar gaps at Christmas. The apparent shortfall in courts 

can be explained and it would appear that the only courts actually 

omitted were perhaps those held in a longer gap between April and 

October 1628 when the record resumes with changed handwriting and 

abbreviations. Perusal of the Snape rolls showed they too included 

few courts held at harvest time, that courts were not always held at 

twenty-one day intervals and that therein lies the probable 

explanation for the extant records representing some sixty per cent 

of the theoretical maximum. The records of some courts baron in both 

manors may not have survived but the figures in Table 7. which gives 

details of the not inconsiderable numbers of actions in the extant 

records. are certainly a better sample than it might have appeared .. ",3 

More than half the actions at West Tanfield and 

more than three-quarters at Snape and Well were for debt. The amounts 

sought are not always given but Table 8 shows that where they are 

they are very similar in both manors and half the debts were for less 

than ten shillings. Trespasses were the next most common cause of 

action in both manors. Because the clerk at West Tanfield entered 

22 At Havering. Essex. in July 1568 a court was cancelled because of 
the harvest: Xclntosh, Community Transformed, p. 315. At Little 
Haywood, Staffordshire, in 1579 a court official wrote that no courts 
would be held from 29 July to the end of the September because of the 
harvest and Pamela Morris found there were notably fewer courts there 
in August and September in the last fifty years of the sixteenth
century: 'Manor of Little Haywood'. p. 68. 
2:3 The Snape and Well figures cover the courts baron held from 28 
Karch 1611 to 20 December 1621 and the West Tanfield figures the 
courts baron held from 20 April 1625 to 26 March 1636. The West 
Tanf1eld figures include all the cases brought at the court. not only 
those brought by the villagers of Wath and Carthorpe. 
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Action Snape and Well West Tanfield 

Debt 699 350 
77.4% 57.1% 

Trespass 57 
9.3%) 

Trespass on case ) 173 73 ) 
) 19.2% 11.9%) 28.2% 

Assumpsit ) 43 
7.0%) 

Detinue 23 83 
2.5% 13.5% 

Others. 8 7 
.9% 1.2% 

Totals 903 613 

• Includes cases where the nature of the action could not be 
discerned, usually because the roll is torn or the parties' 
particulars were entered but the nature of the action was left blank. 

Table 7, Civil actions at the courts baron at Snape and Well 1611-21 
and West Tanfield 1625-35. 

more details the trespasses pursued there could be sorted into 

trespass proper, trespass on the case and trespass on the case by 

assumpsit.24 The records of civil actions at Snape and Well are 

generally sparser, only rarely did the clerk there add 'case' or 

'assumpsit' to trespasses and it was therefore impossible to 

differentiate between the various types of trespass. The actions 

remaining were mostly detinue, usually of animals. The other cases at 

West Tanfield included two assaults and two cases where the lord sued 

for failure to grind corn at his mill and failure to plant trees 

respectively.2b The proportions of civil actions in the North Riding 

courts baron are not too far removed from the proportions found by 

Pamela Xorris in the records of the small court at Little Haywood, 

Z4 His propensity to record 'trespass, xc' and the absence of even 
brief details in some cases means that the trespass column may 
include some cases which ought to have been included in the other two 
columns. However, where brief details are given they confirm it was 
the clerk's general practice to add the words 'case' and 'assumpsit' 
where appropriate and it seems safe to assume that most, if not all, 
of the entries in the trespass column are simple trespasses. 
2b 5.5.1627 and 5.5.1632. 
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Amount Snape and 'iell West Tanfield 

Less than one shilling 13 11 
1. 9% 3.5% 

One shilling and over but 322 158 
less than ten shillings 48.1% 50.5% 

Ten shillings and over but 140 59 
less than twenty shillings 20.9% 18.8% 

Twenty shillings and over but 110 47 
less than thirty shillings 16.4% 15.0% 

Thirty shillings and over but 71 38 
less than fort y shilli ngs 10.6% 12.1% 

Forty shillings and over 14 
2.1% 

Totals 670 313 

Iable a, .Bz::eakd.clill. of amCl.ID.t5 5cl.Ight in as::UCll.5 lCl: d.eb:t at Sll.ape and. 
~ell 1011-21 and. We51 Ia.n:Ueld. 1025-~5, 

Staffordshire, late in the sixteenth century: actions for debt there 

accounted for two-thirds and cases of trespass and distraint of 

animals about a sixth each .. ~'6 

_<6 'Kanor of Little Haywood', pp. 65, 71-2, 75, 80 and 84 and letter 
of clarification from Mrs. Marris (debts were 65.6%, trespasses 17.7% 
and distraints 16.7%). At Marske in the North Riding in the mid 
seventeenth century debts accounted for 58.7% of SUits: Bruen, 'Leet 
Jurisdiction and Social Regulation', pp. 156-7 (Bruen did not divide 
the remaining cases into trespasses and detinues>. The proportions 
are also in accord with the proportions at Havering, Essex, a century 
and more earlier where debts accounted for over half civil actions, 
trespasses were about a quarter and detinue about one tenth; debts 
also seem to have predominated at Redgrave, Suffolk; both these 
courts declined in the fifteenth century: McIntosh, Autonomy and 
Community, pp. 192-5; idem, Community Transformed, p. 302, Table 5.1; 
Dawson, History of Lay Judges, p. 229. The only other court baron for 
which figures were found was that for Keevil cum BUlkington, 
Wiltshire, which in 1618 had fifty-four tenant suitors and dealt with 
only three actions per annum: M.J.Ingram, 'Communities and Courts: 
Law and Disorder in Early-Seventeenth-Century Wiltshire' in Cockburn, 
Crime in England, p. 113. 
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Actions in the court baron were assumed to have 

been limited to less than forty-shillings and Professor Goldwyn Smith 

has described succinctly how this limit is said to have come about: 

The Statute of Gloucester (1278) expressly provided that no 

person should have a personal action writ from Chancery 

unless the property involved was worth at least forty 

shillings. This provision obviously meant that no such case 

could be heard in the king's courts when the amount at stake 

was less than forty shillings ... Royal judges used a mixture 

of imagination and legal logic to interpret this provision 

as meaning that personal actions could not be brought in any 

local court if they involved amounts greater than forty 

shillings. This was a fairly substantial amount in the 

thirteenth century but as money values dwindled forty 

shillings became a small sum indeed. '27 

The limit was also assumed to apply to amercements. But Beckerman has 

pointed out that the jurisdictional limit was actually restricted to 

actions for debt-detinue and was much older than the Statute of 

Gloucester .. .28 The West Tanfield figures include nine plaintiffs who 

sued for 39s.l1d, including cases where the plaintiff sought '39s11d 

part of 40s', and none sought more so it seems the steward there 

accepted the limitation. At Snape nine persons also sued for debts of 

39s.11d which would seem to indicate the limit was accepted there too 

but in fourteen cases the amounts sought exceeded the limit; in six 

cases it was exactly forty shillings but in the other eight it was 

more, the most asked for being 53s.4d. 29 Kanors of royal or ancient 

.27 G. Smi th, A Constitutional and Legal History of England (New York, 
1955), pp. 170-1. Note the professor's imprecision about actions of 
exactly forty shillings. 
28 Dawson, History of Lay Judges, pp. 228-9; J.S.Beckerman, 'The 
Forty-Shilling Jurisdictional Limit in Medieval English Personal 
Actions', Legal History Studies, (1972), pp. 110-17. Gomme p01nted 
out three marks (forty sh1l1ings) was the limit of the jurisdiction 
of the ancient Gothic courts: G.L.Gomme, The Literature of Local 
Institutions (London, 1886), p. 176. 
29 11.11.1727, 31.3.1635, 1/120, 1/128, 1/139, 1/140 (31.10.1616), 
1/144, 1/170 and 1/174. At Little Haywood, Staffordshire, and 
Petworth, Sussex, the limit applied was 39s.11~: Morris, 'Kanor of 
Little Haywood', p. 75; Leconf1eld, Petworth ~nDr, pp. 7-8. 
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demesne were not subject to the limit, others were exempted by royal 

charter and yet more were exempted by statute, while the limit might 

also be extended by prescription. 30 T.here is nothing in the records 

to indicate whether the Snape and Well court claimed exemption or 

whether the limit was simply being ignored. 

Through a servant the lord of the manor at Snape 

was plaintiff in no less than seventy-one cases of debt and twenty 

cases of trespass, 10.1% of the whole. J1 They included eight of the 

cases where the alleged debts exceeded 39s.11d. This vigorous use 01 

the court baron seems to have been yet another change introduced by 

John Ascough: under the previous steward the lord occasionally sued 

in his own court but such suits increased from 1614. Many of these 

cases involved tenants who had taken trees and the debts recovered 

30 Marjorie K. McIntosh, Autonomy and C011l1Dunity: The Royal Hanor of 
Havering, 1200-1500 <Cambridge, 1986), pp. 1 and 194; Emmison, 
Elizabethan Life, p. 216; F.A.Bailey (ed.), A Selection from the 
Prescot Court Leet and Other Records 1447-1600, <Record Society of 
Lancashire and Cheshire 89 1937), pp. 75 and 320; The Fifth Report by 
the Commissioners AppOinted to Inquire into the Practice and 
Proceedings of the Superior Courts of Common Law: Provincial Courts 
in England for the Recovery of Small Debts (1833), pp. 9 and 14; 
H.Lumb, Nomina Villarum: or An Alphabetical List of the Townships, 
Hamlets and Principal Places within the Liberty of the Kanor of 
Vakefield, with The Rules of Practice in the Court Baron of the Kanor 
(Wakefield, 1816), p. 8; Earl of Halsbury, Halsbury's Laws of England 
(31 vols, London, 1907-17), Third Ed., Viscount Simonds (ed.> (42 
vols, London, 1952-64), 8, p. 279, footnote (u) (This and later 
references to Halsbury's Laws of England are given by kind permission 
of Butterworths, the publishers). 
31 John 'Frankland' or 'Franklin' sued many times in the lord's name 
from 1614; he was described as 'receiver and seneschal of the court' 
in 1616 and 'steward' in English in a memorandum in 1617. He was 
still suing for the lord as 'servant and receiver' in 1621: 1/120, 
1/132, 1/134, 1/140, 1/150 and 1/178. His description as 'steward' 
and 'seneschal' seems incompatible with Ascough's stewardShip and 
Franklin may have been a deputy. Although Ascough was named as 
'seneschal, i.e. steward, in the titles to the court rolls Franklin 
may have presided: McIntosh, Autonomy and Community, p. 185, 
footnote 12. 
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Debt Trespass Detinue Others Totals 

Defendant accepted, said 
nothing, absent, etc. 416 15 431 57.8% 

Agreement 102 22 4 128 17.2% 

Plaintiff did not pursue 6 2 8 1. 1% 

Arbitration 9 21 3 33 4.4% 

Jury for plaintiff 37 42 5 84 11.3% 

Jury for defendant 11 8 4 1 24 3.2% 

Others. 19 16 2 37 5.0% 

Totals 600 126 18 1 745 

• 'Non suit' ; vacated; and defendant excused, amerced or placed at 
will of lord. 

Iable 9. KDOklIJ. results 01 Qlyll aQ110Il.s a1 SIl.~pe and. ilell QelJr1 bareD 
1!211-21. 

were much more than the fines juries had levied for the same 

misdeeds .. 0<;": Only twelve actions were brought by the lord of the manor 

at ~est Tanfield in the similar period a decade later, 2.0% of the 

whole, and only two involved taking tlmber.·n 

The outcomes of 82.5% of the 903 actions are 

recorded in the Snape and Well rolls and the results are given in 

Table 9. In most cases the defendant acquiesced in a finding against 

3.;C At the court leet held on 16 Nay 1614 three men were amerced 12d, 
12d and 3s.4d respectively for felling oak trees; at the court baron 
held on 18 November 1614 fifteen men were sued for taking oak trees 
and the debts claimed ranged from 9s.8d to 43s.4d: 1/115 and 1/120. 
As seen 1n Chapter Two the improvements assumed to have been 
Ascough's started from Michaelmas 1614. Lord Leconfield noted that 
felling trees without a licence was treated as a serious offence at 
Petworth, Sussex, in the seventeenth century: the culprits forfeited 
the land on which the timber stood and it was restored only when they 
had paid six times the value of the timber: Pet worth Manor, 
pp. 29-30. 
~3 25.2.1625/6 and 5.5.1632. The first of these cases related to 
three oak trees sold in Kay 1617 so the case was brought almost nine 
years after the event. 
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Debt Trespass Detinue Uthers Totals 

Defendant accepted, said 
nothing, absent, etc. 81 15 5 2 103 27.5% 

Agreement 103 42 9 154 41. 1% 

Plaintiff did not pursue 6 9 6 21 5.6% 

Arbitration 2 3 5 1. 3% 

Jury for plaintiff 17 32 15 64 17.1% 

Jury for defendant 12 6 6 24 6.4% 

Others. 1 3 4 1.1% 

Totals 222 110 41 2 3'75 

• Voided, dismissed or plaintiff died. 

Ia.ble lQ, KncHn z::eSlJ l:ts cl' c1yll a.ctions ai. iesi. IanUeld. court bar:cn 
If!2l5-~l5, 

him or came to an agreement with the plaintiff. Only occasionally did 

the plaintiff drop the matter. The plaintiffs also seem to have fared 

better in the cases which went further for juries found for them in 

just over three-quarters of jury trials where we have their decisions 

and the arbiters found for the plaintiff in all four arbitrations for 

which we have conclusions. Because the West Tanfield court book was 

nat the final record it is not surprising that many entries are 

incomplete. Many civil cases were adjourned at the first hearing and 

it is assumed they were settled between the parties before the 

adjourned hearing. In other cases the defendant was distrained to 

attend a later court and perhaps forfeited the distraint by failing 

to attend to defend the action. Agreements between the parties and 

failures to attend are recorded in many cases but no doubt in others, 

and in other similar circumstances, the clerk knew the outcome and 

entered it in the formal rolls without making a note in the book. 

However, results are available for 61.3% of the 613 court-baron suits 

recorded and they are given in Table 10. The omissions could account 

for the proportions in the table differing somewhat from those in 

Table 9 but they could also reflect the influence of the different 
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steward: the defendant appears to have acquiesced in half as many 

cases, agreement seems to have been reached in twice as many and 

arbitration seems to have been used less. The proportion of 

plaintiffs successful before juries is about the same. The bigger 

sample from Snape and Well is perhaps more reliable than that from 

~est Tanfield. The results for the latter court could also be suspect 

because no less than 13.7% of the cases involved either Richard Bell 

or Giles Mitchell and indeed 9.2% of the cases involved them suing 

each other. Another 6.9% of the cases involved either Christopher 

Knowles or George Threapland. These Exilby men between them therefore 

accounted for about one fifth of the civil cases heard at West 

Tanfield. Their cases are spread across the spectrum of debt, 

trespass, case, assumpsit and detinue and the results range from 

agreement to jury trial. Their enthusiasm for litigation, apparently 

regardless of the cost, must detract from the usefulness of the civil 

cases for comparison with other manors, unless of course such 

enthusiastic litigants are found elsewhere. There were no such 

11 tigants at Snape and Well. 3.4 

Extolling the virtues of the court baron almost 

two hundred years ago William Marshall pointed out that manorial 

juries were 'frequently called in as arbiters of private 

differences'. He asked 'who are so fit to settle village disputes, as 

a jury of neighbours, who have personal knowledge of the parties and 

the subject matter in dispute'?' KarshaU anticipated modern 

historians who have addressed the question of local conflict and 

pointed out the role of the manor court in handling tension in the 

community: friction could be channelled into confined and non-violent 

forms and the settlements promoted there could restore goodwill. They 

have found the evidence in particular in the private agreements 

recording compromise often found in the records and in the more 

occasional references to arbitration. One fifth of the suits at Snape 

.3.4 At Cannock and Rugeley, Staffordshire, a case going to jury trial 
could cost as much as 16s.4d: Morris, 'Manor of Little Haywood', 
pp. 71-8. Bruen has reported the outcomes of 247 cases of debt and 
trespass at Xarske in the North Riding but unfortunately not in a 
form facilitating comparisons with the more preCise outcomes reported 
here: 'Leet Jurisdiction and Social Regulation', p. 123. 
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and Well and two-iifths at West Tanfield were eventually marked 

'Concord' and both courts referred occasional cases to arbitration. 

That the West Tanfield court apparently failed to quell the animosity 

of the four tenants at Exilby does not mean that it failed to resolve 

tension in other cases, indeed of the forty-four results in cases 

involving Richard Bell or Giles Xitchell nine were agreed including 

four of the cases where they had sued each other.3b 

However, it has been suggested that some of the 

cases of debt where the defendant agreed or acquiesced were not what 

they seemed. Harrison noted that most pleas at Cannock and Rugeley, 

Staffordshire, were for debts arising from unpaid goods and services 

many of which were begun but not pursued because 'Not only was the 

process complex and long, it was also expensive ... It is no wonder 

that most pleas were never fully prosecuted and that most litigants 

sought an early licence to agree'. But he also assumed there were too 

many suits for all to be genuine disputes and that many pleas where 

the defendant entered a concord were really a means of tenants and 

sub-tenants registering 'title' by obtaining a record of their 

respective financial rights and obligations.~· Harding thought 

The fictional plea may have been used first in the case of 

debt. The creditor brought an action tor debt, arranging 

<presumably as a condition of the original loan) that the 

debtor should not contest the plea. Judgement was then given 

for the creditor, Who could enforce it when he pleased, by 

getting a writ of execution issued on the basis of the 

record. 37 

3& Marshall, Rural Economy in Yorkshire, 1, p. 28; Ingram, 
'Communities and Courts', pp. 125-6; Xclntosh, Autonomy and 
Community. p. 191; idem, Community Transformed, pp. 216 and 303-4 . 
. :.6 'Social and Economic History of Cannock and Rugeley', pp. 86 
and 153. 
:·.7 Social History of English Law, p. 53. He was writing of the higher 
courts but the fictional plea would apply in the court baron IlJUtatis 
mutandis. Havering, Essex, was a manor of ancient demesne and 
therefore the tenants were able to use the little writ of right close 
in collusive actions for the transfer of land; ten to fifteen per 
cent of land transactions there were collusive: XcIntosh, COBmVnity 
Transformed, pp. 102-5, 301 and 304. 
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If some of the pleas in the Vale 01 M.owbray courts were of this type 

one might expect that every now and again there would be some 

indication in the records that a 'plaintiff' had had to take action 

to enforce the obligation of the 'defendant'. In the Snape and Well 

rolls there are no single suits with lengthy adjournments or separate 

suits where the identical parties and sum involved could indicate 

that the second suit was the first suit resurrected. Examples in the 

Vest Tanfield court book are inconclusive. '''~'~ 

Not all actions sent to juries are included in 

Tables 9 and 10 because we have no decisions in thirty-nine jury 

cases at Snape and in one case at Vest Tanfield. The proportions of 

all actions recorded which were sent to jury trial were remarkably 

similar in the two nanors, 16.3% at Snape and 14.5% at West 

Tanfield. 39 We have seen that about three-quarters of juries found 

for plaintiffs. In five cases at West Tanfield they went further and 

declared that the plaintiff had made a false claim and should be 

amerced. This occurred, for example, when a plaintiff had alleged the 

vicar had asked him to look after a horse and claimed the costs but 

the jury found the vicar had done no such thing. 40 

We have seen that William Marshall thought the 

jury of neighbours at the court baron an ideal means of settling 

Village disputes. He was echoing Sir Thomas Smith who had written of 

the court baron 

.38 A nine-month delay in Knowles v Smith could have been because of 
the plaintiff's death and resumption of the case by his executor or 
simply a long wait for a jury trial to be arranged: 20.1.1626/7, 
10.2.1626/7, 3.3.162717, 1.12.1627 and 22.12.1627. A seven-month 
delay in Dawson v Burne was also probably a wait for a jury trial: 
28.2.1628/9, 14.4.1629 and 28.11.1629. Lengthy waits for jury trials 
were not unknown: Dowson v Wilson was adjourned six times before the 
jury heard the case: 27.2.1630/1, 19.3.1630/1, 13.5.1631, 4.6.1631, 
25.6.1631, 16.7.1631 and 13.8.1631; Kitchell v Bell was similarly 
adjourned six times: 13.5.1631, 4.6.1631, 25.6.1631, 16.7.1631, 
13.8.1631 and 11.10.1631 . 
• "'" At Little Haywood, Staffordshire, only four of 260 actions (1.5%) 
went to jury trial in thirteen years: Korris, 'Kanor of Little 
Haywood', pp. 65 and 83-4. 
4() 26.5.1627. In another case the plaintiff seelllS to have been 
fortunate for the clerk recorded that he had not told the truth but 
there seems to have been no amercement: 19.3.1630/1. 
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Plaintiff Defendant Total 

Snape Snape 313 34.7% 

Well Well 165 18.3% 

Snape Well 31 3.4% 

Well Snape 59 6.5% 

Lord Snape or Well 91 10.1% 

Outsider Snape or Well 102 11. 3% 

Snape or Well Outsider 8 .9% 

Outsiders Outsider 1 .1% 

Not known Snape or Well 103 11. 4% 

Snape or Well Not known 27 3.0% 

Not known Not known 3 .3% 

Total 903 

Table 11. Residence of parties in civil actions at Snape and Well 
court baron 1611-21. 

And if anie small matter be in controversie, it is put to 

them, and commonly they doe ende it. But these courtes doe 

serve rather for men that can be content to be ordered by 

their neighbours, and which love their qUiet and profit in 

their husbandrie, more than be busie in the lawe. 41 

Table 11 shows that 53.0%, and perhaps more, of the cases taken to 

the court baron at Snape involved neighbours in Snape or in Well. 

These neighbours ranged across the social groups from the free tenant 

Christopher Danby esquire of Thorpe Perrow who sued four times to the 

ex-undersettle, resiant and labourer Thomas Bucke of Snape who sued 

41 De Republica Anglorum (London, 1583), 2, c.l?, quoted in Dawson, 
History of Lay Ju~es, p. 232. 
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once and was sued five times.4~ In at least a tenth of the other 

cases residents of one village sued residents in the other, a clear 

indication of the contact between the villagers noted in Chapter Two. 

The lord's suits against residents of both villages account for 

another tenth. Plaintiffs not from Snape or Well can be identified in 

11.3% of the actions and many of the plaintiffs whose residence 

remains unknown were no doubt also outsiders. 4';" Details of the known 

non-resident plaintiffs are given in Table 12 which shows that all 

but four of their 102 suits were actions for debt and that although 

the cases involved outsiders they were still overwhelmingly local: in 

over a third of the cases plaintiffs dwelt not more than two miles 

from Snape and in over a half less than five miles away. In a quarter 

of the cases plaintiffs lived ten miles or more distant but they 

initiated only 2.9% of all the actions recorded. Not always do the 

rolls indicate the nature of the debts but the examples in the table 

suffice to show that the villagers sometimes looked outside the manor 

to buy cloth, corn, and other items and to borrow money. It was the 

practice in some manors elsewhere for defendants to be sued where 

they lived regardless of where debts were incurred or wrongs were 

committed. 4L1 It is clear from Table 11 that this was generally the 

practice at Snape too for known-outsider plaintiffs outnumber known

outsider defendants twelvefold. But John Kitchin wrote that 'every 

stranger which comes within the Kannor may be sued there in Debt or 

Trespass it is determinable in a Court Baron, by plaint there' 

and in eight of the actions in the table residents of Snape or Well 

4~, Danby: 1/166 <3.2.1619/20) and 1/167; Buck: 1/142, 1/151 
<25. 1. 1617/18), 1/158, 11168 <1.6. 1620), 1/169 and 1/170 
(' labourer' ). 
43 The places of residence are given in the court baron rolls or were 
gleaned frOD elsewhere in the rolls and from the parish registers. 
For only 14.7~ of the actions was it not possible to ascertain 
residence for one of the parties or both, either because it was not 
available in these sources or in a few cases because that part of the 
record of the action was torn or illegible. 
44 This was the practice at Little Haywood and Cannock and Rugeley, 
Staffordshire: Xorris, 'Janor of Little Haywood', p. 82. 
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Plaintiffs' Miles Number Actions Including 
Places of from of 
Residence Snape Plaintiffs 

Aiskew 2 2 :3 Debt Kaney lent, cloth 
dyed 

Bedale 2 7 28 Debt Oats, cloth 
Exelby 2 1 2 Debt Rye 
Thornton Watlass 2 1 4 Debt Kaney lent 
\{atlass 2 1 1 Debt Kaney lent 

Sub-total: 38 <37.3%) 

Burneston 3 1 1 Debt 
Nosterfield 3 2 4 Debt 

1 Detinue Horse 
Crakehall 4 1 1 Debt 
Firby 4 2 3 Debt Corn, wood. 
Kirklington 4 1 1 Debt Peas 
Sutton Hawgrave 4 1 3 Debt Wood 
Tanfield 4 1 1 Debt Pledge 
Thornbarough 4 2 4 Debt Cloth, corn. 
liest Tanfield 4 1 1 Debt .Malt 

Sub-total: 20 09.6%) 

Binsoe 5 1 1 Debt Use of cow 
Fearby 5 1 3 Debt Cow 
lUckley 5 1 1 Debt Tree 
Grewelthorpe 6 1 1 Debt Beast 
Holme 6 1 1 Debt 
Korton [on Swale] 6 1 1 Debt Rye 
Kelmerby 7 1 1 Debt Peas 
Swa1nby 7 1 1 Debt 
Kiddleham 8 2 8 Debt Kaney lent 

Sub-total: 18 <17.6%) 

Ripon 10 6 12 Debt Cloth 
Hipswell 11 1 2 Debt Rent 
Sawley 11 3 4 Debt Use of cow, 

child's board 
1 Detinue Bull 
1 Trespass Took horse 

Thirst 11 1 2 Debt 
Karton Ie Koar 12 1 1 Case 
Richmond 12 1 1 Debt Wood 
Gountersett 22 1 1 Debt 
York 30 1 1 Debt On a bill 

Sub-total: 26 (25.5%) 

Total 102 

Ia.ble 12. Kncnm 12la.~eEi C1 ~esi~en~e cutEil~e Sna.pe a.n~ liell 
01 pla,1nt1!!Ei at Snape a.n~ ~e 11 ~cJ,a:::t ba.x:cc. lQll-21. 
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sued delendants who did not live in Snape or Well. 4b 

It was not possible to carry out a similar 

analysis of outsiders' use of the West Tanfield court baron. 

Plaintiffs and defendants from villages in the manor other than Wath 

and Carthorpe and from villages in the neighbouring manor also used 

the court. The villages shared parishes with villages outside the 

manor and parish registers could not be used to make up for the 

absence in many cases of entries giving the parties' residences. It 

was not unusual for men in the same village and in neighbouring 

villages to share the same name and whereas more often than not the 

court clerk differentiated between men in the same village by adding 

'senior' Dr 'junior', Dr by adding the occupation, he only 

occasionally did this where men came from different villages; no 

doubt he and everyone else concerned, but not the hapless researcher 

350 years later, knew who was meant. To attempt to identify the 

parties under these circumstances would have been time-consuming and 

even then perhaps unproductive. 

The general problems of identifying individuals 

from historical records have been addressed by Wrigley. He noted that 

the rules evolved for nominal record linkage by historians, 

demographers, and others wanting greater precision in linking persons 

with identical names provide consistency and remove unconscious bias. 

But he added that they also lead to loss of flexibility and 

sensitivity to the context of the records. He pointed out that 

perfect accuracy is beyond attainment for 'there will always be 

doubtful cases in historical record linkage'; 'there will be cases 

where there is no apparent doubt ... but where the link is yet false, 

chance coincidence in names and other characteristics having produced 

a spurious link' .4b The chances of such coincidences are less in 

comparatively small villages and the application of intuition and 

4b Jurisdictions, p. 148. The single case known to have involved 
nobody from Snape or Well is not the anomaly it seems because the 
plaintiffs and the defendant lived in Nosterfield part of which was 
in the manor and the defendant was Thomas Byerley, a free tenant of 
the manor. 
46 E.A.Wrigley (ed.), Identifying People in the Past (London, 1973), 
pp. 1-15. 
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common sense appeared to resolve most problems but the possibility of 

spurious links and potential bias must be borne in mind. 

Comparatively few items in the records of all three North Riding 

manors could not be allocated to individuals using the clerks' 

amplification and other information known about the persons concerned 

and where they could not be allocated they proved to be 

insignificant: in every case if all the items were allocated to one 

or the ather of the persons with identical names the person would not 

have been more significant as a landholder, officer-holder or 

inhabitant far the purposes of this thesis. Thus, even if intelligent 

guesswork has given rise to the occasional spurious link, the outcome 

has not been affected. 

We have seen that about one sixth of actions went 

to juries and that they found for the plaintiff in about three

quarters of the cases. But often plaintiffs were not wholly 

successful for they were not always awarded what they purported to 

seek: Thomas Thomson, the victim of an affray blood, sought thirty

nine shillings damages but he was awarded fourpence; and Jane 

Vhorlton, the owner of a pig killed by a dog, sought ten shillings 

and was awarded two shil1ings. 47 Baker has pointed out that some 

local courts provided adequate remedies 'for men whose reputation was 

not valued above forty shillings' .48 Some reputations seem to have 

been valued at DUch less: when Anna Johnson's husband sought 39s.11d 

because Margaret Inglebie had accused her of receiving stolen bacon 

the arbiters granted him sixteen pence; and when Thomas Lumley 

claimed the same sum because William Bulmer had accused him of being 

a 'cosener' he obtained only twelve pence. Claims in excess of the 

true cost of the damage have been found to be usual elsewhere but 

many other claims at the two Vale of Xowbray courts seem to have been 

47 1/109, 1/112, 1/162 (20.5.1619) and 1/179 (20.12.1621). 
48 introduction to English Legal History, p. 247. 
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realistic for the juries awarded what was sought. LI,,. 

The court baron juries at Snape usually consisted 

ot men from both villages. When William Bedforth sued Christopher 

Hunter at the leet held at Michaelmas 1621 the clerk recorded the 

outcome as 'super patria de Well' which would seem to indicate that 

it was the practice to have Well juries and Snape juries but this was 

not the case. Of the forty juries listed in the available rolls only 

one can be shown to have been formed wholly of men identified as 

being from only one of the villages. In three ather cases this might 

have been the case but otherwise the juries were a mixture of Snape 

and Well men. The proportions cannot be calculated with any precision 

because no less than twenty-seven of the forty juries included one or 

mare men with identical names in each village and three juries 

included men not otherwise mentioned in the rolls. f.'O A further 

complication is that the juries were not of constant size: thirty-one 

were of twelve men but two were of eleven, four were of thirteen and 

three were of fourteen, fifteen and sixteen respectively.sl 

Nevertheless, the distribution of jurors in Figure 2 shows that the 

juries were fairly evenly divided between the two villages, sometimes 

leaning one way and sometimes the other but showing no definite 

4·, Harrison, 'The Social and Economic History of Cannock and 
Rugeley', p. 149; Morris, 'Manor of Little Haywood', p. 80. Other 
examples of marked reductions can be found at 1/153-4 (39s.11d:5s and 
39s.1ld:2s), 1/159 (12.11.1618) (39s.11d:20d in four cases), 
22.12.1627 (36s:5s.6d) and 31.10.1635 (20s:3s). Some marked 
reductions have also been reported at Marske, North Riding: Bruen, 
'Leet Jurisdiction and Social Regulation', pp. 129 and 142. 
6';' 3/91: 11147 (all Snape); 1/159 (3.12.1618) and 1/160 
(28.1.1618/19) (all Snape only if the juror William Reynard was the 
Snape man of that name rather than his namesake in Well); and 1/166 
(13.1.1619/20) (all Snape if similarly John Sicklinge lived in 
Snape). The unlisted jurors were Francis Lund: 1/128 and 3/51; Edward 
Buck: 1/134; and William Lambert: 1/162 (20.5.1619). George Stele was 
a juror before he was listed as a resiant: 1/117 and 1/125. A juror 
called Barckhouse could not be identified because of a blot over his 
christian name: 1/124. 
61 Eleven: 1/171 (13.12.1620) when one juror was amerced for default 
and 3/75 when three ather names were entered but deleted; thirteen: 
1/152 (26.3.1617/18), 1/168 (11.5.1620), 1/169 <22.6.1620) and 1/178 
(30.6.1621); fourteen: 1/163; fifteen: 1/152 (5.3.1617/18>; and 
sixteen: 3/51. A jury of less than twelve was acceptable at the court 
baron: Jacob, Complete Court Keeper, p. 4: Kitchin, Jurisdictions, 
p. 13; Scroggs, Practice of Courts-Leet, p. 57; Ault, Private 
Jurisdiction, pp. 167-8. 
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12 1 ::: jury of 11 

11~ 2 ::: jury of 12 
3 ::: jury of 13 

etc. 
10 2:3 

"'-9 2 

'" 8 2 12 2 

"" 7 2222 2 
JURORS "'-FROM 6 3 2 6 

WELL 

12~ 5 5 

4 2 2222 4 

3 22 "" 2 22 

"'-2 22 3 

1 22 2~2 
0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

JURORS FRO)! SNAPE 

The diagonal line represents the various possible combinations of 
twelve-man juries formed wholly of men identified as from Snape or 
Well. The twelve-man juries below the line included one or two men 
who cannot be so identified. Juries of mare than twelve men should be 
above the line but may be on or below the line if they included one 
or more men who cannot be identified. The juries to the left of the 
figure had more men from Well and to the right more men from Snape. 

Fliure 2. Residence of civil jurors at Snape and Well courts baron 
1614-21 

tendency towards village ,juries as such. Of 491 appearances 182 

<37.1%) jurors appeared from Well and 270 <55.0%) appeared from the 

bigger village of Snape where the court was held, the remainder being 

those who could not be allocated to either village. 52 

62 Identification problems precluded a similar analys1s for West 
Tantield where, as we saw in the case at Thomas Jackson, juries also 
consisted ot men from several Villages. 
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The number of men irom each village who ever 

served on the civil juries researched was forty-three in each case, 

or forty-six if the men with identical names served at least once 

each: given the greater number of appearances from Snape the jurors 

there seem to have served more often. The most frequent civil jurors 

in the sample were John Cole of Snape and John Smorthwaite of Well 

who each served on sixteen of the forty juries. The majority of civil 

jurors were listed tenants: resiants and unlisted persons accounted 

for only seventeen of almost five hundred appearances (3.5%>. Of the 

seventeen non-tenants eleven were ex-tenants or tenants-to-be which 

Dnly serves to emphasize the tight grip maintained on civil juries by 

the tenants Df both Snape and Well. 53 

The courts baron held regularly, if not three

weekly, at Snape and West Tanfield provided useful local facilities 

for the resolution of civil wrongs. Most of the cases they handled 

were debts but trespass and detinue were flexible enough to enable 

them to deal with a range of grievances from an affray blood, which 

would more often be dealt with by presentation at the leet, to a dog 

killing a pig; and from the retention of items as varied as a 

'mattrass and boalster', a scythe and a spinning wheel,b4 to 

scandalous words including 'That his usage of his Aunte had made her 

gone madd', 'Thou art a common whore', 'Thou art a witche', 'Thou 

didst steale the blacks or black cloth from the Pulpitt at Bedall' 

and 'Thou didst holde my wife while John Scurrey would have ravershth 

her' .56 At Snape the facilities were available not only to the lord 

53 Smorthwaite was buried before the fortieth jury sat: Wl/f.41. 
Francis Dinsdale, George Cole and Thomas Gatenbie of Snape served on 
fifteen, thirteen and thirteen of the forty juries, Thomas Johnson 
and Thomas Lumley of Well served on twelve and eleven of the forty 
juries and Thomas Yeates of Snape served on fourteen of thirty-four 
juries before he disappeared from the tenant lists. Henry Savile of 
Snape served once when a resiant between tenancies: 1/169 (3.8.1620); 
Francis Pibus served eight times as an ex-tenant resiant: 1/152 
(5.3.1617/18), 11158 <12.11.1618), 11160 <18.2.1618/19), 1/169 
(22.6.1620), 1/179 <20.12.1621), 3/45, 3/51 and 3/53; Thomas Thomson 
of Snape and Thomas Robinson of Well served once each as resiants 
before becoming tenants: 1/141 (9.1.1616/17) and 1/152 <26.3.1618. 
64 1/109, 1/115 and 1/166 (13.1.1620). 
6611115,1/162 (29.4.1619),11171 (13.12.1620) and 1/177. 
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and the vi !lagers 01 Snape and Well but also to those living in 

neighbouring villages and a few from further afield. There is no 

reason to doubt that this was also the case at West Tanfield. The 

courts appear to have thrived early in the seventeenth century and 

the parties seem to have been content to have their allegations 

adjudged by juries of their peers. 

Ihe Verdicts. Presentments and Pains 

It is not unusual to find the wording of court 

titles differentiating between the court leet of the king and the 

court baron of the lord but the records thereafter are usually 

undifferentiated. The split in the records of each leet held at West 

Tanfield in 1635 was there!ore unexpected. At Easter the words 'Court 

Baron' were deleted :from the main title and a full heading for a 

court baron was inserted later in the record. Curiously the civil 

actions, court-baron rather than leet business, appear before the 

court-baron heading. All the offences presented at that court were 

manorial in character and their appearance after the court-baron 

heading was appropriate. At Kichaelmas the record was similarly split 

and again the pleas appear before the court-baron heading but on this 

occasion the offences presented were both statutory and manorial; 

statutory offences appear in the leet part of the record and various 

manorial offences and pains appear in the court-baron part. The 

manorial oifences were affeered but the leet offences were not. s.j, 

These comparatively unusual examples of the courts being split 

confirm Ault's assertion that 'the difference between tranchisal and 

domanial jurisdiction was clearly understood, though the same court 

might exercise both without appearing to distinguish between them. 'b/ 

The verdicts for the four Villages at the more 

usual undifferentiated courts were a thorough mixture of statutory 

00;..;" Amercements at the court baron had to be affeered but fines at the 
leet were nat: Bennett, Life on the English Kanor, p. 219; Scroggs, 
Practice of Courts Leet, p. 116. 
'>7 Private Jurisdiction in England, p. 136. The Webbs record an 
example of a split court record at Braintree, Essex, in 1709: KaDDr 
and the Borough, pp. 72-3. The Arncliffe court 'Direcons' of 1740 
assert that 'The Stiles of Court Leet and Baron ought to be 
separately made and Entered and the Proceedings of (Continued ... 
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and manorial offences. "'til Most offenders were individuals but 

occasionally the presentment was of a whole village, a group 01 

tenants or an unspecified group.S9 In the ordinary course of events 

villagers occasionally appear in verdicts from other villages when 

they had misbehaved there but for no apparent reason verdicts at West 

Ianfield sometimes include numerous offenders for offences committed 

other than in the village concerned. bo Occasionally the court itself 

punished offenders not included in any presentment because the 

offence occurred at court, leaving the court early being a typical 

example."'" 

The numbers of offences presented varied 

considerably. The Snape jury presented only sixteen offences at the 

lUchaelmas 1611 court yet they presented 101 two years later. The 

S7 Continued ... ) each Court after the stile of each court' : 
NYCRO/ZFL/1l9. The roll for the Easter 1743 court held at Arncliffe 
lists the jury, resiants, constable and bailiff under a leet heading 
and the freeholders, tenants, presentments and pains under a court
baron heading: NYCRO/ZFL/117. In an address to the leet jury at 
Dalton after the interregnum the lord's son differentiated between 
the 'freeholders and tennants of his Xa:t.1 ...... Leete & my fathers 
}(ann", said that his fathel- 'would never keepe a Court Leete but in 
his }(a: ti __ name' and that he had been 'wronged and dishonoured' 
because they had 'kept a Court in the name either of the keepers 01 
the liberties of England ... or of Mr Oliver, or Dick Cromwell <xc': 
NYCRO/ZPT/17/2/11. 
"'i'< The verdict of the Snape jury at the Kichaelmas 1616 leet is a 
good example: it commences with offences of rating hemp and affray 
which were leet business. continues with a pound break which was the 
business of the court baron, reverts to leet business with an offence 
of harbouring an inmate, but returns to court-baron business with a 
breach of common rights; the failures to maintain ditches, hedges and 
a gate which follow were nuisances presentable at the leet but 
amongst them is to be found a breach of a manorial pain; the verdict 
ends with yet more manorial offences: 1/139. For the differentiation 
between the business of the courts see the charges in the leet and in 
the court baron at Kitchin, Jurisdictions, pp. 16 et seq and pp. 109 
et seq. 
S9 At the Kichaelmas 1619 court the Well jury presented three 
individuals 'and all the inhabitants in Well' for putting hemp in the 
water and the fine of 2s.6d was levied on the whole village; at the 
same court the same jury twice amerced 'all who ought' to repair 
named gates: 1/164. At the Easter 1616 leet the 'Tennants of Well' 
were presented by the Snape jury for breach of a pain: 3/57. 
,;.:. For example, the Cart harpe verdict on 14 October 1629 includes 
seventeen offences by individuals from Exelby committed at Exelby. 
,;1 4.10.1626 (between Carthorpe verdict and pleas). 
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jury at 'iell reported sixty olfences at the M.ichaelmas 161'1 court but 

they reported only five at Michaelmas 1620. At Wath and Carthorpe the 

numbers included varied between one and twenty and five and thirty

two respectively. The longer presentments were usually in part the 

result of considerable numbers being reported lor the same ollence: 

forty-seven of the 101 oHenders in the longest Snape presentment had 

taken wood and forty of the sixty included in Well's fullest 

presentment had rated hemp.b~ 

The offences presented are given in Table 13.~8 

The table is divided into public order and statutory offences, 

agricultural and manorial offences, and offences related to the court 

itself. The divisions are arbitrary but they suffice to make 

comparisons between the villages .. ,.4 The offences of taking wood, 

hedge breaking and taking acorns could be described as theft but 

generally they seem not to have been treated as such by the courts 

.,"" 1/105, 11147, 11168, 3/43, 31.3.1630, 14.4.1629, 28.3.1627, 
16.4.1628 and 9.10.1632 . 
. ,3 The figures include otfences not included in presentments because 
they occurred at court. The Snape and 'iell tigures include a tew 
offences presented at courts baron: 1/155 (25.6.1618), 1/172, 3/55, 
3/56, 3/67 and 3/86. Five minor offences presented by the Snape and 
liell juries jointly on 6 April 1618 have been allocated to the 
villages where the culprits reSided: 1/153. At 'iath and Carthorpe 
pains were laid ordering the removal of inmates and amercements were 
imposed only on failure to comply: the figures include these pains to 
avoid giving a misleading picture. Pains have been ignored otherwise . 
.,4 It is emphasized that the divisions do not relate to the split 
between leet and court baron jurisdiction. For example, failures to 
maintain hedges and ditches were nuisances presented at the leet and 
rescue and pound breach were presented at the court baron: Kitchin, 
Jurisdictions, pp. 16 et seq and pp. 109 et seq. Knafla used 
different categories when presenting the cases heard at thirty-seven 
local courts in Kent about 1602. Comparisons proved to be fraught 
wi th difficulties without detailed knowledge 01' how he allocated 
offences to his categories. The results in the following table are 
therefore not strictly comparable but the disparities are such that 
there would appear to have been a marked difference between the 
business of the Kent and North Riding courts. 

Knafla's Snape 
categories Kent and Well 

Against property 4% 50% 
Against persons 22% 5% 
Against the peace 16% 8% 
Xoral offences 26% 5% 
Nuisances 29% 31% 

Knafla, I·Sin of all sorts swarmeth"', pp. 57-8. 
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Carthorpe 
and 'iath 

33% 
5% 

12% 
1% 

49% 



Snape 
Verdicts/presentments 19 

Affray 54 
Breach of the peace 
Rescue/Pound breach 12 
Scolding 17 
Eavesdropping 
Theft 3 
Poaching 15 
Unlawful games 43 
Keeping inmates, etc. 19 
Public health 3 
Highways and cawseys 1 
Ale offences 4 
Rating hemp 2 
Tanning skins 9 
Failing to keep watch 
Scabbed horses 1 

Sub-totals: 183 
24.3% 

Taking wood 367 
Hedgebreaking 6 
Taking acorns, nuts, etc. 11 
Shearing grass 
Xaintenance of hedges, etc. 23 
Xaintenance of ditches 53 
Mis-use of common 8 
Encroachment 4 
Neglecting service 
Failure to grind at mill 2 
Unringed swine 
Miscellaneous manorial 52 

'Well 
19 

10 

5 
4 
1 
2 
2 

14 
15 
13 

8 
94 

1 
3 

172 

123 
13 
23 

8 
69 
12 
21 

3 
1 

8 
41 

34.3% 

Wath 
22 

13 
j 

18 
;2 

2 
6 

2 
15 

61 

Carthorpe 
22 

10 

3 
3 

1 
2 
2 

51 
1 

22 

101 
26.0% 35.8% 

19 
13 

13 
16 

8 
1 

30 
48 
17 

21 
47 

3 
60 

1 
7 

13 
1 

12 

Sub-totals: 526 322 165 171 

Disclosing jury secrets 1 
Deleting pain 3 
Refusing office of constable 
Officers' neglect 6 
Leaving court 
Protane words in court 
Preventing scold being put on 

cucking stool 
Failing to produce book 
Default 34 

Sub-totals: 44 

Totals: 153 

69.9% 64.3% 10.2% 60.6% 

5.8% 

1 

5 
1 

'7 

501 
1. 4% 

1 

4 
4 

9 

235 
3.8% 

1 

1 
2 
3 

1 

2 

10 

282 
3.5% 

Table 13, Offences presented by the juries of Snape and Yell 1611-21 
and Vath and Carthorpe 1625-35. 
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and they have thereiore been included in the second group. rhe six 

offences treated as theft and placed in the fin:;t group were clearly 

different in character and sometimes there is same indication at this 

in the record. At Snape Christopher Whorlton took a door 'illegally'; 

John Place took sheaves ot Thomas fhomson's oats 'without his 

privitie'; and atter John Clapham was tined for 'tylshinge 01 haye' 

the verdict was endorsed in the margin'. Petie larcenie'. too." At Well 

Helena Greene was tined tor 'stealing of carne' and when Francis 

.smith was lined for 'bereinge of barley shaves' it was said to have 

been 'ill the night' . >.0.6 That there was little diiference between the 

offences 01 theft and taking woad is confinned by the case of John 

Ianfield of Wath who was fined for carrying olf the lard's wood: at 

the same court Michael Fresse was tined for receiving the wood and 

also for giving hospitality to Tanfield, 'a common thief' . ",;, Host of 

the woad taken was 'firewood' or 'twigs', sometimes said to be 

'blowen' (windblownJ, but it also included whole trees, <",.3 Those 

presented may well have felt they had a right to gather what they 

were accused of pilfering, the offences being perceived differently 

by the offenders and those enforcing the law,b9 

In mast cases the numbers of offences presented 

are commensurate with the sizes of the villages and in some of the 

others there were no doubt local reasons for disparities in the 

figures: the parks at Snape perhaps attracted poachers, the tanners 

seem to have worked in Snape and rating hemp seems to have been 

confined to only two of the four Villages. The discrepancies in other 

cases are less easily explained, Ways must have been of same 

importance in all four villages yet they feature disproportionately 

in the Carthorpe verdicts. The pastures at Carthorpe were once 

marshes and this may explain why causeys featured so often in the 

6& 3/35, 3/57 and 3/73. 
";,,;;. 3/34. 
,;7 6.5.1633 (West Tanfield, Binsay and Nosterfield verdict>, 
..;'" For example, the Snape jury presented thirteen men in 1613 who' in 
forceable maner ... did fell and cutt downe fyve okes beinge timber 
tres and one thorne tre without any tytle of right to our knowledg': 
3/43. 
,;., See R. W.Malcolmson, Life and Labour i.n England 1700-1780 (London, 
1981), p. 54; J.A,Sharpe, Crime in Early Modern England 1550-1750 
<London, 1984), pp. 122-4. 
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village presentments: causeys were single or double lines of 

flagstones laid to tackle the problem of worn and sunken surfaces 

which were not needed where the ground was firm but were needed in 

soggy areas. 70 

Public health appears to have caused more concern 

at Snape and Well. Offences included 'washinge of Cloose within thee 

yeads [three yards] of the Towne becke' against a pain, 'mysusinge of 

the towne Becke with chamberpots' and throwing the bodies of dead 

animals into the town street. 71 There were also problems with the 

tanners polluting the beck at Snape and tanning skins contrary to the 

statute. The failure of escalating penalties over several years to 

resolve the matter once again illustrates the ineffectiveness of the 

court leet when faced with persistent offenders. At the Easter 1617 

court William Horner and John Williamson were fined twelve pence each 

'for Tanning of horseskinnes' and at the Michaelmas court that year 

they were fined 3s.4d each for the same offence. The penalty was 

increased again the following Easter when Williamson alone was fined 

4s.6d but two years later at Easter 1620 the original fine of twelve 

pence was imposed on both of them for 'Tanuynge of one horse skynge' 

against the statute. Williamson was fined ten shillings for this 

offence that Michaelmas and he was also fined 3s.4d 'for corruptinge 

of ye Towen becke with Corrupsyon of his skynges'. Six months later 

he was back in court for corrupting the beck 'Wyth fylth of his tan 

pytes' when he was fined 6s.8d and the jury laid a pain 'That the 

Tanners shall not corrupt or pollute the Town Becke with any filthie 

water that they caste out of their Pitts, or by any other corrupt, 

filthie or uncleanlie things belonginge to their trade' .'2 

70 Rev. W.e.Lukis, 'On Some Anglo-Saxon Graves on Howe Hill, near 
Carthorpe, in the Parish of Burneston, North Riding of Yorkshire', 
Yorkshire Archaelogical and Topographical Journal, 1 (1870), p. 175; 
D.Hey, Packmen, Carriers and Packhorse Roads (Leicester, 1980), 
pp. 64-71. The Times of 19 February 1993 included a photograph over 
the caption 'A Helicopter lowers crates containing flagstones to 
create a new track across the moors above Haworth, West Yorkshire, 
where 25,000 walkers a year have turned parts of the Bronte Way into 
a quagmire'. 
71 1/125, 3/43 and 3/52. 
72 1/144, 1/147, 1/153, 1/167, 1/170, 1/174, 3/77, 3/82, 3/83 and 
3/87. 
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Affrays, scolding, unlaWIul games and inmates also 

appear to have been pursued more vigorously at Snape and Well, and at 

Snape in particular, than they were in the other Villages ten years 

later. At Snape and Well women were fined for scolding whereas at 

West Tan1ield they were more formally declared COIllIDOn scolds. At the 

Easter 1633 leet William Bulmer was amerced 3s.4d 'because he did not 

permit Cecilia Knowles to be put on the cuckingstoole ~she having 

been presented for common scold)'. She had been presented at the 

previous leet but no penalty had been entered and it would seem that 

the use at the cucking stool was taken for granted. ,'" Knowles was 

presented again at the same court as Bulmer and if she was ducked it 

was perhaps in warmer water than the winter water she may have been 

destined to endure originally. 14 Another noteworthy case is that 01 

Thomas Bridgewater of Well who in 1617 was fined 'for watching as an 

Evisdropp(erJ under his neighbors windows' and who the following year 

was 1 ined 'for not watchinge in his turne'. ;.'=.' 

There are fewer disparities between the villages 

amongst the agricultural and manorial offences but they include 

taking wood which appears to have obsessed the Snape and Well juries 

and troubled the jurors 01 Wath and Carthorpe little. More were 

reported at Snape but the Villagers of Well featured regularly in the 

Snape presentments, indeed the inhabitants of West Tanfield manor 

also gathered firewood from the Snape and Well woods. 7"" Karjorie 

McIntosh has suggested that in the Tudor period in Essex a higher 

73 The use of the cucking stool at Carthorpe would not have come to 
notice had Bulmer nat interfered. For the rarity of evidence of 
cucking stools in rural areas see D.E.Underdown, 'The Taming of the 
Scold: the Enforcement of Patriarchal Authority in Early Modern 
England', in A.Fletcher and J.Stevenson <eds) , Order and Disorder in 
Early Xodern England ~Cambridge, 1985), pp. 123-4, and J.A.Sharpe, 
Judicial Punishment in England (London, 1990), pp. 19-20. For an 
order to see a scold was ducked at Middleton Quernhaw in Wath parish 
in 1609/10 see Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 1, p. 180. 
74 See J.W.Spargo, Juridicial Folklore in England illustratea by the 
Cucking-Stool ~Durham, North Carolina, 1944>, in particular p. 22, 
footnote 34, for ducking not being imposed in winter. 
7b 1/144 and 3/70. 
7b :Most of the wood was taken from Langwith, Canswick Park and Low 
Park. At the Xichaelmas 1613 court four Burneston men, n1ne men and 
women from Carthorpe and seven nen and women from K1rk11ngton were 
amerced for taking wood from Langwith: 3/43. 
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population and hence a growing proportion 01 poor persons caused a 

number of problems including difficulties with sanitation and a 

scarcity of wood. She describes how in many communities the court 

leet encountered the problems first and how after an initial period 

of anxiety and rigorous supervision a more relaxed attitude was 

adopted a generation later. The appearance in the Snape and ~ell 

verdicts of public health cases and so many punishments for taking 

wood could therefore reflect an increase in the population: Figure 1 

shows that the population of Well parish may well have increased 

markedly before the second decade of the seventeenth century. The 

phenomenon experienced in Essex and noted by Marjorie McIntosh may 

have occurred in Snape and Well but a genel-ation or two later. 

Population pressure might also explain the Vigorous pursuit there 01 

affrays, scolding, unlawful games and inmates. F? 

Whereas failure to grind corn at the lord's mill 

seems not to have been a problem at Snape and Well it was at Wath a 

decade later. At the Easter 1627 court eleven Wath Villagers were 

presented for this offence by the West Tanfield jury and were amerced 

3s.4d. The miller was amerced 6s.8d for taking excessive multure in 

that he used a heaped dish when it should have been unheaped. The 

following May Roger Farmery, a Wath tenant, was sued by the lord for 

breach of contract for failing to grind his corn at the mill. It is 

not clear why Farmery, Who was not among the Villagers amerced six 

weeks earlier, was singled out and unfortunately there is no plea or 

result in the record. Two years later the Wath jury reported 

seventeen villagers, including eleven of their own number, for 

failure to grind at the mill and they were each amerced two pence, 

much less than the Villagers who had appeared in the other village's 

verdict. The reduction was no doubt not unconnected with the fact 

that three of the four affeerors who fixed the amercements were 

77 Marjorie McIntosh, 'Social Change and Tudor Manorial Leets', in 
J.A.Guy and H.G.Beale (eds> , Law and Social Change in British 
History: Papers presented to the Bristol Legal History Conference, 
14-17 July 1981. pp. 73-85. Cf. W.King, 'How High is High? Disposing 
of Dung in Seventeenth-Century Prescot', Sixteenth Century Journal, 
23 (1992), pp. 453-4: King shows that in urban Prescot, Lancashire, 
an increase in public health presentments after 1660 was not the 
result of population pressure but of a less tolerant attitude. 
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themselves amerced. Farmery was a juror and atfeeror at that court. 

The miller was amerced 3s.4d for taking excessive multure and this 

time the jury laid a pain' that the milner shall keepe a lawfull 

multer dish as haith beene used in former time among my Lords 

tenants'. All seems to have been well for six years but at the Easter 

1635 court two Wath tenants were amerced ten shillings each when they 

appeared in the \jest Tanfield verdict tor failing to use the lord's 

mill and the 'lJest Tan1ield jury laid a pain that' all the Lords 

Tenants in Wathe Carethropp and Thornborough shall from time to time 

grinde all their corne and malte which they shall use in their houses 

att the Lords Mill of West Tanfield'. There were clearly problems 

with the miller and the Wath villagers would no doubt be displeased 

with the amercements imposed by the West Tanfield jury just as the 

lord would not be happy about the derisory penalties they imposed on 

themselves. No doubt we see here what might perhaps be described as 

resistance to vestiges of feudalism, resistance not peculiar to the 

Vale of :Mowbray.'B Nor was resistance confined to the use of the 

lord's mill. At the Easter 1619 court the Well Jury presented Thomas 

Hutchinson for neglecting to perform the services belonging to his 

tenement. He was amerced sixpence and the jury went on to declare 

that he. two other named Well tenants and the other tenants of the 

lord's tenements owed labour for the lord in the works of his manor 

from time to time, with their implements and carts or with recompence 

if wi thout. "'" 

The discrepancies in numbers presented for failing 

to scour ditches could be the result of the topography. lie have 

already seen that the pastures at Carthorpe had been marshes. Many of 

the offences at Snape occurred in 'Le Kyers', described by Horsfall 

as a 'tract of marshy land lying to the east of the village' . .;;I'.) There 

78 28.3.1627, 5.5.1627, 14.4.1629 and 31.3.1635. For examples of 
resistance elsewhere see Martha J. Ellis, 'A Study in the Manorial 
History of Halifax Parish in the Sixteenth and Early-Seventeenth 
Centuries', Yorkshire Archaelogical Journal, 40 (1962), pp. 427-9; 
King, 'Untapped Resources for Social Historians', p. 703; C.E.Searle, 
'Custom, Class Conflict and Agrarian Capitalism: The Cumbrian 
Customary Economy in the Eighteenth Century', Past and Present, 110 
(1986), p. 112. 
7', 1/161. 
'.0 11139 and 3/43. J(anor of Vell and Snape, pp. 3 and 14. 
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is nothing in the records to indicate why the ~ath jury were so 

enthusiastic about presenting the owners 01 unrlnged swine. There 

appear to be no significant dif1erences between the villages in the 

'miscellaneous manorial' category which covers breaches 01 pains, 

ploughing up markstones, failing to maintain the pinfold, tenements 

in poor repair, straying animals and the like. 

The offences in the third group show that the 

courts were prepared to assert themselves when jurors, officers and 

suitors kicked against the pricks.~' The penalties were sometimes 

comparatively heavy: John Cole of Snape was amerced twenty shillings 

for disclosing the secrets of the jury in 1611 and when Francis lIes 

and Christopher Brunton the constables of Carthorpe in 1625 were in 

the company of Christopher Smorthwaite and failed to apprehend him in 

accordance with a warrant directed to them by two justices they were 

amerced ten shillings each. ',;"~ But sometimes culprits appear to have 

been treated surprisingly leniently: when George Thomson of Well left 

the court early after being warned by the steward he was amerced only 

twelve pence and Thomas Duffield of Wath was amerced only twenty 

pence when he profaned the name of the lord in open court. ,,'.~ Bilawmen 

who had failed in part of their duties were amerced only sixpence 

each. However, when l'homas Hutchinson of 'Well neglected the office 

totally, 'not doinge his dewty at no tyme being a by law man', he was 

amerced 3s.4d. 84 Although the courts could punish for what had been 

done they could not force the offenders to do what they did not want 

to do. 'We have seen already that Thomas Jackson was punished 

repeatedly for failing to produce the survey book but it seems he 

probably never did so. When Robert Wilson of Carthorpe was elected 

constable and refused to be sworn in contempt of the court he was 

amerced ten shillings and the court ordained that he or his son 

should accept the office under a pain of five pounds. The pain was 

.,11 The defaults in the verdicts do not tally with the default marks 
in the call lists and rolls. Often amercements appear with default 
marks but do not appear in verdictsj sometimes they appear in 
verdicts and there is no call mark. 
'n 1/105, 3/33 and 20.4.1625 <West Tanfield verdict>. 
~3 1/164 and 10.4.1626 (pleas). 
'~4 1/105, 1/147 (Well), 1/153 (Snape) and 3/34. 
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forfeited at the next court but neither he nor his son served as 

constable during the period covered by the court book. ",,', 

The mean numbers of offences presented annually at 

Snape and Well were 19.3 and 52.? respectively, or 40.6 and 39.Cl 

respectively if offences of taking wood are discounted. At Wath and 

Carthorpe the annual means were 21.4 and 25.6 respectively. Newton 

and McIntosh analysed the business of a number of Elizabethan manors 

in Essex and found that in isolated rural communities the manorial 

court dealt with only one or two matters each year. Even in 'more 

complex' communities with forty to fifty households only four to five 

matters were presented. Only in larger semi-urban manors with some 

165 households was a there a 'substantial' volume of sane twenty to 

twenty-five matters presented annually. It would seem the courts for 

the Vale of Mowbray villages were comparatively busy.""'" When 

analysing the work of a number of Lancashire manorial courts in the 

seventeenth century King used the numbers of offenders, and 

particularly the nunbers of assaulters, presented annually as a means 

of differentiating between 'powerful' and 'weak' courts. The 

'powerful' court of Prescot handled about 100 offences, including 

about twenty-eight assaults, annually from 1615 to 1660j the 

'relatively weak' court of Rishton handled only about twelve offences 

each year including one assau! t in the whole period. In The combined 

mean number of offences at Snape and Well waS 132.0 (80.4 without 

wood offences> but it included only 6.7 assaults and therefore using 

these measures the court at Snape was not as 'powerfu!' as the court 

at Prescot, the population of which was about the same as the parish 

of Well. But even if allowance is made for the population of Rishton 

being only some forty per cent of that in WeI! parish the Snape court 

was not as 'weak' as that at Rishton. The figures quoted by King 10r 

other courts appear to show that Prescot was very unusual and the 

8. 4.10.1626 and 28.3.1627. 
''''6 'Leet Jurisdiction in Essex Manor Courts', pp. 3-14. 
1~7 'Untapped Resources for Social Historians', p. 699; 'Early Stuart 
Courts Leet', p. 275. 
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court at Snape was not far removed from the other courts he 

studied. ''''~ 

These comparisons with Essex and Lancashire courts 

show that the Vale of Mowbray courts were quite busy and certainly 

not 'weak'. The Prescot court seems to have been unusually 

'powerful'. the Essex courts appear to have tended to be 'weak' and 

it is tempting to assume that lying between these extremes the courts 

at Snape and West Tanfield were perhaps typical of courts elsewhere. 

But what evidence there is shows that manorial courts varied 

considerably from place to place and from time to time: there was no 

such thing as a typical leet. ~e have seen that in early seventeenth

century Lancashire some 28"~ of the offences presented at Prescot were 

assaults yet at Rishton it seems the rate was less than 2%. The 

affray rates in the four Vale of Mowbray Villages at about the same 

time varied from 2.0% at ~ell to 7.2% at Snape. Elsewhere in the 

North Riding at Coxwold and Marske the rates were 6.4% and 6.5% and 

the rates were less than 2% at both Weathersfield and Ingatestone, 

Essex. In the second half of the sixteenth century at Acomb near York 

the rate of affrays and bloodsheds was 15% and at Cannock and 

Rugeley, Staffordshire. it was 12% yet in the mid seventeenth century 

in the ~est Riding of Yorkshire the rate was as much as 52.6% at 

Otley and 58.5% in the manor of Halifax. At Halifax there was a 

marked difference between the town itself and its rural surrounds and 

there was also considerable variation over time. Presentments for 

taking wood and hedgebreaking also varied; the proportions presented 

for these offences at Snape and 'Well were 49.5% and 27.1% 

respectively yet at Carthorpe and Wath they were 24.1% and 13.6%. At 

Acomb a generation earlier the rate was 15.0% and presentment rates 

for other offences there also varied somewhat from those found to the 

'<3€' A similar comparison could not be made with the ~est Tanfield 
court because the presentments from the other villages in the manor 
were not analysed. Treated separately Wath and Carthorpe, with a 
combined papulation about half that of ~ell parish and presenting 
annually same 47.0 offences including 2.1 assaults between them. seem 
to have been no less 'powerful' than Snape and 'Well. 
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north in the Vale of Mowbray. 0;'''' 

The variations could have been the result of 

different levels of lawlessness but they might also have been the 

outcome of changes in prosecution practice. The effect of changes of 

steward has already been noted and juries had the freedom to choose 

who they would present. ';'() Choice of venue could also have been an 

influence. The Rev. Atkinson pondered on why some offences appeared 

in the records of both manor courts and quarter sessions and 

concluded that it was 'impossible to give a categorical answer to 

this question, and even a probable solution can only be suggested 

with much diffidence'. Referring to the numbers of obsolete courts he 

suggested that 'with the death or desuetude of the local 

jurisdiction, the necessity of appealing to some such authority as 

the County Jurisdiction or its substitute would arise' and he 

concluded that this served, 'in part at least, to suggest an answer 

to the question'. '=-1 He was right in part: practice varied from place 

to place and Terling, Essex, was one place where offences were taken 

to the justices in petty or quarter sessions in the absence of a 

manorial court. '.""2 But he was also right to be diffident because it 

seems practice also varied at the same place from time to time: some 

offences were prosecuted at the quarter sessions notwithstanding the 

existence of an active court leet at which the same offences were 

presented almost concurrently. In 1611 the Snape and VeIl free tenant 

Christopher Bulmer was charged at the quarter sessions with 'not 

sending draughts and servants for mending the highwaies' yet at a 

8~ Bruen, 'Leet Jurisdiction and Social Regulation', pp. 152-1; 
J.Samaha, Law and Order in Historical Perspective: The Case of 
Elizabethan Essex (London, 1914), p. 165; Sharp, Crime in Early 
Xodern England, p. 51j Morris, 'Manor of Little Haywood', p. 55; 
Bennett, 'Enforcing the Law in Revolutionary England', pp. 13 and 
84-6 (at Halifax presentments for assault rose steadily from some 
twelve in 1626 to 141 in 1635 before declining to Sixty-four by 
1641) . 
'w King, 'Leet Jurors and the Search for Law and Order', pp. 313-8; 
KcIntosh, Autonomy and Community, pp. 256-9. 
'~l Quarter Sessions Records, 1, pp. xxiii-xxiV. 
"'2 Harvey, Ifanorial Records, p. 56; Wrightson and LeVine, Poverty and 
Piety. pp. 112 et seq. 
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leet held at Snape in 1613 the Snape and Well free tenant 'mistress 

Elizabeth Danbie of thorpe' was amerced twenty shillings for 'not 

reparing the hye way in thorpe Laine'. In 1612 two inhabitants of 

Snape and at Well were charged at the quarter sessions with 'brewing 

ale to sell xc' yet at a leet held at Snape in 1615 four inhabitants 

of Snape were amerced for breaking the assize by selling ale against 

the statute.'"'' There seems little to choose between these offenders 

and their offences and the reasons for choice of venue are not 

obvious. It has been suggested that if a community had a powerful 

magistrate living nearby the local constable might well take 

offenders before the justice rather than before the manor court and 

an energetic lord of the manor, especially if reSident, might 

influence presentment juries; there is no evidence of a powerful 

magistrate at Snape and the lord had never resided in the manor.~4 

But there is evidence of pressure on constables to make presentments 

to the quarter sessions: in 1610 the constables of Snape were charged 

at the quarter sessions 'for that they are so negligent they will 

present nothing' and five years later the constables of Carthorpe and 

Well were fined twenty shillings for failing to present recusants and 

alehousekeepers .... "" The choice of venue might have depended in part on 

some exacerbating circumstance or the status of the culprit or 

victim. Between 1612 and 1621 forty-three Snape men were amerced at 

the leet for bowling but when four residents in the manor appeared at 

the Richmond Quarter Sessions in 1607/8 for 'keeping plaie' in 

their houses it was specifically said to be 'in time of service on 

the Sabbath' .. ",,,, Affrays were regularly presented at both courts leet 

.,~:3 Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, I, pp. 165 and 231j 1I125j and 
3/43. The concurrent jurisdiction in cases of highways, alehouses, 
vagabonds and game laws is noted at C.M.Fraser and K.Emsley (eds), 
The Court Rolls for the Hanor of Wakefield from October 1639 to 
September 1640, <The Wakefield Court Roll Series of the Yorkshire 
Archaelogical Society 1 1977), p. xxi. Also see: Harvey, Manorial 
Records, p. 56 . 
. _4 McIntosh, 'Social Change and Tudor Manorial Leets', p. 78j Newton 
and McIntosh, 'Leet Jurisdiction in Essex Manor Courts', p. 4 . 
. "s Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 1, p. 186j ibid, 2, p. 104. 
'iI"- 1/119, 11167, 3/37, 3/43 and 3/83; Atkinson, QUarter Sessions 
Records, 1, p. 109. 
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and no doubt Henry Stubbes, clerk, and his son Christopher, both of 

Wath, would have been presented there too had they chosen their 

victims more carefully. But in 1608 when they were accused of assault 

at the quarter sessions they were also said to have shown 'contempt 

... of the two High Constables of Hallikeld who interposed "durante 

af:lraia'" and Christopher had assaulted one of them. Two years later 

he was involved in another affray and accused of 'abusing Jas 

Harrison, Constable of Wath, reviling him, and pulling away a great 

part of his beard, when commanding the said Christopher to keep the 

peace when he made the affray aforesaid' .97 It would seem the 

Villagers in their capacity as constables and presentment jurors were 

under pressure to send at least some offences to the higher court and 

they may have chosen to send the aggravated cases there. 

The few surviving Snape and Well pains were laid 

against individuals, groups and the whole community. ,,,,;, Tenants were 

ordered to make up fences, gates and the highway. The tanners were 

forbidden to corrupt the beck. The expressions 'everyeman', 'every 

one' and 'all men' linked with land showed some pains were directed 

against occupiers. It is assumed the 'payne Layd that everye one 

mayke up ther forefrunts and ther Backefrunts [sic]' applied to the 

whole community. '3', One of the Snape pains was laid against 'the 

Nyghebours of Well'. Another Snape pain applied to the occupiers of 

the North field 'both them that ys inclosed and them that ys not 

inclosed' which confirms the evidence throughout the rolls that some 

parts of the manor were enclosed but there were also open fields. In 

,a Atkinson, Quarter :::'esslons Records, 1, pp. 126-7 and 210. 'lath was 
in the wapontake of Hallikeld. 
~8 3/37 and 3/89. 
'.', A 'front' was the site on which a house stood and assessment could 
be by 'builded fronte' and 'unbuilded fronte': Atkinson, Quarter 
Sessions Records, 5, p. 196; ibid, 6, p. 88. A Well hospital lease of 
1716 refers to a 'frontstead ... where ... [a] house formerly stood 
now demolished': 2/87. John Birkdell of Well was presented in 1621 
for not repairing his hedges 'called in English his forefronts and 
backfronts': 1/174. The common references in both manors to 
forefronts <frontispicia) and backfronts were therefore to the fences 
or hedges at the front and the back of the plot on which a house 
stood or had stood. It follows that for the North Riding at least 
Trice Martin's translation of 'frontispiciuN as a gable end is most 
misleading: C.Tr1ce Martin, The Record Interpreter (London, 1892), 
Second ed. <London, 1910), p. 246. 
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1621 Edward Thomson was amerced os.8d 'for Raissing out a paine 

agreed upon without consent of his fellowe jurors' and two of those 

fellow jurors were amerced 3s.4d each for agreeing to the erasure. "") 

The mOI-e numerous surviving pains laid at the \Vest Tanfield court 

were much the same and there too they laid pains against other 

villages. The pain already cited requiring all tenants and 

inhabitants of the manor to sue in the lord's court shows they 

occasionall y laid pains against all the villages in the manor. They 

even laid pains against persons or villages beyond the manor 

boundary. 101 

The impression gained from examination of the 

civil cases heard in the manor and of the verdicts and presentments 

at the leets is of two thriving courts. They provided a useful local 

service for the resolution of disputes between the Villagers, their 

neighbours and those further afield with whom they did business. Ihey 

maintained public order and they supervised the management of the 

agricultural operations so important to these Village communities. We 

now turn to examine the men who provided this service and supervision 

through their involvement in the administration of the manor as 

jurors, affeero1's and officers. 

The Presentment Jurors. Foremen and Affeerors 

It was not unknown for small groups of men in 

medieval manors to form what has been described as a 'manorial 

bureaucracy': juries of presentnent at the courts held each half-year 

were made up on successive occasions of very much the same men. 10";:: 

The same phenomonen has also been found in early modern manors where 

I 'x' 11174 and 3/87. 
,<:>, The Easter 1630 pains laid by the Wath jury required the 
constable and overseer of the highways for Norton Lordship to 'cause 
the wathe becke brigge neare Wathe and alsoe Tunstall brigge and all 
the watersuers discendinge and runninge betwene Wathe lo·>p and Norton 
10PP be sufficiently cutt, scowred made and clensed in the right and 
antient borders before midsomer'. 
102 Bennett, Life on the English Kanar, p. 212. 
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the same jurors arranged their own self-perpetuation. I <.,." Almost all 

the presentment jurors at Snape were selected trom the tenant body 

and both the non-tenant iurors were tenants-to-be, one a resiant who 

served once and another who served three times before being listed as 

a resiant. 104 But they were not drawn from an exclusive group of 

tenants: Table 14 shows that a few tenants did indeed serve on most 

of the juries wh:ile they were listed in the court rolls but many more 

served less frequently. However, there must have been some form at 

selection far thirty-seven (47.4%) of the seventy-eight male tenants 

listed never served on a jury in eleven years. 

A presentment at the court baron held in February 

1615/16 signed 'Robert Mountayne prlmus Jur' is the only direct 

evidence of foremen at Snape. But indirect evidence shows that only 

tour other men headed .juries during our period: if service as a 

IO~ King. 'Untapped Resources for Social Historians', p. 700; lde~ 

'Leet Jurors and the Search for Law and Order', p. 311; McIntosh, 
Autonomy and Community, p. 203; Bennett, 'Enforcing the Law in 
Revolutionary England', pp. 82-3. 
104 The numbers in the Vale of Mowbray juries for which records 
survi ve were: 

Snape Well 'Wath Carthorpe 
Jurors (1611-21> (1625-35) 

12 1(but torn) 1 3 5 
13 1 4 17 15 
14 4 4 2 1 
15 13 11 1 
16 3 
19 1 

(The figures 1 nel ude jurors named in presentments but omitted from 
the court roll, e.g. the court roll for Kichaelmas 1618 lists fifteen 
jurors but four more are named in the presentment.) The 'twelve men' 
at Southampton was never less than thirteen and rarely less than 
fifteen: Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdlction, p. 169. Juries of twenty-four 
have been reported elsewhere: A.F.C.Baber (ed.), The Court Rolls of 
the KanDr of BromsBrove dnd King's Norton 1494-1504 (Kineton, 
Warwickshire, 1963), p. 18; Leconfield, PetwDrth ~nor, p. 8; Dawson, 
History of Lay Judges, p. 217; McIntosh, Community IransfDrBed, 
p. 384. At Havering, Essex, juries consisted of as many as th1rty
seven men: Mcintosh, Autonomy dnd COJDlDunity, p. 249. The verdict of a 
jury of less than twelve would have been legal but traversable: 
Maitland, Select Pleds, p. xxviii; Kitchin, Jurisdictions, pp. 13, 90 
and 225. King has questioned whether breaches of the rule that 
verdicts of juries of at least twelve men were not traversable were 
exceptional: King, 'Leet Jurors and the Search for Law and Order', 
p. 321. In 1674 it was decided that a leet jury must comprise at 
least twelve men: Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdiction, Appendix 3 (Cutler v 
Creswick) . 
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Listed as Juror 
Tenant <22 juries) 

George Lambert 
Edward Thomson 
Francis Dinsdale 

22 20 
22 20 
22 19 

Edward Place 22 
~illiam Pratt 22 
John Thomson 22 
Richd Stoute sen • 10 
~illiam Tyreman 10 
Robert Thomson 14 
Thomas Thomson 8 
Richard Jaques 12 
~illiam Reynard 22 
Henry Saville 14 
Richard Carleton 7 
John Cole 22 
Mathew Reynard 22 
Robert Mountain 22 
Thomas Yeates 19 
Thomas Gatenbie 22 
~illiam Horner 13 
~illiam Hutchinson 22 
George Dobbie 22 
George Fleeminge 22 
Richard Toes 22 
Karmaduke Mason 
Edward Holtbie 
Henry Silson 
Thomas Saville 
James Tennant 
Henry Carleton 
John Harrison 
John Reynardson 
George Cole 
Kathew Smith 
John Sicklinge 
Thomas Stoute 
Brian Reynard 
Simon Gill 

22 
4 

16 
8 
5 
5 

10 
22 
22 
22 

9 
10 or 12# 
22 
22 

Richd Stoute jun * 22 
Robert Rookbie 12 
Chris. Thomson 22 

18 
18 
18 

8 
8 

11 
6 + 1 
9 

15 
9 
31-3 

13 
13 
13 
11 
12 

6 
10 

9 
7 
7 
6 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
2 
4 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 

% 

90.9 
90.9 
1:36.4 
81. 8 

Foreman 

5 

81. 8 4 
81. 8 
80.0 
80.0 
78.6 
77.8 
75.0 
68.2 
64.3 
60.0 
59.1 
59.1 
59.1 1 
57.9 
54.5 
46.2 
45.5 
40.9 3 
31. 8 5 
31. 8 
27.3 
25.0 
25.0 
25.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
18.2 
13.6 
13.6 
11. 1 
10.0 or 8.3 
9.1 
9.1 
9.1 
8.3 
4.5 

Affeeror 

12 

2 
6 
3 
1 
7 

2 

2 

3 

3 
1 

5 
5 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Additions to the 'Juror' column give the numbers of times tenants-to
be served when unlisted or listed as resiants and to avoid distortion 
the percentages have been calculated as if they had been listed . 

• All references to Richard Stoute in the jury lists have been 
treated as senior rather than junior while Richard senior was listed. 
# The number of listings for Thomas Stoute is not clear because 
briefly there were two Stoutes of that name who overlapped. 

Table 14. Snape presentDent jurors, foremen and affeerors 1611-21, 
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1611 1612 1613 1614 1615 1616 1617 1615 1619 1620 1621 
M E M E K M .. E M E .M E M E .M E .M h 

Pratt F F F m m m ? m m m m m F - m - m 

Thomson m F m m ? m m F m m m F m m F F 

Dobbie F m ? - m F F 

Mountain m m m m m F m - m - m m m m 

Fleeminge F ? F F F F III 

F = Foreman M = Michaelmas 
m = .Member E Easter 

= Not a member .. February 1615/16 

laDle 15. Sna}:)e hlI::Jl l'Qz:emen lol1-2l, 

juryman was not exclusive then service as a 10reman was. I','b Table 15 

reveals that the other four served as 10remen more than once but 

Mountain was not the foreman of a leet jury of which we have a 

record. George Fleeminge was perhaps the more dominant because he 

took charge of five of the six juries of which he was a member and 

:for which we have a foreman: these juries included the other four 

twice and three of the other four once. Each of George Dobbiels three 

juries included two of the other tour and he served as a member only 

under Fleeminge. There seems to have been nothing to choose between 

William Pratt and Edward Thomson in this regard and Mountain appears 

to have deferred to the other four foremen. 

The steward could not 'sett amercyament withoute 

affermente of the peres uppon their othe, .. , the same to be afferred 

lOS 3/55. Thirteen verdicts begin with a statement that they were 
made by a named individual 'and his comrades': in Six of these cases 
the separate presentments are extant and the named individual signed 
tirst. In three other cases where we have no verdict it seems not 
unreasonable to assume that the man who signed the presentment first 
was the foreman, not least because the men concerned appear as 
toremen in later verdicts. In fourteen lists of affeerors the first
named was the man assumed above to have been foreman at the time and 
therefore the man at the head of the fifteenth list was no doubt a 
i'oreman too. 
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by the oothe of twoe of the tenants or Peres' . 'UG Four affeerors were 

appointed at Snape and Well: this was not exceptional but the use of 

two affeerors was more common. The affeerors were always members 01 

the jury. lu/ The foremen appear to have been affeerors ex otYicio and 

served as such more often than most of their neighbours. Of the 

fourteen other affeerors only William Tyreman served as often and the 

remainder served not more than three times each, eight affeering only 

once. Table 14 shows that the affeerors tended to be chosen tram 

those who attended most often but some regular jurors never served as 

affeerors and some infrequent jurors served once each. 

The origins of affeerment are to be found in Jfagna 

Carta which required amercements in royal courts to be fixed 'through 

the oaths of honest men of the neighbourhood'. The court leet was a 

royal court and Giles Jacob advised stewards that the bailiff should 

choose yearly two 'honest and sufficient' men who should be 'two ot 

the substantialist and most knowing Tenants of the Manor'. 10'-" George 

Fleeminge was 'of the neighbourhood': more than once he is recorded 

as being 'of Snape'. and once more accurately' of Gebdykes'. I <0"" He 

was probably 'sufficient' and one of the 'substantialist': the 

records show he occupied not a little land and he also acted as an 

essoin for Christopher Wandesforde Esquire of Kirklington Hall.' '() 

lOb N.J.Hone (ed.>, A Hanor and Court Baron, (Manorial Society 
Publication 3 1909>, p. 21. 
1('-/ Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdiction, p. 135; Webbs, Manor and the 
Borough, p. 25. For examples of four affeerors elsewhere see 
'vi. Grainge, Ihe Vale or Mowbray: A Historical and Topographical 
Account of Thirsk and its Neighbourhood <London, 1859), p. 91; Mary 
Bateson, 'The English and the Latin Versions of a Peterborough Court 
Leet 1461', English Historical Review, 19 (904), p. 52'7 (' We present 
ther schall be iiii men chosyn to be the Ferers of the cowrth, i1 
chosyn be the baly and ii be the town'); Harrison, 'Social and 
Economic History of Cannock and Rugeley', p. 135; McIntosh, C0111111unity 
Transformed, p. 305, footnote 26 (at Havering, a manor of ancient 
demesne, two affeerors were chosen for the crown by the steward and 
two by the homagemen>. 
100 Dawson, History of Lay Judges, p. 260; Jacob, The C011Jplete Court
Keeper, pp. 26 and 40. 
1O~ 1/108, 1/109 <pleas) and 1/112 <pleas); Atkinson, Quarter 
Sessions Records, 1, p. 109. Gebdykes, also known as Xedalls, lies 
between Well and Xasham: Horsfall, Kanor of Vell and snape, p. 158. 
110 11112 <pleas), 1/125 (call lisU, 1/139 <verdict), 11155 
<4.6.1618 and 25.6.1618), 1/164 <verdict), 1/170 (Verdict and pleas), 
1/174 <pains), 1/178 <30.6.1621) and 3/43. 
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But his honesty must be in doubt. He was sued in the court baron no 

less than fifty-four times in eleven years and although we have tew 

results perhaps the very nature of some at the cases tells us 

something about him: his alleged debts included failure to pay his 

rent tWice, his employees six times, for aglstment twice, for wood 

twice, lor cloth twice, tor a horse, tor meat, lor a wheel, lor malt, 

and tor 'Onyon sedes', and he was said to have :failed to repay money 

lent twice. At different times detinue 01 one bull, one sheep and 

torty lambs was also alleged. 1/ / M.ore telling are his appearances in 

the verdicts and presentments. In only eleven years he committed 

affrays on no less than seven people including one woman, made 

rescues twice, broke the pinfold once, kept undersettles, took wood 

three times, failed to scour ditches eight times, failed to repair 

his fences twice, failed to mend his part of the common field twice 

and the pinfold once, and he kept a scabbed horse on the common. /,~ 

He was also presented at the quarter sessions at least once, for 

'keeping plaie in his house in time of service on the Sabbath'.' 'CI 

Fleeminge seems to have shawn scant regard for his neighbours yet we 

have seen he served as a juror seven times and as toreman and 

afteeror five times. As foreman of the jury at the Michaelmas 1616 

court he was first to sign the presentment which included his own 

affray and he was also foreman at the Easter 1618 jury when he was 

presented for another atfray. Despite his record he seems to have 

been held in high regard for he also acted as an arbiter three times, 

as an administrator and executor, and as a pledge. "4 Fleem1nge was a 

good example of the type 'probably comman to most seventeenth-century 

English Villages, the well-to-do nuisance more or less permanently at 

odds with the parish authorities' yet in his case he was nevertheless 

active in the administration of the manor. l'S The ather four regular 

"' lillO, 11112, 1/120, 1/121, 11132, 1/150 ,30.10.1617), 11152 
(5.3.1617/18),11155 (6.5.1618>,1115'7,1/164,1/165,11170,1/178 
(30.6.1621) . 
"J' 1/105, 1/113, 1/115, 11139, 1/153-4, 11157, 11164, 11167, 11170, 
11174 and 3/43. 
'''~ Atkinson, Quarter SessioDs Records, 1, p. 109. 
"4 11108 ,pleas), 1/112 <pleas), 11113 (pleas), 11147 <Toes v Mason 
and Sicklinge> , 1/155 (6.5.1618 Fridgley v Sicklinge) and 1/168 
<11.5.1620 Braithwaite v Dobbie and Clapham). 
'1>,. Sharpe, 'Crime and Delinquency in an Essex Parish', p. 96. 
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atteerors were not 01 the saIDe 11k: the1r appearances in the verdicts 

were tor occasiollal lesser otfences and manorial transgress~ons. 

Table 16 reveals that the selection ot jurors was 

much the same at liell. A few tenants served on all or most of the 

juries while they were listed and others served much less otten. But 

service at liell was slightly more exclusive than at Snape: only about 

a third (36.1%) of the :male tenants there served as Jurors at some 

time whereas about half (52.6%) of their neighbours at Snape acted as 

jurymen; and whereas each of the Snape tenants served on a mean of 

7.9 juries the Well tenants served on a mean of 8.7 juries apiece. 

Concentration 01' service in fewer hands might have been expected in 

the smaller Village at 'Well but many tenants were ignored. The table 

shows that eight men served thirty-one times between them when they 

were not listed as tenants but this is misleading because five served 

when the tenant lists were suspect: they were added to the lists by 

the new steward and were therefore probably tenant jurors. / / " One a! 

the remaining Don-tenant jurymen was a tenant-to-be and one was an 

ex-tenant. / /7 The remaining non-tenant juror, served only once and 

/ ,.~ John Birkdale, Lancelot Brown, Thomas Hutchinson, William Reynard 
and Leonard Hunter senior who was listed but served as a juryman 
during a tour-court break in his listing before being reinstated by 
the new steward. 
/1? Richard Pibus served twice as a juror and once as an affeeror 
before he took over the tenancy vacant following the death of John 
Pibus. Richard, who appears to have been baptized in the parish, was 
a married man with a family yet he was not listed as a resiant. The 
parish registers throw no light on his relationship with John and 
whether he could have been a member of his household. Francis Pibus 
was a resiant who continued to serve as a juror after he ceased to be 
listed as a tenant, fourteen times in all: 'Wl/f.39v, Wl/f.23, 'Wi/t.5, 
'Wl/f.6 and 'Wl/f.? Lancelot Brown served once more after he ceased to 
be listed as a tenant. He was perhaps resident with Thomas Brown who 
succeeded to the tenancy from the Easter 1616 court six weeks before 
his marriage. [homas served regularly as a juror and twice as an 
affeeror, his first-born was baptized Lancelot and he was no doubt 
Lancelot's son: ~1/f.25 and Iil/t.8v. Pibus and Brown may have been in 
the same position as Francis Bennion, a very regUlar juror at Marske 
in the North Riding who is revealed by a civil case to have had 
little land because he had released it to his son: Bruen, 'Leet 
Jurisdiction and Social Regulation', p. 109. Such releases were 
common at Cannock, Staffordshire: Harrison, 'Social and Economic 
History of Cannock and Rugeley', p. 50. And it was not rare for a 
father to retire to live with his son: Sputtord, (Continued ... 
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Listed as Juror 
Tenant (21 juries) 

Tho:mas Allanson 
Lancelot Brown 
Francis Pi bus 
John Smorthwaite 
John Braithwaite 
Roger Hodgson 
Thomas Brown 
Thomas Lu:mley 
Leonard Hunter 
William Wilson 

16 16 
4 4 + 6 
5 5 + 14 

20 
16 
21 
12 
21 

sen 17 
21 

Thomas Harland 17 
Christopher Benson 21 
Thomas Johnson 21 
Richard Pibus 16 
Edward Robinson 
Thomas Thomson 

18 
5 

Oswald Benson 21 
William Reynard 17 
John Hauxwell 21 
John Crosley 18 
Edward Harland 21 
Richard Lund 16 
John Allanson 11 
John Birkdale 19 

jun 12 Leonard Hunter 
Henry Wilson 
John Scurrey sen 
John Jlason 
Thomas Hutchinson 
John Reynardson 
Richard Kilburne 
Francis Xounton 
Thomas Cowper 
Thomas Robinson 
George Bucke 

20 
21 
17 
16 
16 
13 
14 
16 
16 
19 

John Johnson Never listed 

19 
15 
18 
10 
17 
13 + 3 
15 
11 
13 
13 

9 + 2 
11 

3 
11 

8 + 1 
10 

8 
7 
5 
3 
4 + 1 
3 
5 
5 
4 
1 + 3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

7'. foreman 

100.0 2 
100.0 3 
100.0 
95.0 
93.8 
85.7 4 
83.3 
81. 0 1 
80.0 
71. 4 
64.7 
61. 9 
61. 9 
61. 1 
61. 1 
60.0 
52.4 
50.0 
47.6 
44.4 
33.3 
31. 3 
27.3 
25.0 
25.0 
25.0 
23.8 
23.5 
21. 1 
12.5 
7.7 
7.1 
6.3 
6.3 
5.3 

4 

Affeeror 

8 
3 
1 
4 
1 
8 
2 
6 

3 
2 
4 

2 

6 
1 
3 

1 

1 

Additions to the 'Juror' column give the numbers of times tenants-to
be and ex-tenants served when unlisted or listed as resiants and to 
avoid distortion the percentages have been calculated as if they had 
been listed. 

Table 16. Well presentment jurors. fpremen and affeerprs 1611-25. 
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M1611 1614 E1615 M1616 1617 1618 1619 1620 E1621 

Hodgson F m m m F F m m m m m F 

Brown F F F 1 No longer listed 

Lumley m m F m m m m m m m 

Allanson m m m m m m F F m m m m m 

Benson m m m m F F F F 

F = Foreman M = Xichaelmas 
m = J(ember E = Easter 

== Not a member 

I~b.le H. l(e.ll j l.Jl:~ l'Qr:emell lQll. -~l. 

did not appear otherwise in the manorial records or parish registers 

at that time. It was acceptable in law for strangers to sit on leet 

juries but he may have had connections with the village not apparent 

in the records. I 18 

The indirect evidence already noted gives us 

fourteen Well jury foremen and again we find that this responsibility 

was given to only a few. Four foremen attended all or most of the 

leets while they were listed but Oswald Benson attended only half the 

courts. Table 17 reveals that Lancelot Brown was dominant while he 

was listed as a tenant and Oswald Benson was dominant a few years 

later: they each took charge of juries containing IDOre than one 01 

the others. The other three seem to have been of equal status. Again 

we find the correlation between foremen and affeering: the foreman 

11-7 Continued ... ) Contrasting C01I1111unities, p. 112; X.D.Riley, 
'Families and Their Property in Early Modern England: A Study of Four 
Communities on the Yorkshire Ouse, 1660-1760', (unpublished D. Phil. 
theSis, University of York, 1990), p. 59. But such retirements are 
said to have been rare at Havering, Essex: McIntosh, Community 
Transformed. p. 105. 
118 John Johnson: 1/144. The use of strangers was permitted if there 
were insufficient tenants or resiants present which seems unlikely: 
Kitchin, Jurisdictions, pp. 13 and 90; Jacob, Complete Court-Keeper, 
pp. 4, 32 and 453; Scroggs, Practice of Courts-Leet, pp. 3 and 5. 
A John Johnson married at Well in 1595: Wl/f.23v. 
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was always one of the affeerors at Well. The proportion of jurors who 

served at least once as an affeeror was about the same in both 

villages. The tendency to choose from those who attended most often 

is obvious but again we find that some regular jurors never served as 

affeerors. The Well foremen were comparatively well-behaved. 

Table 18, which deals with the Wath jurors, tells 

a different story. The juries of from twelve to fourteen men were 

chosen from a select group of only nineteen tenants: six served on 

every jury while they were listed and most of the remainder missed 

serving at less than a handful of courts. The other fourteen tenants 

served only once or twice each or not at all. The Wath tenants served 

on a mean 10.9 juries each and the mean for the select group was 14.5 

juries, almost double the mean at Snape <7.9). Wath was even smaller 

than Well and again we might have expected jury service to be 

concentrated in fewer hands but a fifth of the tenants never served 

as jurors and another fifth served only once or twice <21.2%). 

Existing jurors seem to have been positive about 

whom they would accept: William Walbron became a regular juryman and 

affeeror as soon as he took over on the death of his father who had 

also been a regular member of juries; George Harrison, who also 

served as soon as he was listed, would be known to the jurors for we 

shall see there is reason to believe he resided in Wath some three 

years before he was listed as a tenant. There is evidence in some 

cases that perhaps they were just as positive about who they would 

not accept. We have seen how Thomas Jackson senior ceased to serve on 

juries after the problems with the Ellergutter and the survey book. 

It is perhaps surprising that Lancelot Carr served even once: he had 

been presented at the quarter sessions three times for harbouring 

rogues and vagrants, once because his wife had beaten the constable 

and only four years before the court book commenced he was ordered to 

find sureties 'the Courte having received a certificate from the 

inhab t • of Wath that Lane. Carr is a man of leaude life and disolute 

behaviour'. There had been no improvement for in 1628 his wife 

committed a breach of the peace and in 1631 she was drunk and carried 

a candle at night next to the houses of her neighbours. In addition 

to the usual lesser offences Lancelot himself permitted his house to 

be in ruins and was ordered to repair it before the next court yet a 
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Listed as Juror t;. Atteeror 
renant ,22 .juries) 

Henry Bolton 22 22 100.0 4 
Roger Farmery 22 22 100.0 3 
Thomas White 22 22 100.0 1 
John Cowley 9 9 100.0 4 
Thomas Smith 7 7 100.0 
George Harrison 2 2 100.0 
Richard Dighton 22 21 95.5 3 
Hugh Todd 22 21 95.5 10 
John Watson 22 20 90.9 5 
John Walbron 17 15 88.2 1 
James Tanfield 22 1B 81. 8 
Sampson Stokesley 15 12 BO.O 1 
William Walbron 5 4 80.0 4 
John Smith 19 15 '18.9 2 
Thomas Bell 21 16 '16.2 15 
Richard Todd 12 9 '15.0 1 
Ralph Spooner 22 16 72.7 8 
Thomas Duffield 17 12 '10.6 2 
Christopher Barnes 22 13 59.1 11 

Ralph Cowley 4 1 25.0 
Thomas Todd 10 2 20.0 
John Todd 9 1 11. 1 
Henry Chater 10 1 10.0 
Lancelot Carr 22 1 4.5 
Thomas Jackson senior 22 1 4.5 
John Other 22 1 4.5 

William Best Never listed 1 

Ia.bl~ 18. ~a.::tll pl:~Q~n::tmen::t hlI:cl:s and. atl~~l:C[S .LQ2~-;35. 

similar pain had to be laid two years later. 119 John Todd had 

harboured 'Little Kate' and Thomas Todd who succeeded him had also 

allowed his house to be in decay so they too were perhaps perceived 

as undesirables. 1';;0 Of the tenants who never served Thomas Tierman 

and John Watson could have served later for they were listed at only 

one court. Thomas Jackson junior could have been tarred with his 

father's brush and Thomas Jackson the badger who never attended court 

11~ Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records. 1, pp. 170, 180 and 188-9; 
ibid, 3, p. 116; 16.4.1628, 11.10.1631, 6.5.1633 and 1.10.1633. 
120 Ibid, I, p. 110: 9.10.1633. 
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as a tenant was no doubt pursuing his trade. The gentleman William 

Hardwick was always represented at court by an attorney and is 

therefore assumed to have lived elsewhere.'~" John Brown probably 

lived elsewhere too: there is no evidence of residence in Wath and he 

probably occupied land there only in the lord's waste. 1~~2 Al though 

this brief survey has not covered all the tenants excluded from 

juries it does illustrate that in many cases there were possible 

reasons for their exclusion. 

Only once in eleven years did a non-tenant serve 

on a Wath jury: in 1635 William Best served on the separately-listed 

but identical leet and baron juries at the last court in the court 

book. The first person presented by the leet jury was Best himself. 

He was not a stranger for he had appeared in Wath verdicts since 1632 

and he served on a court-baron jury: a stranger was acceptable only 

on a jury for the king. His offences were agricultural in character 

which might have indicated he was a non-resident sUb-tenant of a 

listed tenant. But he was also presented annually for selling ale 

against the statute, an offence one would expect to be presented 

where the culprit resided. Yet he was not listed as a resiant. 

Apparent residents not listed as resiants will be further examined in 

due course. 12:3. 

Affeering at Wath was confined to the group of 

regular jurors but those who affeered most often were not the most 

frequent jurors: the men at the top of the table affeered 

comparatively rarely and Thomas Bell, Christopher Barnes and Hugh 

Todd who affeered most often are further down the list. William 

'~I In fact Tierman was listed only once and was then succeeded by 
his widow. Thomas Jackson the badger was marked ',jun' while a tenant 
but became 'the badger' when listed as a resiant to differentiate him 
from the other Thomas Jackson junior who had become a tenant in the 
meantime. This Thomas Jackson junior was the attorney for William 
Hardwick. 
1:'<:'2 A Wath pain at' 9.4.1634 mentions Brown occupied the waste. Men of 
that name lived in nearby Villages, including one with Wath 
connections who sued both Thomas Jackson senior and a Wath resiant: 
John Browne of Thornborough sued Jackson: 19.12.1629; a John Brown 
sued Xichael Prisse [Press): 22.3.1627; there was also a John Browne 
at Nosterf1eld: 14.10.1629 pleas; and at Sutton Howgrave: 5.3.1632 
pleas. 
128 9.10.1632, 9.10.1633, 9.4.1634. 4.10.1634 and 7.10.1635. 
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Walbron was another leading affeeror for he served as such four times 

in only thirty months. There is no evidence of foremen in the court 

book but if the first-named affeeror was foreman then Bell took 

precedence: only once was he not listed first and he always took 

precedence over the others. Three of these men were 'honest' in that 

they committed only occasional agricultural and manorial offences but 

Christopher Barnes also sold ale illegally three times, played 

illegal games on the sabbath. committed an affray blood and broke the 

pound. 1 .• "" 

Only one Wath juror in eleven years was not a 

tenant at the time. At Snape and Well the juries were almost wholly 

comprised of tenants, tenants-to-be and ex-tenants. A very different 

picture emerges at Carthorpe. Of the lifty-five jurors covered by 

Table 19 only thirty-one <56.4%) were past. present or future free 

tenants or tenants at Carthorpe: I"b the juries also included four 

resiants. a resiant-to-be and nineteen men not listed there during 

the court-book period. The tenant group occupied only four-fifths 

(82.4%) of the jury places and even that proportion includes not 

insubstantial contri butions by men not tenants at the time. 12'.0 

Although each man in the tenant group served on a mean of 7.5 juries, 

much the same as the mean at Snape <7.9), the low mean was achieved 

not by spreading the burden among the tenants as at Snape but by 

passing a fifth of the burden to non-tenants: the four resiants and 

.. ;C:4 11.4.1632,26.5.1632.10.4.1634 and 7.10.1635. Wath had less than 
four affeerors only once when there were two: 25.10.1625. 
I ';"" Thomas Iles has been treated as a tenant although not 1 isted as 
such; he was appointed bailiff at the Easter 1625 court, would no 
doubt be omitted from the lists for that reason but his appearances 
in the verdicts show that he was otherwise a typical tenant: 
28.3.1627, 3.10.1627. 4.10.1628. 14.10.1629 and 13.10.1630. 
126 Francis Plummer and Peter Wilson each served only once before 
taking over tenancies from their fathers: B/14.12.1604, 4.10.1628; 
B/24.2.1602/3, 4.10.1626, 3.10.1627. Arthur Dodisworth was eleven 
times a juror and twice an affeeror when a resiant before he became a 
free tenant. Peter Wilson'S father Robert served twice more after he 
disappeared from the tenant lists. The other ex-tenant Francis 
Tireman. served twelve times as a juror and three times as an 
affeeror when he was no longer listed. He was probably the son of the 
tenant widow Isbella Tierman which would explain his absence from the 
tenant lists and her seven attendances by her son between 1630 and 
1634: B/30.11.1603. B/17.4.1621. 
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Listed as Juror 1- Affeeror 
Tenant (22 juries) 

.Arthur Dodisworth 9 '7 + 11 90.0 2 
John Danby 22 19 86.4 19 
.Robert liilson 5 4 + 2 85.7 
John Bickers 19 16 84.2 1 
Francis Tireman 4 o + 12 75.0 3 
Francis Brunton 22 15 68.2 9 
.Christopher Brunton y 6 66.7 
John Firby 22 14 63.6 8 
.Francis Plummer 15 9 + 1 62.5 2 
Timothy Hunton 13 8 61. 5 5 
.William Aikerigge 22 13 59.1 1 
*Richard Gaile 22 12 54.5 11 
-Peter Wilson 17 8 + 1 50.0 3 
Thomas Binckes 4 2 50.0 
.Thomas 'iilson 15 7 46.7 
-Will iam Bulmer 22 9 40.9 
Thomas Carter 22 9 40.9 1 
.William Denton 22 9 40.9 6 
Francis Iles 22 9 40.9 1 
Christopher Lumley 11 4 36.4 
Hohn Beckwith 13 4 30.8 
.William Tanfield 11 3 27.3 
John }{ason 20 5 25.0 1 
Hohn Tanfield 22 5 22.7 
Hohn Wilson 'I 1 14.3 
John Toes 22 3 13.6 
-Francis Beckwith 9 1 11. 1 
.Christopher Kay 9 1 11.1 
-Richard Toes 15 1 6.7 
.George Dobson 22 1 4.5 
Thomas Iles Bailiff 2 

Resiants:-
William Routhe 9 
Richard Danby 6 1 
John Thomlinson 3 
Christopher Cornforth 2 
Chris. Firby 0 + 4 1 

Never listed: -
Thos Carter jun 5 
Richard Brunton 1 
John Tireman 1 

16 men from elsewhere 19 1 
(See Table 20) 

Additions to the 'Juror' column give the numbers of times tenants-to
be and ex-tenants served when unlisted or listed as resiants and to 
avoid distortion the percentages have been calculated as if they had 
been 1 isted. 

- = Free tenant 

Table 19. Carthorpe presentment jurors and atfeerors 1625-35, 
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Juror Affeeror Where and When Listed 

Robert Harrison 2 Nosterfield FT E1632 & M1633 
Francis Tireman 2 Noster1ield T E1632 & M1633 
William Wilson 2 West Tanfield T M1628 & E1629 
Mann. Braidwith 1 West Tanfield T M1628 
Chris. Broughton 1 Thornborough R E1635 
Simon Browne 1 West Tanfield T M1628 
Richard Burne 1 West Tanfield T .M:1628 
William Hutchinson 1 West Tanfield FT M1625 
James Kilborne 1 West Tanfield T E1632 
Francis Lucas 1 1 Nosterfield T E1632 
Francis Lucas 1 East Tanfield T E1635 
John Lucas 1 Nosterfield T E1632 
Thomas Mudd 1 West Tanfield T E1635 
Anthony Pithy 1 Nosterfield FT E1634 
William Vatter 1 Thorn borough R E1632 
Francis Younge 1 West Tanfield T M1633 

FT == Free Tenant E == Easter 
T == Tenant .K = Michaelmas 
R == Resiant 

Iiabl~ ZQ, Cal:tboI:~e ~[esentment j!.1r:OI:S a.nd ia1t~e[or: not l1steQ. a.t 
Ca.r:tbor::pe lQ;i:~-J~, 

one reslant-to-be served twenty-four times as jurors and twice as 

affeerors; the nineteen men not listed at Carthorpe acted as jurors 

twenty-six times and as an affeeror once. Sixteen of the latter were 

listed elsewhere in the manor as revealed by Table 20 which gives 

their villages, status and the dates of the courts where they 

appeared both in other village call lists and the Carthorpe jury 

lists. It is no coincidence that the three men not traced in call 

lists for elsewhere in the manor shared surnames with Carthorpe 

tenants: in two cases the parish registers reveal they were their 

sons. 1 ~-,7 We have seen that the leet jury, the jury of the king, could 

include strangers but strictly the court baron jury should have been 

'~7 Carter: B/8.5.1596; Brunton: 8/4.5.1612. 
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made up at tenants ot the manor. ,,,,8 The tenants from other villages 

were tenants of the manor but the Cart harpe court-baron juries not 

only routinely included resiants and non-tenants from Carthorpe but 

twice included resiants from elsewhere. It would seem that some of 

the men of Carthorpe were just as reluctant to serve on juries as we 

found them reluctant to attend court. 

The Carthorpe jury entered in the record of the 

Easter 1632 leet included seven men from the village. It also 

included six men variously from Nosterfield, Thornborough and West 

Tanfield. ,,,._, Three Carthorpe tenants, all of whom had served on 

previous juries, attended court that day yet they were not included 

in the jury. ':"0 Such apparent failures to use suitable men available 

at court are not rare. It is also not unusual to find members of 

juries marked to show they were absent from the court for which they 

are included in the ,jury list. Indeed, John 'Walbron was listed as a 

'Wath juror at the Michaelmas 1633 court yet he had been buried five 

months. '3, These inconsistencies occurred because sometimes court

leet juries were appointed before court to report at the court or 

apPointed at the court to report later, either at a separate jury day 

or perhaps even at the next leet.' ~".2 The inconvenience of using men 

'28 Giles Jacob stated the court baron jury should comprise only 
treeholders of the manor but later advised stewards to select the 
homage from copyholders: COI1lplete Court-Keeper, pp. 5 and 32; Sir 
'William Scroggs pointed out that the court baron was sometimes called 
the copyholders' court and sometimes the freeholders' court: Practice 
of Courts-Leet, p. 19. 
,...:'" 'West Tanfield and Thornborough had separate juries. East Tanfield 
and Noster!ield were treated as part of West Tanfield. 
,,,u Christopher Brunton, fhomas Carter senior and Christopher Kay. 
'.:~I Wa/p.47. Richard Pibus of 'Well is included in the list of .jurors 
and entered as an affeeror at the end of the verdict of the 
Michaelmas 1614 court at Snape and Well yet he is shown as essoined 
in the call list: 1/119; Will iam Hutchinson of Snape was a juror and 
marked as a defaulter at the Xichaelmas 1615 court: 1/130; and John 
Thomson of Snape was a juror and marked as excused at the Easter 1616 
court: 1/ 135. 
':32 Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 6, p. 188; Ault, Private 
Jurisdiction, p. 165; Bennett, Life on the English ~nor, p. 210; 
Harrison, 'Social and Economic History of Cannock and Rugeley', 
p. 136: Kclntosh, Autonomy and Community, p. 187; Webbs, &,nor and 
Borough, p. 23. The practice of choosing jurors at the previous 
session was approved 1n 1801: Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdiction, Appendix 
3 (Davidson v Moscrop). At Laxton, Nottinghamshire, (Continued ... 
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from other villages under these circumstances is obvious yet 

Cart harpe failed to find all its own jurors. 

The village also failed to provide an affeeror 

once: Francis Lucas of Nosterfield affeered at the Easter 1632 leet. 

The other three affeerors hailed from Carthorpe but it is not obvious 

why the fourth affeeror was not chosen from the four other Carthorpe 

men serving on that jury, not least because two of their number were 

ex-affeerors. • ""3 Perhaps they were absent when the amercements were 

affeered at a later jury day. John Danby always headed the many 

affeeror lists in which he was included and was therefore perhaps the 

regular foreman. William Denton was listed second to him but not to 

the others. Richard Gaile deferred only to Danby and Denton. All the 

leading affeerors at Carthorpe were presented for the usual 

agricultural offences but little else: the worst finding against any 

of them was that Francis Brunton, Timothy Hunton and Francis fireman 

kept greyhounds without the lord's licence .• 34 

Examination of the presentment jurors, their 

foreman and the affeerors in the four Villages has shown patterns 

sometimes not dissimilar but otherwise quite different. At Snape and 

Well the tenants dominated the juries; the jury net was cast more 

widely at Snape but still without catching more than a few who were 

not tenants at the time. At Wath a select group of tenants filled the 

jury and affeeror places repeatedly and served twice as often as 

their opposite numbers at Snape. Hany tenants in all three villages 

never served as jurors. The affeerors in these villages tended to be 

drawn from the regular jurymen but not all regUlar jurymen served as 

affeerors. The Carthorpe tenant jurors each served on as many juries 

as the Snape tenant jurors but only because their juries included so 

many outsiders. Affeerors there were usually drawn from the tenants 

"3;<: Continued ... ) the presentment jury still meets a week before 
the leet: J.V.Beckett, A History of Laxton (Oxford, 1989), p. 32; 
idem, 'Laxton: England's Last Open Field Village', The Historian, 20 
(1988), p. 15. 
133 Arthur Dodisworth and TilDOtlly Hunton. Carthorpe had less than 
four affeerors on five occasions but never less than two: 25.10.1625, 
10.4.1626, 16.4.1628, 4.10.1628 and 20.4.1629. 
134 9.10.1632. 
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but resiants and an outsider also served in this capacity, In all 

four villages few men served as foremen or as regular alfeerors and 

there is evidence that some foremen took precedence over others. We 

have found two ot these regular affeerors were not as 'honest' as the 

theorists believed affeerors should be. 

Dawson found that at Redgrave, Suffolk, from 1603 

to 1610 certain 'veterans' appeared as jurors frequently but most 

jurors appeared only once or twice and none of his 'veterans' 

appeared in every jury. He found much the same pattern in three 

neighbouring manors at the same time. Harrison's findings for late 

sixteenth-century Cannock and Rugeley, Staffordshire, were much the 

same: seventy men served on sixteen ,juries. Dawson, who seems to have 

had no access to information about the total number of tenants at 

Redgrave, concluded that jury service there was distributed widely 

among a large group of 'law-worthy' men. The distribution at Cannock 

and Rugeley court also appears to have been wide although most of the 

265 suitors there did not serve in the period Harrison studied. I.~'-'-' 

Some Snape and Well ,jurors appeared even more regularly than the 

Redgrave 'veterans' and less men served infrequently than in these 

other manors. But less tenants were ignored and therefore the 

distribution there was also quite wide. Jury service was distributed 

less widely at Wath and at Carthorpe it could be argued it was 

distributed too widely. 

Having examined the jurors, foremen and affeerors 

we now turn to the holders of the manorial offices: the constables 

and b11awmen. The status of the jurors and the officers will also be 

examined. 

185 At Redgrave of sixty-five men on fifteen juries one man was a 
member of eleven, two men of ten, one man of nine and three men of 
eight. But sixteen men were members of only two and twenty men of 
one. The picture was much the same at Botisdale, Gislingham and 
Hindercley: Dawson, History of Lay Judges, pp. 217-8. At Cannock and 
Rugeley a couple of men served on thirteen and eleven juries 
respectively but the majority served only once or twice: Harrison, 
'Social and Economic History of Cannock and Rugeley', p. 136. At 
Coxwold, Xarske and Otley in Yorkshire about a fifth of the jurors 
served only once: Bruen, 'Leet Jurisdiction and Social Regulation', 
p. 170, footnote 46. 
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The Manor i al on i cers 

In the early seventeenth century petty constables 

were appOinted by the court leet. I a·" Al though the appointments were 

made in the manor court they were for the separate townships and the 

tour Vale of Mowbray village juries each chose their own 

constables. I.H Most vi llagers were in theory required to take their 

turn. "~I" But some of the villagers would not be obliged to serve: the 

obligation fell on all the inhabitants except those exempt by statute 

or otherwise and those exempt included clergymen and , Ideots, Poor, 

Old and Sick persons' .I."·.~ Others might escape appointment because 

they failed to meet the standards said to be reqUired of constables: 

'they ought to be honest, understanding, and able Men: to be Xen of 

Substance, and not of the meaner Sort' and 'of the better Sort of 

I' .. ~ T.A.Critchley. A History of Police in England and Vales 900-1966 
(Landon, 1967>, pp. 5-17; Holdsworth, History ot English La~ 1, 
p. 137; and Kent, English Village Constable, pp. 57 et seq. 
1 ;3"7 In the parish of Burneston, for example, Burneston itself, 
Carthorpe, Gatenby, Theakstone and Exelby (with Leeming and Newton) 
each had their awn constables: Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 2, 
p. 104. Also see, S. and B.Webb, English Local Government, (11 vols, 
London, 1903-29), 1 The Parish and the County, (Landon, 1906), 
p. 27; idem, Manor and the Borough, p. 28; W.E.Tate, The Parish Chest 
(Cambridge, 1946), Third Ed. (Cambridge, 1969), p. 29. It has been 
suggested the existence of a constable was evidence of an independent 
township: H.B.Simpson, 'The Office of Constable', The English 
Historical Revie~ 10 (1895), p. 627. 
139 Originally constables were probably selected from all those owing 
suit to the leet but by the late Tudor and early Stuart period there 
was considerable local diversity of choice ranging from a few 
restricted households to a large proportion of male heads of 
households. The choice might be free, by house raw, by the steward, 
by a particular landowner, by the vestry or on the recommendation of 
the previous constable: Kent, English Village Constable, p. 59. For 
diverse North Riding and Lancashire examples see Eleanor Trotter, 
Seventeenth Century Life in the Country Parish (Cambridge, 1919), 
p. 107, and King, 'Vagrancy and Local Law Enforcement', p. 272. In 
the eighteenth century the courts confirmed constables should be 
chasen by the jury, not by the bailiff or the steward: Hearnshaw, 
Leet JurisdictioD, Appendix 3 (Phillips v High Bailiffs of 
Westminster; R v Stevens), 
139 Kent, English Village Constable, p. 58; Jacob, Compleat Parish
Officer, p. 4; Webbs, The Parish and the County, p. 15, footnote 2. 
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Resiants' . 140 

Each of the village juries also appointed 

bilaWlllen. otherwise known as bilawgraves. ,41 There is no direct 

evidence in the seventeenth-century records of what the post entailed 

but their duties were associated with the management of the common 

land: in 1754 the clerk recorded 'N.B. As the Moor is divided, no 

occasion for any Bylawgraves for Snape' . ,4;,: There are occasional 

references to the appointments of aletasters in both manors but it 

would seem the villages otherwise managed without the variety of 

manorial officers found elsewhere. '43 The guardians of the poor, the 

overseers of the highways and the churchwardens, all parish rather 

than manorial officers, are nevertheless also occasl0nally mentioned 

in the leet records: they were fined for neglect. or sued or were 

sued in the court baron. ,44 

The men who served either as presentment jurors or 

officers at Snape are listed in Table 21. Like the jurors the 

'40 Jacob, Compleat Parish-Ot1icer. p. 4; Bacon, Office ot" 
Constables, p. 5. Joan Kent has painted out that statements formerly 
accepted by historians that only poor and ignorant men were selected 
have been challenged by a growing number who have contended that 
constables were more SUbstantial and better qualified. She herself 
concluded her book by suggesting 'that constables ... seem to warrant 
a much more favourable press than they have usually received': 
English Village Constable, pp. 1-8, 80 and 311. 
'41 Because at the 'by' Professor Skeat thought a 'by-law' was a law 
affecting a township; but the Rev. Atkinson found reterences to 
'burlaw-men', noted differences between north country, and especially 
North Yorkshire, manors because of Danish influence and preferred 
'burlaw' or 'birlaw' meaning the law of neighbours: Quarter Sessions 
Records, 4, p. 225; and ibid, 8, pp. xi-xii. 
142 1/322. A bilaw-man is said to have managed the common pasture at 
Preston-under-Scar, Wensleydale, until 1939: North Yorkshire 
Federation of Women's Institutes, The North Yorkshire Village Book 
(Newbury, Berkshire, 1991), p. 197. 
'4'3 1/177, 3.10.1627 and 4.10.1634. At two of each the number of 
aletasters and the number of constables was the same in both Villages 
which gives the lie, at least at Snape and Wath, to the Rev. 
Boulter's intriguing suggestion that because so much ale was consumed 
more aletasters were needed than constables: Rev.W.C.Boulter, 'Court 
Rolls of Some East Riding Manors 1563-1573', Yorkshire Archaslogical 
and Topographical Journal, 10 (1889), p. 69. 
,44 Jacob, Compleat Parish-Officer, pp. 32, 67 et seq and 129 et seq; 
Tate, Parish Chest, pp. 29-30, 86, and 243. 1/130 (pleas>, 1/155 
(6.5.1618>,1/162 00.6.1619),11178 (9.6.1621) and 4.10.1628 
(Carthorpe verdict>. 
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Listed Juror Foreman Constable Bilawman 
c.Affeeror) 

George Lambert 22 20 3 
Edward ThoIlEon 22 20 5 (2) 1 
Francis Dinsdale 22 19 1 
Edward Place 22 18 (Z) 1 
William Pratt 22 18 4 ,6 ) DID NOT SERVE 
John Thomson 22 18 - (3 ) 1 1 
Richd Stoute sen 10 8 0) 1 
William Tyreman 10 1:3 (7) 1 2 
Robert Thomson 14 11 1 
Thomas ThoIlEon 8 6 + 1 - + 1 
Richard Jaques 12 9 (2 ) 1 2 
William Reynard 22 15 DID NOT SERVE 
Henry Saville 14 9 ,2 ) 2 
Richard Carleton '1 3 + 3 DID NOT SERVE 
John Cole 22 13 - (3) 1 1 
Mathew Reynard 22 13 1 
Robert Kountain 22 13 1 (3) 1 1 
Thomas Yeates 19 11 - U) 1 # 
Thomas Gatenbie 22 12 DID NOT SERVE • # 
William Horner 13 6 1 1 • 
William Hutchinson 22 10 1 1 
George Dobbie 22 9 3 (5) 1 
George Fleeminge 22 7 5 (5) 1 
Richard Toes 22 7 1 1 
Marmaduke Mason 22 6 - (1) 1 
Edward Holtbie 4 1 DID NOT SERVE 
Henry Silson 16 4 - 0) 1 1 
Thomas Saville 8 2 1 
James Tennant 5 1 - (1) DID NOT SERVE 
Henry Carleton 5 1 1 
John Harrison 10 2 - (1) DID NOT SERVE 
John Reynardson 22 4 1 
George Cole 22 3 DID NOT SERVE 
Kathew Smith 22 3 - (1) 1 
John S1cklinge 9 1 1 
Thomas Stoute 10 or 12 1 DID NOT SERVE 
Brian Reynard 22 2 - (1) 1 
8i JIlOn Gill 22 2 DID NOT SERVE 
Richd Stoute jun 22 2 1 1 
Robert Nookbie 12 1 1 
Chris. Thomson 22 1 1 

Thomas Xason 21 1 
John Whorlton 18 1 
John Blakelocke 16 1 
William Penne 8 1 
George Buckshawe 6 1 
Thomas Harrison 5 1 
Peter Spooner 3 1 

The addi t1 on to the 'Constable' column gives the number of times a 
tenant-to-be served when listed as a res1ant. 

• = Aletaster # = Guardian 

Table 21. Snape constables and bilawmeD 1611-21. 
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officers were drawn from the tenant body: only Thoma.s Thomson served 

as an 01ficer when not a tenant and he was a resiant tenant-to-be. "".' 

If the jury net was cast widely at Snape then the officer net was 

cast just as widely for forty-one men served on juries and thirty

eight served as officers. Although the period of eleven years studied 

is comparatively short and the names of only seventeen constables are 

available there appears to be a correlation between service as a 

constable and service as a juror: only one aI' the constables was not 

a member of a jury. The correlation between service as bilawman and 

juryman is weaker but there seems to be a clear connection: only six 

of the many non-jurors served as bilawmen. None of the constables 

served more than once in eleven years but three men served as 

bilawmen twice and one thrice: these men are to be found at the top 

of the table among the jurors who served most frequently. That some 

men served more than once in one or both offices before others 

apparently acceptable served even once would seem to indicate there 

was no system in the appointments. The examples of repeated service 

also seem to refute the suggestion that because 'each of [thel parish 

offices was held for one year only. it tallows that every capable ma.n 

in the parish would eventually serve in one or all Of them': 14", it is 

assumed more than six of the thirty-six tenants who were not 

appointed jurors would have served at least in what appears to have 

been the lowlier post of bilawman if service was almost universal. 

The table indicates that at Snape the office of constable was 

probably distributed as widely as jury membership, the post of 

bilawman was probably shared out a little more widely but not every 

tenant was required to undertake these duties. The resiants seem to 

have been almost ignored. 

At the Kichaelmas 1620 leet seventeen men were 

presented for playing bowls at Snape and unusually their occupations 

are given. These occupations. and a few gleaned from other sources. 

'4& The appointments of constables and bilawmen are usually to be 
found after the jury lists for the Xichaelmas courts. Appointments 
entered in the roll for the Easter 1613 court were deleted, no doubt 
because the appointments were too soon; these appointments have been 
discounted but the six men involved were all tenants: 1/113. 
146 Trotter, Seventeenth century Life, p. 111. 
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Listed Juror Foreman Constable Bilawman 
<Affeeror> 

John Cole Yeoman 22 13 - (3) 1 1 
Richard Dobbie Yeoman - <Son of George) 
Richard Fleem1nge Yeoman - <Brother of George & son of Joanna) 
Thomas Yeates Yeoman 19 11 -

Richard Carleton Husbandman 7 3+3 
George Lambert Husbandman 22 20 
William Pratt Husbandman 22 18 4 
John Saville jun Husbandman Resiant 
John Sicklinge Husbandman/ 9 1 

Tailor§ 
Richard Stoute sen Husbandman 10 8 -
Richard Stoute jun Husbandman 22 2 

William Carleton Skinner Resiant 
George Crawe Wheelwright 
Edward Greneson Tailor Resiant 
Edward Holtbie Joiner 4 1 
William Horner Tanner 13 6 
John Place Blacksmith 21 
Richard Place Blacksmith 
John Reynardson Hooper 22 4 
Thomas Wiglesworth Xi ller 19 
John Williamson Tanner Resiant 

Thomas Buck Labourer Resiant 

§ Described as tailor in the court roll but 
husbandman in the presentment. 

(1 ) 

<6 ) 

(1) 

1 

3 

1 

1 
1 1 

1 1 

1 

• = Aletaster 
# = Guardian 

# 

• 

Table 22. Inhabitants of Snape with known occupations and the offices 
they held 1611-21. 

form the basis of Table 22 which provides an opportunity to examine 

the status of some of the jurors and officers at Snape. 147 That John 

Sicklinge was recorded as both a husbandman and tailor was no doubt 

more than a slip of the pen: six of the craftsmen listed can be shown 

to have worked land and dual occupations were, as Joan Thirsk has 

147 1/170 and 3/83. Francis Gibson, a tailor, was a tenant at Well 
and is not included in the table. The sources for the other 
occupations are Cole: 1/157 (agreement about dunghill after Well 
verdict); Greneson: 1/170 <pleas)j John Place: 3/45; Wigglesworth: 
listed 'for the mill' from 1/144, amerced for taking excessive 
mulcture and sued for diverting the millstream: 1/153-4 and 1/163. 
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painted out, 'the best insurance that men with almost no savings and 

certainly no capital resources could have devised. If misfortune 

attended one activity, there was always the other to fall back 

on.' 148 Some of the other 'husbandmen' could have had trades. If 

differentiation between husbandmen and craftsmen is imprecise then 

imprecision could also creep into the designation of yeomen: as 

Margaret Spufford observed, 'the edges of each group blur 

indistinguishably into the next' . 14'" Nevertheless the occupations 

given in the records are those perceived as appropriate by 

contemporaries and, notwithstanding doubts about the precision of 

such designations, they are the best general gUide we have to the 

status of these jurors and officers. The yeomen and husbandmen in our 

sample served more often as jurors and provided the only affeerors. 

They would work the most land and therefore it is not surprising that 

they also provided most of the bilawmen. The constables are evenly 

distributed. Of the four foremen and dominant affeerors at Snape only 

William Pratt appears in the table and he was deSignated a 

husbandman. But there are clues to where George Dobbie and George 

Fleeminge would have appeared: Richard Dobbie and Richard Fleeminge, 

their son and brother respectively, were yeomen and both the Georges 

were probably yeomen too. 150 The impression gained from Table 22 is 

148 Carleton: 1/139 (verdict)j Holtbie: 1/167 (pleas)j John Place: 
1/153-4 (jury finding); Reynardson: 3/43; Wigglesworth: 1/139 
(verdict); and Williamson: 1/159 (12.11.1618). Joan Thirsk, 'Horn and 
Thorn in Staffordshire: the Economy of a Pastoral County', Korth 
Staffordshire Journal of Field Studies, 9 (1969), p. 11. Two-thirds 
of 3600 inventories drawn from seventeen counties, and half in the 
northern lowlands, revealed evidence of by-employments between 1540 
and 1640: A.Everitt, 'Farm Labourers' in H.P.R.Finberg <gen. ed.), 
The Agrarian History of England and Vales (8 vols, Cambridge, 1967-
91), Joan Thirsk (ed.), 4 1500-1640 (Cambridge, 1967), p. 425. Also 
see Riley, 'Families and Their Property', pp. 57, 60 and 68 et seq. 
149 Laslett, World We Have Lost, p. 44; Spufford, Contrasting 
Communities, p. 39. 
160 George Dobbie and Richard Fleeminge were named as pledges in 
suits by their son and brother respectively: 1/109, 1/153-4 and 1/171 
(13.12.1620). The sons of yeomen could be known as yeomen even though 
they had no land: Mildred Campbell, The English Yeo~n under 
Elizabeth and the Early stuarts (Yale, 1942), pp. 26 and 32; c.f. 
Laslett, World We Have Lost, p. 39. There is no evidence that Richard 
Dobbie worked land himself and he probably farmed with his father for 
the father was sued when the san felled trees: 1/139; (Continued ... 
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that the yeomen and husbandmen, and particularly the yeomen, provided 

more of the jurors, afteerors and bilawmen at Snape than the men 

designated as craftsmen. 

At Well we found that service as a juror was 

slightly more exclusive than at Snape. Table 23 shows that these men 

provided all but two of the eighteen constables recorded in eleven 

years, the two exceptions being a tenant and a tenant-to-be not 

listed at the time. I b 1 They also provided most of the bilawmen, 

including all those who served more than once. Two 01' the five 

foremen served as constables and three as bilawmen. But ten tenants 

not called upon to serve on juries were also appointed to what has 

been assumed to be the lesser office. The resiants Gilbert Hunter and 

George Thomson joined the regular resiant juryman Francis Pibus in 

service as bilawmen: in all three cases there is eVidence they kept 

animals and therefore no doubt used the common, indeed Thomson was 

twice amerced tor overcharging it. '''':2 Only four men served as 

officers when not listed and in two cases it was before the new 

steward added them to the call lists. The multiple appointments again 

seem to indicate there was no system for choosing officers. The table 

indicates that the men of Well like their neighbours in Snape equated 

jury service with service as a constable but they were prepared to 

appointment bilawmen outside the comparatively select group of 

jurors. 

160 Continued ... ) fathers and married sons both supported families 
from the same holding at Highley: Nair, Highley, p. 49. There is 
evidence that Richard Fleendnge farmed with his mother Johanna: when 
she claimed stray sheep he proved her ownership. Given that she was 
then said to be of Middells it is possible both sons farmed with 
their mother: 1/175 <28.4.1621 memorandum}. 
161 Thomas Hutchinson's name is entered above a deletion opposite the 
heading 'Constables Snape' in the Michaelmas 1621 roll: 1/177; there 
was no person of that name listed at Snape. There was a similar 
deletion opposite the heading 'Constables Well' immediately below the 
Snape heading but no name was inserted: Thomas Hutchinson was listed 
as a tenant at Well. There is every reason to suspect the insertion 
was made in the wrong place in error and Hutchinson has been treated 
as a Well constable. 
162 Hunter: 1/119 (pleas); Pibus: 1/161 (verdict>; Thomson: 1/120, 
1/125, 1/128, 1/139 <pleas), 1/144 (verdict and pleas), 1/147, 1/153-
4 (joint verdict.>, 11159 (pleas), 11178 (30.6.1621) and 3/35. 
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Listed 

Thomas Allanson 16 
Lancelot Brown 4 
Francis Pibus 5 
John Smorthwaite 20 
John Braithwaite 16 
Roger Hodgson 21 
Thomas Brown 12 
Thomas Lumley 21 
Leonard Hunter sen 17 
William Wilson 21 
Thomas Harland 17 
Christopher Benson 21 
Thomas Johnson 21 
Richard Pibus 16 
Edward Robinson 
Thomas Thomson 
Oswald Benson 
Wi 11 iam Reynard 
John Hawxwell 

18 
5 

21 
17 
21 

John Crosley 18 
Edward Harland 21 
Richard Lund 16 
John Allanson 11 
John Birkdale 19 
Leonard Hunter jun 12 
Henry Wilson 20 
John Scurrey sen 21 
John Xason 17 
Thomas Hutchinson 16 
John Reynardson 
Richard Kilburne 
Francis .Mounton 
Thomas Cowper 
Thomas Robinson 
George Bucke 

16 
13 
14 
16 
16 
19 

Robert Freare 21 
Henry Inglebie 21 
Thomas Scotson 18 
Leonard Badforth 16 
John Carrie 16 
William Bulmer 15 
Edward Hutchinson 12 
Roger Bridgewater 9 
John Sicklinge 6 
Robert Lund 5 
Ninian Reynard 2 
Thomas .Mudd 1 
Gilbert Hunter Resiant 

Juror Foreman Constable 
(Affeeror) 

Bilawman 

16 2 <8> 1 
4 + 6 3 (3) - + 1 
5 + 14 

19 
15 
18 
10 
17 
13 + 3 
15 
11 
13 
13 

9 + 2 
11 

3 
11 

8 + 1 
10 

8 
7 
5 
3 
4 + 1 
3 
5 
5 
4 
1 + 3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

- (1) 

- <4> 
- (1) 

4 (8) 
- (2) 

1 (6) 

- (3) 

- (2) 

- (4) 

- (2) 

4 (6) 
- (1) 

- (3) 

- (1) 

- (1) 

1 
1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

1 + 1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 

1 1 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

2 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
1 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 1 + 1 
1 1 

1 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 1 
1 1 

DID NOT SERVE 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 

0+1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

George Thomson Resiant 1 

§ 

$ 

§ = Churchwarden $ = Overseer of highways 
Additions to the 'Constable' and 'Bilawman' columns give the number 
of times tenants-to-be served when not listed or listed as resiants. 

Table 23. Well constables and bilawmen 1611-21. 
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Marmaduke Gill 

John Scurrey sen 

Robert Alexander 
William Badforth 
William Bulmer 
Roger Garbutt 
Chris. Hunter 
John Reynardson 

Francis Gibson 
William Wilson 

William Atkinson 
George Richardson 
John Scurrey 

Yeoman 

Husbandman 

Farmer 
(Farmer) 
<Farmer) 
Farmer 
Farmer 
Farmer 

Tailor 
Glazier 

Labourer 
Labourer 
Labourer 

Listed Juror Foreman Constable Bilawman 
CAffeeror) 

1 

21 5 

Not listed 
18 
15 
10 
Resiant 

16 2 

3 
21 15 

16 
Not listed 
Resiant 

1 

1 1 

- (3) 1 

(Farmer) = inventory indicates he was a farmer 

Table 24. Inhabitants of Well with known occupations and the offices 
they held 1611-21. 

Without a lengthy list of men caught bowling we 

have fewer occupations for Well men. Seven of the men listed in Table 

24 appeared at the quarter seSSions for riotous behaviour so it is 

perhaps not surprising that only three served in any office. Only 

four other occupations have been traced and two more have been 

deduced from inventories. I b." The table is not as helpful as the 

eqUivalent table for Snape and it tells us more about occupational 

designations than it does about the status of men who served in 

offices at Well. Two of the four men described as farmers in the 

I~."" Alexander, Garbutt, Hunter, Reynardson and Wilson: NYCRO/QSM/2 
<Richmond, 10.10.1620); Atkinson and Richardson: Atkinson, Quarter 
Sessions Records, 1, p. 212; Gill: ibid, 3, p. 216; 'Badforth and 
Bulmer: Well inventories 3 and 4 at Bedale Museum; Gibson: 1/170 and 
3/83; the two John Scurreys were differentiated in the call lists by 
their occupations: 'agricola' has been translated as husbandman 
rather than farmer because the 'husbandman' in the bowling 
presentment was translated as agricola in the formal verdict: 1/170 
and 3/83. 
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quarter sessions records were not listed as tenants of the manor or 

the hospital. Christopher Hunter appeared in the call lists as a 

resiant for seven years but there is no direct evidence in the rolls 

of farming: only once did he put animals on the common without right. 

However, he was an executor of the daughter of, and therefore no 

doubt related to, the deceased resiant Gilbert Hunter and we have 

seen that Gilbert kept animals and served as a bilawman. 'b4 Robert 

Alexander married in the parish in 1617, had two chl1dren baptized 

there in the next four years but he was never listed. He was twice 

amerced but not for agricultural offences and there is no evidence of 

farming in the court rolls. 'Sb Given the regularity and frequency of 

true farmers' appearances in the presentments and verdicts one must 

suspect the accuracy 01 the quarter sessions designation 'farmer': 

Garbutt and Reynardson, the other riotous farmers, were both listed 

tenants but they too apparently committed no truly agricultural 

offences: Reynardson merely put animals on the common without right 

once and once served as a bilawman. 156 Table 24 contains too little 

information for us to form an impression of the allocation of 

manorial positions at Well. But the few examples it provides are not 

inconsistent with the pattern at Snape, the only difference being 

that at Vell a single craftsman served as an affeeror. 'b7 

The domination of presentment juries exercised by 

the select group of only nineteen tenants at Wath seems to have 

extended to tight control of the manorial offices. The records are 

incomplete but Thomas Jackson senior was the only man outside the 

group at the top of Table 25 who held any of the manorial offices 

given in the court book: he was appointed a constable at the court at 

which he was first ordered to produce the survey book and a bilawman 

the following year. But George Harrison, a member of the select 

group, served as a constable in 1632 two years before he was listed 

154 Wl/f.40v, 11155 <4.6.1618 and 25.6.1618) and 1/151 (verdict), 
IQO Wl/f.25v, Wl/f.8v t Wl/f.9v. 11147 and 1/174. 
lb& 1/147 and 1/157. 
157 Eight men amerced for selling ale and described as 'brewsters' 
were ignored in the survey of Well occupations because it is assumed 
this was not an occupation as such; they included the foremen and 
leading aHeerors Roger Hodgson and Thomas LUmley: 3/34. 
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Listed Juror Alfeeror Constable Bilawman 

Henry Bolton 22 22 4 1 1 • (2) 

Roger Farmery 22 22 3 2 1 
Thomas \vhi te 22 22 1 1 1 
John Cowley 9 9 4 1 
Thomas Smith 7 7 1 
George Harrison 2 2 0 + 1 
Richard Dighton 22 21 3 1 1 
Hugh Todd 22 21 10 1 
John Watson 22 20 5 1 2 * John Walbron 17 15 1 1 
James Tanfield 22 18 1 1 
Sampson Stokesley 15 12 1 1 
Will i am \Val bran 5 4 4 1 
John Smith 19 15 2 1 
Thomas Bell 21 16 15 1 1 
Richard Todd 12 9 1 1 1 
Ralph Spooner 22 16 8 1 1 
Thomas Duffield 17 12 2 1 • 
Christopher Barnes 22 13 11 1 

Ralph Cowley 4 1 
Thomas Todd 10 2 
John Todd 9 1 
Henry Chater 10 1 
Lancelot Carr 22 1 
Thomas Jackson sen 22 1 1 1 
John Other 22 1 

The addition to the 'Constable' column gives the number of times a 
tenant-to-be served when unlisted. 

• = Aletaster 

lable 25, \Va:t.ll QQD.5:table5 and. b11awme D. lQZ5-~5, 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

as a resiant and three years before he was transferred to the tenant 

lists. Every member of the select group served either as a constable 

or bilawman during the eleven years; several served in both offices 

including two men who served three times in all. There is no evidence 

that the post of bilawman was treated as inferior for it was not 

extended to the non-jurors. There is SODe evidence that the posts 

were linked systematically for Thomas Jackson senior was not the only 

tenant to serve as constable and bilawman in consecutive years. Of 

the eighteen constables recorded in the court book eight became 
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bi lawmen the following year' o,;,=- and in eight other cases this could 

have happened but the names of the bilawmen are not available. 

However, in two cases constables were not appointed bllawmen the 

following year and in two other cases men served twice out of what 

would have been the sequence. 'b:", If there was a system the 

appointment of constables may well have been on a ten-year cycle: a 

man who was a bilawman in 1626 and therefore perhaps a constable in 

1625 was a constable in 1635 when his colleague was the son and 

successor as tenant of the man who had been his colleague ten years 

before. A ten-year cycle with two constables each year would cover 

the nineteen men plus Thomas Jackson senior exactly. 160 It is 

possible that Thomas Jackson was not so much chosen but appointed 

because it was his turn. 

We have insufficient occupations of Wath 

inhabitants to use them to seek correlations between social status 

and offices held. Ib' But the Wath verdicts and pains are 

comparatively full and the frequent references to land beld give us 

an idea in some cases of tenants' relative standing in the community. 

We have seen that Thomas Jackson senior was in trouble for not 

scouring the Ellergutter. At various times the presentments, pains 

and pleas mention his land at nine other locations. This evidence 

tends to indicate his land was not insubstantial and his description 

at the quarter sessions as a yeoman, if not a gentleman, was 

,0:,61 1626: John Watson and Ralph Spooneri 1630: Henry Bolton and 
Thomas Belli 1631: Richard Dighton and Thomas Jackson seniori 1632: 
James Tanfield; 1633: Richard Todd. 
'.~,9 James Tanfield's fellow constable in 1632 was George Harrison but 
his fellow bilawman the following year was John Watson. Richard 
Todd's fellow constable in 1633 was John Smith and bis fellow 
bilawman the following year was Thomas White. Roger Farmery served as 
a constable in both 1634 and 1635. John Watson served as a bilawman 
in both 1627 and 1633. 
1bO Roger Farmery served with John Walbron in 1626 and with William 
Walbron in 1635. 
'b1 We bave occupations only for the yeoman Thomas Jackson senior, 
the farmer Christopher Barnes, Thomas Jackson the badger and the 
gentleman Henry Chater: the latter two were described as such in the 
call lists but played little or no part in the administration of the 
manor. 
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justified, I.,..: The leading affeeror fhomas Bell was better behaved 

than Thomas Jackson but nevertheless the verdicts and pains show that 

he occupied several pieces of land and he was second only to Jackson 

in that regard, 163 Another leading affeeror, Christopher Barnes, was 

described as a farmer in a civil suit and the records show he 

occupied at least four plots of land: he was not simply an 

alehousekeeper as he was described in the quarter sessions records at 

the time. ''''4 The other leading affeerors, Hugh Todd and liilliam 

Walbron, also held land. ,''''-''' The evidence is crude but the influential 

jurymen at \v'ath appear to have been farmers, whether yeomen or 

husbandmen, like their opposite numbers at Snape and liell. 

As their attendance record shows the tenants at 

Carthorpe were reluctant to travel to West Tanfield and their juries 

were topped up with resiants, persons not listed and tenants from 

other Villages, But persons from elsewhere in the manor could hardly 

serve as officers in the Village and all the constables and bilawmen 

listed in Table 26 were indeed Carthorpe men. The officers were 

selected from those villagers who served as jurors and the selection 

seems to have been tighter: the officers included only two of the 

five resiants who served as jurors, none of the jurymen not listed 

and only two of the five who served on juries when ex-tenants or 

tenants-to-be, both tenants-to-be. The names of only half the 

officers are available and this no doubt explains the bigger 

proportion marked 'Did not serve' in the table: some no doubt served 

but we do not have their names, But the affeerors at the top of the 

'''':.< Ellergutter: see Table 3; Sandwith and Halgarth gutters and near 
Kirkbeck Bridge: 3. 10. 1627j 'toffmiers'/moor: 25.10.1625; Todd 
close/foxeholme: 31.3,1630; lngs: 9.4.1634 <pain>: Foxholmes land: 
9,10.1633 <pain); Butt Close: 16.6.1632 <pleas); and hempland: 
11.7.1635 <pleas), He was once referred to as a gentleman and twice 
as a yeoman when dealt with at the quarter sessions: Atkinson, 
Quarter Sessions Records, 2, pp. 178 and 222j and ibid, 3, p. 160. 
16a 'the garth', 'the close' and Fowlesyke: 20.4.1625j 'Brayes': 
25.10.1625j and Wattridge close: 6.5.1633. 
16A Farmer and the Ellers: 16.6.1632j toft and garth: 4.10.1628 and 
9.4.1634 (2)j Moore close: 11.4.1632: and alehousekeeper: NYCRO/QSM/3 
(Thirsk, 2.10,1633). 
165 Todd: 25.10.1625, 31.3.1630 and 13.10.1630j Walbron: 22.6.1633 
(tenement of John deceased), 25.10.1625 and 6.5.1633 (John's plots 
mentioned> . 
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Listed 

_Arthur Dodisworth 9 
John Danby 22 
_Robert ~ilson 5 
John Bickers 19 
Francis Tireman 4 
Francis Brunton 22 
_Chris. Brunton 9 
John Firby 22 
-Francis Plummer 15 
Timothy Hunton 13 
_William Aikerigge 22 
_Richard Gaile 22 
-Peter Wilson 17 
Thomas Binckes 4 
_Thomas Wilson 15 
_William Bulmer 
Thomas Carter 
_William Denton 
Francis Iles 

22 
22 
22 
22 

Chris. Lumley 11 
_John Beckwith 13 
_William Tanfield 11 
John Mason 20 
*John Tanfield 22 
_John Wilson 7 
John Toes 22 
_Francis Beckwith 9 
.Christopher Kay 9 
_Richard Toes 15 
.George Dobson 22 
Thomas lIes Bailiff 

Resiants 
William Routhe 
Richard Danby 

• :: Free tenant 

Juror 

7 + 11 
19 

4 + 2 
16 
o + 12 

15 
6 

14 
9 + 1 
8 

13 
12 

8 + 1 
2 
7 
9 
9 
9 
9 
4 
4 
3 
5 
5 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 

9 
6 

Affeeror Constable Bilawman 

2 
19 

1 
3 
9 

8 
2 
5 
1 

11 
3 

1 

1 
6 
1 

1 

0+1 

Refused 
1 

1 
1 

1 + 2 
2 

1 
0+1 
1 

1 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
DID NOT SERVE 

2 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 

1 
1 

$ 

$ :: Overseer of highways 

Additions to the 'Constable' and 'Bilawman' columns give the numbers 
of times tenants-to-be served when not listed or listed as resiants. 

Table 26. earthorpe constables and bilawmen 1625-35, 

-------------------------------------------

table are well-represented even in the fifty-per-cent sample and this 

could indicate a tendency for the regular jurors to serve more often. 

The three leading affeerors served as b1lawmen, one of them twice, 

and the fourth served as a constable. There is no evidence of any 

system: none of the constables appear to have served as bilawmen the 
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tollowing year and even in this small sample three men served more 

than once in a particular oft ice in only eleven years. 

At the Michaelmas 1626 leet Robert Wilson, a free 

tenant and tenant at Carthorpe. refused to be sworn as constable: he 

was fined ten shillings and for leaving the court early he was also 

fined 3s.4d. Arthur Dodisworth was elected in his place but the court 

ordained that Robert Wilson or his son Peter should accept the office 

under penalty of five pounds. At the next leet the penalty was 

forfeited and neither Robert not Peter Wilson features in the later 

constables' lists available. This direct refusal is comparatively 

rare and there is little other evidence of reluctance to serve in the 

office of constable in the Vale of Mowbray manors in the periods 

studied: there are no examples of long service and the few examples 

of repeated service could have been substitutions for persons exempt 

or the result of a rota system on a small pool of men considered 

eligible. 1':0"" 

We have already noted imprecision in the 

designation ot occupations in the quarter sessions records. This 

imprecision extended to the jurors: the Rev. Atkinson noted that in 

the lists of more than 5000 North Riding jurymen who served between 

1604 and 1680 a few were styled 'gentleman' but the remainder were 

designated' yeoman' 'in the sense of freeholders'. "",7 Most of these 

jurors, but not all, would indeed be freeholders for their attendance 

was demanded in 1610; but not all would be yeomen and we should 

therefore be suspicious about the status of the several Carthorpe 

Ib'~ John Reynoldson of Snape was appointed constable there in 1612; 
his name is deleted, marked 'stet' and an endorsement showing he was 
amerced twenty shillings for refusing the office is also deleted: 
1/112. Joan Kent believed attempts to evade service as constables 
were less common than often supposed and claims about reluctance to 
serve were exaggerated: she found some evidence of reluctance but few 
recorded instances of men openly refusing to serve. But she noted 
that there seemed to have been widespread refusal in the North 
Riding. citing numerous references in Atkinson's Quarter SeSSions 
Records. Almost all the examples are in the first quarter of the 
seventeenth century but only two occurred in the vicinity of our 
manors: a man refused to serve at Ainderby Myers in 1611 and Horton 
Conyers had no constable in 1623 <ibid, 1, p. 217 and 3, p. 191): 
Kent, English Village Constable. pp. 58 and 68-78. 
167 Forty Years in a Moorland Parish. pp. 295-6. 
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Listed Juror Affeeror Constable Bilawman 

John Danby Gentleman/ 22 19 
Yeoman 

.William Denton Gent leman/ 22 9 
Yeoman 

.Richard Gaile Gentleman! 22 12 
Yeoman 

lWilliam Aikerigge Yeoman 
Richard Danby Yeoman 
'Arthur Dodisworth Yeoman 
lFrancis Plummer 
*Thomas Plummer 
Hahn Raper 
Hahn Tanfield 
.William Tanfield 
• John Wil son 
*Peter Wilson 
.Robert Wilson 
.Thomas Wilson 

Yeaman 
Yeaman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 

22 13 
Resiant 6 

9 7 + 11 
15 9 + 1 

15 
22 5 
11 3 

7 1 
17 8 + 1 
54+ 2 

15 7 

Richard Knowles Labourer 20 

• = Free tenant 

19 

6 

11 

1 
1 
2 
2 

3 

0+1 

1 

Refused 

2 

1 

1 
1 
1 + 2 
1 

Table 27. Inhabitants of Carthorpe with known occupations and the 
pffices they held 1625-35. 

freeholders and 'yeomen' who served as quarter sessi ons jurors. I ti·" 
However, fourteenth-century statutes required these jurors to be 

'mast sufficient' and 'the mast substantial people, the mast worthy 

of faith' and it is assumed they had some standing in Carthorpe 

whatever their deSignation, indeed a few of their number were once or 

twice styled 'gentlemen' although designated 'yeomen' at ather 

sessions. 169 These jurors and one labourer ordered to be whipped are 

listed in Table 27 which is therefore devoid of craftsmen and adds 

'69 Campbell, English Yeoman, pp. 339-344; Atkinson, Quarter SeSSions 
Records, 1, pp. 124 and 193; 1bid, 2, p. 253. 
169 28 Edw. I c.9 and 42 Edw. III c.11; Sir Richard Phillips, On the 
Fowers and Duties of Juries and on the Criminal Laws of England 
(London, 1811), pp. 43-4. 
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11 ttle to the other similar tables. 'TO Richard Danby's designation as 

a yeoman when a resiant is noteworthy: his land must have been 

outside the manor, sublet from a manorial tenant or he had retired. 

At Havering, Essex, the jurors were the 

'established and economically comfortable'; at Prescot, Lancashire, 

they were 'well-to-do'; and at Halifax, Yorkshire, from 1626 the 

juries were dominated by a relatively small number of wealthy 

inhabitants. But at Myddle, Shropshire, the jurymen were farmers and 

better-off craftsmen; at Terling, Essex, whilst half were gentry, 

yeomen and wealthy craftsmen, the others were husbandmen, lesser 

craftsmen, labourers or poor; and at Highley, Shropshire, the jurymen 

were not necessarily the richest in the manor. Clearly the mix of 

juries varied and, perhaps unsurprisingly, jurors in the Vale of 

Mowbray manors seem to have been a blend of yeomen, husbandmen and 

craftsmen. The social status of constables also varied but where the 

rich dominated ,juries they were sometimes less enthusiastic about 

serving as constables: at Havering the proportion of craftsmen and 

tradesmen was a fifth in juries but a third among constables; and at 

Prescot whereas the yeomen and gentry took a third of the jury places 

they held less than a fifth of the presentment offices. At Terling 

the proportion of gentry, yeomen and wealthy crattsmen who served as 

constables was the same. 171 Gwyneth Nair concluded that 

the main criterion for elected office, whether manorial or 

parochial, would seem to have been settled residence in 

170 Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, as follows (all rei'erences to 
gentlemen are quoted but only the first references to yeomen; many 
men served several times): John Danby: 3, p. 359, and 4, pp. 40 and 
178; Denton: 2, p. 108, 3, p. 111, and 4, p. 219; Gaile: 2, p. 186, 
and 3, p. 290; Aikerigge: 2, p. 243; Richard Danby: 3, p. 257; 
Dodisworth: 3, p. 348; Francis Plummer: 3, p. 329; Thomas Plummer: 
2, p. 175; Raper: 3, p. 162; John Tanfield: 2, p. 128; William 
Tanfield: 4, p. 80; John Wilson: 2, p. 102; Peter Wilson: 4, p. 117; 
Robert Wilson: 3, p. 237; Thomas Wilson: 3, p. 313; and Knowles: 
3, pp. 132-4. 
'71 McIntosh, 'Social Change and Tudor Manorial Leets', p. 78; idem, 
Autonomy and Community, p. 249; King, 'Leet Jurors and the Search for 
Law and Order', p. 310; Bennett, 'Enforcing the Law in Revolutionary 
England', pp. 82-3; Hey, An English Rural Community, p. 229; 
Wrightson and Levine, Poverty and Piety, p. 105; Nair, Highley, 
p. 28. 
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Highley rather than a simple measure of personal wealth. 

Indeed, the number of offices was so considerable, given the 

small population, that men of all classes could expect to 

serve regularly. ,:'",: 

Ihat was probably the case in the four North Riding villages too. The 

vast majority of the men in the iJale of J(owbray manors who served as 

constables and bilawman were tenants at the time. More particularly, 

they were usually drawn from those tenants who also served, both 

frequently and less frequently, as jurors. Almost all the constables 

in all four Villages were tenant jurors and so were the bilawmen at 

Vath and Carthorpe. Despite its extension to non-jurymen at Snape and 

VeIl the post of bilawman was held by leading affeerors there. The 

few occupations available in manor and quarter sessions records show 

that gentlemen and yeomen served in both offices. And at Snape we 

have confirmation that craftsmen also served in both. Perhaps not 

unusually in small unenclosed Villages the general picture appears to 

be that the manorial presentment jurors and officers were distributed 

among the classes and quite widely. !)':;o, There is little evidence of 

reluctance to serve and the manorial tenants appear to have been 

content to take their turn. 

Unlisted Persons in the Court Rolls and Parish Registers 

Occasional reference has been made to persons 

featured in the court rolls who were apparently residents but who 

were not included as tenants or resiants in the call lists at the 

time. If the resiant lists were intended to record all the 

inhabitants not listed as tenants these persons should have been 

included. It was not the practice to add men to the lists at any 

given age and some men remained in the Village unlisted well into 

their twenties as members of listed persons' households. There are no 

indications that single male servants in these households were 

listed, indeed there are few references to servants in the court 

172 Highley, p. 74. 
173 But considerable numbers took no part and the democratic or 
participatory elements should not be exaggerated: K.D.M.SneIl, Annals 
of the Labouring Poor: Social Change and Agrarian England 1660-1900 
(Cambridge, 1985>, p. 107. 
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rolls at all. The absence ox' women irom the reSlant lists has already 

been noted. It follows that the lists were not intended to include 

all adults: the names we have were those of tenants, whether resident 

in the village or not and including females, with male heads 01 

households who were not tenants added as resiants to complete the 

record. It is the omission 01' male heads of households from the lists 

which is notable, not the overSights rectified by the new steward but 

the apparently deliberate exclusions of men who would have been 

included had it been intended that the lists should be complete. 174 

Between Michaelmas 1614, when the new steward 

started resiant lists, and Michaelmas 1621 fifty-six men were 

mentioned in the verdicts or pleas when not listed in the Snape call 

lists; ten had been or were to be listed as tenants or resiants but 

the others were not listed at all. In many cases they could have been 

outsiders and in others there is no reason to believe they were heads 

of households. Fourteen were the perpetrators or victims of affrays 

and assaults who need not necessarily have hailed from Snape, 

although five shared surnames with Snape resiants or tenants and may 

have been members of their households. 176 Nine others merely took 

wood or nuts and could have been from outside the Village although 

two had Snape surnames: the penalties imposed on the culprits with 

village surnames were lower which could indicate residence in Village 

households. 176 Two more sued villagers in the court baron and 

174 The period before the new steward's corrections Will be ignored 
in the exploration 01' unlisted men which follows. 
176 (* = surname shared) Oswald Applebie: 1/167j Francis Atkinson.: 
1/139; Christopher Bolton: 1/115j James Dobbie.: 1/144j James 
Furbank: 3/43j Karmaduke Grene: 1/115j Henry Lawson: 1/170j John 
Kounton.: 1/170j Thomas Plewes: 1/115, sued 1/159 (7.1.1618/19); 
Ralph Rookbief: 1/130; Arthur Snelgate: 1/172; William Thomson.: 
1/164, baptized W1/f.4v; Henry Trotter: 11167; and Lionel Vittie: 
1/164. 
170;. (f = Snape surname, :# ::: liell surname> Simon Blakelockf; 1/152 
(5.3.1611/18) no penalty entered; John Clayton: 1/167, 8dj Richard 
Cleveland: 1/115, 2s.0dj George Coates: 1/115, 3s.4dj John Danby: 
1/115, 12di Robert Danby: 1/115, 12dj William Freare#: 1/115, 4dj 
Edward Holtbie: 3/67, no penalty entered; and George Stoute.: 1/133 
(8.2.1615/16), 3d. Danby has been treated as not a Village surname 
notwithstanding the presence of the free-tenant Danbys at Thorpe 
Perrow. 
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therefore could have been nan-residents. 177 Another twa were said to 

be 'of W'atlass'. 17", Yet another probably lived in \VeIl. 1 7'~' Several 

mare were probably members of listed persons' households. 1 ""-' Three 

were jurors in the court baron once each but they did not appear in 

the rolls otherwise and there were persons in Snape with the same 

surnames with whom they could have resided. "'" 1 An inmate would also 

live in another household as perhaps would the only male servant at 

Snape mentioned in the ralls. 18" In some of these cases we can be 

sure the men lived aut of Snape or lived in Snape in others' 

households. In other cases the evidence is less certain but it 

17/ Christopher Lascelles: 11144, 1/167, 11168 U. 6.1620), 11 169 
(3.8.1620),11174 and 11177; Thomas Saville: 1/121 ~13.1.16141l5), 
1/122,11131,11147,11153-4. 
17H Christopher Forman: 11167; and John Clapham: 11162 ~29.4.1619 and 
20.5.1619 when he claimed stray sheep) It has been assumed that the 
John Clapham 'junior' and 'younger' entries at every leet from 
Kichaelmas 1614 to Easter 1619 except Michaelmas 1615 and some courts 
baron in the same period refer to this man: the ',junior' and 
'younger' entries cease when the 'of Watlous' entries start. 
179 George Lumley was sued with his wife because she had called the 
wife of a Well tenant 'a common whore' and 'a witche' and the 
following year he was amerced with inhabitants of Well where there 
were other Lumleys: 3/43, 1/162 (29.4.1619) and 1/167. 
1 EJO Richard Dobbie and Richard Fleeminge have already been noted as 
probably living with their father and mother respectively. Francis 
Crawe could have been with his brother Thomas: 1/163, 1/165, 1/170 
and 3/75. George and Richard Place, Richard Pratt and John SaVille 
were probably living with their fathers and they were then twenty
two, twenty-five, twenty-three and twenty-seven years of age 
respectively: George Place: 1/155 <25.6.1618 pleas mention 
relationship), 1/164, 1/167, 3/82-3 and V1/f.4vj Richard Place was 
probably the son of John Place, blacksmith, for he was baptized 
thirty months after John's marriage and was himself a blacksmith: 
11164, 11167, 1/170, \l1If.4 and \i1lf'.23j Richard Pratt was probably 
the son of William Pratt whose other children were baptized at that 
time: 1/119 and V1/f.3v; John Saville: 3/38, 1/167, 1/170 and 
W1/f.3v. George Crawe, a ploughsmith and wheelright was perhaps 
related to and lived in the household of Thomas Crawe, who also seems 
to have been a wheelright: George: 1/153-4, 1/167 and 1/170, and 
Thomas: 1/139, 1/147 and 1/166 (sued for 'spoakes', 'woad and 
materials' and 'wood'). \iilliam Franck was perhaps the son of the 
tenant Mark Franck: he would then have been approaching his ninth 
birthday: 1/155 (25.6.1618) and \i1/f.? 
lSI Edward Buck: 11134; \iilliam Lambert: 1/162 (20.5.1619); and 
Francis Lund: 1/128. 
192 Christopher Wetherill: 1/130; and John Harrison: 1/158. Harrison 
could have been one of the two listed tenants of that name. 
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appears probable that the men concerned were not heads of households 

in Snape. 

In the fourteen cases remaining unlisted residence 

in Snape seems probable or almost certain. James Tennant's three 

appearances as a court-baron defendant included one in 1617 where the 

plaintiff was Thomas Page, an outsider who sued many villagers who 

had fai led to pay for cloth. "8:" Thomas Yeates ceased to be listed as 

a tenant after the Easter court in 1620 yet he was described as a 

yeoman when amerced for bowling at the next leet. He continued suing 

in the court baron thereafter and seems to have remained in the 

village. ""4 Karmaduke Franck was involved in an affray but he also 

sued in the court baron four years later and had two children 

baptized in the parish within five years. 18~ There were no resiant 

lists when George Dent sued in 1611 and was described as 'of Snape' 

but he sued twice in 1617 when he was still unlisted, not proof that 

he was still in the Village but there must be doubt about whether he 

had gone. 186 Peter Spooner and George Stele were mentioned only in 

the court-baron records and only during the six months before their 

addition to the resiant lists: if they were resident then they were 

omitted from only one call list. '87 Richard Nutter was not listed at 

'8:" Tennant's residence in Snape before he became a tenant in 1619 is 
confirmed by his marriage and two baptisms: 1/140 (31.10.1616>, 1/150 
<30.10.1617), W1/f.25, W1/f.8v and Wl/f.9. Between November 1615 
(1/132) and January 1620/21 (1/172) Thomas Page sued fifteen times, 
five of which were to recover debts incurred for cloth. His place of 
residence is not given but he is mentioned nowhere else in the 
records and was clearly an outsider. 
'B4 Yeates could have been a Village elder who had retired: he had 
been a regular presentment and civil juror and he acted as an arbiter 
at least four times: 1/170 (verdict and pleas), 1/173, 1/178. He 
served on fourteen at' the thirty-four civil juries while he was 
listed (41.2%), a greater proportion than the most frequent civil 
juror John Gale who served on sixteen of forty juries (40.0%). 
Arbiter: 11139, 1/147, 11150 (30.10.1617) and 11151 <12.2.1617118>. 
He could have been recently widowed: an Elizabeth Yeates was buried 
15.2.1616/17: W1/f.40v. He was succeeded as a tenant by Edward 
Holtbie but there is no evidence of any relationship. 
'86 1/144, 1/174 <pleas), Wl/f.av and Wl/f.lO. 
'.36 1/106,1/144 and 11146 (3.7.1717). 
1037 Spooner: 11164 (pleas) and 3175; Stele: 11117 <juror), 11118, 
1/120 and 11123. 
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the Easter 1617 court but he was sued at that court by an outsider: 

he was buried four months later so he was not resident unlisted for 

long. 1,,11" If the clerk was slow to add Spooner I Stele and Nutter to 

the lists then he was quick to remove William Kay: he was deleted 

from the call roll and omitted from the call list at the court at 

which he was amerced for taking firewood although he was not buried 

until a week later. ,,~s· John Franklin, the 'receiver and senechal' and 

'steward' who sued so often in the name of the lord and who may have 

been deputy to the steward Thomas Ascough, was never added to the 

lists and if he was resident there he was no doubt omitted as a 

servant of the lord. '9'" Edward Greneson was listed as a resiant only 

in 1617 but in 1615/16 he was said to be of Snape when allowed forty 

shillings by the quarter sessions for loss by fire and he was buried 

in the parish in 1622. 1·.·.~1 The indications of the probable residence 

of George Harrison are stronger: in eight years he was involved in 

three affrays, was amerced for bowling twice, kept geese against a 

pain, sued in the court baron four times and was sued himself four 

times. It is difficult to conceive of an outsider being involved in 

such a variety of matters and the parish registers support probable 

residence. I'."';;: Thomas Emott and John Gayle were undersettles not 

listed when other undersettles had been listed. Emott's undersettle 

reference was deleted, he had been married in the parish five years 

before, he had three children baptized there and one buried over 

nineteen years, and the evidence of residence seems clear. Gayle was 

amerced for hedge-breaking and sued four times for debt in the four 

188 1/144 and Wl/f.40v. 
,&9 1/144, 3/43 and W1/f.40v. 
190 Franklin was married and had two children baptized in the parish: 
W1/f.25v, W1/f.8v and W1/f.lO. 
1:;:)1 1/110 <Well verdict), 1/113, 1/115, 3/46, NYCRO/QSK/2 
(12.1.1615/16 in name 'Grewson') and Wl/f.40v. 
'92 Verdicts: 3/43, 1/119, 3/82 and 1/170; pleas: 1/120, brother 
mentioned in Place v Bucke 1/151 (12.1.1717/18), 1/162 (20.5.1619), 
3/76, 1/169 (13.7.1620) and 1/178 <11.8.1621 and 30.6.1621); 
W1/f.25v, Wl/f.4v, W1/f.6, W1/f.9, W1/f.40v, W1/f.12 and W1/f.43. The 
entries have been treated as if they related to one man but George 
the son of George was baptized in 1599 and would have been old enough 
to marry in 1618 and have his daughter baptized in 1618/19 and buried 
in 1619 in which case there would have been two unlisted George 
Harrisons in Snape. 
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months after he was declared an undersettle but he might not have 

been resident long enough to be listed. I :,.::, It would seem that Robert 

Greneson, who sued twice in 1614 for pay, remained in or about the 

vi llage unlisted for widow Fridgley was amerced in 1616 for 

harbouring his wife, probably during her confinement for their child 

was baptized less than two weeks later. '-__ 9'" It is perhaps significant 

that Emott and Gayle were declared undersettles and widow Fridgley 

was accused of harbouring Robert Greneson's wife. Gayle was a 

hedge breaker and debtor who seems to have moved, or been moved, on 

quickly. Emmot remained in the village several years but he was not 

added to the resiant lists. It appears they were not accepted in the 

Village. George Harrison's behaviour could explain why he too was 

unlisted for several years. But the inclusion of some undersettles in 

the lists, shows that men who remained in the village long enough 

could be recognized formally in due course. 

Consideration of these men who appeared in the 

rolls when they were not listed has shown that some lived elsewhere, 

some committed offences which could have been committed by outsiders 

and some could have been outsiders appearing in the court baron. 

Others were probably members of listed persons' households. But in a 

few cases there is eVidence, rarely conclusive but stronger in some 

cases than in others, of unlisted residence. Not all these men were 

present in the village throughout the period studied, indeed some of 

them were omitted from only one call list, and the periods of their 

unlisted residence as indicated by the rolls are given in Table 28. 

Some of the men could have been resident unlisted longer, some of the 

men omitted froD the table should perhaps have been included and some 

unlisted residents may not have appeared in the verdicts and pleas: 

the figures should be treated with caution and as the minimum numbers 

of unlisted heads of households in Snape. Nevertheless the impression 

gained from this exploration of unlisted men appearing in the court 

rolls is that at any given time there were few male household heads 

who were not included in the call lists for the village. 

'-33 Emott: 3/49, WlIf.24v, W1/f.7, Wl/f.8 and W1/f.8v; and Gayle: 
11153-4, 1/155 (4.6.1618), 11156 <16.7.1618> and 1/156 (6.8.1618). 
1'4 3/43, 1/121 (9.12.1614), 1/139 and WI/f.Bv. 
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1614 1615 1616 1617 1618 1619 1620 1621 

James Tennant U U U U U U U U t t t t t 
Thoms Yeates t t t t t t t t t t t t t U U U 
.Marmduke Franck U U U U U U U U U U 

George Dent U U U U U U 

Peter Spooner U r t t t 
George Stele U r r 
Richard Nutter U 
William Kay t t t t t t U 
John Franklin U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Edward Greneson U U U U U U U U U U r U U U U 
George Harrison U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Thoms Emott U U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
John Gayle U 
Robert Greneson U U U U U 

Mean 
Totals 6 6 7 '1 7 9 6 7 6 6 5 5 6 6 6 6.3 

U = Probable unlisted residence t = tenant 
r = resiant 

Table za. Men mentioned. in the court rc1l5 ~ho ~ere probabl;y: I:£l51d.ent 
un1151,ed at Snape lQB-Zl. 

At Well the pattern was much the same. Of the 

thirty-nine unlisted men mentioned in the verdicts and pleas twenty

one need not have been heads of households in the vi llage. I ,,05 But 

residence unlisted must be suspected in eight cases and in ten nore 

it appears very probable or certain. They include the vicar, another 

cleric and perhaps two of the lord's servants. I "' •• Four of the others 

,'",f, The men who could have been resident in others households 
included men aged from nineteen to thirty-four years; Christopher 
Badforth: 1/113, 1/157 and Wl/f.3vj Thomas Bridgewater: 11110, 11115, 
1/144, 1/157 and Wl/f.4; Francis Gibson: 11110 (Snape verdict), 1/113 
(Snape verdict), 3/44, 1/167 (Snape verdict) and W1/f.3j and Richard 
Tipping: 11157 and Wl/f.4v. 
196 Robert Milner was vicar from 1608 to 1634: Wl/f.Gv, WI/f.20v, and 
Horsfall, ~nor of Vell and snape, p. 109. His regular appearances 
included an affray blood: 1/164 (verdict). Also see: Wl/f.24v, Wl/f.7 
(2), Wl/f.7v, Wl/t.B, Wl/t.Bv and Wl/f.9. John Bayne was buried in 
1616 when he was described as 'clericus': 1/127, 3/52, Wl/t.5, 
WI/f.6v and Wl/f.40. Horsfall listed Baine as a parish clerk but 
noted that clericus could indicate he may (Continued ... 
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are noteworthy. William Proctor's house is mentioned and it was 

perhaps in the woods outside the village. I ".' " The gentleman William 

Hargraves 'of Well', who was the victim of a riot and assault and 

whose children were recusants. was amerced twice and sued Dr was sued 

eleven times: he failed to repair fences and sued for agistment 

debts. He clearly had land but he was not listed as a tenant of the 

manor Dr the hospital, Dr as a resiant. Whether there was a 

connection between the recusancy and the assault, and even with the 

omission from the call lists, can only be a matter of conjecture. '';'t, 

Richard Emmot and George Robinson were each amerced several times and 

in each case a presentment described them as being 'of Well', indeed 

Emmet had witnessed vicars' inductions in 1599 and 1608 and when 

buried in 1625 was master of the hospi tal. I·'."" The mean number given 

in Table 29, which lists these men and the others unlisted but 

resident, is a little higher than in the equivalent table for 

196 Continued ... ) have been in Holy Orders and his probable 
exemption seems to indicate Horsfall was right to be doubtful about 
his interpretation: Kanor of Well and Snape, p. 171. A 1615/16 
presentment begins' I Christopher Marshall doe hereby present': 3/56; 
a similar presentment in 1620 is entitled 'Presentmente by the keper 
of the lowe Parke': 3/86. Marmaduke Gill was tenant of the mill at 
Snape only from 1621 but he had no less than twelve children baptized 
in the parish. He employed a miller, a recusant, in 1624 and he 
himself could have been employed by the miller from whom he took over 
the mill: 1/109, 3/37, 1/131, 1/136, 1/139 and 1/147; baptisms from 
2.8.1601 <WlIf.5) to 19.5.1621 (WlIf.9v); Atkinson, Quarter Sessions 
Records, 3, p. 216. 
1·37 The document mentioning Wi lliam Proctor's house is entitled 
'Presentmente by the keper of the lowe Parke for trespasses donne 
within Low woods' which suggests his house was in Low Park Wood: 
3/86. For Proctor also see 11174 (Snape verdict and pleas), Wl/f.9. 
W1/f.9v and W1/f.40v. For Low Park and Low Park Wood see Horsfall, 
Kanor of Well and Snape. pp. 4 and 249. 
1".,8 11164 <verdict), 3/75, 11166 (3.2.1619/20), 1/167 <pleas), 1/168 
(1.6.1620), 1/170 <verdict and pleas), 1/171 (23.11.1620 and 
13.12.1620), and Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 2, pp. 250-1. 
There was little recusancy in the parishes of Well, Burneston and 
Wath: Aveling, Northern Catholics, pp. 432 and 434. 
199 Emmet: 1/105, 1/113, 1/147, 1/161, Wl/f.5, Wl/f.6v and Wl/f.42 
(Emmot is not included in the masters of the hospital at Horsfall, 
KanDr of Well and Snape, pp. 187-93); Robinson: 3/44, 3/46, 1/125 
(Snape and Well verdicts), 3/47, 3/57, 11143, 1/167, 11170 (Snape 
verdict), Wlli.10, Wl/f.l1 and W1/f. 12. 
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1614 1615 1616 1617 1618 1619 1620 1621 

Ro bert Mi 1 ner U U U {J U U U U U U U U U U U 
John Bayne U U U U U 
Chris. Xarshall {J 

Marmaduke Gill U U U {J U U U U U U U U U U t 
\Ulliam Proctor U U U U U U 
William Hargraves U U U 
Richard Emmot U U U {J U U U U U U U U U U U 
George Robinson U U U {J U U U U U U U U U U U 
Robert Alexander U U U U U U U U U 
John Allanson t t t t t U U U U U U U U 
Chris. Bridgewater U {J U U U U U U U U U U U 
Lancelot Brown t t t {J 

John Fox U U 
Len. Hunter sen U U t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
Ed. Hutchinson t t t t t t U U U U U U U U 

William Lawson U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
George Richardson U U U U U U U 
Edward Scurrey U U U U U U U 

1(ean 
Totals 8 8 8 10 8 8 10 10 10 11 12 12 12 10 7 9.6 

{J :: Probable unlisted residence t :: tenant 

Ia.ble .29, Mell mell:t1Qll~H1 ill :the QQ1 .. U::t [CU5 ~ll.Q ~eI:e pI:Q:ba.:bl~ [e5id.en:t 
ullli5:ted at ~ell H1H-21. 

Snape. ~'oo The table should be treated with the same caution. 

Nevertheless it gives the same impression: only a few male heads of 

households were not included in the call lists for Well at any time. 

"",e>O The references for the other men in the table are Alexander: 
1/147, 1/174 and NYCRO/QSX/2/10. 10. 1620 and Wl/f.10v; Allanson: 1/125 
(verdict mentions son Thomas), 11166 (13.1. 1619/20), 3185 (essoin for 
John Reynardson) and Wl/f.lv (John Bird alias Allonson)j Bridgewater: 
1/167 (Snape verdict), Wl/f.25, WI/f.8v, Wl/f.9v, WI/f.ll, Wl/f.llv. 
W1/f.12v, W1/f.40v, Wl/f.41 and W1/f.42; Brown: already noted as an 
unlisted presentment juror probably living with his son; Fox: 11113, 
1/115 <Snape verdict), 1/116, 3/46, 1/125, Wl/f.25 and Wl/f.Bj Hunter 
appeared during a four-court break probably a symptom of the 
deficient lists rather than evidence of non-residence: 1/111 ('of 
Well'), 1/115 (juror and Snape verdict>, 11119 (juror and verdict> 
and 11125; Hutchinson: 11147, 11167, 1116B <11.5.1620), 11174 (Snape 
verdict> and WlIf.2v; Lawson: 11147, 1/171 (23.11.1620), Wl/f.B, 
W1/f.9v, W1/f.10v, Wl/f.12, Wl/f.25 and W1/f.43; Richardson: 1/110, 
1/113, 3/44, 3/47, 1/130, 3/52, 3/57, 1/144, 1/147 <Snape Verdict) 
and Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, I, p. 212; Scurrey: 1/161, 
1/164, Wl/f.8v and W1/f.9v. 
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Iii th one exception the men who were not exempt and not ex-tenants 

seem to have been much the same as their opposi te numbers at Snape: 

none were harboured or declared undersettles but they appeared in the 

manorial court tor similar petty offences and suits. There is a hint 

in one case at residence out of the village. fhe exception, ~illiam 

Hargraves was the victim of a serious assault by eight Villagers and 

the tather ot three recusant children. If there was reluctance to 

accept the other households tor:mally then it :may well have extended 

to Hargraves despite his social status. 

Concentration on male heads of households has 

removed the need to take account of three of the four categories of 

persons not adequately covered by manorial records: women. the young 

and servants. But no account has been taken of the well-behaved. The 

court leet handled a wide range of petty offences and civil disputes 

and any :man listed for some little time seems to have appeared before 

the court sooner or later: most men had a little land or kept animals 

on the common land and were therefore subject to the :manorial pains; 

innocent men are often named in the rolls as victiIDS, witnesses or 

neighbaursj and the Villagers were also lit.igious and even the 

poorest sometimes found it necessary to sue. The opportunities for 

being mentioned in the rolls were many and varied and they were 

perhaps greater for unlisted men: outsiders were perhaps more likely 

to be prosecuted.~ol But it is possible that a well-behaved man, 

perhaps with little Dr no land or no animals, could escape the ambit 

of the court. Few resident as heads of households for any time could 

escape the parish registers and they have been used as a means of 

checking the numbers of unlisted persons derived from the verdicts 

and pleas. The results are given in Table 30. Of 211 fathers named in 

247 baptisms between 1611 and 1621 only ten never featured in the 

call lists or otherwise in the court rolls. Not all these men need 

have been resident in the manor for they had only one child baptized 

each and they could have been transients or men with Snape or Well 

connections but from neighbouring villages: one lived at Tanfield, 

six had surnames common in Snape or Well and three seem to have been 

<:(., I Sharpe, Crime in barly }(odern England, p. 82. 
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Baptisms 
(fathers> 

Listed tenants 110 
(52.1%) 

Listed resiants 40 
<19.0%) 

Unlisted but 51 
mentioned in rolls (24.2%) 

Unlisted and not 10 
mentioned in rolls 4.7%) 

Totals 211 

Burials 
(fathers and 
husbands> 

33 
(60.0%) 

12 
(21. 8%) 

10 
<18.2%) 

55 

Marriages 
(grooms) 

22 
~38. 6%) 

8 
(14.0%) 

11 
(19.3%) 

16 
<28.1%) 

57 

Table 30. The call-list status of men named in Well parish registers 
1611-21. 

-------------------"----------------------------

complete strangers to the manor."''''''';': Fifty-five of 191 burial entries 

name the father or husband of the child or wife buried and all these 

fathers and husbands appeared in the call lists or elsewhere in the 

court rolls.2C>~ Of fifty-seven marriages only sixteen were of 

unlisted grooms not otherwise mentioned in the rolls and fourteen of 

these involved at least one party with a surname known in Snape or 

Well: most were probably the offspring of, or were marrying the 

20:" (f = surnames not otherwise recorded in Snape or Well) Laurence 
Brown, John Focardf, Martin Frank and William Tippin: Wl/f.7vj Edward 
Allinson and Robert Kagell.: Wl/f.Bj Francis Scurrey: WI/f.8v; 
William Lowfax* and William Wawburne: WI/f.9j and Thomas Scotton 
(Scotson] WI/f.9v. The absence of fathers' names in thirtY-SiX 
entries will have had a minimal effect on the conclusions drawn. 
Three were the illegitimate children of named mothers, one given an 
alias was no doubt illegitimate but no parent is named, and twenty
nine bore the same surname as fathers named in other baptisms. Kost, 
if not all, of these baptisms would be the children of men who had 
other children baptized in the period. In only three cases is the 
surname not mentioned in other baptisms and in one of these cases the 
surname was known in Well . 
.• ~<;':~ Fathers and husbands were used because burial entries with a 
single name could be an adult or a child. Of the 189 surnames in 
burial entries only eight (4.2%) were foreign to Snape and Well: like 
'John olde nan of Midlam' and 'Thomas a younge ch1lde of a stranger 
borne at Snape' they could have been transients: Wl/f.40. 
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1625 1626 1627 1628 1629 1630 1631 1632 1633 1634 1635 

Hugh Bagguley U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Geo. Bagguley U 
William Best U U U U U U U 
Anthony Harrison r r r r U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Geo. Harrison U U U U r t t 
Thomas Wilkinson U U r U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U 

Totals 1 1 2 2 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 
<Mean: 3.0) 

U = Probable unlisted residence t = tenant 
r = resiant 

lable ~l. Men mentioned. ill. t.b.e <;;;Ol.U:::t X:Qll~ Yl.b.o Ylex:e px:obabl;}l x:e~id.ent 
I.Inli:::ited. at I'a:t.b. lQ~~-~ei, 

offspring 01. persons covered by the rolls. Only two weddings (3.5'7.) 

involved grooms and brides with no apparent village connections and 

perhaps they were servants.·'04 Table 30 seems to confirm that a high 

proportion of unlisted married men would be mentioned in the rolls 

sooner or later if they remained in the manor. The registers have 

produced no firm evidence of unlisted heads of households not 

mentioned in the verdicts and pleas and nothing to cast doubt on the 

general picture painted by the survey of unlisted men not mentioned 

in the rolls. 

At Wath twenty-four unlisted men appeared in the 

verdicts and pains between 1625 and 1635 but eighteen of these are 

not likely to have been heads of households in the Village. ""t)o The 

six certainly or probably in Wath unlisted include the vicar and 

another cleric . • w'" Table 31 confirms the impression gained in the 

204 Watson:Wordington: W1/f.25; and Appleton: Goure: W1/f.25v. 
20~ They include a man in his twenties probably living with his 
widowed mother; Richard Simpson: 14.4.1629, 14.10.1629, 13.10.1630, 
baptized between 1602 and 1608 (the date on the flyleaf of the Wath 
register is incomplete but the other entries indicate this range). 
206 Hugh Bagguley. clerk. is mentioned regularly throughout the court 
book, not only because Thomas Jackson failed to produce the survey 
book to him: he had several pieces of land where (Continued 
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other manor: at any given time there were few male heads of 

households who were not included in the call lists for the 

village. 207 The impression that :few were omitted from the lists is 

confirmed by examination of the women not listed by the steward: we 

have seen he had no hesitation about enrolling women as resiants yet 

only one, who committed a breach of the assize of ale between resiant 

listings, was probably resident unlisted. ;zoe 

For more than half of the forty-six unlisted men 

who appeared in the Carthorpe juries' verdicts and pains there is no 

evidence that they are likely to have been heads ot households in the 

village.""'OY Some were guilty only of agricultural offences which 

could have been committed by sub-tenants resident elsewhere, another 

reason for suspecting non-residence. The seventeen heads of 

2<:>6 Continued ... > he kept unringed pigs and failed to maintain 
fences and ditches but he was not listed as a tenant. Following his 
death in 1635 George Bagguley, clerk, was also amerced for keeping 
unringed pigs and he seems to have taken Hugh's place in residence at 
Wath. Hugh: 10.4.1626, 4.10.1626, 5.5.1627 (jury finding>, 3.10.1627, 
16.4.1628, 14.4.1629 (jury finding>, 14.10.1629, 31.3.1630 (pain>, 
13.10.1630, 11.10.1631, 11. 4.1632 (pain), 4.10.1634 and 7.10.1635 
('deceased'): and George: 7.10.1635. 
207 The references for the other men in the table are Best: 
9.10.1632, 9.10.1633, 9.4.1634 and 7.10.1635 (verdict and jury): 
Anthony Harrison: 4.10.1634 and 31.3.1635; George Harrison: 9.10.1632 
<constable), 15.3.1633 <pleas) and 9.4.1634 <pain): Wilkinson: 
10.4.1626, 13.5.1626, 19.3.1630, 9.10.1632, 4.10.1634 (surety) and 
13.12.1634 (surety). 
20,,", Dorothy Simpson, 9.4.1634. The Wath parish registers could not be 
used as a means of checking the numbers of unlisted persons derived 
from the manorial records: the registers cover other Villages and in 
the period of the court book only six entries give reSidence, none of 
them Wath. 
209 They included men aged twenty-two and twenty-four years probably 
living with their mathers; Timothy Hunton: 20.4.1625 and B/25.8.1605: 
Francis Tierman: 3.10.1627, 4.10.1628, 13.10.1630, 9.10.1632, 
7.10.1635 and B/30.11.1603. The call lists and parish registers show 
that Stephen Smith and George Scruton who committed affrays lived at 
Exelby and Burneston respectively thus providing confirmation of the 
assumption that such offenders could be outsiders: Smith: 31.3.1630 
and 9.10.1632 (Exelby call list): and Scruton: 25.10.1625 and 
B/2.7.1628, B/13. 11. 1632 and B/14.8.1636 (all baptisms). 
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households who were not listed included the bailiff.""!'" Two of the 

others were 'sworn' as resiants with two other men at the same court 

which would appear to indicate a deliberate decision to accept their 

resiancy.211 It is clear from Table 32 that there were more men 

resident unlisted in Carthorpe than there were in Wath.·""·;;;: This was 

also true of unlisted women: the steward of the West Tanfield court 

accepted female resiants but only one Garthorpe woman appeared in the 

village resiant lists.;''':3 We do not have to look far for possible 

21() Thomas lIes served as bailiff from 1625 until his death and was 
no doubt omitted from the lists as a servant of the lord: 20.4.1625 
<elected bailiff), 4.10.1628 <elected constable and overseer 
mentioned in verdict), and B/26.3.1630/1 ('of Gath'). 
211 Christopher Toes: 28.3.1627 (pleas), 14.10.1629 (first listed) 
and B/16.2.1625/6 ('of Cathrop'); John Thomlinson: 4.10.1626, 
28.3.1627, 4.10.1628, 14.10.1629 (first listed) and 8.11.1628 ('of 
Cathrop'); they were 'sworn' resiants with Francis Beckwith and 
George Walker. 
212 The references for the other men in the table are Baker: 
10.4.1626, 28.3.1627, 3.10.1627, 6.5.1633, 9.4.1634 and 7.10.1635; 
Bickers: 4.10.1626, 28.3.1627 (pleas), 9.10.1632, 9.4.1634 and 
B/6.8.1633 {'of Cathrop')j Brunton: 7.10.1635 and B/8.5.1635 ('of 
Carth')j Burne: seventeen offences between 20.4.1625 and 31.S. 1635, 
21.6.1634, B/16.10.1627 ('of Gathrop'), B/24.10.1632 <'of Gath') and 
B/16.12.1636 ('of Gath'); Garter served five times as a presentment 
juror between 10.4.1626 and 9.10.1632, 11.10.1631, 9.4.1634, 
B/24.11.1627 ('of Gath') and B/26.8.1632; Firby: 9.10.1633 
(bilawman), 11.10.1631, 31.3.1635 <first listed), B/22.4.1632 ('of 
Cath') and B/13.11.1634j Knowles: Atkinson, Quarter SeSSions Records, 
3, pp. 132-4; B/29.3.1572 (baptism), B/20.6.1598, B/15.8.1600 or 1601 
and B/6.12.1615 (marriages), 20.4.1625 and 10.4.1626 (first listed); 
Lee: B/11.5.1633 (marriage), B/18.2.1633/4 and 9.4.1634; !ason 
appeared at six leets between 20.4.1625 and 9.4.1634, 20.4.1625 
(pleas), 21.5.1625 (pleas), Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 2, p. 
209, and idem, 3, pp. 132-4; Routhe: 3.10.1627, 16.4.1628 (first 
listed) and B/I0.7.1627 ('of Cathropp')j Christopher Smorthwaite: 
20.4.1625, B/3.9.1625 ('of Cath'), B/28.4.1628 ('of Carth') and 
B/25.11.1633j Marmaduke Thomlinson: 9.4.1634 and B/14.3.1629/30 ('of 
Gath')j William Toes: 9.10.1633 and B/26.10.1631j and Wilson: 
B/14.12.1603, 31.3.1630, 6.5.1633 <victim), 9.10.1633 (pain), and 
9.4.1634. 
213 Kargaret Hutchinson, 28.3.1.627 to 4.10.1628. Two of the women 
mentioned in the verdicts were specifically said to be of Cart harpe 
and the nature or quantity of offences committed by two more indicate 
probable residence but they were not listed: Effama Thomlinson: 
31.3.1630 and B/?2.1634/5 (baptism, 'of Cath')j Ellen Bayne: 
10.4.1626 and B/10.7.1635 (burial, 'of Cathrop')j Margaret 
Thomlinson: 7.10.1635, 10.4.1626, 9.10.1633, 9.4.1634, 4.10.1634 and 
31.3.1635; and Emmotte Toes: was amerced for hedge-breaking eleven 
times between 10.4.1626 and 31.3.1635. 
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1625 1626 1627 1628 1629 1630 1631 1632 1633 1634 1635 

Thomas Iles U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Chris. Toes U U U U U U U r r r r r r r r r r r r r 
J. Thomlinson U U U U U U r r r r r r r r r r r r r 
Robert Baker U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Thomas Bickers U U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Richd Brunton U U 
Thomas Burne U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Thomas Carter jun U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Chris. Firby U U U U U U U r r 
Richd Knowles U U t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t t 
George Lee U 
Ralph Mason U U U U U U 
William Rout he U r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r 
C. Smorthwaite U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
M. Thomlinson U U U U U U U U U U U 
William Toes U U U U U 
John Wilson t t t t t t t U U U U U U U U U U U 

Totals 5 5 7 9 9 10 8 9 10 8 8 8 7 9 9 9 9 8 6 4 4 4 
(Mean: 7.5) 

U = Probable unlisted residence t = tenant 
r = resiant 

bble ;ja I Men ment1cnea in the CCl.u::t z:cll:s ~hc ~eI:iil pz:cbabb I:iil:SlaiilDt 
uD115tea at Gar:thcr:piil 1~a5-35, 

reasons for reluctance to accept some of the men not added to the 

lists or added only after a period of unlisted residence. In eleven 

years Thomas Burne was presented for three affrays and assaults, two 

rescues, taking wood or breaking hedges seven times, and abusing the 

common twice. He was sued for debt four times and his wife was 

declared a scold. Robert Baker and his family were regular 

hedgebreakers. Thomas Bickers broke the pound, committed an assault 

and encroached. Ralph Mason was a thief: in addition to many other 

offences he took fences 'by night and day', carried off 'John Danby's 

rayle' and at the quarter sessions he appeared for stealing a lamb 

and was ordered to be Whipped. These men were not listed during the 

time of the court book.~14 

214 For references see above. 
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Of the thirty fathers named in the fifty-three 

Carthorpe baptisms in the Burneston registers for the period covered 

by the court book only two (6.7%) were not listed or otherwise 

mentioned in the book. They had one child baptized each, one had a 

surname foreign to the village and they need not have been 

residents.""''> The three Cart harpe husbands or fathers named in burial 

entries proved to be listed tenants. What evidence we have does not 

contradict the finding at Well that few men appear in the parish 

registers who do not appear in the court records.;;;:I";; 

This survey of unlisted potential heads of 

households has shawn that men resident in each of the tour villages 

were nevertheless omitted from the resiant lists. Same were exempt 

but most should have been included if the lists were intended to 

cover nan-exempt households. Some were excluded briefly but others 

for some years and at any given time not mare than a dozen men in 

each village were not being treated as resiants by the courts leet. 

Etymologically the words 'resiant' and 'resident' mean the same, the 

one being an archaic form of the other, and both meaning a permanent 

inhabitant. Giles Jacob wrote that resiance 'Signifies a Man's Abode 

or Continuance whence comes the participle Resiant, and that is 

continually dwelling or abiding in any Place; and is all one with 

Residence.' And he defined resiant rolls as 'Rolls containing the 

Resiants, Names of a Tithing, &c, which are to be called over by the 

Steward on holding Courts Leet.' He himself once treated the words as 

interchangeable: in his guide to stewards an entry about 'resients' 

defaul ting appears against the heading , residents' in the margin .. -",' ) 

No doubt the need for a resiant to be 'continually dwelling' in a 

place stemmed from the requirement under the frankpledge system that 

216 Thomas Aikers (foreign surname>: B/18.9.1634j George Raper: 
B/30.11.1635. 
216 Evidence of residence is wanting for almost half the baptiSms, 
few of the burials name husbands or fathers and even fewer also give 
the village, and residence is not given in the marriage entries. 
217 New Law-Dictionary, 'Resiance' and 'Resiant Rolls': he went on to 
declare that 'Custom ties [resianceJ only to Persons Ecclesiastical' 
but that would not appear to be relevant in the present lay context; 
Complete Court-Keeper, p. 81, but cf. pp. 118 and 127 for similar 
entries where 'resients' 1s used both in the margin and the text. 
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every man resident for a year and a day should have been a meEber of 

a tithing. But we have seen examples of men 'continually dwelling' in 

the villages for several years who were nonetheless not included in 

resiant lists. 

In 1611 the jury found that Richard Fridgeley had 

'erected a house and encroached the soil on the waste of the lord 

in the town street of Snape and it occupied throughout five years 

without rent therefore it is considered by the court that he owed to 

pay for the dOmicile, cottage and croft by the year.' Fridgeley was 

not added to the tenant list which raises the possibility that men 

with only a cottage and a toft or croft were treated not as tenants 

but as resiants: unfortunately there were no resiant lists at the 

time and Fridgeley was buried before they were introduced. 219 But 

later evidence shows that resiants and unlisted residents alike 

occupied tofts and crofts and farmed in a small way so the 

differentiation between them cannot have been on that account. 219 If 

218 1.10.1611 and W1/f.39v. A toft was an enclosure of varying size 
on which each cottage stood and should be differentiated from the 
croft or long narrow enclosure usually under pasture which stretched 
to the rear of the toft: Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 2, 
p. 53. George Locke was included in the Easter 1612 Well presentment 
for 'incroshinge the comon upon Well grene and erecting howse': no 
penalty is entered, he does not appear in the verdict and he is not 
to be found elsewhere in the court records: 3/35. 
219 References to resiants failing to scour ditches and repair fences 
are scattered throughout the verdicts for all four villages. There is 
other evidence of farming for resiants. John Williamson of Snape had 
a tenement sub-let to him and his cattle trespassed three times: 
1/157. 1/158, 1/160 (29.3.1619), and 1/167: and George Thomson of 
Well had a pasture, kept cattle and sheep and served as a bilawman: 
1/144 <pleas), 1/153-4 (Snape and Well verdict), 1/178 (30.6.1621) 
and 1/170 (bilawman). There is also evidence of farming for unlisted 
residents (for references see above): the gentleman William Hargraves 
of Well had land but he was atypical: Thomas Burne of Cart harpe 
rescued his goods and cattle twice, put animals on the common twice 
and sold hay but he might have had no more land than the toft he 
failed to fence: Marmaduke Frank of Snape bought manure and George 
Harrison of Snape sold hay and they too might have had only a little 
land: but William Routhe and William Toes of Carthorpe failed to 
repair a causey and fence a lane respectively, evidence perhaps that 
they had land away from their homesteads. Men from either group could 
have been sub-tenants for manorial sub-tenancies were very common, 
sometimes up to 80% of the land: B.A. Holderness, PTe-Industrial 
England: Economy and Society 1500-1750 (London, 1976). p. 78i 
C.J.Harrison, 'Elizabethan Field Books', (continued ... 
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there was no significant difference between resiants and unlisted 

residents in the land they held and if length of residence had no 

relevance we must look elsewhere for the reasons for some men being 

excluded, temporarily or even permanently, from the resiant lists, 

It has been noted already that Coke differentiated 

between resiants and inhabitants on the basis that a person could be 

an inhabitant in more than one place and a resiant in only one for 

leet purposes because no man could be in two leets, "'""':> But few of the 

unlisted men surveyed can have been inhabitants in more than one 

place, indeed it seems a possibility in only one case,":'';'' In a sermon 

preached about 1550 Hugh Latimer, the Bishop of Worcester, referred 

to 'householders and inhabitants' and at Xarske in Cleveland in 1756, 

the bailiff having been reqUired to 'warn all Inhabitants, Resiants 

and Freehold Tenants', the call list was headed 'The Nanes of the 

Inhabitants and Resiants within the said Kanor and the Jurisdiction 

of the Court Leet'; any difference apparently found between 

inhabitants, householders and resiants is not likely to have been 

that found by Coke and perhaps these were mere tautologies.~2~ But at 

.<1'~ Continued ... ) The Local Historian, 15, pp. 67-9j idem, 'Social 
and Economic History ot Cannock and Rugeley', pp. 81-6j P.Finch, 
'Land-holding and Sub-letting; a Surrey Manor in 1613', The Local 
Historian, 18, pp. 16-18j Morris, 'Manor of Little Haywood', 
pp. 34-5j Nair, Highley, p. 128. 
2~,O Coke, Second Part of the Insti tutes, p. 702. As late as 1838 a 
poster was published in Whitby because two bankers there had refused 
to pay fines for non-attendance at the leet and it had transpired 
they did service at the nearby Stakesby and Ruswarp leet: they were 
therefore legally excused 'as no person who resides within the 
Precincts of a Leet, the Lord whereof doth duly hold his Court, is 
obliged to come to a superior Leet for any purpose which may as well 
be answered at his own Leet': NYCRO/ZCG/PB640. 
2~1 William Best, assumed to have been resident of Wath, could have 
resided at Middleton Quernhow in the same parish. He was perhaps the 
William baptized in 1606/7 the son of the gentleman Richard Best who 
was high constable for the wapentake and died in 1620. The Bests held 
the manor of Xiddleton Quernhow and William could have owed suit 
there: Wa/p.28j Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, I, pp. 117, 
126-7, 136, 180, 203; idem, 2, pp. 118, 228-9, 237, 238, 241, 248-9; 
Page, Victoria History: Korth Riding, 1, p. 392; Foster, Pedigrees, 
Pedigree of Best of Elmswell and Xiddleton Quernhow . 
..2~~'~ E. Lipson, An Introduction to the Economic History of England, 
(3 vols, London, 1915-31), 1 The Kiddie Ages <London, 1915), p. 142; 
NYCRO/ZNKIII/1/9-10. For another example, at Arncliffe in the North 
Riding, see NYCRO/ZFL/119. 
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Little Haywood, Staffordshire, 'inhabitants' were equated with 

occupiers some 01 whom lived out of the manor and in a parish in the 

English colonies those who manured land there were technically termed 

inhabitants even though they dwelt in another town; these 

'inhabitants' should be contrasted with the true residents, 

officially deSignated at Laxton, Nottinghamshire, in the early 

eighteenth century as those who' put up smoke' . ~'.;2:~ But there is 

evidence that elsewhere 'resiant' perhaps meant more than merely a 

person who owed suit at a particular leet. Ashcroft noted how the 

inhabitants of Stainton by Downholme in the North Riding in the mid 

seventeenth century were at various times described in the leet 

records as tenants, resiants, cottagers, undertenants, sub-tenants, 

undersettles and inmates. He drew attention to the opposition there 

when the nominal status at inhabitants was adjusted in 1656 and 

'resiants' became undertenants, undersettles or inmates. He suggested 

that 'subtenants (otherwise called "res1ants" or "undertenants") 

seems to have been a respectable status giving a right to remain 

indefinitely in the community, and eventually they might be 

recognized as "tenants'" . 2-":4 In the Vale of Mowbray manors there was 

no discrimination between sub-tenants and mere undersettles or 

inmates: some undersettles were listed as resiants and most of the 

unlisted residents were never referred to as undersettles or inmates. 

But, notwithstanding the heading 'Resiants within the View of 

Frankpledge' on the lists of Snape and Well resiants for the Easter 

2~,3 Korris, 'Kanor of Little Haywood, p. 44; E. Channing, Town and 
County Government in the English Colonies of North America 
(Baltimore, 1884), p. 12, quoted in the Oxford English Victionary ~12 
vols, Oxford, 1933), 5, 'inhabitant'; Beckett, History of Laxton, 
p. 46. In 1836 the High Court considered the meaning of 'inhabitant' 
in a Havering, Essex, charter of 1465 and determined that 
householders and no others should vote as inhabitants: McIntosh, 
Community Fransformed, p. 387. 
2¥.4 Ashcroft, 'Records of a Kanar', pp. 16-25. In 1735 an inmate was 
defined in a Snape presentment as a 'person not having a local 
settlement at Snape': 1/243. 
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1619 court. the notion that some residents differed from others. that 

some were listed as resiants and some not, clearly appertained there. 

The Minster Library at York holds seven Snape and 

Well rolls for courts leet held between 1625 and 1636. 22S The call 

lists for these courts held after our period include the tenants and 

resiants: but they also include separate lists of 'desinarii'. ;<:.'<.; The 

six Well men listed under this heading proved to be young men aged 

nineteen to twenty-three years who were the sons of listed tenants 

or, in one case, of a listed resiant . .4i:Z7 The Snape lists were much 

the same: four 01' the twelve 'desinarii' were the sons 01' tenants and 

the tive whose ages can be ascertained ranged from twenty-three to 

thirty years. z;'"", A memorandum in the 1625 roll records that all the 

'desinarii' who appeared at the court had upon their oaths sworn 

fealty towards King Charles, the oath being the form of oath used by 

desiners from ancient times: perhaps the administration of the oath 

to these young men was the reason for them being newly-listed. The 

significance of these 'desinarii' for our purposes is that they had 

not been listed betore, no doubt because they lived in others' 

households. and their separate listing tends to confirm the 

.. no KAN/SBA/2. 
226 Half of the sixteen men listed as Well resiants at the Easter 
1625 leet had been listed at lHchaelmas 1621, six as resiants and t.wo 
as tenants; the list also includes three of the unlisted men of Well 
mentioned in the rolls at that time: Christopher Bridgewater and 
Robert Alexander were treated as resident unlisted and John Lund as 
resident with his mother Agnes, a listed tenant for whom he twice 
attended court: 1/167 and 1/177. 
;":;~-? Richard Benson, son of Oswald, 19 years: V1/f. 6j Xarmaduke 
Hauxwell, san of John, 19 years: W1/1. OJ John Hawe, son of Henry, 
resiant, 19 years: V1/f.6; Villiam Chapman, son of Francis. 20 years, 
V1/t.6; Robert Smith, san of Villiam, 21 years: W1/f.5v; and John 
Wilson, son of Henry, 23 years: W1/f.5v. 
228 William Thomson, son of John, age nat known: 1/122; Edward 
Thomson, son of Thomas, 18 years: V1/f.6; Villiam Stoute, san of 
William, unlisted, 23 years: V1/f.5; John stoute, son of Richard, 24 
years: W1/f.4v; John Toes, son of Richard, 24 years: Wl/f.4v; George 
Place, father not known, 26 years: Wl/f.4vj and Richard Place, father 
not known, 30 years: Wl/f.4v. 
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assumption that only heads 01 households appeared in the resiants 

1 i sts .... : .. ,., 

in the Vale at Mowbray manors resiants were Inale 

heads of households not listed as tenants who mayor may not have 

been resident in the Village some little time and who mayor may not 

have farmed. Some eventually became tenants but they also included 

ex-tenants among their numbers. It would seem that only their entries 

in the resiant lists difterentiated them from the unlisted men 

resident in the village. It would also seem that their inclusion in 

the lists was a matter of choice and in some cases we have seen 

obvious reasons for possible reluctance to accept the men concerned. 

The numbers of men not accepted and listed at any given time were 

small and the tenant and resiant lists seem to have covered most of 

the households in each Village which were headed by men. 

Households 

Merely adding the unlisted men to the men included 

in the call lists would not give an adequate estimate of the number 

of male heads of households in the manor for not all the tenants 

lived where they were listed. At Snape twenty of the seventy-eight 

male tenants were recorded as being 'of Snape' in the manorial rolls, 

the parish registers and, in one case, an inventory. '<:.'0 Twenty-nine 

more held office in the village and can safely be assumed to have 

lived there. The parish registers confirm that another seventeen 

lived in the parish and although there is no indication which of the 

Villages they lived in their presence in the Snape lists points to 

residence in Snape. In three more cases it seems not unreasonable to 

'<:29 The West Tanfield lists of 'desinarii' and their absence for Wath 
and Carthorpe has been noted. Six newly-listed resiants at Carthorpe 
were 'sworn as a deslner': 16.4.162B, 14.4.1629 and 14.10.1629; Five 
can be shown to have been married, four with children: William 
Routhe: B/14.B.1625 and B/10.?162?i Francis Beckwith: B/12.5.1625 
and B/?3.1626/7j Christopher Toes: B/1.12.1625 and 16.2.1625/6; John 
Thomlinson: B/24.7.1624 and B/8.11.1628; and George Walker: 
B/8.12.1625; they were therefore not the same as the men listed as 
'desinarii' at Snape and Well who were single: for example see 
marriages of John Wilson, Marmaduke Hawxwell and Robert Smith ot Well 
four to eight years later, Wl/f.26 and Wl/f.26v. The reference seems 
to have applied to the oath used to swear the resiants. 
230 George Jackson, Snape inventory 8 at Bedale Museum. 
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infer residence. ,C"-,,, The documents fai 1 to register the residence 01 

only nine tenants (11.5%), in some cases perhaps because they were 

tenants hardly long enough, and the mean listing for this group was 

only 3.1 six-monthly courts. The residence in Snape of 43.7 of the 

mean 46.8 male tenants at Snape has therefore been established or 

inferred. 

At Well at least four of the eighty-four male 

tenants lived out of the village. ,.,2'2 Twenty-four tenants were said to 

be 'of Well', twenty-one of the others held office and twenty-three 

more can be placed in the parish by the registers. Although similar 

evidence is wanting in six more cases residence can be inferred .. 2"",:' 

For only six of the Well tenants can residence not be demonstrated 

and their mean listing was only 1.2 courts. Residence in Well has 

therefore been established or inferred for 48.0 of the mean 49.2 male 

tenants at Well. 

The mean numbers of resident male heads of 

households gleaned from the manorial records for both Snape and Well 

are set out in Table 33. The households of the lord at Snape Castle 

and of the free tenant Christopher Danby at Thorpe Perrow have been 

included to complete the picture. If the figures produced from the 

manorial rolls hold good there were some 136 to 141 male heads of 

households in the parish of Well early in the seventeenth century. 

2:3'1 John Saville ,junior was a resiant before he took over the tenancy 
of his father John Saville senior 'of Snape' with whom he used to 
live, George Stele was also a resiant before he became a tenant, and 
Thomas Stoute no doubt remained in the village where his parents, 
Richard and .... argaret, lived as tenants before him . 
• Z;3'" Augustine Lucas came from Nosterf1eld: 3/59; John Lund and 
Francis Dinsdale from Snape: 1/109 <pleas), lillI, 1/114; 1/106 and 
1/165; and Edward Kirkby from Ripon: York Minster Library, MAN/SNAIL. 
2:":,, Robert Lund and John Scurrey were ex-resiantsj Thomas Applebie 
had been baptized in the parish, he succeeded his mother who was 
buried there and he kept an undersettle: W1/f.3, Wl/f.39v and 3/86; 
John Allanson was baptized in the parish and succeeded by his son 
Thomas who was resident: Wl/f.lv, 11125 (son Thomas mentioned in 
verdict) and 1/164 (bilawman); Edward Brown was successively 
succeeded by Lancelot and Thomas Brown both of whom were resident: 
1/105 (Lancelot constable) and 1/164 <Thomas 'inhabitant of Well' in 
verdict); and John Crosley's wife was buried in the parish, he rated 
hemp and he, his children or servant took wood no less than seven 
times: Wl/f.41, 3/37, 3/47, 1/125 (Snape verdict), 3/57, 1/139 (Snape 
verdict),1/144 (Snape verdict), 1/147 (Snape verdict) and 1/167 
(Snape verdict). 
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Nean tenants 

Nean resiants 

Nean unlisted 

Snape Castle and 
Thorpe Perrow 

Snape 

43.7 
3.17 

12.7 

6.3 

2.0 

Mean heads of households .Kin 64.7 
)lax 67.8 

Well 

48.0 
1. 2? 

14.5 

9.6 

72.1 
73.3 

Totals 

136.8 
141. 1 

? = residence not established or inferred 

Table 33. Mean male heads of households at Snape and Well 1611-21. 

The range is more likely to have been understated than overstated: 

some of the tenants whose residence was not established or inferred 

probably lived in the parish; we have assumed that most male heads of 

households would appear in the manorial rolls or parish registers 

sooner or later but some could have escaped the netj and the unlisted 

men included could have lived in the manor longer than the records 

reveal. The estimated range is not in any case a true reflection of 

the actual households in the parish because for want of information 

about them in the manorial ralls the figures take no account of 

females. Nationally women headed same ten to twenty per cent of 

households. 2
.:3

4 The mean number of female tenants in the Kanor of 

.234 Female heads of households were not unusual: in thirty-four 
settlements between 1650 and 1749 18.3% of households were found to 
have been headed by women. There were far more widows in urban areas 
and in Kent and Wiltshire the proportions of female heads of 
households were 10.5% and 16.1% respectively: R.Wall, 'Regional and 
Temporal Variat.ions in English Household Structure from 1650', in 
J.Hobcraft and P.Rees (eds), Regional De~o8raphic Development 
(London, 1977), pp. 94 <Table 4.3) and 105 <Table 4.8). At Clayworth, 
Nottinghamshire, in 1676 eighteen per cent of households were headed 
by widows, two per cent by spinsters: P.Laslett, Family Life and 
Illicit Love in Earlier Generations (Cambridge, 1977), pp. 88 <Table 
2.10) and 198 (Table 5.9) which shows that in a <Continued ... 
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Snape and Well was 12.7 or 11.7% of the tenant body and there is no 

reason to believe any of them lived outside the manor. We know there 

were female reE.iants and it would seem that perhaps some fifteen per 

cent of the households could have been headed by women. If so, there 

would be some 156 to 162 households in the parish of VeIl. 

In Chapter Two it was estimated that the 

population of Well parish early in the seventeenth century was some 

625. If the number of households there was indeed between 156 and 162 

then thev would contain a mean of some 3.9 persons. The mean 

household size in one hundred pre-industrial English communities 

studied by the Cambridge Group for the History of Population and 

Social Structure was 4.75. But Laslett pointed out that this should 

not be used as a universal multiplier because 'individual settlements 

were evidently liable to vary quite widely one from another'. 

Schofield also stressed that average household sizes could vary 

enormously, especially in small settlements . .i:3b Noting that 

nevertheless the mean became almost a stereotype applied to all 

manner of communities regardless of location or time Vall looked 

behind it and showed that in the period from 1650 to 1749 the mean 

for ten per cent of settlements was 3.92. He went on to show that in 

East \Wiltshire about 1700 the mean was 3.B.""''''' Arkell noted that the 

mean had often been applied to the hearth tax 'through a serious 

misunderstanding of Laslett's work' and suggested that in any case 

4.3 would have been a more appropriate overall multiplier tor hearth 

tax households outside London. He concluded that 

population totals obtained by applying the central 

multiplier of 4.3 should be regarded as having around them a 

284 Continued '" ) sample of sixty-one places before 1821 61% of 
widows headed households. At Highley, Shropshire, in 1680 six of the 
thirty-eight households <15.8%) were headed by widowed persons, 
including males, and a quarter of a century later widows headed three 
of the twenty-four households listed there (12.5%): Nair, Highley, 
pp. 113 and 117. 
2];<'" P.Laslett, 'J(ean Household Size in England Since the Sixteenth 
Century', in P. Laslett (ed.), Household and Family in Past Time 
(Cambridge, 1972), pp. 126 and 139; Schofield, 'Enquiries and 
Problems', p. 33. 
2:."" 'Regional and Temporal Variations in English Household 
Structure', pp. ~9, 96 (Table 4.4), 103 <Table 4.6), and 109. 
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range of at least plus or minus ten per cent, and possibly 

fifteen per cent. But even this will not allow for the full 

range of local variations, because a few communities had an 

even smaller or larger mean household size.";::'>? 

Plus or- minus 15% of 4.3 gives a range of 3.7 to 4.9 and the 

suggested mean of 3.9 for the parish of Well is clearly feasible. ~,:"", 

We have noted already that the Wath tenants 

William Hardwicke and John Brown, two of the few who never served as 

jurors or officers there, probably lived elsewhere. Eight of the 

thirty-three male tenants were 'of Wath', fourteen served as village 

officers and the parish registers confirm the residence of three 

more. Two tenants succeeded resident tenants with the same surnames 

and one remained in the resiant lists after he ceased to be a tenant. 

The residence of only three men (9.1%) is in doubt and their mean 

listing was only 0.7 courts. The residence in Wath of 19.7 of the 

mean 20.4 male tenants there has been established or inferred. The 

mean number of male resiants was 8.4 and we found the mean number of 

unlisted men to be 3.0 which means that according to the rolls the 

mean number of resident male heads of households was between 31.1 and 

31.8. The proportions of female tenants and resiants were 15.3% and 

11.5% respectively and if fifteen per cent of households were headed 

by women it would seem there were perhaps thirty-six households in 

Wath. The parish registers indicated the population of the village 

was perhaps not more than 134 and the mean household size could have 

been a feasible if low 3.7. 

23? T.Arkell, 'Multiplying Factors for Estimating Population Totals 
from the Hearth Tax', Local Population Studies, 28 (1982), pp. 53-5. 
238 Examples of communities with mean household sizes below 4.0 
include the early-Stuart 'semi-rural suburban' parishes of Barnwell 
and st Giles, Cambridge <3.95 and 3.89 respectively): N.Goose, 
'Household Size and Structure in Early-Stuart Cambridge', Social 
History, 5 (1980), p. 364; Highley, Shropshire, in 1680 (3.86) and 
1696 <3.6); Nair, Highley, pp. 112 and 116; Fronghamborough, East 
Kent, in 1705 (3.7); and Wroughton, Liddington and Chiseldon, East 
Wiltshire, c1700-5, (3.6, 3.8 and 3.9 respectively): Wall, 'Regional 
and Temporal Variations in English Household Structure', p. 110. If 
the Well population estimate is too low then the household size would 
be greater. But if the population was as high as the chantry 
certificate of 1548 seems to suggest the household size would be way 
beyond the acceptable range, another reason for doubting the chantry 
certificate as evidence of the later population. 
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The free tenants of Carthorpe regularly served as 

quarter sessions jurors and the vicars of Burneston sometimes entered 

the appropriate villages in the parish registers. As a result we have 

direct statements that thirty-four of the forty-seven Carthorpe 

tenants lived in Carthorpe. Two of the others served as officers and 

three appeared in the registers but without the village being 

entered. Two tenants succeeded and one was succeeded by resident 

tenants with the same surname. Three lived in neighbouring villages 

and a fourth probably did so .. ';':3·'" The only tenant remaining, 

Christopher Tessimond, had a surname strange to the manor, never 

served as a juror, featured in none of the verdicts, and arranged 

essoins instead of attending court: he was probably another absentee 

but without evidence of residence or 01 tenants attending in his 

stead his place of abode must remain open. Of the mean 28.5 male 

tenants at Carthorpe 24.7 can be placed in the Village. The mean 

number of male resiants was 6.2 and we found a mean of 7.5 men who 

were resident but not listed. The rolls indicate there were some 38.4 

to 38.9 male heads of households. 11.3% of the tenants and 6.7% of 

the resiants were females: the proportions are lower but the 

inclusion of only one female in the fifteen resiants is suspicious 

and enhancement by fifteen per cent seems appropriate here too. If 

there were forty-four households in Carthorpe and its population was 

.<:W Cuthbert Brown lived at Kirklington, Marmaduke Danby (the uncle 
of Christopher Danby esquire of Thorpe Perrow, Snape> at Aiskew and 
George Dobson at Burneston. Burneston is the next Village to 
Carthorpe and Dobson, who served as a juror once and appeared in the 
verdicts not infrequently for agricultural offences, no doubt farmed 
himself; Kirklington and Aiskew are some distance away, the gentlemen 
Brown and Danby never served as jurors, they appeared rarely in the 
verdicts and no doubt sub-let their land, indeed Danby attended court 
'by tenant' on no less than ten occasions. Brown: Atkinson, Quarter 
Sessions Records, 1, p. 188; ibid, 2, pp. 71, 176, 184 and 227; ibid, 
3, p. 144; and 4.10.1628; Danby: ibid, 3, p. 359; ibid 4, p. 52; 
10.4.1626, 13.10.1630 and tenant attendances from 16.4.1628 to 
7.10.1635; Whitaker, History of Richmondshire, 2, pp. 98-9; Dobson: 
B/31.11.1629 and B/4.9.1636 (baptisms), 25.10.1625, 10.4.1626 
(juror>, 3.10.1627, 4.10.1628, 13.10.1630, 11.10.1631, 11.4.1632 
(pain), 9.10.1632 and 4.10.1634. William Tebb seems to have been of 
the same ilk: he was listed as a tree tenant and tenant for eleven 
years, never served on a jury, three times attended court 'by tenant' 
and no doubt he too was an absentee who sub-let his land: 20.4.1631 
(verdict), 31.3.1630, 11.4.1632 and 9.10.1633. 
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about 150 the mean household size would be 3.4, lower than the other 

villages but not impossible. 

The mean household size of 3.9 for the parish of 

~ell and the means for the villages of ~ath and Carthorpe of 3.7 and 

3.4 are not unreasonable but they are low and the latter figure is at 

the bottom of the range of what is acceptable. If the numbers of male 

household heads produced from the court rolls are indeed understated 

then the mean household sizes would be even lower and would tend 

towards being, or some might actually be, unsatisfactory. This could 

indicate that the numbers of male household heads are about right. 

But the mean household sizes could be the result of the other 

elements in the calculation, the assumed proportion of female heads 

of households and the population estimates: the mean sizes would be 

higher if there were less female heads or if the estimated 

populations are too small. Nevertheless, the means suggested, culled 

from two sets of manorial records and three sets of parish registers, 

seem to be consistent: the households in the Vale of .Kowbray Villages 

could indeed have tended to be smaller than the Cambridge Group's 

mean and comparable with the low means reported elsewhere in the 

country. 

In the preface to his The Agrarian Problem in the 

Sixteenth century Tawney noted the ease with which the material in 

certain classes of manorial documents could be reduced to a 

statistical shape. He pOinted out that 

historical statistics should be regarded with more than 

ordinary scepticism inasmuch as they cannot easily be 

checked by comparison with other sources of information, and 

it may reasonably be asked whether it is possible to obtain 

figures that are sufficiently reliable to be used with any 

confidence. Often, no doubt, it is not possible ... Even 

when figures are both accurate and comparable the stUdent 

who works over considerable masses of material will be 

fortunate if he does not introduce some errors of his 

own .. <:40 

240 Agrarian Problem, p. xxiv. 
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Tawney wrote in the context 01' economics but his warning is salutary 

nonetheless. The statistics in this chapter, obtained by working over 

'masses 01' material', must be viewed in this light. But even if some 

errors have been introduced, and no doubt unwittingly they have, it 

is suggested that the general picture presented at two flourishing 

courts with comparatively wide participation by the villagers in the 

manorial offices holds true. It would seem the courts were 

comparatively busy and provided useful local facilities for handling 

petty offences and minor civil disputes. The leets proved ineffective 

against occasional defiance but nevertheless dealt successfully with 

a variety of statutory and agricultural matters by punishing 

offenders and publishing pains. The courts baron appear to have been 

valuable to plaintiffs from within and without the manor for in over 

four-fifths of the suits the parties agreed, the defendant acquiesced 

or the plaintiff won in a jury trial. Civil jurors generally from 

more than one village took care with their verdicts and were prepared 

to refer cases to arbitration. Service as a juror was spread quite 

Widely, usually amongst the tenants, but service as an affeeror was 

more exclusive and service as foreman was reserved to few, some of 

whom were 01 dubious quality viewed from the modern standpoint. 

Constables tended to be selected from the jurymen but some non-jurors 

held the lowlier position of bilawman. What evidence there is 

suggests that the farmers, whether yeomen or husbandmen, predominated 

in the village offices. A couple of examples of refusal to serve as 

constables only emphasize the apparent willingness of a considerable 

proportion of Villagers to play their part in local administration 

when selected or elected; there is only a hint of a selection system 

in one of the villages surveyed. 

The rolls, supplemented by the parish registers, 

reveal a comparatively stable tenant population with resiants waiting 

to become tenants and not more than a dozen persons at any time who 

were apparently not yet accepted as resiants, some of whom were 

undersettles or inmates. It would seem that few male heads of 

households resident for any time could escape appearing in the 

manorial rolls in due course. Substantial numbers attended the six

monthly leets but resiants attended less than tenants and, not 

surprisingly, the proportion of suitors attending fell it their 

village was further from the court. The quality 01 the steward could 
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have had an in1luence on attendance 1igures and we have seen eVldence 

that the quality 01 manorial records depends on the elficiency of the 

steward. At Carthorpe reluctance to travel to court was coupled with 

apparent reluctance to serve on presentment juries and perhaps we see 

here the first symptoms of the courts' ultimate decline. We have also 

noted eVidence of resistance to the vestiges of feudalism: failure to 

use the lord's mill and failure to provide services. But these early 

indications that the courts would wane should not be allowed to 

detract from the impression that the two Vale of Mowbray courts 

thrived early in the seventeenth century. We now turn to examine how 

long the Snape and Well court continued to do SQ. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE MANOR OF SNAPE AND WELL FRaN THE LATE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 

The Listed Tenants and Resiants 

The Snape and Well court continued to sit and list 

its suitors until at least the end of the eighteenth century. The 

numbers of tenants and resiants grew. Table 34 shows that the mean 

number of tenants and resiants enrolled in the seventeenth century 

rose from 136.4 to 156.5, an increase of 14.7% in fifty years. But 

women were listed as resiants in both villages later in the century 

and without them the mean number of suitors listed in the manor would 

have risen by 9.5%: we have assumed a population early in the century 

of 625 and estimated that it was some 700 fifty years on, an increase 

of 12.0%. After another half century had elapsed the numbers named in 

the call lists had fallen by 7.7% to a mean of 144.5: we surmised 

that perhaps the population had remained much the same. By the end of 

the eighteenth century the numbers of tenants and resiants had risen 

markedly to a mean of 186.9, 37.0% more than the eqUivalent number in 

the first lists some 160 years earlier: our calculations indicated a 

population of some 900, a 44.0% increase in the same period. During 

the eighteenth century tenants and resiants were included in merged 

call lists for each Village and therefore the influence of any female 

resiants cannot be assessed because the women listed could have been 

tenants or resiants. I We would not in any case have expected the 

correlation between the numbers listed in the manor and our assumed 

parish populations to be exact because not all the tenants lived in 

the manor but the general trend is not dissimilar: the bare numbers 

, The lists for Well both early and late in the century were headed 
'Tenants and Resiants in Well' but the lists for Snape were simply 
headed 'Snape'. It has been assumed the villages were treated 
similarly and that the Snape lists did indeed include resiants. The 
assumption is perhaps supported by the inclusion throughout the Snape 
lists for both periods of several labourers and of a cottager in the 
later lists. 1727-36: John Shepherd, W2/f.5vi Cuthbert Thompson, 
W2/f.13; Richard Wilson, W2/f.5 and W2/f.7v. 1784-93: George Feetham, 
V5/f.12i Zachery Haw, W5/f.12i George Heslop, W5/f.9j Chr1stopher 
Lambert, W5/f.16i John Pratt, W5/f.9v and W5/f.llj John S1vers, 
W5/t.16j Thomas Fawbert, W5/f.7v <'cottager'). 
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1611-21 

Snape 

Well 

1671-86 

Snape 

Well 

1727-36 

Snape 

Well 

1784-93 

Snape 

Well 

Range Nean Listed Listed 
some time throughout 

Tenants 47 58 50.4 89 26 

Resiants' 9 19 13. 1 28 6 

Tenants 51 64 58.4 108 22 

Resiants' 12 17 14.5 21 8 

Total: 136.4 

• From 1614 when resiants were first listed 

Tenants 62 

Resiants 16 

Tenants 56 

Resiants 10 

Tenants > 76 
Resiants) 

Tenants > 63 
Resiants) 

73 66.5 

19 17.3 

65 60.7 

13 12.0 

Total: 156.5 

80 78.2 

70 66.3 

Total: 144.5 

Tenants) 107 - 114 110.3 
Resiants) 

Tenants > 75 
Resiants> 

79 76.6 

Total: 186.9 

110 24 

35 6 

99 22 

26 5 

126 46 

107 38 

148 84 

98 55 

Table 34. The numbers of tenants and resiants listed at Snape and 
Yell 1611-21, 1671-86. 1727-36 and 1784-93. 
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give no reasons for doubting either the population estimates or the 

veracity of the lists. 

The number of tenants rose in the seventeenth 

century but the number of tenancies seems to have risen a little 

faster. Whereas in 1611 three of the persons listed at Snape were 

mentioned twice, and therefore presumably held two tenancies each, by 

1621 seven tenants appeared twice. By 1671 the number listed twice 

had risen to ten and in 1685 sixteen tenants appeared more than once, 

two of them three times. A third appeared three times between those 

years. The call rolls reveal only one example of a tenancy being 

split on transfer and otherwise holdings seem to have passed to new 

tenants intact so there could have been more land subject to 

tenancies at Snape in 1685 when seventy tenants accounted for eighty

eight listings. 2 In 1727 of the seventy-seven persons listed under 

the heading 'Snape' only two were listed twice and there would seem 

to have been some consolidation of holdings. But the number listed 

twice rose to eight by 1736 when the number of listings was eighty

four. Later in the eighteenth century none of the persons listed 

appeared more than once. It seems safe to assume that at least some 

of the tenants would have been listed separately in the past and the 

change is therefore more likely to reflect a Change in clerical 

practice than the elimination of multiple holdings. The sequence of 

events at Well was only slightly different. Four of Sixty-four 

tenants were listed twice in 1621 and eight men appeared more than 

once in a list of fifty-six tenants in 1686, one of them four times: 

the number of listings both in 1621 and 1686 was sixty-eight and it 

would seem there had been no increase in the number of plots 

available to tenants. In 1727 of the sixty-eight persons listed five 

2 Immediately after Francis Thomson's 'mort' entry in the 1673 call 
roll WilliaD and James Thompson were sworn as new tenants and listed 
separately thereafter. It is impossible without other evidence to be 
certain whether the additional tenancies were for new plots or 
existing tenancies which had been split. It is usually possible to 
link new tenants with departed tenants because their names are 
written opposite or immediately above or below the name of the old 
tenant on the same roll or in the same position in the list on the 
next roll. Often a roll states explicitly that the new tenant is 
sworn in place of the old tenant. But it 1s sometimes not possible to 
link tenants, not least when rolls are miSSing. 
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were listed twice but the seventy-three listings included both 

tenants and resiants, there had not been less than ten resiants in 

the earlier separate lists and it would seem there had been some 

consolidation of holdings at Well too. By 1736 the number listed 

twice had risen to nine. Later in the century only one man was listed 

twice but this double entry in a single year at a time when a tenancy 

was twice changing hands emphasizes rather than detracts from the 

change in clerical practice already noted. 3 It would seem that early 

in the period studied holdings were consolidated from time to time 

and in the meantime men were listed twice or more. Later tenancies 

were perhaps amalgamated in one entry when a listed tenant added to 

his holding. The number of times a man appeared in the earlier lists 

is no gUide to the number of tenancies he held, it simply depended on 

when the entries in the lists had last been consolidated. 

The movement between the lists detected early in 

the seventeenth century continued fifty years later. Three Snape 

resiants became tenants and two Snape tenants became resiants when 

they were succeeded by men with the same surnames. Perhaps one of the 

latter, Richard Bannister, failed to make a success of the tenancy 

for he was moved to the resiant list three years later, although he 

did become a tenant again in due course. 4 Three Well resiants became 

tenants, two of whom had been tenants before being listed as 

resiants, and eight other tenants also transferred to the resiant 

3 In 1784 the second entry for William Hutchinson junior of Well was 
squeezed in where George Nicholson was marked 'dead', but the 
following year the 'William' and the 'junior' were deleted, 'Richard' 
inserted and Richard Hutchinson held the tenancy thereafter: 1/442 
and 1/446. 
4 Christopher Clapham, William Hawe and John Atkinson became tenants 
fran 1674, 1677 and 1681 respectively. John Ward and Frances 
Bannister were succeeded as tenants from 1672 by George Ward and 
Richard Bannister respectively. Bannister was listed as a res1ant 
fran 1676 and tenant from 1681, indeed he was listed as both from 
1681 to 1683. 
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lists. S The interchange between tenant and resiant lists could not be 

clearer. Such changes in status cannot be traced in the eighteenth 

century because of the absence of separate resiant lists but the 

lists as a whole became more stable: whereas 25.2% of the tenants and 

resiants listed at any time in both villages were named in all the 

lists in the early seventeenth-century period and 21.6% throughout 

the later lists that century the proportions rose to 36.1% and 56.5% 

in the early and late eighteenth-century periods respectively. 

But not all resiants moved to the tenant lists 

when one would have expected them to do so. Late in the seventeenth 

century, before they were listed together, there is some evidence of 

confusion between the two groups. When William Bridgewater of Well 

became a tenant in 1674 his entry in the resiant list was endorsed 

'exit because tenant' which seems to show a proper differentiation. 

But John Atkinson the younger, having been sworn and 'set in Tennant' 

with others in 1678, appeared in the lists of Snape resiants 

thereafter. b Christopher Clapham, whose listing as a Snape resiant in 

1672 is endorsed 'admitted and sworn tenant of a close called 

Belfield', was not listed as a tenant at that or the next court 

although he was listed as a tenant from 1674.7 In the meantime he had 

been listed twice in the resiant lists and Christopher Raper of Snape 

also appeared twice in these lists from 1681: double listing is 

inconsistent with simple lists of non-tenant residents. A list of 

'Tenants to be admited this Court' in 1676 includes one Well resiant 

and two Snape resiants first listed as such that year and two Snape 

men who were first listed as resiants later.s Two females from Snape 

5 The resiant Edward Blakelocke had transferred to the tenants list 
by 1681. The tenant William Bridgewater became a resiant from 1674 
and a tenant again from 1676. The tenant Richard Smithson became a 
resiant from 1676 and a tenant again from 1678. The following tenants 
transferred to the resiants lists the year given: Robert Backus, 
1671; Barnaby Baine, 1674; Xichael Garbutt, 1678; Richard Hawxwell, 
1681; John Prokter, 1672; William Reeve, 1674; William ReynOld, c1682 
<deleted 1683); and Richard Wilson, 1683. 

6 3/129. He could, of course, have changed his status in the 
meantime. 
7 3/109, 3/114 and 3/119. 
a 3/122: William Geldert, William Mitchell, Christopher Hunton, 
Francis Topham and Richard Bannister. 
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and Well respectively were 'admitted' as resiants and five male 

resiants from both villages were sworn andlor performed suit and 

service.'" These examples could be evidence of nothing more than 

imprecision and carelessness by the clerk but they could hint that a 

'resiant' was something more than a person simply resident in the 

manor. However, there is evidence that some at least of the lowliest 

in the community were included in the resiant lists. Three resiants 

at Snape and three at Well were excused in 1674 'because pauper' jaIl 

six had been discharged from paying the hearth tax in 1673. In 1676 a 

Snape resiant who had also been discharged from paying the tax was 

excused 'because pauper and lame'. But Robert Backus excused as a 

pauper the same year had paid the tax and indeed the very year he was 

excused he was amerced the not inconsiderable sum of 3s.4d for 

'harbouring vacabonds and logers'. In due course we will see that 

others discharged from paying the hearth tax appeared in the resiant 

lists. I'" 

Late in the seventeenth century the tenants and 

resiants of Snape and Well continued to be conscientious about 

attending the court at Snape: their collective attendance rate of 

74.2% in Table 35 was much the same as their 76.5% rate fifty years 

before as given in Table 5. Despite the reduction in their obligation 

to attend because courts were no longer held at Easter they defaulted 

three times more often but even so they recorded only fifty-one 

default marks between them in the eleven years for which we have 

9 3/106, 3/109, 3/123 and 3/125. 
10 The sympathy extended to Robert Ward in 1674 was not repeated for 
he was declared a defaulter in the next four call rolls available. 
John Appleby fared better for he was essoined at the next court and 
attended thereafter. Frances Bannister was replaced by her son from 
the next court. Before he died Richard Bridgewater was excused once 
more because he was a pauper and sick. Jane Walker died before the 
next court. The spinster Margory Justance attended intermittently 
thereafter. Margaret Sadler, the lame pauper, died before she was 
next due to appear. Robert Backus attended once and was excused once 
before he died. Backus amercement: 1/195. J.Hebden (ed.). The Hearth 
Tax List for the North Riding of Yorkshire: Kichaelmas, 1673, (5 
vols, Ripon Historical Society and Ripon, Harrogate and District 
Family History Group. Ripon, 1991), 2, p. 51. 
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Snape Well 

Karks Tenants Resiants Tenants Resiants Totals 

Attended 593 140 474 71 1278 
80.9% 73.7% 71.0% 53.8% 74.2% 

Essoined 87 21 157 32 297 
11.9% 11. 1% 23.5% 24.2% 17.2% 

Excused 2 8 6 7 23 
0.3% 4.2% 0.9% 5.3% 1. 3% 

Sick 

Defaulted 15 13 13 10 51 
2.0% 6.8% 1. 9% 7.6% 3.0% 

No mark: 20 6 10 11 47 
2.7% 3.2% 1. 5% 8.3% 2.7% 

Torn 16 2 8 1 27 
2.2% 1. 1% 1. 2% 0.8% 1. 6% 

Total Marks 733 190 668 132 1723 

lable 35. The a:t:tendan~e lIIar:.its at :the Snape and liell tenaD:ts aDa 
r:es1aD:ts lDZl-8D. 

marks. • I They now took the trouble to arrange essoins more often: the 

proportion of essoins increased from 6.9% to 17.2%i and the 

proportion of excuses decreased from 14.7% including sick marks to 

1.3% with no Sick marks, for sickness was no longer recorded 

separately. The proportion of essoins and excuses combined remained 

the same, about one fifth of the marks recorded. The attendance 

records of the separate groups covered by the table were also much 

the same: the tenants continued to attend more often than the 

resiants and the suitors from Snape appeared more often than their 

neighbours from Well. However. there is a hint in the figures of a 

change in the attitude of the Well resiants: their attendance rate 

dropped from 62.3% to 53.8% and it would seem they now treated the 

II Table 35 includes the marks from all three columns of the 1684 
call roll, i.e. the marks for 1684, 1685 and probably for 1686. 
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1727-36 1784-93 

Marks Snape Well Totals Snape Well Totals 

Attended 620 385 1005 555 330 885 
79.3% 58.1% 69.6% 55.9% 47.9% 52.6% 

Essoined 91 169 260 250 155 405 
11. 6% 25.5% 18.0% 25.2% 22.5% 24.1% 

Excused 57 79 136 71 103 174 
7.3% 11.9% 9.4% 7.2% 14.9% 10.3% 

Defaulted 11 24 35 97 67 164 
1. 4% 3.6% 2.4% 9.8% 9.7% 9.8% 

No mark 3* 6 9 18 33 51 
0.4% 0.9% 0.6% 1. 8% 4.8% 3.0% 

Torn 1 1 
0.1% 0.1% 

Not summoned - 2 2 
0.2% 0.1% 

Totals 782 663 1445 993 689 1682 

* includes one 'absent' . 

Iable ~!:2, Ibe a11eDdaD~e ma~k~ 1:11 tl:u~ peI:scn~ lis1ed. at Snape and. 
Well lZZ7-;3!:2 and. lZ~H-9~, 

journey to the Snape court a little less seriously than they had. 12 

Table 36 shows that in the eighteenth century 

attendance rates deteriorated. The overall rate of 69.6% early in the 

century was only a little lower than the rate of 74.2% fifty years 

before but by the end of the century it had dropped to 52.6%. The 

combined rate of essoins and excuses, which had been about a fifth, 

increased to 27.4% early in the century and 34.4% later. The increase 

did not cover all the absentees and the number of formal defaulters, 

which had at first dropped to only one in forty. increased to one in 

12 The deterioration in the attendance rate was not because the women 
newly-included had a poorer attendance record (48.1%) for without the 
women the attendance rate was still only 55.2%. 
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ten. The responsibility for the worse attendance rate early in the 

century rested with the suitors from Well: their attendance rate of 

58.1% was worse than the rate of 68.1% achieved by the tenants and 

resiants together fifty years before whereas the rates at Snape were 

much the same. There seems to have been growing reluctance to make 

the two-mile journey from Well to the court at Snape. It appears the 

steward recognized this for, whereas all courts leet were formerly 

held at Snape, they were held alternately in each Village from 1786. 

The Well villagers responded with an attendance rate of 63.5% at the 

Well courts, better than their former rate for courts at Snape of 

58.1%, although their rate for Snape courts was now only 35.3%. But 

the people of Snape were just as reluctant to attend courts at Well: 

their rate for courts at Well was only 36.7% whereas their rate for 

courts at Snape remained high at 71.1%. Instead of attending they 

sent essoins: at 12.6% the essoin rate for the Snape courts was a 

little lower than the former rate, the essoin rate for the Well 

courts was 41.0% and default rates at both venues were much the 

same. 13 If the move to alternate venues was intended to improve 

overall attendances it failed: the people of Snape were reluctant to 

travel to Well, their neighbours in Well were now even less willing 

to travel to Snape and overall attendances dropped. If the move was 

intended to encourage the Well suitors it also failed: their 

attendance rates continued to deteriorate, they remained worse than 

those of the Snape suitors at both their 'home' and 'away' courts 

mutatis mutandis, and with a default rate of 11.1% they actually 

defaulted more often 'at home' than they did 'away' (8.6%). The 

steward seems to have acquiesced in the failure of the change: in 

1791 the names of three of the twelve suitors who failed to travel to 

Snape and who were presented for default by the Well jury were 

deleted from the presentment; the names of four of the sixteen who 

the following year failed to make the journey from Snape to Well were 

13 The default rate for Well courts was 10.7% and for Snape courts 
9.0%. There are examples of men who attended every Snape court who 
were essoined at every Well court: William Bellentine, John Walker, 
Christopher Boyenton and William Boyenton. Others attended every 
Snape court and travelled to Well only once: Xatthew Heslop, Jacob 
Robinson, John Xarshall, William Atkinson, John Haw and Christopher 
Ketcalfe. 
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Minimum Maximum Mean 

1615-21 98 117 107.2 

1671-86 90 105 97.0 

1727-36 91 110 100.5 

1784-93 83 115 98.3 

(1786-93 83 102 94.0) 

Table ~Z. Ihe numbe~5 attending the Snape and ~ell Qcu~t lQ15-21. 
lQZ1-aQ. lZ2Z-~Q and lZa~-9J. 

deleted and four of the five from Well who failed to attend the court 

in their own village had their names deleted tOOj and in 1793 the 

names of all the defaulters, thirteen from Snape and five from Well, 

were endorsed 'excuse' in the presentments. 

The proportions of villagers attending the court 

decreased successively in each of the periods examined and the 

percentage attending was considerably lower at the end of the 

eighteenth century than it had been early in the seventeenth century. 

But the actual numbers attending varied much less because of the 

increased numbers listed. Table 37 shows that in the twa centuries 

reviewed most did indeed attend the court early in the seventeenth 

century. But mare attended early in the eighteenth century than late 

in the seventeenth century. And the numbers attending late in the 

eighteenth century compare favourably with the numbers attending 170 

years before: the mean attendance was only nine less and the 115 

persons who attended the 1784 court was only two less than the 

maximum achieved by their predecessors. However, this was before 

alternate venues were introduced and the separate figures given for 

the period from 1786 show that despite the change the attendances 

then were in all respects worse than in the other three periods. 

Although the overall attendance rate (52.6%) was still better than 

that achieved at Wath and Carthorpe 150 years before (48.8%) the 

Snape and Well court had clearly deteriorated in terms of the numbers 

and proportions attending. It remains to be seen whether the 

deterioration was reflected in its business and administration. 
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The Court Baron 

The records of the later Snape and Well courts 

baron are sparse: as noted in Chapter Two we have only eight sets of 

pleas for the late seventeenth-century period, the rough notes of six 

sets of pleas for the early eighteenth-century period and the entries 

in the court book for only eight courts held in the period later that 

century. We have registered that the book gives grounds for 

suspecting that the surviving records are not a small proportion of 

the courts held but the complete records of the few courts held. Even 

so it would seem that the records of some of the earlier courts have 

not survived. 14 

Whether or not the records are complete some 

useful information can be gleaned from them. Kore than three-quarters 

of the civil cases heard earlier in the seventeenth century were 

actions for debt yet Table 38 shows that from later in the century 

such cases had almost disappeared: only two cases were specifically 

designated as suits for debt in the later periods. Plaintiffs still 

sued for debts in the manor court but now they were deSignated as 

assumpsit or more generally as trespass with or without 'case' added. 

As the table also shows the clerks all too often simply entered 

'plea' which means the divisions into separate designations are 

almost valueless. But they do illustrate the change in that area of 

the law at that time. Slades Case in 1602 had confirmed the 

presumption of an assumpsit in all debts and because trespass on the 

case by assumpsit had advantages over debt and detinue it replaced 

them, thus paving the way for the modern law of contract. Cases of 

debt still predominated in the Vale of Mowbray courts during the 

decades immediately after Slades Case but the table shows that 

assumpsit, however it was designated, had taken over fifty years 

14 The case of Court v Carmichael heard on 26 November 1731 and 
recorded on the call roll for 15 October 1731 [sic] contains 
references to courts held on 17 December, 7 January and 28 January; 
only the records of the 17 December court have survived: 1/229. 
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Action 

~M 

Trespass 

Assumpsit 

Others 

Totals 

1671-86 1727-36 1784-93 

1 1 

15 13 22 

8 1 

5* 16# 17# 

29 31 39 

• One trover, two undesignated and two indecipherable. 
I Simply designated 'plea'. 

Table 38. Extant civil actions at Snape and Well 1671-85, 1727-36 
and 1784-93. 

later. The Snape steward may have been slow to make the change for 

trespass on the case had almost replaced debt at Havering, Essex, 

before 1563. ' & 

Table 39 gives the amounts sought in all the the 

actions in the periods studied where they are included in the record. 

It shows that late in the seventeenth century many plaintiffs still 

sought comparatively small amounts: more than half sued for less than 

ten shillings. Only two of the sixteen cases were SUits for the 

maximum of 39s. lId. There then seems to have been a change of 

practice for all the eighteenth-century cases giving amounts, and 

they include every case in the book during the later period, involved 

the maximum sum: the court adhered to the forty-shilling limit but it 

seems to have become routine to claim up to the limit. In only one of 

the eighteenth-century cases do we have a result giving the amount 

IS Harding, Social History of English La~ pp. 102-6; Baker, 
Introduction to English Legal History, pp. 189-93j G.C.Cheshire and 
C.H.S.Fifoot, The Law of Contract (London, 19(5), Sixth Ed. (London, 
1964), pp. 3-15; F.W. Maitland, The Forms of Action at Common Law: a 
Course of Lectures (with Equity, Cambridge, 1909), new edition by 
A.H.Chaytor and V.J.Vhittaker (eds) (Cambridge, 1968), pp. 55-7: 
Kclntosh, Community Transformed, p. 302, Table 5.1. The difference in 
the proportions of debt suits at Snape and West Tanfield in Table 7 
was no doubt in part because SODe of the assumpsits and trespasses on 
the case shown separately would be suits for the recovery of debts. 
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Amount 

Less than one shilling 

One shilling and over but 
less than ten shillings 

Ten shillings and over but 
less than twenty shillings 

Twenty shillings and over but 
less than thirty shillings 

Thirty shillings and over but 
less than forty shillings 

Forty shillings and over 

Totals 

1671-86 

9 
56.3% 

1 
6.3% 

2 
12.5% 

4 
25.0% 

16 

1727-36 1784-93 

26 39 
100.0% 100.0% 

26 39 

Table 39. Breakdown Of amounts sought in extant civil actions at 
Snape and Well 1671-85. 1727-36 and 1784-93. 

awarded to the plaintiff: Cass v Smith heard on 3 January 1736. Henry 

Cass had lent Brian Smith a bay gelding and alleged that Smith had 

loaded the cart pulled by the horse so 'heavily and immoderately' 

that the cart overturned. Cass claimed 39s.l1d because the horse 

broke its shoulder and died. John Chapman gave evidence that the 

horse was worth about thirty-five shillings which would seem to 

indicate Cass had claimed more than the horse was worth. This appears 

to be confirmed by the jury's award to Cass of only fifteen shillings 

damages with twopence costs. 16 But most horses would be worth more 

than the forty-shilling limit in 1736: the mean value of twenty-nine 

horses mentioned in Snape and Well inventories between 1687 and 1694 

was £2 9s.1d and few were valued at less than forty shillings. ,°7 Cass 

16 1/246. 
17 Snape inventories 20-21 and Well inventories 18-21 at Bedale 
Kuseum. At Wistow in the West Riding of Yorkshire eighteen horses 
including three foals were appraised at thirty-two pounds in 1666 and 
four horses were appraised at eighteen pounds in 1710: Riley, 
'Families and Their Property', pp. 37 and 39. For prices nationally 
see Joan Thirsk, Horses in Early Modern England: for SerVice, for 
Pleasure, for Power (Reading. 1978), pp. 24-5. 
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1671-86 1727-36 1784-93 

Defendant accepted, said 4 
nothing, absent, etc. 

Agreement 1 4 16 

Plaintiff did not pursue 2 

Arbitration 2 

Jury for plaintiff 6 1 

Jury for defendant 3 

Totals 16 7 16 

Table 40. Known results of extant civil actions at Snape and Well 
1671-85. 1727-36 and 1784-93. 

may have claimed the proper value of the horse after all, indeed he 

may have claimed less than it was worth for the convenience of suing 

in the local court. Few of the sixty-five eighteenth-century cases 

would involve exactly 39s.11d and some plaintiffs probably sought 

more and others less than their loss. 

We have even fewer results than we have cases and 

therefore the figures given in Table 40 must be treated with caution. 

But we do have the outcome of all the cases recorded in the late 

seventeenth-century sample. At 56.3% the proportion of jury trials 

then was much greater than the proportion in the Vale of MOWbray 

courts baron earlier in the century (14.5% and 23.5%): the surviving 

records form part of court leet rolls and arrangements could have 

been made for jury trials to coincide with leets but the increase 

could be simply because the very small sample may not reflect the 

true picture. If the figures reflect the outcome of all jury trials 

it would seem that plaintiffs continued to do better then defendants. 

We should also remember that arbitration was still in use at that 

time. The surviving notes of the eighteenth-century courts baron are 

not the final records and it is doubtful whether the few results they 

contain are representative. Nevertheless, late in the eighteenth 

century at least sixteen of the thirty-nine cases recorded in the 

book resulted in agreement between the parties. 
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Plaintiff Defendant 16'71-86 172'7-36 1784-93 

Snape Snape 7 2 6 
24.1% 6.5% 15.4% 

Well Well 14 13 9 
48.3% 41.9% 23.1% 

Snape Well 2 1 2 
6.9% 3.2% 5.1% 

Well Snape 1 3 1 
3.4% 9.7% 2.6% 

Not known Snape or Well 3 10 19 
10.3% 32.3% 48.7% 

Snape or Well Not known 2 1 1 
6.9% 3.2% 2.6% 

Not known Not known 1 1 
3.2% 2.6% 

Totals 29 31 39 

Iable U. Bes1d.enQe cl pax::ti es in extan:t Qiyll aQ:ticns at Snape and. 
Well lQl1-fl~, lZ2Z-~Q aDd. lZfli-9~, 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Because the parties' residences are not mentioned 

in the extant cases Table 41 is less detailed than the equivalent 

table for the early seventeenth century: there is no direct evidence 

that any of the cases involved outsiders. But it seems not 

unreasonable to assume that many of the persons whose residences are 

not known hailed from outside the manor. '8 There is nothing in the 

book to indicate the nature of the trespasses against them but nost 

of the actions brought by outside plaintiffs in the earlier records 

involved debts incurred in trade or were for money lent and perhaps 

'8 For example, the gentleman Timothy Carter who in 1679 sued a Snape 
tenant for debt having supplied him with malt was perhaps the man of 
that name who paid the tax on five hearths at Bedale in 1673: 3/131; 
Hebden, Hearth Tax List, 2, p. 39. The gentleman Christopher Webster 
who sued four Snape men in 1787 and three Well men the following year 
would surely have appeared elsewhere in the manorial records had he 
been resident in the manor as perhaps would Kr Richard Taylor who 
sued in 1788. 
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the later cases are likely to have been much the same. If the small 

samples are representative there seems to have been a decline not 

only in the numbers of cases but also in the proportion of cases 

brought by the villagers: early in the seventeenth century the 

proportion of suits initiated by the plaintiffs fran Snape or Well, 

including the lord of the manor, was 76.9% and the equivalent 

proportion later in the century was 89.6% but in the eighteenth 

century it fell to 64.5% and eventually to 48.8%. Tbe lord of tbe 

manor may have ceased using his own court for civil actions. The 

villagers seem to have used the court less often than tbey bad 

altbough probable outsiders appear to have found it convenient to 

continue to use it from time to time. But the samples are small and, 

although it is intriguing to speculate about whether the Villagers 

used the court baron less as they attended the leet less, too much 

cannot be read into the little information available. 

The 1680 leet jury list contains a list of names 

headed 'Of the sumanses' followed by 'To Sirnan beddforth' with five 

other names which is in turn followed by what appear to be the names 

of the parties in fourteen civil cases. Endorsenents appear to 

indicate that Simon Bedforth and the five others were to be jurors in 

some of the civil cases listed. Bedforth was a Well resiant, four of 

the others were Well tenants and the last was a Snape resiant. If the 

men named were indeed civil jurors then the jury was much smaller 

than those empanelled fifty years before when two of the juries noted 

had eleven jurors and tbe others had twelve or more. 19 The jury which 

awarded Henry Cass damages for the loss of his horse is the only 

early eighteenth-century jury of which we have a record: it comprised 

eight men listed at Snape and four listed at Well. Both Cass and the 

defendant Smith lived at Well. 20 There is no record of a jury trial 

in the court book and hence we have no information about civil juries 

at Snape in the late eighteenth century. 

Ninety-nine civil actions recorded in three 

19 The bottom of the list is endorsed 'The Jouarys are impanneled for 
this year 80' and 'all to apear for eight of ye Clock at the usell 
place upon Saterday ye 16th of this prsent october in payne of 51 
[t5J a man': 3/133. 
20 1/246. 
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comparatively short periods spread over some 120 years is an 

inadequate sample from which to draw firm conclusions about all 

aspects of the Snape and Well court baron. The comparatively meagre 

entries in many cases tell us little about the nature of those suits 

and results are wanting for more than half the sample. Nevertheless 

the records available show clearly the transition from debt and 

detinue to trespass on the case by assumpsit. They also reveal a 

change from actions for a range of damages to consistent claims for 

the maximum of 3gs.lId. We can be less certain about the mix of civil 

juries but both the juries recorded included men from each village. 

Nor can we be sure about the use of the court by the lord but he was 

involved in none of the cases in the sample. The early examples of 

arbitration and the agreements recorded in all three periods, more 

than half of the results available (53.8%), show that the court still 

provided a means of relieving some local tension. What evidence we 

have indicates that, whilst some suitors may have claimed more than 

their true loss, others may have been content to claim less to have 

their cases heard locally. Yet notwithstanding the advantages of a 

local court it seems to have been used less. The poor sample of civil 

actions has failed to reveal the extent of the decline of the court 

baron and we must turn to the verdicts and presentments to see 

whether the business of the court leet deteriorated with the numbers 

attending it. 

The Presentments 

We have no formal verdicts for the three later 

periods studied but the juries' presentments contain much the same 

information. For the late seventeenth-century period we also have 

several estreats drawn up by the steward after the court. Estreats 

authorised the bailiff to collect the fines and amercements and 

contain offences at court which were included in the verdicts but not 
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always in the presentments."" Details of the offences prosecuted in 

the three periods gleaned from the presentments and estreats are 

given in Table 42. The table cannot be compared directly with Table 

13 which gives similar information for early in the seventeenth 

century but it is obvious there was a marked reduction in the 

offences presented. 22 The reduction is confirmed by calculating the 

mean numbers of offences in each presentment: taken together the two 

villages presented a mean of 33.0 offences early in the seventeenth 

century. 20.1 without the many offences of taking wood, but these are 

six-monthly figures which should be doubled to make true comparisons 

with the later annual figures; the combined mean fell drastically to 

only 12.0 later in the century and after a rise to 15.2 early in the 

eighteenth century it fell again to only 6.1 before the century 

closed. Even without full documentation it is clear the numbers of 

offences presented dropped markedly over the period studied, 

particularly in the mid seventeenth century. 

It is also immediately obvious that the range of 

offences narrowed. Gone from the group of public order and statutory 

offences are several offences which featured prominently in the 

earlier lists: scolding. poaching, unlawful games, ale offences and 

rating hemp. There are no vestiges of feudalism among the manorial 

offences: the extant documents contain no examples of failure to 

grind at the mill or neglect to perform services. And it is also 

evident that some offences were presented to the leet much less 

21 3/105, 3/110, 3/115-6, 3/126-7, 3/132 and 3/135. The estreats 
often give details not included in the presentments, the name of an 
affray victim here and the addition of a 'senior' there, but 
occasionally offences in the presentments are omitted from the 
estreat. Sometimes the estreat gives information about what offenders 
had paid: document 3/135 shows one offender paid the whole of his 
amercement of 6s.8d whereas two others paid 3d and 2d respectively 
towards their respective amercements of 3s.4d and Is. ad. 
2~ Early in the century courts leet were held twice each year and the 
tables cover different periods based on different documents which are 
not available for both Villages for every year in the sequences. 
Nevertheless the documents available for the later periods provide a 
more than adequate sample: of the thirty presentments which would be 
submitted in the late seventeenth-century period twenty-four have 
survived and they are supplemented by eight estreats; all the 
presentments are extant for the early eighteenth-century period; and 
seventeen of the twenty presentments presumably submitted in the late 
eighteenth-century period are available. 
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1671-85 
Snape 

Presentments included 10 

Affray 5 
Rescue/Pound breach 2 
Theft 1 
Keeping inmates or vagabonds 1 
Public health 1 
Highways and cawseys 
Sabbath assembly 
Overseers' neglect 

Sub-totals: 10 

Well 
14 

12 
5 
2 
1 

6 
1 

27 

1727-36 
Snape 

10 

3 
2 
1 

2 

8 

Well 
10 

2 
9 

7 
2 

20 

1784-93 
Snape 

8 
Well 

9 

1 

1 
9.4% 14.8% 5.6% 11. 0% 2.0% 

Combined sub-totals: 

Taking wood 1 
Hedgebreaking 10 
Taking whins [gorse] 
Shearing grass 
Maintenance of fences, etc 10 
Maintenance of ditches 39 
Mis-use of common 
Encroachment 
Unringed swine 
Straying animals 3 
Obstructing lanes/street 
Miscellaneous manorial 6 

37 
12.8% 

5 
14 

1 
10 
21 
11 
35 

6 
5 

22 

11 

28 
8.6% 

1 
5 3 

41 
85 39 

24 
4 

3 19 
6 
2 8 
1 

Sub-totals: 69 141 102 139 
'10.8% '16.8% 
241 Combined SUb-totals: 

Disclosing jury secrets 

65.1% '17.5% 
210 

72.9% 

1 

74.2% 

1 

1 
1 

2 

1 
1. 0% 

1 

1 
3.'1% 

3 
2.0% 

2.9% 

Default 26 12 32 16 52* 46' 
Contempt of court 1 
Suing out of court 1 1 
Jurors' default 2 3 
Scandalous words against jury 1 

Sub-totals: 27 14 33 20 52 49 
25.5% 7.7% 22.9% 11. 0% 96.3% 96.1% 

Combined su b-totals: 41 53 101 
14.2% 16.3% 96.2% 

Nature of offence not known 1 2 
Totals: 106 182 144 181 54 51 

Combined totals: 288 325 105 

• Does not include entries deleted or marked 'excuse'. 

Table 42, Offences presented by the juries Of Snape and Yell 1671 85, 
1727-36 and 1784-93. 
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often: reports of affrays and inmates were reduced and taking wood, 

for which so many had been presented at Snape, now appeared rarely. 

Indeed, it is clear that these offences and others surviving into the 

late seventeenth-century presentments either disappeared or featured 

very infrequently thereafter. 

As the numbers of offences presented fell the 

proportions in each group changed. From the early seventeenth century 

to the early eighteenth century the proportion of manorial offences 

hovered at just under three-quarters (67.6%, 72.9% and 74.2%). But 

public order and statutory offences which constituted more than a 

quarter of offences in the early seventeenth-century verdicts for 

both villages (28.3%) had more than halved fifty years later (12.8%) 

and after another fifty years these offences were reported even less 

often (8.6%). In the same period of one hundred years the proportion 

of court-related offences rose, at least fourfold from 4.1% to 16.3%: 

the increase could have been even more for we have no later estreats 

and we have seen that not all court-related offences appeared in the 

presentments. The increase was not solely because of the fall in the 

proportion of public order and statutory offences: the numbers 

presented doubled from 1.3 to at least 2.7 per presentment. It would 

seem that as the court dealt with less manorial offences and even 

less public order and statutory offences it asserted itself more. 

This trend accelerated during the eighteenth century by the end of 

which at least 96.2% of the business of the leet related to the 

administration of the leet itself. The proportion would have been 

even higher if every default presented had been accepted for eleven 

were deleted and eighteen were endorsed 'excuse'. 

The changes in the business of the leet are 

clearly illustrated in Figure 3. It should not be assumed from the 

mean figures represented there that the columns reveal the contents 

of a typical verdict or presentment: we have seen already that the 

numbers of offences presented early in the seventeenth century varied 
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70 r - ------------------------------------------------------. 

'50 r ~ Public Order 
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I • Manorial 

_ [J CO urt Related 
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40 

30 

20 

10 

1611 - 21 w 1671 - 85 1727 -36 1784- 93 

• The figures for 1611-21 have been doubled to produce annual 
figures suitable for comparison with later periods. 

Figure 3. Mean numbers of pyblic order and statytory offences, 
manorial offences and coyrt-reiated offences in verdicts and 
presentments at Snape and Well 1611-21, 1671-85, 1727-36 and 1784-93. 
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markedly from court to court. This continued to be the case. 23 

Because the presentments contained less offences from a narrower 

range there was less scope for mixing court-Ieet and court-baron 

business. But when presentments contained a variety of offences they 

were often a hatch-patch of both types: it would be surprising if it 

were otherwise for unlike the verdicts in the formal rolls prepared 

by the steward and his clerk the presentments were prepared by the 

lay jurors. 24 

Table 42 reveals few significant differences 

between the two villages. Failure to scour ditches featured more 

often in the Snape presentments but we shall see that the Snape jury 

dealt with the main watercourse which extended beyond the manor 

boundary towards Leeming and the culprits included not only men from 

Snape but also from Well and elsewhere. Kis-use of the common, 

~3 The Snape jury presented only four offences in 1676 but it 
presented sixteen in 1681j the Well jury presented three offences in 
1671 but it presented twenty-four in 1674. In the early eighteenth
century period the figures for Snape varied from four to twenty and 
for Well from five to thirty-one. In the later eighteenth-century 
period the numbers varied with the numbers presented for defaulting, 
from none to thirteen at Snape and from two to thirteen at Well. Less 
defaulters appeared in the presentments than in the call lists and 
rolls. The call lists and rolls available do not always match court
for-court the extant presentments and verdicts but despite the 
imprecision the differences between the columns below suffice to 
illustrate the pOint. (Both columns include free tenants.) 

1611-21 
1671-86 
1727-36 
1784-93 

Call lists Presented % 
80 34 42.5% 
68 38 55.9% 
75 48 64.0% 

193 127 65.8% 
The court asserted itself by dealing with growing proportions of 
defaulters but the marked increase in 1784-93 was because there had 
been a marked increase in defaults: the proportion presented was much 
the same as it had been fifty years before and indeed the proportion 
who would appear in the verdicts, i.e. the number presented without 
those deleted and marked 'excuse', would be less (50.8%>. 
~4 For example, the 1672 Snape presentment (1/190) starts with three 
defaulters, then recites various offences of neglect to repair gates 
and scour ditches (nuisances presentable at the leet), and after an 
offender who took wood and another who had breached the pound (court
baron business> it concludes with two affrays which as crimes 
presentable at the leet one might have expected to appear first. 
However, the penalties of Is.8d each imposed for the affrays were 
much less than many of the penalties for the manorial offences which 
indicates they were not particularly serious. 
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encroachment and most of the straying animals were confined to Well 

which could indicate enclosure there was less advanced: that there 

was still an open arable field at Well in 1674 is confirmed by 

references to 'land ends being downe into the corne field' and 'the 

coman Gorne field'."''''' A presentment in 1684 for 'taking his field 

fence away contrary to a paine laid; and corne in field' shows that 

some of the lapses involving fences reported more often at Well refer 

to temporary divisions in the common field.;~6 References to field 

fences are still to be found early in the eighteenth century and in 

1732 one was specifically said to be 'to ye corn field' .27 

The court dealt with much the same number of 

thefts in the late seventeenth-century period as it had fifty years 

before. three now and five then: James Raynoldson, a Snape resiant, 

was fined Is.6d 'for takeinge the Buckit from the drawewell' and the 

Thomas Shottons, senior and junior, were fined a shilling and 3s.4d 

respectively for taking 'as a trespass' a lamb and three sheep 

respectively.~e But the court handled less affrays, only seventeen in 

the late seventeenth-century period, a quarter <26.6%) of what it had 

handled fifty years before. 29 No thefts or affrays appear in the 

records for the later periods and although presentments for keeping 

inmates or vagabonds lingered into the early eighteenth century the 

numbers presented were drastically reduced to less than a tenth 

<8.8%) of what they had been a century before. ,",,0 Public health also 

seens to have troubled the juries less. The only offence presented in 

the late seventeenth-century period was one of 'sellinge unholesom 

,?S 3/118. A 'land' was a ploughed ridge in a common field, elsewhere 
known as a selion: Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 4, pp. 134 and 
149; ibid, 9, p. 130. 
26 1/209. See Bennett, Life on the English Kanor, p. 47, and 
Vinogradoff. Growth of the KanDr, p. 174. 
27 1/211, 1/231, 1/239 and 1/249. 
26 1/203 and 1/206. 
2'", The reduction in the number of affrays is in keeping with the 
downward trend in interpersonal violence after the early seventeenth 
century reported by Stone: L.Stone, 'Interpersonal Violence in 
English Society 1300-1980', Past and Present, 101 (1983), pp. 22-32. 
30 Allowance has been made for the variation in verdicts and 
presentments surviving. 
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flesh' for which the culprit was amerced only a shilling. ':;'1 Two 

tanners were in trouble at Snape in 1727: 'for conveying into the 

towns street his sludg and water which he throughs out of his tann 

yard' and' for conveying into our water suer his tanner sludg.' ;3~2 At 

about the same time the offences at Well varied: washing in the mill 

race, leaving a dead horse in the street and dunghills 'lying near 

the Beck', 'by ye beckside to ye damage of ye water' and 'by ye Kill 

Race to poison ye water'. John Coltman, one of the men amerced 

because his dunghill had been near the beck, was amerced five years 

later because his 'Kiding lying in ye street to damage his nighbors', 

an offence treated here not as a public health matter but as an 

obstruction of the street. The sole public health offence in the late 

eighteenth-century period involved Thomas Court putting dirty sludge 

into the beck: his father, John Court, had been one of those amerced 

because his dung[ hilll lay next to the beck fifty years before. ;3;3 The 

Coltman and Court cases hint that the public health breaches 

presented were perhaps continuing offences, offences repeated by 

persons who had perhaps not heeded advice: dunghills by their very 

nature continue unless something is done about them, tanners need to 

dispose of their sludge but they also need to be controlled and, 

although there is nothing in the rolls to indicate the seller of 

unwholesome flesh and the millrace washers had offended before, their 

offences were of a type which could all too easily have been 

repeated. 

It is clear that even in the late seventeenth 

century the court was no longer as 'powerful' as it had been, indeed 

with about a couple of dozen offences a year including only one 

affray there was then little to choose between it and the 'relatively 

'~1 1/192: four others presented at the same time for not making their 
gatesteads and bridges sufficient were amerced 3s.4d and a fifth ten 
shillings for the same offence. Although presented by the Snape jury 
all these culprits hailed from Well. 
32 11212. Both tanners were members of the jury making the 
presentment. 
:::o;,~ 11223, 11239, 1/242 and 114-44. The problems af disposing of dung 
were nat confined to urban areas like Prescot, Lancashire: King, 'How 
High is Too High?', pp. 443-57. 
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weak' court at Rishton, Lancashire, noted by King, and the courts in 

similar Essex manors noted by Newton and McIntosh. Although it dealt 

with even less affrays it otherwise seems to have held its own into 

the early eighteenth century but it deteriorated again thereafter. 

Dawson has suggested that the symptoms of a declining manorial court 

were a contracting circle of topics, reduced attendance and the 

presentments' decline into mere repetition: '}'4 we have seen that at 

Snape and Well by the late seventeenth century the range of offences 

had narrowed but attendance rates had held; and by the early 

eighteenth century the reduced range of offences had been maintained 

when attendances had fallen a little; but in the late eighteenth

century period only five different offences appeared in the 

presentments, only half the suitors attended any given leet and 

although the presentments included more than the mere repetition of 

omnia bene often reported elsewhere they concentrated on offences 

related to the court. We have also noted that the business of the 

court baron seemed to have been reduced and that in the late 

seventeenth century the leet had ceased to meet every six months; it 

remains a matter for conjecture whether the reduction in courts was 

precipitated by the reduction in business or whether the court dealt 

with less because it met less often. In retrospect it is plain that 

the decline of the court had started before the seventeenth century 

ended but it probably reached its conclusion late in the eighteenth 

century. Examination of the presentments submitted between our two 

eighteenth-century periods shows that the juries rarely presented 

public order and criminal matters then, only fourteen offences in the 

eighty-four presentments available, but they continued to present 

manorial offences in almost every presentment until a change of 

steward in the early 1770s. Of the thirty-two extant presentments 

under the stewardship of Richard Stewardson, including those in our 

later period, only seven contain manorial offences and it would seem 

~34 History of Lay Judges, p. 254. 
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that his appointment inflicted a grievous blow on the court.35 The 

last straw may have been a change of lord of the manor: the end of 

the sequence of extant records and the last year in the civil court 

book co-incided with the death in 1793 of Brownlow, Earl of Exeter, 

who was succeeded by his nephew Charles Chaplin to whom he had 

devised the manor. That year the only offenders presented by the two 

juries were eighteen defaulters and both presentments were endorsed 

'excuse' .36 

The reduction in business could have been because 

the offences were ignored, handled informally, dealt with elsewhere 

or simply no longer committed. There can be little doubt that the 

Villagers from Snape, Well and elsewhere would have continued to take 

wood yet during the seventeenth century there was a twentyfold 

reduction in presentments for this offence.:37 At the same time public 

health presentments fell from sixteen to only one, although they were 

to rise again later. As noted in Chapter Three Marjorie KcIntosh has 

suggested that in Tudor Essex rigorous supervision in a period of 

anxiety about sanitation and the scarcity of wood caused by 

population pressure was followed by more relaxed attitudes a 

generation later: the reduction in wood and public health 

presentments at the Snape court could reflect a similar easier 

approach by the jurors. It might also explain the disappearance of 

other offences from the presentments. However, contrary to experience 

elsewhere, the work of the assizes and quarter sessions in Yorkshire 

in the late seventeenth century rose sharply from 1650 to the 1670s, 

most of their business being 'assaults, affrays and administrative 

3S The annual mean numbers of offences in each decade, with the mean 
numbers of court-related offences in brackets, were: 1727-36 16.3 
(2.7); 1740s 22.9 (4.7); 1750s 29.7 (6.9); 1760s 20.3 (7.0): 1770s 
21.8 (13.2): 1784-93 12.3 (11.8). The last extant document bearing 
the name of the steward Thomas Raper is the 1770 call roll (1/394) 
and the first bearing the name of Richard Stewardson is the 1773 jury 
list (1/396). 
36 11470 and 1/472. Horsfall, Kanor of ~ell and Snape, p. 75. 
37 Illegal wood-gathering continued to be widespread in Berkshire, 
Hampshire and Wiltshire throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries: B.Bushaway, By Rite: Custom, Ceremony and Community in 
England 1700-1880 (London, 1982), pp. 208 and 227-30. 
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infractions' .. 3"" This raises the possi bili ty that the reduction in 

business at the leet came about because some of the cases formerly 

presented there were now presented at the quarter sessions. 

Unfortunately the published quarter sessions records proved 

insufficient to confirm this although it is clear that, as before, 

some cases which could have been handled locally were dealt with at 

the higher court: the four men who made a footway across Sir 

Christopher Wandesforde's land at Upsland in 1669, the woman who used 

scandalous words in 1679, and the miller who made a rescue of his 

goods in 1689.'""9 Sir Christopher was no ordinary landowner and the 

woman appears to have been the vicar's wife so in two of these cases 

we have exacerbating circumstances similar to those found in some 

cases sent to the quarter sessions some years before. 4 () But there is 

also the probability that some offences were now dealt with by 

justices in or out of petty sessions, the records for which have not 

survived. Legislation in 1663 and 1766 provided for wood-gathering to 

be treated as theft and dealt with by magistrates. 41 Indirect 

confirmation that these and other cases were taken to the justices is 

provided by a 'Rule made and Agreed to as to what is to be in future 

'.~'" Sarah Mercer, 'Crime in Late-Seventeenth-Century Yorkshire: An 
Exception to a National Pattern?', Northern History, 27 (1991), 
pp. 110-17. 
'-39 NYCRO/QSX/14/20.7.1669, NYCRO/QSM/16/29.4.1679 and NYCRO/QSM/181 
8.10.1689. Other cases identified between 1669 and 1691 were criminal 
cases which would have been dealt with at the quarter sessions 
anyway: breaking and entering (NYCRO/QSX/14/20.4.1669), perjury 
(NYCRO/QSX/14/S.10.1671) and riotously disturbing the peace 
(NYCRO/QSX/18/8.10.1689)j cases which had not been dealt with at the 
manorial court: not repairing to church (Atkinson, Quarter Sessions 
Records, 6, pp. 195 and 198)j and administrative matters: poor law 
(Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 7, pp. 72-3, NYCRO/QSK/151 
16.1.1676/7, NYCRO/QSX/16/2. 10. 1677 and NYCRO/QSX/18/21.1.1689/90), 
servants (NYCRO/QSM/14/19.7.1670), and apprentices (Atkinson, Quarter 
Sessions Records, 7. p. 122. idem, 9, p. 6, and NYCRO/QSK/191 
9.4.1700) . 
40 The scandalous words were uttered by William Stead's wife Karia. 
The only William Stead mentioned in the manorial rolls and parish 
registers at that time was the vicar who served in that capacity from 
1638 until his death in 1682: Horsfall. Kanar af Well and Snape. 
pp. 105-6 and 110-11i Wl/f.57. The burials of three wives are 
recorded bet ore the scandalous words were uttered but there is no 
record of a wife at that time: Wl/f.54v and W1It.55. 
41 15 ehas II c 2 and 6 Geo III c 48; Bushaway. By Rite, pp. 214-18. 
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allow~ the Towns Officers the Distance and Places under Named' 

entered in a Well account book about 1774.4;< That the list of eight 

places given includes Richmond and Thirsk is not surprising for 

constables would have to travel there to the quarter sessions and no 

doubt journeys to Bedale and Xasham would not be infrequent. But the 

list also includes Spennithorne, Thornton Watlass and Crakehall, 

places known to have had connections with the magistracy at that 

time. 43 Another reason for the reduction in manorial offences could 

be enclosure but unfortunately we have no direct eVidence of this 

before the early eighteenth century: the first references to the 

enclosure of Langwith Common appear in Well hospital leases in 

1709. 44 The 390 acres of Canswick Moor were not to be enclosed until 

1753. 45 However, it seems not unreasonable to assume that some arable 

land had been enclosed before the enclosure of the common grazing and 

that this would have led to a reduction in presentments for breaches 

42 PR/WEL/3/1, facing p. 41. Excluding expenses the officers were to 
be allowed 2s.6d for their journeys to Richmond, Thirsk and 
Spennithorne, sixpence when they travelled to Masham, and a penny 
when they went to Badger Hall, Thornton Watlass, Crakehall or Bedale, 
but 'The Expences [were] liable to be rap'd or curtail'd by a 
Majority of the Jury present'. A similar memorandum recorded in 1739 
is to be found in the Danby Parish Account Book: HYGRO/PR/DAN/3/1, 
p. 19. 
43 William Chaytor of Spennithorne and :Matthew Dodsworth, a member of 
the Dodsworth family of Thornton (Watlassl, were active justices at 
that time: Page, Victoria History: North Riding, 1, pp. 259 and 345; 
Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 8, pp. 125, 129/ 131, 135; ibid, 
9, p. 237; and recognizances and warrants signed by one or both at 
NYCRO/QSB/l. 11. 1773, NYCRO/QSB/28.2.1774, NYCRO/QSB/14.4.1774, 
NYCRO/QSB/l1.B.1774, NYGRO/QSB/6.10.1774, et seq. It would seem 
Grakehall appeared in the list because :Matthew Dodsworth transacted 
business there: BYCRO/QSBf11.8.1774, a recognizance endorsed 
'Acknowledged at Crakehall before me Matthew Dodsworth'. No links 
with the magistracy have been traced for Badger Hall, Carthorpe, the 
eighth place on the list. 
44 Lease 2/65 in Kay 1709 refers to 'the 27th lott in Langwith' and 
lease 2/69 in October 1709 refers to 2~ acres in Langwith common 'now 
to be enclosed'. 
45 268 acres were in the manor of Snape and Well and 122 acres in the 
manor of Watlass. Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 9, pp. 283-5; 
W.E.Tate, A Domesday of English Enclosure Acts and A wards, edited by 
K.E.Turner (Reading, 1978), p. 296. 
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of the regulations governing management of the common fields. 46 The 

successive reductions in offences presented were no doubt the result 

of all these factors operating in different combinations at different 

times. They were not peculiar to Snape and Well: for example, the 

four Lancashire courts studied by King experienced reductions in 

their work at much the same time. 47 

It is not likely that the Snape and Well tenants 

and resiants in the late seventeenth century and early eighteenth 

century would perceive their court had started to decline. There had 

been a marked reduction in business and it dealt with a narrower 

range of offences but they continued to attend it much as their 

predecessors had and it continued to be quite active: it dealt with a 

couple of dozen offences or more each year, about a tenth of them 

public order and criminal and about three-quarters manorial. Only 

after the early eighteenth century when business fell again would it 

become obvious that the court was declining. The tenants and resiants 

seem to have noticed the deterioration for their attendance rates 

dropped and thus they too contributed to the failure of the court. 

But those of them who were jurors continued to lay their pains and 

present offenders, including ever more defaulters: this is 

illustrated by Table 43 which gives the court-related offences 

presented not only for the periods studied but also for the 

intervening decades in the eighteenth century. 48 The steady rise in 

46 In many parts of the North Riding enclosure 'began many 
generations - not to say two or three centuries - before "Enclosure 
Acts" were so much as even thought of': Atkinson, Quarter Sessions 
Records, 7, p. 197. It has been estimated that 34.0% of the North 
Riding had been enclosed by 1600: J.R.Wordie, 'The Chronology of 
English Enclosure, 1500-1914', Economic History Revie~ Second 
Series, 36 (1983), p. 490, Table 2. 
47 'Early Stuart Courts Leet', p. 275. For the role in the decay of 
manorial courts of enclosure and the gradual appropriation of 
responsibilities by justices see Harvey, ~norial Records, p. 57 
48 A set of nine pains to be found at the end of the 1672 Well 
presentment includes amongst the more usual instructions a pain laid 
'that none play at foot ball in Thomas Hauxwell Croft nor any other 
pastime': 1/189. There is also a single pain at the end of the 1683 
Well presentment: 1/208. There are no pains in the extant records for 
the early eighteenth century but they are mentioned in several Snape 
presentments: 1/212, 1/228 and 1/236. The last pain in the extant 
records for the eighteenth century period was laid by the Snape jury 
in 1776 and dealt with unringed pigs: 1/409. 
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1611-21 

1671-85 

1727-36 

1740-49 

1750-59 

1760-69 

1770-79 

1784-93 

Verdicts/ 
Presentments Defaulters 

38 34 

24 38 

20 48 

20 47 

20 65 

20 64 

12 61 

17 98 

Defaulters per 
Presentment 

0.9 

1.6 

2.4 

2.4 

3.3 

3.2 

5.1 

7.51 

Other court
related offences 

17 

3 

5 

4 

4 

5 

3 

f Includes entries deleted or marked 'excuse'. 

Table 43. Court-related offences presented by the juries of Snape and 
Well 1611-21, 1671-85, 1727-36, 1784-93 and the intervening decades 
in the eighteenth century. 

the mean number of defaulters per presentment can be seen clearly, 

the mean in the latest period being more than six times what it was 

in the earliest period. The absence of estreats for the later periods 

means the figures for other court-related offences are perhaps 

incomplete but they suffice to show the jurors continued to pursue 

such offenders while the court was in decline. The rise in defaulters 

reported while presentments for other offences fell is also brought 

home by Figure 4. The court was already failing before the 

appointment of the new steward whose arrival seems to have coincided 

with. and may have caused, a further reduction in manorial offences 

presented. Under his auspices all the defaulters presented were 

eventually excused and he seems to have recognized the court was near 

the end of its useful life. To the last the presentment jurors went 

through the motions and it is to them we turn next. 
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70 r ---------------------------------, 

60 i 

~o 
l
~ Defaulters 

. • Other Offenders # 

30 

20 

10 

o 
1611-21- 1727 - 36 1750-5 9 1770-79 

167'1 - 85 - 1740-49 1 1'60-69 1784-93 

• The figures for 1611-21 have been doubled to produce annual 
figures suitable for comparison with later periods. 

# Includes entries deleted or marked 'excuse'. Court-related 
offences other than defaulters have been omitted. 

Figure 4. Mean numbers of defaulters and other qffenders in verdicts 
and presentments at Snape and Well 1611-21, 1671-85, 1727-36, 1784 93 
and the intervening decades in the eighteenth century. 
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The Presentment Jurors, Foremen and Affeerors 

It has already been noted that members of juries 

purporting to present offences at a given court were sometimes marked 

as absent from that court and it was suggested that this was because 

juries were appointed at the court to report later, either at a 

separate jury day or perhaps even at the next leet. Evidence emerges 

in the records for the later periods that there were indeed separate 

jury days at Snape and Well. The Well presentment at the end of the 

1673 call roll bears a heading indicating the jury was 'impanelled' 

and sworn on 17 October but the heading below the jurors' names and 

above the offences reads 'A true verdict made by the jury of Well the 

sixt of december 1673 to the best of our knowledge' .49 Other entries 

in jury lists about that time are less specific but can be explained 

only by separate jury days .. so In the early eighteenth-century records 

there is no direct evidence of jury days but in the 1129 jury list 

two jurors marked as sworn have '15s' entered against their names 

which seems to indicate they had been amerced for failing to attend 

on a later occasion and indeed they were the only two who failed to 

sign the presentment. SI Later in the century we have direct evidence: 

the jury list for 1118 is endorsed 'Verdict day first Saturday after 

old New Years day' and there are other similar references to verdict 

days .. 52 Jurors were also presented for not appearing on verdict 

days. S~~ It seems probable that throughout the seventeenth and 

49 1/191-
50 In the 1676 jury list John Braithwaite was marked 'c' and 'Jur' 
which shows that he was present and took the oath when appointed but 
he is also shown to have been fined twenty shillings because he 
declined to take the oath which must have been on another occasion: 
3/121. In 1686 William ~itchell of Snape was presented because 'he 
swore to inquire &c to this court for not attending with his fellow 
jurors although warned in writing to render a verdict': he must have 
attended to be sworn and therefore his failure to attend must have 
been later; Francis Topham of Snape was presented similarly: 3/143. 
JUrors were also sworn twice: 3/134; sometimes with separate 
attendance marks: 3/142; and men marked as attending were also marked 
as absent: 3/112, 3/124, 3/128 and 3/133. 
61 1/218 and 1/219. 
62 1/417, 1/423 ('last Saturday in Deer'), 1/427 ('first Friday in 
JanY ') and 1/450 ('6 JanY '). 

63 1/340 (3d day of JanY '), 1/413 ('29th Nov'), 1/444, 1/459, 1/461, 
1/462 and 3/120. 
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eighteenth centuries it was the practice at Snape and Well for the 

juries to meet and prepare their presentments some weeks after they 

were first sworn. But there is nothing in the extant early 

seventeenth-century formal rolls or, with the one exception quoted 

above, the pre-1778 presentments to indicate this was the case. S4 

Although the juries produced their presentments some weeks after 

their appointment they continued to serve as jurors until the next 

jury was sworn at the following leet .. ~;f5 

We have seen that at Snape early in the 

seventeenth century the tenants dominated the presentment juries, the 

few non-tenant jurors being tenants-to-be. The net was cast qUite 

widely for during the period studied none of the jurors served on 

every jury, 52.6% of the male tenants served as jurors and they 

served on a mean of 7.9 of the six-monthly juries each. Perhaps 

because the court used four affeerors almost half of the jurors 

<46.3%) served in this capacity but some served more often than 

others. Service as foreman was more exclusive. Over the next 150 

years this was to change: service as a juror was concentrated in ever 

fewer hands and some served on every jury, service as foreman became 

even more exclusive, and when the court used separate affeerors they 

tended to be of the better sort. 

In the late seventeenth century Snape presentment 

jurors continued to be chosen from the tenant body but the grip of 

the tenants was not quite as tight as it had been fifty years before: 

the jurymen in Table 44 include three tenants-to-be and three 

S4 Harrison found an example at Cannock and Rugeley, Staffordshire, 
of a jury being given a month but the record in the engrossed roll 
did not show it: 'Social and Economic History of Cannock and 
Rugeley', p. 136. Bennett interpreted jurors being fined for their 
absence as evidence that they had been elected before the actual 
sitting but the North Riding and Staffordshire examples offer another 
explanation: Life on the English Manor, p. 210. 
55 Some jury-list headings indicate appointments were for a year, for 
example 3/133 and 3/134. The Arncliffe court 'Direcons' of 1740 
assert that 'It is not proper for a Jury sworn at a former Court to 
present anything at the following Leet but let the Jury give in their 
presentm~- at the same Court they are sworn at and present only what 
have happened since the last Court': NYCRO/ZFL/119. 
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Listed 

George Cole 13 
Thomas Savile 13 
John Horner 10 
Richard Lambert 6 
George Crawe 2 
William Gatenby jun 2 
Richard Wetherell 5 
John Lambert 7 
John Savile jun 7 
James Wilson 6 
Richard Gatenby 5 
Peter Whitehead 4 
William Gatenby sen 13 
Robert Warton 12 
John Hutchinson 9 
John Savile sen 9 
William Stout 13 
John Gatenby 13 
William Harrison 13 
Matthew Reynold 12 
Edmund Savile 6 
John Gill 1 
John Savile joiner 13 
Thomas Thompson 13 
John Robinson 7 
William Thompson 12 
Leonard Danby 3 
Robert Gatenby 3 
Thomas Dobby 13 
Robert Horner 13 
William Hutchinson 13 
Henry Savile 13 
Christopher Frear 12 
George Cooke sen 13 
John Scott 13 
Thomas Stout 13 
John Dobby 7 
Peter Leadley 8 
John Brathwaite 9 
Edward Reynold 9 
James Thompson 12 

Resiants:
William Kitchell 
Christopher Hunton 
Christopher Raper 

Juror 
<13 juries) 

13 
13 
10 + 3 

6 
2 
2 
4 + 3 
6 
6 
5 
4 
3 
9 
8 
6 
6 
8 
7 
7 
6 
3 
0+1 
6 
6 
3 
4 
1 
1 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 + 2 
2 
1 

% 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
87.5 
85.7 
85.7 
83.3 
80.0 
75.0 
69.2 
66.7 
66.7 
66.7 
61. 5 
53.8 
53.8 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
46.2 
46.2 
42.9 
33.3 
33.3 
33.3 
30.8 
30.8 
30.8 
23. 1 
16.7 
15.4 
15.4 
15.4 
14.3 
12.5 
11. 1 
11. 1 
8.3 

Foreman 

1 

1 
1 

1 

7 
1 

1 

Af'f'eeror 

1 

2 

1 

1 

Additions to the 'Juror' column give the numbers of times tenants-to
be and resiants served when unlisted and to avoid distortion the 
percentages have been calculated as if they had been listed. 

Table 44. Snape presentment jurors, foremen and affeerors 1672-84, 
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resiants who served fourteen times in all. 66 Although resiants 

occasionally acted as jurors they were kept in their places by being 

listed almost invariably at the end of the lists. 57 Despite these 

slightly slacker arrangements membership was still as exclusive as it 

was, it not more exclusive: the forty-four men listed in the table 

include only 42.7% of the male tenants listed at that time and they 

served on the annual juries a mean of 4.6 times each in thirteen 

years, A smaller proportion of the tenants now served longer if 

allowance is made for the leets being held annually and they included 

half a dozen men who served on every jury while they were listed. 

The name of the foreman is available for every 

Snape presentment jury in the late seventeenth-century period, either 

because the jury lists give it specifically or because the foreman 

was sworn separately first.sa Table 45 shows that from 16'72 to 16'76 

there was a different foreman each year when, with the odd exception, 

other past or future foremen were members of the juries: it would 

seem that at this time several potential foremen were treated as 

equals. But from 1677 to 1684 William Gatenby was dominant, being 

foreman of the six juries of which he was a member: he was a tanner 

who was described as a gentleman in the 1684 jury list and he was 

clearly treated as the senior man. 6
','" Gatenby alsa affeered on bath of 

the occasions for which we have affeerors, perhaps ex officio as 

foreman, but the other past and future chairmen did not. In 1673 

56 No jury lists are available for 16'71 and 1685. In the early 
seventeenth-century period the size of Snape and Well juries varied 
fran twelve to nineteen but most juries comprised fifteen men 
(55,8%); in the late seventeenth-century period every jury was 
composed of fifteen men except those for Snape in 1615 and 1678 which 
had sixteen: 3/120 and 3/128 <there are only thirteen names on 
document 3/104 but it is torn); in the early eighteenth-century 
period eight of the ten Snape juries and six of the ten Well juries 
comprised thirteen men and the other juries had one more member; and 
in the late eighteen-century period every jury comprised thirteen men 
except for the Well jury of twelve in 1788: 1/451, 
67 In lists of fifteen Hunton was fifteenth twice, Raper fourteenth, 
and Kitchell thirteenth twice, fourteenth once and eighth once. 
sa In every case where the foreman is named as such he is always the 
man who was sworn separately first. For advice on swearing a jury 
1:4:4:4 see Kitchin, Jurisdictions, p. 12, and Jacob, Complete Court
Keeper, p. 31; cf. Scroggs, Practice of Courts Leet, p. 169, where he 
advises swearing one by one. 
6~ 2126 and 3/140. 
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1672 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 

John Savile F m m m m m Dead60 

William Gatenby m F m F F F F F F 

Richard Lambert m m F 1D 1D m Dead'-';() 

George Crawe m F Dead60 

James Wilson m m 1D F m Dead"'>o 

Thomas Savile m m m m m m F m m m m m m 

Robert Warton m m m m m m m F 

F = foreman 
m = member 

= not a member 

Iable 45, Snape jlJr;}l Icremen lQn-6~, 

he was joined by John and Richard Gatenby for whom there is no 

evidence in the Yell registers of any relationship with him.til In 

1684 he was joined by Leonard Danby. a recent addition to the tenant 

list for whom there are no indications of a connection with the free

tenant Danbys of Thorpe Perrow, but he was described as a gentleman 

on the jury list.6;2 That we have only two sets of Snape affeerors 

could be because the presentments were not affeered by individuals 

the other years: the presentments for both villages for the three 

years 1680 to 1682 include entries showing that the whole jury 

affeered the amercements. This was unorthodox but not unknown 

60 Savile: ':mort' 3/136; Lambert: WlIt. 55; Crawe: WIlt. 54; Wilson: 
married Bridget (Wl/f.53) who succeeded him as his widow from 3/136. 
61 1/192; Wl/f.13v and W1/f.14, both baptized sons of Robert Gatenby. 
62 3/140. 
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elsewhere.~~ 

In the early eighteenth century period studied 

both the men who served as Snape jurors when not included in the 

combined call lists were to be listed during the decade. b4 Table 46 

is noticeably shorter than the previous similar table which contained 

forty-four names: only thirty-four of the hundred men listed at some 

time during the decade served as jurors. The proportion is smaller 

than the proportion of tenants who had served fifty years before 

(42.7%), perhaps because of the inclusion of resiants in the lists. 

But it is clear that service was restricted to fewer men because the 

early eighteenth-century jurors served a mean of 3.9 times each in 

ten years whereas their predecessors, tenants and resiants, had 

served a mean of 4.6 in thirteen years, the equivalent of 3.5 in ten 

years. 

The exclusivity did not extend to the jury foremen 

listed in Table 47. Eight men led the juries in ten years. Lancelot 

Crow, who was foreman of the first two juries in the table, was the 

father of the George Crowe who was foreman of the last two juries but 

otherwise there are no indications that the role was the preserve of 

any individual or family. The first time George served as foreman he 

was unlisted, probably farming with his widowed mother, Susanna, who 

had succeeded Lancelot in the lists from 1729. 65 John Gatenby and 

another George Crow were the only affeerors named during the decade. 

b3 The whole jury sometimes affeered at Acomb, York, at Sutton and 
Dunston, West Sussex, and at Redgrave, Suffolk: H.Richardson (ed.), 
Court Rolls of the Kanor of Acomb Vol. 1, (Yorkshire Archaelogical 
Society Record Series 131 1969), p. vi; Leconfield, Sutton and 
Dunston Manors, p. 7; Dawson, History of Lay Judges, p. 261. In 1588 
Coke had expressed his opinion that the practice was acceptable but 
in 1684 the courts decided it was not; in 1689 and 1706 the courts 
confirmed that affeerment was not necessary if the jury had fixed the 
amount of the amercement: Griesley's Case (1588) and Evelin v Davies 
(1684) cited at Dawson, History of Lay Judges, p. 261; Matthews v 
Carey (1689) and Brook v Hustler (1706) cited at Hearnshaw, Lest 
Jurisdiction, Appendix 3. Affeerors served at Snape and Well in 1727 
but not otherwise about that time: 1/211 and 1/212. The last 
affeerors at Snape and Well seem to have been sworn in 1769: 1/385. 
64 Because we have no separate lists of tenants and resiants we 
cannot know whether the eighteenth-century juries included resiants. 
6S W2/f. Iv and W2/f.9v. George Crow was presented for a drainage 
offence in 1732: 1/231. He took over from his mother from 1736 when 
he was almost thirty years old. 
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Wi 11iam Parker 
Wi 11 i am Scot t 
Francis Chambers 

Listed 

10 
10 

5 
George Crowe (2) 1 
William Baynes 3 
Christopher Atkinson 2 
George Crowe (1) 2 
Lancelot Crowe 2 
Christopher Metcalfe 1 
John Xetcalfe 1 
Richard Petch 10 
Thomas Plummer 10 
Christopher Norfolk 10 
John Shepherd 10 
Robert Gatenby 6 
William Lunt 6 
George Heslopp jun 10 
William King 5 
Philomen Rooke 3 
George Metcalfe 9 
George Heslopp sen 10 
John Lambert 10 
Francis Thompson 10 
Chris. Atkinson jun 8 
Christopher Gatenby 8 
Matthew Firby 10 
John Savile 10 
George Ward 
Christopher Sharp 
William Pratt 
Thomas Court 
William Exelby 
Christopher Raper 
Paul Wetherell 
John Gatenby 

10 
8 
4 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

Juror 
(10 juries) 

10 
10 

5 
1 + 3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
9 
8 
7 
7 
4 
4 
6 
3 
1 + 1 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 

% 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
90.0 
80.0 
70.0 
70.0 
66.7 
66.7 
60.0 
60.0 
50.0 
44.4 
40.0 
40.0 
40.0 
37.5 
37.5 
30.0 
30.0 
30.0 
25.0 
25.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 

Forema.n 

1 
1 

1 + U 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Affeeror 

1 

1# 

• George Crowe (2) served as foreman in 1735 when not listed 
# John Gatenby served as an affeeror in 1727 when he was not a juror. 

Additions to the 'Juror' column give the numbers of times persons to 
be listed served when unlisted and to avoid distortion the 
percentages have been calculated as if they had been listed. 

Table 46. Snape presentment jurors. foremen and affeerors 1727-36. 
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1727 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 

Lancelot Crowe F F dead66 

Francis TholDpson m F m m 

liilliam Parker lD m m F m m m m m m 

Iii 11 iam Scott lD m m m F m m m m m 

George Heslopp sen m m F m 

Christopher Norfolk m m m F m m m 

liilliam King F m m 

George Crowe (2) m* m* F* F 

F = foreman • unlisted 
m = member 

= not a member 

Igble H. Sngpe jl.l1:;}Z lc1:emen lZ27-;3fl. 

This Crowe was the father and grandfather of Lancelot and George 

Crow. the jury foremen. The liell hospital leases reveal that he was a 

yeoman at the time of his death, his two sons were yeomen. three of 

his daughters married yeomen and he seems to have been one of the 

better-off in Snape. G7 Gatenby was a tanner and the heir of William 

Gatenby the tanner who was the dominant Snape foreman fifty years 

before. There is no evidence of his status but perhaps his connection 

with William Gatenby suffices to show that he too was not a run-of

the-mill tenant in Snape. He was selected to serve as an affeeror 

although he was not a member of the jury.66 

66 W2/f.9v. 
67 2119, 2/20, 2/21, 2/128, 2/130 and 2/132. 
Ge Dawson found references to separate affeerors were rare at 
Redgrave, Suffolk, before the function appeared to have fused in the 
jury by the sixteenth century; King found that at Prescot, 
Lancashire, affeerors 'usually also served as jurors' so apparently 
sometimes they did not: Dawson, History of Lay Judges, pp. 192 and 
261; King, 'Leet Jurors', p. 318. We will find that at Danby, North 
Riding, the affeerors were conSistently not members of the jury. 
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~illiam ~ilkinson 

Joseph Crow 
John Egglestone 
John Hawxwe11 
Thomas Lamb 
William Peacock 
Thomas Ward 
John Eggling 
Francis Chambers 
John Topham 
Richard Strangeways 
Christopher Gatenby 
Wi 11 iam Heslopp 
Kr Anthony Hanby 
Robert Hanby 
William Chapman 
Christopher Palliser 
George Heslop 
James Bell 
~illiam Lamb 
Christopher Ketcalfe 
John Wetherill 
~illiam Ketcalfe 

Not l1sted:
Kr William Hanby 
John Chambers 
Thomas Gatenby 

Listed 

3 
3 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

6 
10 
10 

3 
10 
10 

4 
2 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

Juror 
(9 juries) 

3 
3 + 4 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
5 
8 
8 
2 
6 
6 
2 
1 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

2 
1 
1 

% 

100.0 
100.0 
90.0 
90.0 
90.0 
90.0 
90.0 
83.3 
80.0 
80.0 
66.7 
60.0 
60.0 
50.0 
50.0 
40.0 
40.0 
30.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
10.0 

Foreman 

2 

3 
1 
1 

2 

The addition to the 'Juror' column gives the number of times a person 
to be listed served when unlisted and to avoid distortion the 
percentage has been calculated as if he had been listed. 

Table 48. Snape presentment jurors and foremen 1784-93, 

------------------------------------------

Only twenty-siX men appear in Table 48 which lists 

the Snape jurors in the late eighteenth-century period, eight less 

than in the equivalent table for earlier in the century. One man 

served four times before he was enrolled and three men who were not 

enrolled during the period served four times in all. But again the 

jurors were drawn for the most part from the men in the Snape call 

rolls. The listed jurors represent only 18.9% of the 122 men listed 

at some time during the decade, substantially less than the 

proportion of enrolled men who served earlier in the century (34.0%). 

They served a mean of 4.5 times each on the nine juries for which we 
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1784 

Richard Strangeways F 

William Heslopp 

Anthony Hanby 

Wi lliam Hanby 

Robert Hanby 

F = foreman 
m = member 

85 

F 

m 

= nat a member 

86 8'7 

F 

Table. 49. Snape jury foremen 1784-93. 

88 89 90 91 92 93 

F m F m 

m F dead""'" 

F F to Well 

F 

have a record, the equivalent of 5.0 times each in ten juries, which 

is mare than the mean of 3.9 achieved by their apposite numbers fifty 

years before. Service an Snape juries was concentrated in even fewer 

hands. 

Five men served as foremen in the later period as 

shown in Table 49. Richard Strange ways of Snape Hall, Anthony Hanby 

who succeeded him there, and twa ather Hanbys acted as foremen of six 

of the nine extant juries. 70 They included :Mr William Hanby who was 

not listed at Snape yet was foreman of both the juries on which he 

served. 71 William Heslopp was a foreman three times but only once of 

a jury containing a Hanby; he served under three of the occupants of 

Snape Hall and seems to have deferred to them. 

Figure 5 shows how the proportion of listed males 

who served as jurors fell to less than half what it had been and how 

the mean number of times each juror would serve in ten years rose by 

over a third (38.9%). The concentration of jury service in fewer 

hands is clear: the pool of jurors was less 'large' than it was. But 

members of the contracting circle of jurers were not always willing 

6~ W5/f.4v and W5/f.11v. 
70 Horsfall, Manor of Veil and Snape, p. 197; Wf/f.4v and Wf/f.11v. 
71 William Hanby was to marry a Well girl and was to be listed at 
Well where he also served as a juror: 11458, 1/463, 1/465, 1/471 and 
W3/18. 2.1792. 
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% 
70 1-----------------------------~ 7 

60 -- ------- 6 
Times Served 

- - - - - 5 

40 -------- - ---- 4 

30 ---------- 3 

20 

10 1 

1611-21 1672-84 1727-36 1784-93 

Resiants are included in the seventeenth- century figures 

The mean numbers of times each juror served have been adjusted to 
make them comparable, the base used being ten years. 

Fiiure 5. The proportions Of men listed at Snape whO served as Snape 
jurors and the mean number Of times each would serye 1611-21. 1672-
84. 1727-36 and 1784-93. 
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participants: a 1678 'extract' includes two Snape jurors who had 

refused to take the jurors' oath and in 1791 five Snape jurors 

including the foreman were entered in the presentment as having 

failed to appear on verdict day but the entries are deleted. 72 

The inclusion of resiants and unlisted persons in some 

juries would seem to run counter to the trend to exclusivity. But of 

the six non-tenants who served as Snape jurors in the late 

seventeenth-century period two were probably acting for parents from 

whom they were to take over tenancies and two were probable sub

tenants. 73 We have already seen that George Crow, one of the two 

unlisted jurors in the early eighteenth-century period, was probably 

farming with his mother at the time. At least one of the four 

unlisted jurors noted later in the century Was probably farming with 

his mother and a second shared his surname with another widow in the 

Snape lists. 74 Table 49 seems to indicate that when William Hanby 

served as an unlisted juror and foreman he was standing in for 

Anthony Hanby, a listed tenant. Where there is evidence it indicates 

the few unlisted persons included in Snape juries were probably 

acting for listed persons; and when resiants served they were 

probably sub-tenants perhaps little different in practice from some 

of the tenants themselves. 

At Well service as a juror in the early 

seventeenth century was more exclusive than it was at Snape: only 

72 1/461 and 3/127. None of these offences appear in Table 42: the 
'extract' contains only four court-related offences and it does not 
appear to reflect the whole of the missing Snape presentment for that 
year; deleted offences were omitted from the table. 
73 John Gill also served as a constable when unlisted before he took 
over from the widow Ann Gill: 1/139 and 1/141; John Horner also 
served as a bilawman before he took over from Robert Horner: 1/119 
and 1/123; before he was listed Richard Wetherell was amerced for not 
'clenceinge his water sure [ditch]' and a tenant was amerced for 
making a way across his close: 1/194 and 1/196; the resiant William 
Kitchell was also amerced for failing to scour a water course: 3/143. 
74 Joseph Crow also served twice as a constable when unlisted, he was 
described as both a labourer and a farmer at the time of his unlisted 
service and was to be added to the lists immediately below the widow 
Rosey Crow: 1/455, 1/457, 1/464 and W5/f.14; John Chambers was 
perhaps the son of the widow Xargaret Chambers: 1/442. Thomas Gatenby 
could have been related to any of several listed Gatenbys. 
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about a third <36.1%) of the male tenants there served as jurors and 

they served on a mean of 8.7 six-monthly juries each. But, as at 

Snape, the grip of the tenants loosened later that century: at forty

eight the number of jurors listed in Table 50 is twelve more than in 

Table 16 and they include two free tenants at Upsland, one Well 

resiant and a man who was not listed at Well. The net was also cast 

wider amongst the tenants themselves: 46.3% of the nale tenants 

listed at some time during the period served as jurymen. The jurors 

served a mean of 4.6 times, the equivalent of 3.1 times in ten years, 

which was less than their predecessors earlier in the century. 

Although the choice of jurors at Well was less exclusive at the close 

of the seventeenth century it seems the choice was not treated as 

being wholly unrestricted. Unlisted persons served only when 

representing a member of the family or when sub-tenants. 7 .s The 

exception was John Scott who served three times as a Well juror but 

who does not otherwise appear in the Well records: he was perhaps the 

John Scott listed as a tenant at Snape who lived at Canswick Moor and 

therefore in neither village. 76 The tendency for non-tenant jurors to 

appear at the bottom of Snape jury lists is repeated in the Well 

lists. 7"7 

Table 51 shows that seven men acted as jury 

foremen in fifteen years and there is no evidence that anyone was 

dominant at any time. Each of the fifteen juries contained as 

ordinary members never less than three past or future foremen and 

there is no pattern of ascendancy in the sequences. 78 Little is known 

7b Thomas Brown for the widow Beatrice Brown: 31109, 31125 and 3/136; 
Edward Blakelocke as a resiant for his father-in-law Michael Scotson: 
Wl/f.31, 3/125 and 3/136; Robert Harrison for his father-in-law 
Edward Blakelocke: W1/f.56v and 3/141; John Hunter and William 
Brathwaite as sub-tenants: 1/192, 3/114 and 3/123. 
7~ Wl/f.58; Horsfall, Nanor of Well and Snape, p. 158, footnote 1. 
77 In lists of fifteen Brown was twelfth, thirteenth and fifteenth; 
Blakelock was ninth and fourteenth; Hunter was thirteenth and 
fifteenth; Harrison and Scott were added to the bottom of the 1683 
list and Scott was thirteenth and fourteenth in his other 
appearances. Only the resiant Brathwaite seems to have been given the 
same status as otber jurors for he was seventb, eightb and tenth. 
7a In every case but one the foreman is named as such, sworn first or 
both. In 1671 John Brathwiate was listed first and is assumed to have 
been foreman notWithstanding the absence of marks indicating he was 
sworn separately: 3/104. 
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Listed 

William Atkinson 15 
Robert Birkdale jun 14 
Richard Smith 13 
Thomas Brown 
William Reynoldson 
Xarm. Hauxwell jun 
Robert Harrison 
Thomas Hauxwell 
Simon Scope 
Karm. Hauxwell sen 
John Bridgewater 
William Myers 
Kathew Hauxwell 
John Reynoldson 
John Brathwaite 
John Hunter 
John Clarkson 
John Gill 
Robert S:1meson 
Richard Hauxwell 
Francis Ingram 
Leonard Bedforth 
Richard Lumley 
John Wilson j un 
Henry Wilson 
Roger Bateman 
Cuthbert ){udd 
Robert Lumley 
William Thompson 
Edward Blakelocke 
George Holmes 
Aaron Jackson 
Robert Johnson 
Francis Key 
John Toes 
Richard Johnson 
Richard Turley 
William Reynold 
John Askwith 
William Bridgewater 
Edmund Savile 
John Smorthwaite 
John Geldart 
Xa thew Smi th 

8 
8 
7 
2 

15 
6 
8 

15 
15 

9 
14 

8 
12 
15 
15 

6 
7 
8 

15 
15 

3 
10 
14 
14 
15 
15 
13 
10 

5 
5 
5 
6 

13 
8 
9 

10 
10 
10 
10 
15 
15 

Juror % 
<15 juries) 

15 100.0 
14 100.0 
13 100.0 

8 + 3 
B 
7 
2 + 1 

13 
5 
6 

11 
11 

6 
9 
5 
6 + 2 
8 
8 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 + 2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
86.7 
83.3 
75.0 
73.3 
73.3 
66.7 
64.3 
62.5 
57.1 
53.3 
53.3 
50.0 
42.9 
37.5 
33.3 
33.3 
33.3 
30.0 
21. 4 
21. 4 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
16.7 
15.4 
12.5 
11.1 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
6.7 
6.7 

William Brathwaite Resiant 3 
John Scott Not listed 3 

Foreman Affeeror Appraiser 

1 1 

4 

4 

1 

2 

1 
2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 
1 
1 

1 

4 

2 
1 
1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

Kichael Keeke and John Other 1 each (Free tenants) 

Additions to the 'Juror' column give the numbers of times tenants-to
be served when unlisted or listed as resiants and to avoid distortion 
the percentages have been calculated as if they had been listed 

Table 50. Well presentment jurors. foremen. affeerors and appraisers 
1671-85. 
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1671 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 

John Brathwaite F m F m m No longer listed 

Thomas Hawxwell m F m m m ID m m F m m F F 

Richard Smith m m m F m F m F m F m m m m m 

Karm. Hauxwell sen m m m m F m Dead7 ·.". 

William Atkinson m m m m m ID F m m ID m m m m m 

John Gill m m m m m F F m 

John Clarkson ID m m m m F m m 

F = foreman 
m = member 

= not a lIIember 

Iable 51. Well j UI::,z foremen lQZ1-a5. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

about the late seventeenth century affeerors but the three sets of 

affeerors available were drawn exclusively from the ranks of the 

foremen and each set included that year's foreman. John Clarkson and 

Thomas Hauxwell were described as yeomen but otherwise we have no 

evidence of the status of these men.eo The foremen and affeerors were 

drawn from the men at the top of the jury table, the men who served 

most often. The sample of inventories at Bedale Kuseum shows there 

was also a tendency for the men at the top of the table to provide 

the inventory appraisers: some appraisers appear further down the 

list and a few never served as jurors but most served regularly. 

Thomas Hauxwell, the regular foreman, helped produce four of the 

inventories in the sample, five if we include an inventory before the 

period studied. His fellow regular foreman Richard Smith was an 

appraiser three times in all. Clearly the responsibilities of some of 

7'''' W1/f.55v. 
eo 11191, 1/209, 2/17, 2/27, 2/28, 2/48, 2/50 and 3/118; Horsfall, 
Kanor of Well and Snape, pp. 221-2. 
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the busiest jurors were not restricted to the manorial court.'~1 

After the changes described above the choice of 

jurors at ~ell was much the same at the end of the seventeenth 

century as it was at Snape. But whereas the first signs of Snape jury 

service being concentrated in fewer hands could be detected early in 

the eighteenth century the position at ~ell changed little: the 

proportion of men listed at some time who served as jurors was 39.8%, 

much the same as the proportion of tenants and resiants who had 

served fifty years before (38.3%); at 3.1 the mean number of times 

each juror served was the same; the use of unlisted persons continued 

to be very much the exception and the few named in Table 52 were 

either soon to be listed or members of families otherwise represented 

in the lists.8~ 

With one exception there are no indications in 

Table 53 of any jury foreman taking precedence over any other 

foreman. Each of the first four men listed served on juries of which 

the other three were foremen and the fifth man listed served under 

three of his colleagues. The exception Was Mr John Strangeways who 

was foreman of the only jury on which he served during the decade, a 

jury which included two former foremen. Strangeways, designated a 

gentleman in two hospital leases, had come to live at Well Hall in 

1732 and was a deputy master of the hospital until his death in 

1749.8'~ The only affeerors recorded in the decade did not include 

that year's foreman. John Dobson had been designated a yeoman some 

~1 Well inventories 5-18 at Bedale Museum. Only William Kyers, a 
regUlar juror who did not serve as foreman during the fifteen years, 
acted as an appraiser as often as Hauxwell and Smith, four times in 
all. Appraisers could not be included in the Snape table because the 
sample included only one inventory in the period studied. 
~., Michael Grainger served the year before he was first listed: 
1/222. Simon Johnson, John Johnson, Christopher Houseley and John 
~albron all served in other offices, committed agricultural offences 
and appear to have been farming with listed parents, the widows Nary 
Johnson and Xary Yalbron and the yeoman Abraham Houseley 
respectively. Simon Johnson was twice described as a yeoman at the 
time. Simon Johnson: W2/f.9v, 11230, 1/239, 1/242, 1/244, 1/248, 
1/249, 2/137, 2/140 and PR/WEL/3/1 facing p. 4; John Johnson: W2/f.2, 
11248 and 1/249; Houseley: W2/f.5, W2/f.5v, W2/f.11, 11235, 1/240, 
1/244, 1/246, 1/248, 1/249 and 2/88; Walbron: W2/f.3v, W2/f.13, 
11246, 1/248, 1/249 and 2/109. 
e~ 2/137 and 2/138; Horsfall, Kanor of Well and Snape, pp. 134 and 
194. 
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Listed Juror % Foreman Affeeror 
<10 juries) 

John Dobson 10 10 100.0 1 1 

Thomas Hauxwell 10 10 100.0 3 
Christopher Loitas 8 8 100.0 
John Walbran sen 8 8 100.0 2 
Simon Johnson sen 2 2 100.0 
\iilliam Smith 1 1 100.0 1 
John Reynoldson 10 9 90.0 2 
\ii lliam Tirlass 10 9 90.0 
John Clarkson 10 8 80.0 
Abraham Housley 10 6 60.0 
Francis Shatton 10 5 50.0 
Edmund Smi th 10 5 50.0 1 
Chrstopher Hawxwell 8 4 50.0 
John Chapman jun 4 2 50.0 
Michael Grainger 4 1 + 1 50.0 
Augustin Harrison 2 1 50.0 
Thomas Shotton jun 2 1 50.0 
George Todd 9 4 44.4 
Henry Cass 10 4 40.0 
William Shotton 10 3 30.0 
Brian Smith 7 2 28.6 
Roger Bridgewater 4 1 25.0 
Thomas Shott on sen 8 2 25.0 
NT John Strangeways 4 1 25.0 1 

William Barker 10 2 20.0 
John Binks 10 2 20.0 
John Buck 10 2 20.0 
John Chapman sen 10 2 20.0 
John Wilson 10 2 20.0 
George Fleeminge 8 1 12.5 
Christopher Hunter 8 1 12.5 
Christopher Scurrah 8 1 12.5 
Robert Heslopp 10 1 10.0 
Thomas :Mudd sen 10 1 10.0 

Richard Sickling 10 1 10.0 

Free tenant:-
William Williams 1 

Not listed:-
Christopher Houseley 4 
Sioon Johnson (2 ) 3 

John Johnson 1 
John Valbron (2) 1 

The addition to the 'Juror' column gives the number of times a person 
to be listed served when unlisted and to avoid distortion the 
percentage was calculated as if he had been listed. 

Table 52. Well presentment jurors. foremen and affeerors 1727 36. 
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1727 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 

John Reynoldson F m m m m F m m m 

John Walbron m F m m F m m m dead'34 

Thoma s Ha wxwe 11 m m F m m m F m m F 

John Dobson m m m F m m m m m m 

Edmund Smith m m m F m 

Kr John Strangeways F 

F = foreman 
m = member 
- = not a member 

Iable 53. Well jUI:;t lor:emen lZZZ-3Q, 

----------------------------------------------------------~----------. 

seven years before but at the time he affeered he was a miller.'''·''; 

Smith was a cooper who in 1719 witnessed the lease of land by a local 

charity and who in 1723 was a trustee of the workhouse so it seems 

reasonable to assume he was not one of the lesser residents in 

Well. '="'" 

We have seen there was little difference in the 

choice of Well jurors late in the seventeenth century and early in 

the eighteenth century. The change by the end of the eighteenth 

century could hardly be more marked. There is a clear division in 

Table 54 between the men who served only occasionally and the men who 

served very regularly, nine of them on every jury of which we have a 

record. In juries thirteen-strong the same ten men appeared 

repeatedly. Twice the juries were identical in consecutive years. ';:'7 

Only 21.4% of the men listed at Well during the decade served as 

84 W2/f. 13. 
85 W2/f.5, 11211, 2/110 and 2/152. In 1724 Dobson leased from Well 
hospital the maltkiln in Well with liberty to enlarge it into the 
waste and to convert it into a dwellinghouse: the conversion of these 
buildings into houses is not a twentieth-century phenonomen: 2/110. 
'36 W2/f. 9, PR/WELf311 p. 4; Horsfall, Kanor of Well and Snape, 
p. 210. 
87 The juries for 1784 and 1785 and the juries for 1790 and 1791. 
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Listed Juror % Foreman 
(9 juries) 

Thomas Ha wxwe 11 6 6 100.0 
William Hanby 2 2 100.0 
John Lyon 2 2 + 1 100.0 
Joseph Clarkson 10 9 90.0 
William Exelby 10 9 90.0 
Robert Fleeming 10 9 90.0 
Richard Johnson 10 9 90.0 
William Pybus 10 9 90.0 
John Sayer 10 9 90.0 9 
John Wal bron 10 9 90.0 
Will iam Wal bran 10 9 90.0 
Edmund Ward 10 9 90.0 
Simon Johnson 8 7 87.5 
Edward Hare 9 5 55.6 
Will i am Dobson 10 4 40.0 
George Prest 10 4 40.0 
Thomas Annell 4 0 + 1 20.0 
Richard Cleasby 10 1 10.0 

Free tenant;-
Thomas Hare 1 

Unlisted: -
Richard Lofthouse 1 

Additions to the 'Juror' column give the numbers of times persons to 
be listed served when unlisted and to avoid distortion the 
percentages have been calculated as if they had been listed. 

Table 54. Well presentment jurors and foreman 1784-93. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

jurors. about half the proportion fifty years before (39.8%). The 

jurors served a mean of 5.8 times each. the eqUivalent of 6.4 times 

in ten years and more than twice as often as their predecessors half 

a century earlier (3.1). Of the three men who served when not listed 

two were probably related to listed widows and the other was listed 

the following year.'39 But as at Snape it would seem not all the men 

in the limited pool were always willing partiCipants: three times 

.38 Christopher Lofthouse was listed until marked 'dead' the very day 
he was buried in October 1790, a farmer aged 91 yearsj he was 
succeeded in the call rolls by his widow Elizabeth and it was perhaps 
not a coincidence that Richard Lofthouse first appeared in a jury 
list in 1792: 1/465. Thomas Annell succeeded the widow Isabel Annell: 
1/454. 
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jurors were fined for failing to attend verdict days.',,'9 The 

restricted choice of jurymen was also reflected in the choice of 

foreman: John Sayer was the foreman of each of the nine juries of 

which we have a record. Listed plain John Sayer in the earlier call 

rolls he was elevated to 'Mr' from 1788. He had at least 145 acres of 

land in both villages in 1795 and during the decade he also served as 

a collector of land tax, three times as an overseer of the poor and 

as a constable. He was clearly a man of some importance in the 

village and gone were the days when the foreman's role was shared by 

some half a dozen men. ,"-' The selection of jurors at Well was now more 

restricted than it had been early in the seventeenth century and just 

as restricted as it was at Snape. Figure 6 shows how at Well after 

the early seventeenth century the proportion of listed persons who 

served as jurors rose with a commensurate fall in the mean number of 

times each juror would serve in ten years. But it also shows that 

eventually the proportion fell to about half of what it had been and 

the number of times each juror would serve rose by almost two-thirds 

(65.9%). The route had been more tortuous but the result was the 

same: jury service was eventually concentrated in very few hands in 

both Villages. 

The Manorial Officers 

In Chapter Three we noted that early in the 

seventeenth century almost all the constables at Snape were drawn 

from the comparatively large pool of tenant jurors and only a few of 

the bilawmen were non-jurors. We have now seen that initially the 

grip of the Snape tenants on jury-service became a little looser but 

membership of juries became progressively more exclusive: had the 

manorial officers continued to be drawn only from the jurors fewer 

men would have served more often. This was avoided by spreading the 

burden wider: the service of Snape presentment jurors as constables 

or bilawmen in the late seventeenth-century period is given in Table 

89 1/144, 1/459 and 1/462. 
90 1/453, 1/462 and PRlWEL/3/1, p. 44; Horsfall, Nanor of Well and 
Snape, pp. 299-302. 
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% 
70 ~-------------------------~i 7 

60 ' -

I 
50 t -

I , 
40 

30 

20 

10 

1611-21 

- - - - - - 6 

Times Served 

- - - - - - - - - 5 

~~--.,c--.;""""-""",----------- 4 

---- - ----- 3 

2 

1 

1672-84 1727-36 1784-93 

Resiants are included in the seventeenth-century figures. 

The mean numbers of times each juror served have been adjusted to 
make them comparable, the base used being ten years. 

Figure 6. The proportions of men listed at Well who served as Well 
jurors and the Dean numbers Of timeS each would serve 1611-21, 
1671-85, 1727-36 and 1784-93, 
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55 but Table 56 lists the non-jurors who also served in the manorial 

offices."" The net had been cast wider amongst the tenants but it 

also covered tenants-to-be, resiants and one man not listed during 

the period: at least four of the five tenants-to-be probably acted 

for relativesi9~ the three resiants were specifically said to be 

appointed in place of femalesj"" and the unlisted constable would no 

doubt be acting tor his mother, a widowed tenant. '.=-4 The appOintments 

of men in place of women would seem to indicate there was a system 

and the records hint that the cycle could have been about once in 

fifteen years for eligible bilawmen and somewhat longer for potential 

constables. · ..• s But any system must have been flexible for at least 

four men served more than once in the period without substitutions 

being mentioned. It would seem that at the time Snape jury-service 

started to become more exclusive the choice of officers continued to 

be wide; if the grip of the tenants on the offices was a little 

looser it was only to accommodate men acting for others, usually 

members of their families and usually females. 

Again the records yield few occupations but those 

we have confirm that yeomen, husbandmen and craftsmen alike served as 

jurors and in both offices at Snape. Indeed Table 57 reveals that at 

91 In 1678 'John Savell Sen', 'John Savell Joyner' and 'John Savell 
JunY" served on the same jury: 1/128. 'John Saville thelder' served 
as a constable in 1671: 1/106. In the absence of the designation 
'joiner' or 'junior' it has been assumed that the undesignated John 
Sav1lles who served as b1lawman in 1672 and constable in 1676 were 
the same man, John Saville senior: 1/109 and 1/123. He was marked 
'mort' in 1681 and in the absence of the designation 'joiner' it has 
been assumed the undesignated John Saville who served as a bilawman 
in 1684 was John Saville 'junior', no longer junior since his 
father's death: 1/136 and 1/141. 
92 John Horner took over trom Robert Horner: 3/123; John Gill took 
over from Ann Gill: 3/141; William Bayne took over from the widow 
Barbara Bayne: 3/125, 3/129 and 3/136; and James Dobby took over from 
Elizabeth Dobby (some years after John Dobby and Robert Dobby 
junior): 3/125, 3/129, 3/136 and 3/139. 
9:;< Christopher Clapham for the widow Dorothy Hutchinson: 3/114; 
William Thompson for his mother the widow Francisca ThoDpson: 3/125; 
and John Ward for a widow whose name is illegible: 3/125. 
94 Henry Dinsdale for Margaret Dinsdale: W1/f.9v, 31125, 3/136 and 
3/139. 
96 Fifteen of the eighteen tenants listed every year in the fifteen
year period served once as a bilawman in that time and six served as 
constables. It is assumed some of the others served in the years for 
which records are missing. 
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George Cole 
Thomas Savile 
John Horner 

Listed 

13 
13 
10 

Richard Lambert 6 
George Crawe 2 
William Gatenby jun 2 
Richard Wetherell 5 
John Lambert 7 
John Savile jun 7 
James Wilson 6 
Richard Gatenby 5 
Peter Whitehead 4 
William Gatenby sen 13 
Robert Warton 12 
John Hutchinson 9 
John Savile sen 9 
William Stout 13 
John Gatenby 13 
William Harrison 13 
Matthew Reynold 12 
Edmund Savile 6 
John Gill 1 
John Savile joiner 
Thomas Thompson 
John Robinson 
William Thompson 
Leonard Danby 
Robert Gatenby 
Thomas Dobby 
Robert Horner 
William Hutchinson 
Henry Savile 
Christopher Frear 
George Cooke sen 
John Scott 
Thomas Stout 
John Dobby 
Peter Leadley 
John Brathwaite 
Edward Reynold 
James Thompson 
William Xitchell 
Christopher Hunton 
Christopher Raper 

13 
13 

7 
12 

3 
3 

13 
13 
13 
13 
12 
13 
13 
13 

7 
8 
9 
9 

12 
Resiant 
Resiant 
Resiant 

Juror 

13 
13 
10 + 3 

6 
2 
2 
4 + 3 
6 
6 
5 
4 
3 
9 
8 
6 
6 
8 
7 
7 
6 
3 
0+1 
6 
6 
3 
4 
1 
1 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 + 2 
2 
1 

Foreman Constable Bilawman 
(Affeeror> 

1 

1 
1 

1 
- (1) 

7 (2) 
1 

1 

- (1) 

- (1) 

1 
1 

1 

1 

0+1 

1 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
1 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
1 

DID NOT 
2 

1 
2 

SERVE 
1 
1 
1 

1 1 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
0+1 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
DID NOT SERVE 
1 1 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
1 
1 
3-
1 

1 1 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

0+1 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

• includes service in place of another 

Additions to the 'Constable' and 'Bilawman' columns give the numbers 
of times tenants-to-be and a resiant-to-be served when unlisted. 

Table 55. Snape constables and bilawmen 1671-84 <jurors). 
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Listed Juror Foreman Constable Bilawman 
(Affeeror) 

John Atkinson 13 1 
James Gatenby 11 1 
Anthony Reynold 11 1 
George \Vard 11 2 .. ~:' 11:::. 1 
Robert Holden 9 1 
Wi 11 iam Bayne 8 0 + 1 
James Reynoldson 7 1 
James Dobby 4 0 + 1 
George Heslop 4 1 
Richard Bannister 3 1 
Francis Thompson 2 1 

Resiants:-
Christopher Clapham 1* 
William Thompson U 
John Ward U 

Unlisted:-
Henry Dinsdale 1 

• service in place of another 

Additions to the 'Constable' and 'Bilawman' columns give the numbers 
of times tenants-to-be served when unlisted. 

Table 56, Snape constables and bilawmen 1671-84 (npn-jurors), 

least one gentleman was active in the administration of the manor and 

three men discharged from paying the hearth tax served in manorial 

offices.~7 The then resiant Christopher Clapham, who was discharged 

irom paying the tax in 1673, was the constable named at the bottom of 

,.)"" The constables and bilawmen are named at the end of the call 
rolls. \Ve have no call roll for 1680 but Ward was said to be the 
constable when Suzanna Plumer was presented for assaulting him that 
year: 11201. 
97 Hebden, Hearth Tax List, 2, p. 51. Gatenby: 2/26, 2/36, 2/37 and 
3/140; Hawe: call rolls from 3/119, W1/i.62, and Horsfall, Kanor of 
Vell and snape, p. 222; Tennant: call rolls from 3/106 to 3/125; 
Thomas Savile: NYCRO/ZBS/597j Thompson: 2/27j Crawe: 2/19, 2/21 and 
NYCRO/QSX/14/19.7.1670j Leadley: 2/32j John Savile sen: Wl/i.18, 
Wl/f.28v and W1/f.30j Cooke: W1/f.29 and W1/f.30vj Reynoldson: call 
rolls from 3/136j John Savile joiner: 3/120 and 3/128; John Savile 
jun: 1/203 and 3/133j Ward: 2/75 and NYCRO/QSM/13/23.7.1667. 
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Occupation Listed Juror Constable Bilawman 

'William Gatenby 

Christopher Hawe 
Richard Tennant 

Thomas Savile 
'William Thompson 

George Crawe 

Peter Leadley 
John Savile sen 

George Cooke 
John Reynoldson 

John Savile 
John Savile jun 
George 'Ward 

Gentleman 
& Tanner 
Gentleman 
Gentleman 

Yeoman 
Yeoman 

Yeoman/ 
Husbandman 

Husbandman 
Husbandman 

Webster 
Miller 

Joiner 
Mal tman 
Tailer 

16 

13 
'7 

16 
14 

5 

10 
10 

16 
2 

R13 
16 
9 

16 

Discharged from paying 
Robert Ward 

hearth tax:
R16 
R14 John Appleby 

Thomas Horner 
John Atkinson 
Christopher Clapham 

Christopher Smith 
John Brathwaite 

'7 
9 

R 3 
13 

3 
11 

< Foremanl 
Affeeror) 

9 ('712) 

13 <11-) 
4 

2 0/-) 

1 
6 (1/-) 

2 

6 
6 

1 

1 

1 
1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

R = resiant • = service in place of another 

Table 57. Male inhabitants of Snape with known occupations. including 
those discharged from paying the hearth tax. and the offices they 
held 1671-85. 

------------------------------------------------------------------

the tax return for that was the year he served in place of a widow. ,e>e 

The imprecision of occupational designations has been noted already 

but the inventories of property left by some of the men listed 

confirm their places in the table: the gentlemen Gatenby and Hawe 

left t617 Os.Od. and t680 2s.10d respectively, the yeoman/husbandman 

..• '" 3/114. 
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George Crowe lett £263 16s.4d. and the resiant Christopher Clapham 

left only £6 Os.2d. We have no occupations for two other 

comparatively poor men. Christopher Frear and Robert Gatenby who left 

£11 8s. lId. and £1 10s.0d. respectively. but they too served as both 

jurors and otficers."'''-' It is clear that service in manorial offices 

was not confined to the better off in Snape. 

At Well we found that early in the seventeenth 

century service as a juror was more restricted than it was at Snape. 

Almost all the Well constables and most of the bilawmen had been 

drawn from the exclusive group of jurors but several non-jurors were 

appointed as bilawmen. The jury net was cast wider late in the 

seventeenth century but officers were still appointed from outside 

the group of jurors: Table 58 shows that manorial officers continued 

to be drawn from the larger pool of jurors and Table 59 shows that 

non-j urors also served as officers. 1',>0 Tenants-to-be continued to 

serve occasionally and an unlisted man also served, all probably for 

relations. 1',)1 The two substitutions specifically mentioned in the 

records include the tenant John Wilson's service for the tenant John 

Smorthwaite, the only example in the rolls of a man serving for 

another man. I O~:: The other expl ici t substitution was for a Widow and 

again it would seem there was a system although several men served 

more than once including four men sworn three times as bilawmen. 

These examples of repeated service in the office of bilawman suggest 

that perhaps already the system which had spread the burden widely 

amongst the tenants at Well was being abandoned. The suggestion is 

supported by other eVidence: of the twenty-one male tenants listed 

'",',' Snape inventories 17 to 22 at Bedale Kuseum. Inventories were 
often deficient and the amounts given are therefore the minima left: 
Riley, 'Families and Their Property', pp. 31 and 113. 
IOu The tables include the two constables amerced in 1670 'for leting 
ye pinfould lie down': 1/103. It has been assumed the John Brathwaite 
appOinted pindar in 1685 was the man of that name listed at Snape and 
not the man of the same name who had by then ceased to be listed at 
Well: 3/142. They were not the same man for they both appear in one 
list of tenants: 3/122. 
1 ':>1 Thomas Brown for his mother and Edward Blakelock for his father
in-law as already noted. There is no evidence of any relationship in 
the case of Thomas Toes but the widow Margaret Toes was a tenant at 
the time. 
102 1/109. 
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Listed 

Yilliam Atkinson 15 
Robert Birkdale jun 14 
Richard Smith 13 
Thomas Brown 8 
William Reynoldson 8 
Marm. Hauxwell jun 7 
Robert Harrison 2 
Thomas Hauxwell 15 
Simon Scope 6 
Marm. Hauxwell sen 8 
John Bridgewater 15 
William Xyers 15 
Xathew Hauxwell 9 
John Reynoldson 14 
John Brathwaite 8 
John Hunter 
John Clarkson 
John Gill 
Robert Simeson 
Richard Hauxwell 
Francis Ingram 
Leonard Bedforth 
Richard Lumley 
John Wilson jun 
Henry Wilson 
Edward Blakelocke 
Roger Bateman 
Cuthbert :Mudd 
Robert Lumley 
William Thompson 

12 
15 
15 

6 
7 
8 

15 
15 

3 
10 
13 
14 
14 
15 
15 

George Holmes 10 
Aaron Jackson 5 
Robert Johnson 5 
Francis Key 5 
John Toes 6 
Richard Johnson 13 
Richard Turley 8 
William Reynold 9 
Jobn Askwith 10 
Yilliam Bridgewater 10 
Edmund Savile 10 
John Smorthwaite 10 
John Geldart 15 
Mathew Smith 15 
William Brathwaite Resiant 

Juror Foreman Constable Bilawman 
(Affeeror) 

15 
14 
13 

8 + 3 
8 
7 
2 + 1 

13 
5 
6 

11 
11 

6 
9 
5 
6 + 2 
8 
8 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
1 
3 
1 + 2 
3 
3 
3 
3 

2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 

1 (1) 

4 (2) 

4 (1) 

1 

2 (2) 

1 
1 

1 
1 + 2 

DID NOT SERVE 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

DID NOT 

DID NOT 
1 
1 

1 
SERVE 

3 
SERVE 

1 
1 
1 

1 (1) 1 
2 1 

1 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
2 1 
DID NOT SERVE 
1 1 

2 
10+ 1 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
1 3 

(and 4 X Pindar) 
1 
1 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 
1 

1 

1 
1 

3 
1 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
1 1 
1 1 

1 

Additions to the 'Bilawman' column give the numbers of times tenants
to-be served when resiants or unlisted. 

Table 58. Well constables and bilawmen 1670-85 (jurors). 
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Listed Juror Constable Bilawman Pindar 

Christopher Justance 11 1 
Thomas Shotton 11 H 
Valentine Tippin 11 1 
Richard Smithson 10 1 1 
Richard Hunter 8 1 
John Wilson sen 7 H 
William Raynforth 6 1 
William Hewson 5 1 
Michael Garbutt 2 1 
Robert Birkdale 1 1 
Thomas Scurrey Resiant 1 
Thomas Toes Unlisted - 1 

• service in place of another 

Table 59. Well constables and bilawmen 1670-85 (non-jurors), 

throughout the period six (28.6%) did not serve as either constable 

or bilawman whereas only two out of eighteen such men at Snape 

(11.1%) failed to serve. Table 60 tends to confirm that the system 

was perhaps beginning to collapse: 1.:>::3 whereas the gentry and the 

hearth-tax poor served at Snape they do not feature in the Well 

table;,o4 a labourer served once as a juror but otherwise the 

manorial offices were held only by the farmers and craftsmen. 10·S 

10:3 Inventories confirm the places of eight of the men in the table: 
Clarkson: t198 12s.8d: Thomas Hauxwell: t50.10s.0d: Birkdale: 
t48 18s.0d: Atkinson: t43 17s.6d; Marmaduke Hauxwell: t4710s.0d; 
Jackson: t40. 16s.0d; Bedforth: t3 13s.6d; Hunter: ct3 5.0d: Well 
inventories 12, 13, 15, 17-21 at Bedale Xuseum. 
104 Hawe: call rolls from 3/106 to 3/136; Place: call rolls from 
3/106 to 3/141, 3/119 (pleas), 3/123 (pleas), Horsfall, Kanor of Well 
and Snape, p. 222; Place jun: 3/139 and 3/141; Stead: 3/106, 3/123, 
3/125, W11t.54v, WIlt. 55 and W1It.57; Hebden, Hearth Tax List, 2, 
p. 51. 
lC>f~ Clarkson: 2117; Thomas Hawxwell: 2/27, 2/48, 2/50, Horsfall, 
Kanor of Vell and Snape, p. 221; Robert Lumley: Atkinson, Quarter 
Sessions Records, 6, p. 195; Birkdale: 2/23; Bridgewater: 2/24; 
Richard Lumley: 2/28; Thompson: 1/209; Atkinson, Marmaduke Hauxwell 
and Jackson: Well inventories 15, 17 and 21 at Bedale Museum; 
Bedforth: 2/11; John Hunter: 2/30 and 2/51; Ingram: 2/12; Johnson: 
2/14: Reynoldson: 2/74 (the 1711 reference is somewhat late but it 
refers to his sons baptized W1/f.57v); Smith: 2139 and 2/58; Toes: 
2/16; Wilson: Well inventory 8 at Bedale Museum: William Hunter: 
2/25; Key: NYCRO/QSM/18J8.10.1689. 
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Occupation Listed Juror Constable Bilawman 
(Foreman/ 
Affeeror) 

Christopher Hawe Gentleman 11 
Edward Place Gentleman 11 
Edward Place jun Gentleman 11 
W'illiam Stead Vicar 11 

John Clarkson Yeoman 16 8 (1/ 1) 1 
Thomas Hawxwell Yeoman 16 13 (411 ) 
Robert Lumley Yeoman 16 3 1 

Robert Birkdale Husbandman 15 14 1 
John Bridgewater Husbandman 16 11 
Richard Lumley Husbandman 16 5 
W'illiam Thompson Husbandman 16 3 1 3 

(and 4 X Pindar) 

William Atkinson (FarmerH 15 15 (1/1) 1 
Marmaduke Hauxwell (Farmer). 8 6 (1/-) 1 
Aaron Jackson <Farmer). 5 1 1 

Chris. Bedforth Linen webster 7 
John Hunter Tanner 13 8 1 
Francis Ingram Butcher 8 3 1 
Marmaduke Johnson Tailor 16 
John Reynoldson Cooper 15 9 1 1 
Brian Smith Cooper 3 
John Toes Tailor (5 1 1 
John Wilson sen Tanner 7 H 

William Hunter Labourer '7 
Francis Key Labourer 5 1 

Discharged from paying hearth tax:-
Richard Sickling 11 
Richard Bridgewater R 6 
Robert Reynoldson 16 
Robert Scott Unlisted -
John Brockell R16 
Richard Firby Unlisted -
Edward Proctor R16 

• (Farmer) These men were not described as farmers in the records 
but their inventories reveal their callings. 

R = resiant 

Table 60. Kale inhabitants of Well with known occupations, including 
those discharged from payin~ the hearth tax, and the offices they 
held 1671-85. 
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Seven of the lists of officers include pindars, 

They were listed as ~ell officers and the men who occupied the post 

hailed from ~ell but they may have been officers for the whole manor 

for there is no separate record of pindars at Snape, '0';' A tenant, a 

resiant and an ex-tenant served in the post once each but the tenant 

~illiam Thompson served four times; these included two years when he 

combined the duties with the duties of constable and bilawman 

respectively so the post was perhaps not considered particularly 

arduous. Thompson's record as an officer at ~ell is also the most 

blatant example of an individual holding office more than his 

peers. ")7 It appears that the appointment of pindars was outside any 

system for appointing the other officers, 

The hearth tax returns provide another means of 

assessing the status of the village officers. Bennett used this crude 

measure of status in his analysiS of the constables and their 

deputies at Halifax in the West Riding of Yorkshire from 1658 to 

1670. He showed that at Halifax itself the men with three or more 

hearths held three-quarters (76.3%) of the appointments whereas they 

accounted for less than a third (30,1%) of the households, In the 

'out-townships' in Halifax parish there were not enough wealthy men 

to fill the offices and :men with two hearths also served 

disproportionately. In both Halifax and its 'out-townships' the poor, 

those discharged from paying the tax, were excluded from office, 

Bennett's figures are reproduced in Table 61 which gives the same 

information for constables and bilawmen at both Snape and Well. 10." 

106 It would appear there were pinfolds in both villages for although 
the ~ell presentments include nine pinfold offences 'afouldbreck' was 
also presented at Snape: 1/201. The two pairs of constables amerced 
for letting the pinfold lie down served when there is no record of a 
pindar and therefore it is not clear whether constables were always 
responsible for the pinfold or only when there was no pindar: 1/103 
and 11118, 
"-'7 Bllawman 1671, constable and pindar 1672, pindar 1674, bilawman 
1677, pindar 1683, and bilawman and pindar 1684: 1/106, 1/109, 1/119, 
11125, 1/139, 1/141 and 11142, 
,,-'0 Bennett, 'Enforcing the Law in Revolutionary England', pp, 66 et 
seq and 311-2; Hebden, Hearth Tax List, 2, pp, 50-1. The adequacy of 
the hearth tax returns will be examined later in this chapter, For 
present purposes it suffices to note that Margaret Spufford found an 
association between hearths and wealth; she concluded 'it is 
therefore clear that the hearth tax can be used as an (Continued .. , 
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Hal ifax Constables 
Town 'Out-townships' 

Hearths 
5+ 23.7% <7.2%) 3.6% (1. 8%) 

3-5 52.6% (22.9%) 33.5% <13.6%) 

2 13.1% (14.9%) 31. 7% <16.6%) 

1 10.6% (13.3%) 31. 2% <34.7%) 

Exempt (41. 7%) <33.3%) 

Snape Ir/ell 'o,;;, 

Constables Bilawmen Constables Bilawmen 
Hearths 
5+ (2.7%) (1. 3%) 

3-5 (2.7%) <1.3%) 

2 14.3% <16.4%) 33.3% 29.4% (18.7%) 30.3% 

1 71.4% <60.3%) 66.7% 70.6% (58.7%) 69.7% 

Exempt 14.3% <17.8%) (20.0%) 

Percentages in brackets are proportions of households in town, 
, out-townships' and villages respectively. 

Table 61, Hearth-tax status pf constables at Halifax 1658-70 and 
cpnstables and bilawmen at Snape 1671-84 and Well 1670-85. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

The differences between the social composition of the North Riding 

villages and that of Halifax and its 'out-townships' are i~diately 

obvious: Snape and Well had less households with three or more 

108 Continued .. , ) economic guide, and also as a social guide' and 
that the lists 'forn a general, if not a preCise gUide, to the 
economic position of those taxed ... as an overall gUide, the tax is 
adequate.': Contrasting Communities, pp. 36-41 and 300-1. As Hoskins 
pointed out categorizing by hearths is inevitably arbitrary but the 
returns represent the best sources we have: Local History in England, 
p. 143. 
109 It has been assumed that the Well tax-payer called Jackson whose 
christian name is torn was Aaron Jackson, the only Jackson listed in 
the rolls, and that the Thonas 'Skelton' noted by' the transcriber at 
Well was in fact Thomas Shotton: there was no Skelton in the Village 
and Shotton would not otherwise be accounted for. 
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hearths, less persons who were discharged from paying the tax and 

most taxed households had only one hearth. Whereas households with 

three or more hearths provided most of the constables at Halifax they 

provided no constables or bilawmen at Snape or Well. And whereas one

hearth households provided only a tenth of the constables at Halifax 

and less than a third in the 'out-townships' they provided two-thirds 

or more of the officers at Snape and Well. It was also not unknown 

tor persons said to be too poor to pay the tax to serve in manorial 

offices at Snape. '.<:J Like the difference between Halifax and its 

'out-townships' this simply reflected the numbers and status of those 

available to hold office: there were only six households with three 

or more hearths in the parish, almost all the two-hearth households 

were represented in the ranks of the officers and if they were not to 

serve repeatedly officers had to be provided by one-hearth 

households .• 1. At Snape, like the Halifax • out-townships' , they had 

to cut their coats according to the cloth. This no doubt applied to 

villages elsewhere. • 1 .• : 

• 10 Because the published tax list for a single year (1673) was used 
for Snape and Well not all the officers could be linked to households 
in the list. Some were linked directly, others through their known 
predecessors or successors and others as members of widows' 
households but three constables and ten bilawmen at Snape (17.6% and 
29.4% respectively) and five constables and seven bilawmen at Well 
<18.2% and 17.5%) remained unlinked. However, with the exceptions of 
one three-hearth and one two-hearth household at Snape all the 
households with two or more hearths could be linked: it follows that 
almost all the officers who do not feature in the table lived in one
hearth households and the percentages of one-hearth officers given 
are therefore minima . 
• 1 I The only households in Snape with five or more hearths were those 
of the lord at Snape Castle (30): of Lady Danby at Thorpe Perrow 
(17); of Edmund Savile (4) who served as a juror but not as an 
officer in our period: and of Kr Edward Place, the master of Well 
hospital (3) the occupant of which we do not know. At Well Mr Edward 
Place (7) and the Rev. Stead (3) had the only households with more 
than two hearths and they too did not serve. There were only twenty
six two-hearth households in the parish and if these households alone 
had provided the two constables and four bilawmen reqUired annually 
in each village service would have been every alternate year; at 
least twenty of these householdS were represented in the ranks of the 
officers. 
112 Joan Kent pointed out that variations in the status of constables 
in different settlements and changes over time have not been fully 
explored: English Village Constable. p. 80. For examples of 
variations see ibid, pp. 82-122; Samaha, Law and Order, p. 87. 
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Early in the eighteenth century the position at 

Snape had changed only a little. Table 62 shows that the constables 

and bilawmen continued to be selected from ,jurors and non-jurors 

alike and all were listed at the time. Two widows were appointed 

bilawgraves in their own right in 1729 but there is nothing in the 

records to indicate whether they actually carried out the duties 

themselves. Mary Gill seems to have farmed for she was amerced for a 

drainage offence; as the widow of a farmer whose tenancy was to be 

passed on to her yeoman son-in-law Anne Crowe could have farmed 

too. ' 1 '''' The appointment of women again seems to indicate there was a 

system.' 14 But in a period of only ten years no less than seven men 

served as bilawgraves twice, including three who served in 

consecutive years; two men also served twice as constables and they 

included Thomas Court who served twice in both offices in only seven 

years; , 1 S and two men served as bi lawmen the same years they served 

as constables. 1 ,,; Of the thirty-seven men resident in Snape and 

listed throughout the period fifteen (40.5%) served neither as 

constable nor bilawman, a substantial increase on the proportion 

fifty years before at Snape (11. 1% in a longer period) and more than 

the proportion when it was assumed the system was being abandoned at 

Well (28.6%). Fewer men were serving more often and it would seem 

that at Snape the system was perhaps beginning to break down too. 1 '7 

From 1118 occupations are given more often than 

not in the parish registers and therefore we have the occupations of 

most of the men who appeared in the manorial rolls, too many to list 

113 1/218. Gill: 1/231. Crowe: W2/f.9v, 11233 and 2/132. 
114 Giles Jacob wrote 'And if the Office [of constable] happen on a 
Woman, where there is a Custom for every Inhabitant to serve by 
Turns, she may hire one to execute the Office.': Compleat Parish
Officer, p. 4. Yomen were included in the rota systems at Highley, 
Shropshire, but they did not serve: Nair, Highlex, p. 129. A woman 
seems to have served as a constable at Great Smeaton in the North 
Riding in 1695: Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records" 7, p. 153. 
11b 1/210, 1/230 and 1/235. 
116 George Hammond: 1/210 and 1/214; John Savile: 1/235 and 1/240; 
Christopher Norfolk: 1/244 and 1/248; Thomas Court: 1/210; and 
Richard Petch: 1/222. 
117 Thirty-five men held office in ten years whereas forty-two men 
had held office in nine years fifty years before. 
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Listed 

~illiam Parker 10 
~illiam Scott 10 
Francis Chambers 5 

1 George Crowe (2) 
~illiam Baynes 3 
Christopher Atkinson 2 

2 
2 

George Crowe (1) 
Lancelot Crowe 
Christopher Ketcalfe 1 

1 John Metcalfe 
Richard Petch 10 
Thomas Plummer 10 
Christopher Norfolk 10 
John Shepherd 10 
Robert Gatenby 6 
~illiam Lunt 
George Heslopp jun 
lii11iam King 
Philomen Rook 

6 
10 

5 
3 

George Metcalfe 9 
George Heslopp sen 10 
John Lambert 10 
Francis Thompson 10 
ChriS. Atkinson jun 8 
Christopher Gatenby 8 
Matthew Firby 10 
John Savile 10 
George liard 
Christopher Sharp 
liilliam Pratt 
Thomas Court 
~i 11 iam Exel by 
Christopher Raper 
Paul Wetherell 
John Gatenby 

10 
8 
4 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

liilliam Atkinson 10 
Thomas Bayne 10 
George Coale 10 
George Cooke 10 
Thomas Cooke 10 
John Dobbie 10 
Nary Gill widow 10 
George Hammond 10 
Christopher Horner 10 
James Wilson 10 
Thomas Atkinson 9 
James Bailiffe 
John Raper 
William Thompson 
liilliam Topham 
Anne Crow wi dow 

8 
8 
4 
4 
3 

Juror 

10 
10 

5 
1 + 3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
9 
8 
7 
7 
4 
4 
6 
3 
1 + 1 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Foreman Constable Bilawman 
<Affeeror) 

1 
1 

1 + 1 

- (1) 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

- (1) 

1 
1 

1 

DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
2 

DID NOT SERVE 
1 
DID NOT SERVE 
1 2 

1 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
1 1 
1 2 

2 
1 

2 
1 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 
2 2 
1 1 

1 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Table 62. Snape constables and bilawmen 1727 36. 
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in a table. Table 63 gives only those men with known occupations who 

served as jurors or in the manorial offices at Snape. It confirms 

that those who served were selected from the farmers, 11 r~ tradesmen 

and craftsmen 11',,. but weavers and the odd labourer also served. 12<) 

George Cooke was one of only two men described as a yeoman in the 

parish registers and he was described in a letter with the hospital 

leases as a 'considerable hospital tenant': he did not serve as a 

juror in our period but served once as a bilawman. 1..21 John Shepherd 

was only a labourer in 1722 and even if he had bettered himself 

before he served seven times as a juror from 1727 he was still 

obliged to make his mark when most of his fellow jurors signed their 

names. 122 However, although service involved men from different 

social strata, it would seem the burden was not distributed evenly. 

Of the twenty-three listed men known to have been farmers, and 

therefore perhaps more likely to serve as bilawmen, only twelve 

<52.2%) actually did SOi of the eleven known weavers seven (63.6%) 

served in that office. Five <21. 7%) of the farmers served as 

constables but five (45.5%) of the weavers served with them. 123 

lIe The generic term 'farmer' was used in the registers but the more 
specific term 'yeoman', was used in the Well hospital leases: the 
'farmers' in the table could have been yeomen or husbandmen. 
Chanbers: 2/132; Cooke: li2/f.13v; George Crowe (1): 2/130; Lancelot 
Crowe: li2/f.5, W2/f.5v, li2/f.gv, W2/f.13v, 2/106 and 2/130; Robert 
Gatenby: 2/132; Lambert: 2/160; Savile: 2/121; FranCis Thompson: 
W2/f.4v; Raper: W2/f.5; Bailiffe: W2/f.13; Coale: W2/f.12; Exilby: 
li2/f.13; King: liZ/f.1lv; Petch: li2/f.gv; Plummer: W2/f.12, W2/f.12v 
and 2/11Z; Pratt: WZ/f.8 and WZlf.11; Rook: WZ/f.8; Wetherell: 
WZ/f.11 and WZ/f.13; and Wilson: WZ/f.5 and WZlf.13. 
119 Christopher Atkinson: WZ/f.8, W2/f.9v; Bayne: W2/f.9v and Z195; 
George Crowe <Z): Z/163; John Gatenby: W2/f.4v, W2/f.5v, W2/f.6v, 
2154 and 2/149; Hammond: W2/f.4v; George Heslopp sen: W2/f.10; George 
Heslopp jun: W2/f.7 and 11212; Horner: W2/f.9v; Christopher Ketcalfe: 
W2/f.l0v, WZ/f.12 and WZ/f.13; George Ketcalfe: W2/f.5 and W2/f.13v; 
Norfolk: 2/152; Scott: 1/212; Sharp: WZ/f.13vj and Ward: W2/f.10, 
2175 and 21161. 
120 William Atkinson: W2/f.7v, W2/f.gv and W2/f.11v; Court: W2/f.8v, 
li2/f.9 and W2/f.12vj Dobbie: W2/f.5, W2/f.5v, W2/f.7v, W2/f.9, 
W2/f.12 and 11237; Firby: W2/f.13v; Christopher Gatenby: W2/f.5v; 
Parker: WZ/f.5 and WZ/f.5vj Topham: WZ/f.5j Shepherd: W2/f.5vj and 
William Thompson: W2/f.10, W2/f.l1, W2/f.l1v, W2/f.12v, W2/f.13v. 
121 W2/f.13v and Z1170. 
122 1/215, 1/218, 1/222, 1/226 and 1/230. 
123 Eight of the twenty-four known craftsmen/tradesDen (33.3%) served 
as bilawmen and six <25%) as constables. 
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Occupation Listed Juror Constable Bilawman 
<Foreman) 

Francis Chambers Yeoman 5 5 1 
George Cooke Yeoman 10 1 
George Crowe (1) Yeoman 2 2 
Lancelot Crowe Yeoman/Butcher 2 2 
Robert Gatenby Yeoman 6 4 1 
John Lambert Yeoman 10 4 1 
John Savile Yeoman 10 3 2 
Francis Thompson Yeoman 10 4 (1) 

John Raper Husbandman 8 1 

James Bailiffe Farmer 8 1 
George Coale Farmer 10 1 
Wi 11 iam Exil by Farmer 10 2 1 1 
Wi lliam Ki ng Farmer 5 3 (1) 1 
Richard Petch Farmer 10 9 1 1 
Thomas Plummer 'Weaver /Farmer 10 8 1 1 
William Pratt Weaver/Farmer 4 1 
Philomen Rook Farmer 3 2 
Paul Wetherell Baker/Farmer 10 2 1 
James 'Wilson Farmer 10 1 

Chris. Atkinson Butcher 2 2 1 
Thomas Bayne Blacksmith 10 1 1 
George Crowe (2) Butcher 1 4 (2) 
John Gatenby Tanner 10 - (1) 

George Hammond Baker 10 1 2 
George Heslopp sen Tanner 10 4 0) 
George Heslopp jun Tanner 10 6 1 2 
Chris. Horner Mason 10 1 
Chris. Metcalfe Miller 1 1 
George Metcalfe Joiner 9 4 
Chris. Norfolk Butcher 10 7 0) 2 
William Scott Tanner 10 10 0) 1 
Chris. Sharp Baker 8 2 1 1 
George 'Ward Tailor 10 3 2 1 

William Atkinson Weaver 10 1 1 
Thomas Court Weaver 10 2 2 2 
John Dobbie Weaver 10 1 1 
Kathew Firby Weaver 10 3 1 2 
Chris. Gatenby Weaver 8 3 1 1 
William Parker Weaver 10 10 (1) 1 
William Topham Weaver 4 1 

John Shepherd Labourer 10 7 
William Thompson Labourer 4 1 

lable Q;3, Snape jU~O~5 and o!!1ce~5 ~1th knOb!Il oQQUpa:tioIl5 lZZZ-;3Q, 
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Because some of those who did not serve were listed for short periods 

at the beginning or end of the decade and could have served before or 

after our period too much should not be read into the figures. 

Nevertheless the weavers seem to have borne perhaps more than their 

fair share of these duties. 

If there were doubts about the collapse late in 

the seventeenth century of the system which had spread the offices 

widely at Well there can be little doubt that it had collapsed early 

in the eighteenth. Table 64 shows that five men served as constables 

or bilawmen three times in ten years, four men served four times, and 

one appears to have served no less than five tiEes. 1 2 4 Two men served 

as bilawmen twice in two years and two Eore served as bilawmen the 

same year they served as constables. ' 25 Five other bilawgraves served 

twice in three years. ' 26 Each of the four bilawgraves appointed in 

1733 had already served as such since 1727.1 27 Twenty-two of the 

thirty-two men resident in Well and listed throughout the period did 

not serve as constable or bilawman (68.7%), more than double the 

proportion fifty years before (28.6% in a longer period). Even fewer 

men were serving more often and it is obvious from the top of the 

table that most who served repeatedly were also regular jurors. 1 28 

Table 65 reveals that the manorial officers were 

still chosen from the farmers and craftsmen; 1 29 the two gentlemen 

1 2 4 There were two John Clarksons listed throughout the decade but 
one was designated 'of Nosterfield'. It has been assumed that the 
former was appointed because Wosterfield was not mentioned. However. 
Nosterfield was part of the constabulary and it is possible that the 
latter could have served without Nosterfield being mentioned. 
1 26 John Clarkson: 1/226 and 1/230: Christopher Housley: 1/240 and 
1/244: Simon Johnson: 1/230; and Thomas Mudd jun: 1/222. 
1 2 Thomas Hauxwell: 1/226 and 1/235: John ReynOldson and Edmund 
Smith: 1/240 and 1/248: John Walbron senior: 1/230 and 1/240: and 
Francis Shotton: 1/214 and 1/222. 
1 2 7 1/235: Hauxwell: 1/226: Buck: 1/210: Loftas: 1/218: and Shotton, 
1/222. 
1 2 9 Twenty-eight men held office in ten years whereas forty-two had 
held office in eleven years fifty years before <pindars excluded). 
1 29 Farmers: Thomas Hauxwell: W2/5v, 2127, 2/50 and 2/114: Hunter: 
2/115: Johnson jun: 2/137: Loftas: 2/158: Reynoldson: 2/122: Thomas 
Shotton: 2/135: William Shotton: 2/116; Smith: 2/151: Tirlass: 2/155; 
Walbron: 2/135: Christopher Hauxwell: 2/118, W2/f.11 and W2/f.13v: 
Barker: W2/f.5 and W2/f.5v; Dobson: 21110, 2/121. 2/152 and 
NYCRO/PR/VEL/3/l. p. 5j Binks: W2/f.8v, W2/f.1l, <Continued ... 
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Listed 

John Dobson 10 
Thomas Hauxwell 10 
Christopher Lottas 8 
John Walbron sen 8 
Simon Johnson sen 2 
William Smith 1 
John Reynoldson 10 
William Tirlass 10 
John Clarkson 10 
Abraham Housley 10 
Francis Shotton 10 
Edmund Smith 10 
Chris. Hauxwell 8 
John Chapman jun 4 
Michael Grainger 4 
Augustin Harrison 2 
Thomas Shott on jun 2 
George Todd 
Henry Cass 
Wi 11 iam Shott on 
Brian Smith 
Roger Bridgewater 
Thomas Shotton sen 
John Strangeways 
William Barker 
John Binks 
John Buck 

9 
10 
10 

7 
4 
8 
4 

10 
10 
10 

John Chapman sen 10 
John Wilson 10 
George Fleeminge 8 
Christopher Hunter 8 
Christopher Scurrah 8 

Robert Heslopp 
Thomas Mudd sen 
Richard Sickling 

Chris. Houseley 
Simon Johnson (2) 

10 
10 
10 

Juror 

10 
10 

8 
8 
2 
1 
9 
9 
8 
6 
5 
5 
4 
2 
1 + 1 
1 
1 
4 
4 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

4 
3 

John Johnson 1 
John Walbron (2) 1 

John Clarkson jun 
Robert Hewson 10 

Thomas Mudd jun 
Thomas Rose 
Robert Squire 

9 
5 

10 

Foreman Constable Bilawman 
(Affeeror) 

1 (1) 

3 

2 

- (1) 

2 

1 

1 

1 
2 
2 

1 
2 
2 
2 

DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
1 3 
2 1 
2 
1 

1 
1 
1 

3 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 

DID NOT 
DID NOT 
DID NOT 
1 

1 
1 

SERVE 
SERVE 
SERVE 

1 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

2 
1 

DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
1 

(and 3 X Pi ndar) 
DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 
1 

2 
2 
2 

DID NOT SERVE 
DID NOT SERVE 

1 
1 

(and 6 X Pindar) 
1 1 
1 

1 

P 
CP 

H 

C 

P 
P 

H 

P 

H 

H 

H 
P 

C = Collector of land tax 
H = Overseer of highways 
P = Overseer of poor 

Table 64. Well cpnstables and bilawmen 1727-36. 
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Occupation Listed Juror Constable Bilawman 
(Foreman) 

George Fleeming jun Gentleman 
John Strangewavs 'Mr' 

<3 
4 

Thomas Hauxwell 
Christopher Hunter 
Simon Johnson (2) 
Christopher Loftas 
John Reynoldson 
Thomas Shotton 
'ii lliam Shotton 
Edmund Smith 
'iilliam Tirlass 
John Walbron sen 
Chris. Hauxwell 

'ii 11 i am Barker 
John Dobson 

John Binks 
Henry Cass 
John Clarkson 
Augustin Harrison 
Abraham Housley 
Simon Johnson sen 
Francis Shotton 
Michael Grainger 

Chris. Scurrah 

John Buck 
John Chapman sen 
Robert Hewson 

Thomas Mudd sen 
Thomas Mudd jun 
Thomas Rose 
Richard Sickling 
Brian Smith 
liilliam Smith 
Robert Squire 
George Todd 

Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman! 

Weaver 

10 
<3 

<3 
10 

8 
10 
10 
10 

8 
8 

Husbandman 10 
Husbandman! 10 

M:i ller 

Farmer 
<Farmer) 
(Farmer) 
Farmer 
Farmer 
Farmer 
Farmer 
Farmer! 

Innkeeper 

10 
10 
10 

2 
10 

2 
10 

4 

Farmer! 8 
Labourer 

Tailor 10 
Carpenter 10 
Cooper! 10 

Labourer 
Cooper 
Cooper 
Butcher 
Tailor 
Cooper 
Cooper 
Butcher 
Chandler 

10 
9 
5 

10 
7 
1 

10 
9 

(Farmer) = occupation assumed 

1 
1 (1) 

10 (3) 
1 
3 
8 
9 (2) 

2 
3 
5 (1) 

9 
8 (2) 

4 

2 
10 (1) 

2 
4 
8 
1 
6 
2 
5 
1 

1 

2 
2 

1 

1 
2 
1 

4 

1 

2 
2 
1 
1 

1 
2 
2 
1 

2 

1 

1 
1 
1 

3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 

2 
1 
2 
1 

1 

1 
3 

2 

3 
1 

1 
(and 3 X Pindar) 

2 
1 
1 

(and 6 X Pindar) 

1 

1 
1 

C = Collector of land tax 
H = Overseer of highways 
P = Overseer of poor 

Table 65, Well jurors and officers with known occupations 1727 36. 
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in the table served only as jurors and the two labourers were 

described as a farmer and cooper respectively at other times. 13U Only 

two of the craftsmen served as constable or bilawman more than once 

and the farmers, particularly those designated as yeoman, were the 

men who served repeatedly: they were also the men who served 

regularly as jurors from whom the foremen were chosen. The survival 

of a 'Well Account Book' started in 1729 and the records it contains 

of some of the overseers of the poor, overseers of the highways and 

collectors of land tax provide an opportunity to examine which 

persons served in these other offices: with one exception, a 

gentleman, they were all farmers and again we find that most were 

designated yeomen. 1,<1 Two overseers of the poor whose occupations are 

not given in the records held land, committed agricultural offences 

1 ~,,~ Continued . .. ) W2/f. 12 and 'VI2/f. 13v; Cass and Clarkson: see 
text; Harrison: 'VI2/f. 9; Housley: W2/f. 10; Johnson sen: W2/f. 9v; 
Francis Shotton: W2/f.7, W2/f.9 and W2/f.10; Grainger: W2If.l0v, 
'VI2/f.11 and W2/f. 12v; and Scurrah: W2/f.7 and W2/f.13. Craftsmen: 
Buck: 2/105; Chapman: W2/f.4v. W2/f.12v and W2/f. 13; Hewson: W2/f.5, 
'VI2/f.10v and W2/f.14; Mudd sen: 'VI2/f.10; Mudd jun: W2/f.10, 'VI2/f.11 
and W2/f.13; Rose: W2/f.5, W2/f.11 and W2/f.12; Sickling: 21108; 
Brian Smith: 2/39, 2/58, 2/162 and W2/f.7; 'VIilliam Smith: W2/f.6v. 
W2/f.8. W2/f.9 and W2/f.9v; Squire: W2/f.5, W2/f.7v and 'VI2/f.10vj and 
Todd: 2161, W2/f.5, 'VI2/f.13 and 'VI2/f. 13v. 
1 :: •• ) Fleeming: call rolls from 1/222 to 1/241, and 'Mr' in 1/222A and 
at W2/f.13: Strangeways: call rolls from 1/237 to 1/250, 2/137 and 
Horsfall, ~nor of Well and Snape, p. 134. 
131 NYCRO/PRIWEL/311, facing p. 4 to p. 7. It has been said that in 
the north-east of England the term 'yeoman' was used indiscriminately 
throughout the period to describe small landholders and that it did 
not carry the implication of relative superiority common in the 
south: Wrightson, 'Social Order of Early Modern England', p. 189. 
Imprecision in designating yeomen, husbandmen and farmers has been 
acknowledged but it would seem that in this north-eastern manor at 
least to be described as a yeoman may have implied some relative 
superiority: late in the seventeenth century the 'yeomen' at Snape 
and 'VIell served more often as .jurors, foremen and affeerors than the 
'husbandmen' j early in the eighteenth century the 'yeomen' served 
more often in all capacities than both the 'husbandmen' and the 
'farmers'. The samples are small and the differences not startling 
but the following table seems to show that the men perceived by their 
neighbours to be yeomen were more active in the administration of the 
manor. <Continued ... 
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and served as bilawmen and were no doubt of the same ilk. 1.'", The book 

confirms the impression of the farmers' strong grip over office

holding in the village. Indeed, given that these offices might be 

considered more important than those of constable and bilawman, the 

book strengthens the evidence of the farmers' hold on village 

administration. '.33 

The Well Account Book contains the record of 'A 

poor sess as it was Gathered by in the year 1747' .':"4 The sess was 

gathered outside our period but it affords a means of comparing the 

o!fices men held with the amounts they paid for the poor. Table 66 

gives the amounts paid and the offices held frOID ten years before the 

assessment to ten years after it. 1 -.,.'~ Six females, who paid frOID three 

I~I Continued ... 
1671-85 
Yeomen 

Juror 
Foreman 
Affeeror 
Constable 
Bilawman 

5.2 
0.8 
0.2 
0.3 
0.5 

Husbandmen 
4.4 
0.3 
Nil 
0.6 
0.6 

1727-36 
Yeomen 

5.6 
0.6 

Husbandmen 
3.0 
0.3 

Not applicable 
0.9 Nil 
1.3 0.9 

Farmers 
3.8 
0.1 

0.4 
1.3 

<The figures are derived from Tables 57, 60, 63 and 65. They give 
the numbers of times men in each category might expect to serve in 
ten years. Craftsmen and tradesmen who doubled as husbandmen have 
been ignored as have the men assumed to have been farmers from other 
evidence but who were not designated as such. The early seventeenth
century period is omitted for there were then too few occupational 
designations. The late eighteenth-century period is omitted for 
yeomen and husbandmen were not then separately deSignated.) 
,~~ Cass: 1/214, 1/249 and 2/140; Clarkson: 1/214, 1/226, 1/230, 
1/239, 1/242, 2/135, 2/140 and 2/144. 
1~3 An Act of 1598 (39 & 40 Eliz cap. iii) required overseers of the 
poor to be 'substantial householders'. Giles Jacob said overseers of 
the poor and of the highways should be appointed from the most 
substantial householders: Compleat Parish Officer, pp. 86 and 131. 
Overseers were ranked considerably above petty constables: Trotter. 
Seventeenth-Century Life. pp. 51 and 74-5. Wrightson and Levine found 
overseers were included in the 'most prestigious' offices and 
constables held one of the 'humbler offices'; Poverty and Piety, 
p. 104. 
'34 NYCRO/PRIWEL/3/1, facing p. 13. It is reproduced at Horsfall, 
Nanor of Well and Snape, pp. 243-4. 
,:.f.; The assessment has been rearranged in order of amounts paid. 
Where persons appeared more than once in the original list the 
amounts paid have been merged and the number of contributions is 
given in brackets after their names. The sources for offices are the 
jury lists from 1/253 to 1/271 and the account book NYCRO/PR/VEL/3/1, 
pp. 8-25. The table includes all the forty-two (Continued ... 
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i., s d Const. Bilaw. Overseer Collect. Totals 
Poor High. Tax 

Mr Blackwell 2 15 6 
John W'ardell (2) 17 6 1 1 
('Wid) Reynoldson (5) ) 8 1~ 

Husband and son: ) 4 5 3 12 
John W'hyi 11 8 0 
Edmd Smi th (3 ) 6 8 1 3 1 1 6 
John Clarkson (3 ) 5 10 2 7 3 1 13 
Chris Housley (3 ) 4 6 5 9 2 1 1 '; 
Sam Beckwith 4 0 
John Cass 4 0 1 2 3 
Simon Johnson 4 0 2 9 2 13 
Mr Thistlethwaite 4 0 
John W'al burn 4 0 3 9 1 1 2 16 
Rev Itr Place (3 ) 3 6~ 

John Johnson 2 9 3 7 3 13 
Chris Lot'tas (2) 2 9 3 9 3 15 
Thomas Hawxwell (2) 2 3 2 3 3 3 11 
Wm King 1 10 
Chris Hawxwell (2 ) 1 7 1 3 1 5 

Thomas Wilson 1 4 
Richard Cleasby 1 3 
Geo Crot't 1 3 
Robert SqUier 1 0 1 3 1 5 
Hen: Harland llY.! 

Jonathon Myers 10 
William Shotton 10 1 1 
Robert Dobson 8 
John Gi 11 B 
Thos Sickling 8 1 1 
Itr Straingways 7~ 2 5 1 8 
Chris Foster 7 
Tim Baines 6 
Chris Hunter 6 
Thos Rose 6 2 1 3 
Bry Smith 6 2 1 3 
Geo Todd 6 
Fran: Ploughs 5 1 1 
John Buck 4 
Thos Carmichael 4 
Chris Darnborough 4 
Savil Dobson 4 
Thos Mudd 4 3 1 1 5 
Joseph Nurse 4 
John Chapman 3 4 5 2 1 12 
Richard Brockell 2 
Robert Hewson 1 4 (and 11 X Pindar) 4 

Totals 42 79 35 8 4 168 

Iable QQ. A poor: sess gatb.er:ed at Well in lU7 and the o!!1ce5 held 
b~ the male5 a55essed 17;37-57. 
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to live pence, have been omitted because they never held office; 'Wid 

Ravnoldson' has been left in third position because her husband John 

served before his death in 1743 and another John Reynoldson. no doubt 

their son, served thereafter. 1 "". The comparison is not perfect 

because some office-holders could have disappeared before the 

assessment and some could have arrived in the village later. 

Nevertheless it is immediately apparent that there is a close 

correlation between the amount paid and offices held: most of the 

office-holders are at the top of the table and, with three 

exceptions, those lower down the table did not serve or served 

infrequently. The concentration of office-holding in a few hands is 

also clear frOID the examples of repeated service: in twenty-one years 

four men served nine times each as bilawmen and several men served 

thirteen or more times in all in various offices, including 

Christopher Housley who served no less than seventeen times. These 

men are all to be found amongst the top eighteen of the forty-four 

names in the table. The twelve in the top eighteen known to have been 

resident, the better-off in the Village, accounted for 125 <74.4%) of 

the 168 offices in the table. 187 At the other end of the table Robert 

Hewson paid only one penny sess and served eleven times as pindar; he 

had served six times as such during our period. His position in the 

table, his repeated service and the fact that both the pindars in our 

period were labourers at the time is perhaps some indication of the 

I 's Continued ... ) constables; seventy-nine of the eighty-four 
bilawmen (five not being mentioned in the assessment); thirty-five 01 
the forty-two overseers of the poor (three being omitted from the 
account book and four not being mentioned in the assessment); but 
only eight overseers of the highway and four collectors of tax (the 
only names available in the book). 
'36 11253 and 1/271. The accounts for the overseers of the poor for 
1742-1743 were submitted for approval by Widow ReynOldson and Simon 
Johnson and the entry is endorsed to show that John 'dyed in the year 
above written': NYCRO/PRIWEL/3/1, facing p. 10. 
1~7 Blackwell lived at Stamford, Lincolnshire: NYCRO/PRIWEL/3/1, 
p. 3; Wardell at Nosterfield: 1/296 and NYCRO/PR/WEL/3/1, facing 
p. 9; Thistlethwaite was the vicar: Horsfall, Hanor of Well and 
Snape, pp. 106 and 112; Place lived at Bedale: ibid, p. 193, and 
1/286, 2/135, 21145 and 21150; and King lived at Snape: 21160. 
Vhyhill, who is not mentioned in the 1747 call roll, and Beckwith, no 
doubt one of 'the heirs of Mrs Beckwith' mentioned in that roll, 
could also have lived elsewhere: 1/296. 
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Listed Juror Constable 
(Foreman) 

~illiam Wilkinson 3 3 
Joseph Crow 3 3 + 4 0 + 2 
John Egglestone 10 9 2 
John Hawxwe11 10 9 1 
Thomas Lamb 10 9 
~illiam Peacock 10 9 2 
Thomas ~ard 10 9 1 
John Eggling 6 5 2 
Francis Chambers 10 8 
John Topham 10 8 
Richard Strangeways 3 2 (2) 
Christopher Gatenby 10 6 2 
~i11iam Heslopp 10 6 (3) 1 
Kr Anthony Hanby 4 2 (1) 
Robert Hanby 2 1 (1) 

~illiam Chapman 10 4 2 
Christopher Palliser 10 4 
George Heslop 10 3 1 
James Bell 10 2 
~i 11 iam Lamb 10 2 
Christopher Metcalfe 10 2 
John Wetheri 11 10 2 
~illiam Ketcalfe 10 1 2 
Wi 11 iam Hanby 2 (2) 
John Chambers 1 
Thomas Gatenby 1 

Iable QL. Snape Qons:I.ables 118!1-2~, 

-----------------------------------_._--------------------

status of the post. 188 

We have seen that by our late eighteenth-century 

period service as a juror at Snape was concentrated in comparatively 

few hands, about a fifth of the men listed at the time. Everyone of 

the constables appOinted at that time was a member of that select 

group and Table 67 reveals that service more than once was now 

1:-'''' Four other men who served as pindars do not appear in the sess. 
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common. I ,-, Six of the men who served twice served in consecuti ve 

years and it would seem it was now the usual practice for a new 

constable to serve with one of the constables from the previous year. 

As a result the cycle was longer: at eleven the number of men who 

served as constable during the decade was less than the eighteen 

sworn in the decade earlier in the century. The choice of constables, 

like the selection of jurors. had become very restricted. It would 

seem from Table 68 that the status of the group from which the 

manorial officers were chosen had also changed: not one of the 

twenty-eight men known to have been weavers or woolcombers served in 

any office during the decade; 14u only two of the ten labourers served 

and one of those was sworn only in the lowly office of pindar, the 

appointment being at Snape rather than Well on this occasion; I ," only 

two of the thirteen known craftsmen occupied manorial posts; I 4,,;: and 

1 :," Joseph Crow who served as a juror four times before being listed 
was twice selected to serve as a constable at that time; when 
eventually listed Crow appeared below the widow Rosey Crow and would 
seem to have been related to her. The appointment of bilawmen at 
Snape had ceased in 1754: 1/322. 
140 Robert Ascough: Vl5/f.5v. W5/f.16 and Vl5/f.19; William Ascough: 
Vl5/f.16 and Vl5/f.8v; William Atkinson: W3/p.5; John Baine: Vl5/f.5v, 
Vl5/1. 16 and Vl5/p.20; William Baines jun: 11468 and 1/473; Christopher 
Boyenton sen: Vl5/f.13; Christopher Boyenton jun: W5/f.ll and W5/f.l?; 
John Boyenton: Vl5/p.21; Richard Boyenton: Vl5/p.18j John Cheesebrough 
jun: W5/f.13; George Court: W3/p.2; Thomas Crow: W5/f.15; Christopher 
Firby: W3/p.29, W5/f.7v and W5/p.21; Xatthew Firby: W5/f.5v, W5/f.12 
and Vl5/f.8v; Richard Firby: W5/f.4v; Thomas Gale jun: WO/f.14, 
Vl5/f.17 and W5/p.21; Thomas Garthwaite: Vl5/p.20; Robert Horner jun: 
Vl5/f.15; George Kayburry: W3/p.7; John Marshall jun: W5/f.17 and 
Vl5/p.20; William Rennard: W5/f.9v, W5/f.12 and Vl5/f.16; George 
Robinson: W5/f.14; John Robinson: W5/f.16 and W5/f.9v; Francis Smith: 
Vl5/f.9v and W5/f. 14; George Smith: call rolls from 1/450 to 1/460; 
Christopher Thompson: Vl5/f.14 and W5/p.21; Edward Thompson: W5/f.16; 
and Matthew Wilson jun: W5/f.7v, W5/f.12 and W5/f.17. 
141 Thomas Fawbert ('Cottager'): W5/f.7v; George Feetham: W5/f.12; 
Thomas Gale sen: W5/f.11v; Edward Geldart: W5/f.14; Haw: W5/f.12; 
Heslop: W5/f.9; Christopher Lambert: W5/f.16; John Pratt: Vl5/f.9v and 
W5/f.l1; John Sivers: W5/f.16; and George Smith: Vl5/f.5v (he was 
described as a husbandman in the call rolls: 1/450). 
14~ Christopher Bell: W5/f.15 and W5/p.19i James Bell: W3/p.12; John 
Bradley: W5/f.5vi John Cheesebrough sen: Vl5/f.7vi John Dobby: 
V5/f.l1v, W5/f.15 and Vl5/p.19; Thomas Dobby: Vl5/f.7v; Richard 
Gatenby: W3/p.18; John Haw sen: W3/p.8; John Metcalfe: W5/f.9v; 
William Ketcalfe: W5/f.12; James Parker: W5/f.9v and V5/f.10; George 
Smith sen: 11450 and 1/456; and John Wilson: W5/f.11. 
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Anthony Hanby 
\ii11iam Hanby 

Occupation 

, Mr' 

'Mr' 
Richard Strangeways 'Mr' 

Francis Chapman sen Farmer 
\iilliam Chapman 
Joseph Crow 

Farmer 
Farmer 

John Egglestone 
John Eggling 
Christopher Gatenby 
\ii lli am He sl opp 
Christopher Norfolk 
\ii 11 i am Peacock 

Farmer 
Farmer 
Farmer 
(Farmer) 
<Farmer) 
Farmer 

Christopher Bell 
James Bell 
John Bradley 
John Cheesebrough 
John Dobby 
Thomas Dobby 
Richard Gatenby 
John Haw sen 
John Metcalfe 
\ii lliam :Ketcalfe 
James Parker 
George Smith sen 
John W'ilson 

Carpenter 
Carpenter 
Blacksmith 

sen Mason 
Cordwainer 
Cordwainer 
Butcher 
Cooper 
Joiner 
Joiner 
Cordwainer 
Tailor 
Tailor 

Listed 

4 

3 

10 
10 

3 
10 

6 
10 
10 
10 
10 

1 
9 

10 
10 

4 
5 

10 
10 

6 
10 
10 
10 
10 

Juror 
(Foreman) 

2 U) 
2 <.2) 
2 <.2) 

4 
3 + 4 
9 
5 
6 
6 (3) 

9 

2 

1 

Constable 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 

2 

2 

28 \ieavers, \ioolcombers or W'eaver/W'oolcombers none of whom served in 
any o!!ice. 

9 Labourers and 1 'cottager' only two of whom served in any office:-

Zachariah Haw 
George Heslop 

Labourer 
Labourer 

10 
10 

<Farmer) = occupation assumed 

3 
Pindar 
1 

Table 68. Snape jurors and officers with known occupations 1784 93. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
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the gentry served as jury foremen but not as constables. '4", It would 

seem the farmers now dominated the Snape offices as they had at Well 

tifty years before. '44 

At Well the farmers seem to have consolidated 

their hold: Table 70 reveals that everyone of the eleven officers 

for whom we have occupations was a farmer.'4s Table 69 shows that the 

officers were drawn from those men in the exclusive group of jurors 

who served most often: only one of the thirteen dominant jurors does 

not feature among the constables and only one constable was not a 

dominant juror. But Edmund Ward was once a collector of taxes and we 

have seen already that Richard Lofthouse probably acted for Elizabeth 

Lofthouse the widow of Christopher Lofthouse <Loftas) who was a 

leading juror and officer earlier in the century. The pattern of 

repeated service is less clear than at Snape: five constables served 

twice in consecutive years, including two who served together for two 

years, but at least four years in the ten the constables did not 

include one of the previous year's constables. However, at least five 

of the eight constables appointed in the latter years had served 

before and continuity was therefore maintained, if not with the year 

immediately preceding. The absence of full records of bilawmen 

precludes comparisons with the position fifty years before but it is 

clear that service as a juror and as an officer was now exclusive in 

both villages. '4S 

,43 Strangeways: 1/443 and 1/451; Anthony Hanby: 1/455j and William 
Hanby: 1/457 and 1/461. 
144 Francis Chapman sen: W5/f.7vj William Chapman: W5/f.8v and 
W5/f.12; Crow: W5/f.14; Egglestone: W5/f.12; Eggling: W5/f.14; 
Christopher Gatenby: W5/p.18j Norfolk: W5/p.21; and Peacock: W5/f.9v 
and W5/f.13. Crow must have farmed in a small way because he was also 
described as a labourer: 1/464, 1/468 and 1/473. Norfolk was also 
once described as a labourer <W5/f.16) but he had at least 68 acres 
in Snapej William Heslopp had at least 46 acres and has been treated 
as a farmer too: Horsfall, Kanar af Well and Snape, pp. 295-305. 
145 Sayer: call lists from 1/453 to 1/473, 1/458, 1/462, 1/465 and 
1/471; Hare: W3/p.37; Hanby: W5/p.21; Hawxwell: W5/f.15; Johnson: 
W5/f.17j Pybus: W5/f.15 and W5/p.20j John Walbron: W5/f.l1; William 
Walbron: V5/f.11 and W5/f.16. Clarkson, Exelby, Fleeming and Sayer 
had at least 60, 72, 169 and 144 acres respectively: Horsfall, Kanar 
af Well and snape, pp. 295-305. 
146 Bilawgraves are named only in the 1786 jury list: 1/447. 
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Listed Juror Foreman Constable Bilawman 

Thomas Hawxwell 6 6 1 
William Hanby 2 2 2 
John Lyon 2 2 + 1 1 + 1 
Joseph Clarkson 10 9 1 1 PP 
William Exelby 10 9 2 1 PPPC 
Robert Fleeming 10 9 1 PPC 
Richard Johnson 10 9 1 PC 
William Pybus 10 9 1 
John Sayer 10 9 9 1 PPPC 
John Walbron 10 9 1 1 C 
William Walbron 10 9 2 
Edmund Ward 10 9 C 
Simon Johnson 8 7 2 1 C 
Edward Hare 9 5 PC 
William Dobson 10 4 
George Prest 10 4 
Thomas Annell 4 0 + 1 
Richard Cleasby 10 1 C 
Thomas Hare Free tenant 1 
Richard Lofthouse 1 1 

The addition to the 'Constable' column gives the number of times a 
tenant-to-be served when unlisted. 

C = Collector of land tax 
P = Overseer of poor 

lable Q~, Well ~Qm~::tables and b 11 a Wllle II 1784-9:3. 

occupation Listed Juror Constable Bilawman 
(Foreman) 

John Sayer 

Edward Hare 

Joseph Clarkson 
William Exelby 
Robert Fleeming 
William Hanby 
Thomas Ha wxwe 11 
Richard Johnson 
William Pybus 
John Walbron 
William Walbron 

'J(r' (Farmer) 10 

Yeoman (1765) 9 

(Farmer) 
(Farmer) 
(Farmer) 
Farmer 
Farmer 
Farmer 
Farmer 
Farmer 
Farmerl 

Butcher 

10 
10 
10 

2 
6 

10 
10 
10 
10 

(Farmer) = occupation assumed 

9 (9) 1 PPPC 

5 

9 
9 
9 
2 
6 
9 
9 
9 
9 

1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 

1 
1 

1 

PC 

PP 
PPPC 
PPC 

PC 

C 

C = Collector of land tax 
P = Overseer of poor 

Table 70. Well jurors and Qfficers with known occupations 1784-93, 
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Mary Strangeways 
Will i am Peacock 
William Wilkinson 
John Hawxwell 
William Heslop 
Thomas Ward 
Thomas Lamb 
Francis Chambers 
Francis Chapman 
John Egelstone 
Christopher Gatenby 
John Topham 
Christopher Metcalfe 
'William Metcalfe 
George Heslop 
Christopher Loftas 
Thomas Plummer 
Joseph Crow 
John Sayer 
Wi 11 iam Lamb 
Wi 11 iam Chapman 
William Gatenby 
Edmund Ward 
John Cirby 
Zachariah Haw 
John Weathere 1 
Bryan Asquith 
Christopher Palliser 

Tax paid 
f, s. d. • 

Juror Constable 
(Foreman) 

7 14 0 Richard: 2 (2) 
4 14 9 # 9 2 
2 9 5 # 
1 18 3 
1 16 4 
1 14 7 
1 13 0 
1 12 3 
1 12 3 
1 12 3 
1 10 3 
181 

19 1 
18 0 
15 0 
15 0 
15 0 
18 9 
16 0 
12 0 
11 7 
11 3 
10 6 

9 5 
8 7 
8 3 
7 6 
7 6 

3 
9 
6 
9 
9 
8 

9 
6 
8 
2 
1 
3 

1 
1 
1 

2 
2 

2 
1 

Listed at Well 
Not listed 
7 2 
Listed at Well 
2 
4 2 

Listed at Well 

2 
Not listed 
4 

Pindar 

and forty-five other men, including six listed at Well and four not 
listed, all of whom paid less than 7s.6d. and none of whom served as 
manorial officers . 

• rounded to nearest penny. 
# includes tax paid for land at Well. 

Table 71. Offices held by men who paid land tax at Snape in 1787. 

------------------------.----~---------------------------

Another source confirms that the men with land 

were the most heavily involved in office-holding in both Villages. 

Tables 71 and 72 give the land tax paid by men in the respective 

Villages in 1787 in descending order and they also give the offices 

held. 147 At Snape all the jurors and officers were drawn from the 

147 NYCRO/QDECL). 
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Edward Hare 
Richard Strangwaies 
John Sayer 
William Exelby 
William Peacock 
Robert Fleeming 
John Hauxwill 
Joseph Clarkson 
William Pibus 
John Walburn 
Richard Johnson 
Edmund Ward 
Chris Lofthouse 

George Prest 
William Walburn 

Simon Johnson 
Chris Hughson 
Robert SqUire 
William Wilkinson 
Richard Cleasby 
William Dobson 
Thomas Johnson 
John Sickling 
John Chapman 
Thomas Court 
Richard Handley 
Brian Smith 
George Deighton 
Thomas Marshall 
Thomas Annal 

Tax paid Juror Constable Overseer Collector 
t s. d. • (Foreman) 

o 
6 

5 

9 
9 

1 
2 

6 13 
5 19 
2 15 
2 7 
1 17 
1 14 
1 5 
1 4 
1 4 

o # 
o # 

o Listed at Snape 
o 9 1 
o 
o 
o 

1 4 0 
1 3 0 
1 16# 

9 
9 
9 
9 
9 

19 0 # 
Richard: 1 

17 0 4 
10 0 § 9 

7 0 
6 0 
6 0 

7 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 

2 

2 

5 0 
4 0 
4 0 
4 0 

Listed at Snape 
1 
4 

3 6 
33# 
32# -
3 0 Not listed 
3 0 
23# 
22# 
201 

1 

3 
3 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

and thirteen men, including one with land in Snape and one not 
listed, all of whom paid two shillings or less and none of whom 
served as manorial officers . 

• rounded to nearest penny. # includes tax paid for land at Snape. 
§ Walburn also had land at Snape but a blot hides the tax paid 

Table 72. Offices held by men who paid land tax at Well in 1787. 

twenty-eight top male tax-payers who paid seven shillings and 

sixpence or more, indeed from twenty-four if those resident elsewhere 

are excluded. At Well only fifteen paid as much and they provided 

most of the jurors and officers but four men lower in the list also 

served. The correlation between regular jury service and tax paid is 
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apparent in both villages too. ''''H~ Given that the dominant office

holders were farmers the correlations are not surprising but they 

also show that frequency of service generally went hand in hand with 

the quantity of land held. The tables also confirm the extent to 

which the men of one village held land in the other: thirteen men 

listed in one village paid tax on land in the other. 

Wrightson has pointed out that the 'enthusiastic 

production of neat tabular hierarchies of gentlemen, yeomen, 

tradesmen and craftsmen, husbandmen and so forth provides at best 

an imperfect gUide to the essential realities of the social order of 

this [the early modern] period' and that 'indeed, taken too 

literally, such analytical constructions can actually distract 

attention from some of the complexities and ambiguities of the social 

structure.' I.~ The tables of officers with their occupations in this 

and the previous chapter are indeed 'imperfect'. Nevertheless they 

give the unmistakable impression that early in the seventeenth 

century the manorial presentment jurors and officers were distributed 

among the classes and quite widely. We have seen how the system broke 

down and how by the end of the eighteenth century the choice had 

narrowed considerably: a comparatively small group of men provided 

the jurors and constables in both Villages, and the other posts in 

Well of which we have a record. The mid eighteenth-century poor-law 

14.3 Richard Strangeways is conspicuous in second place in the Well 
table yet he was not a juror and did not hold office during our 
period. Designated a gentleman in the call rolls and 'esquire' in the 
parish registers he possessed at least two farms in 1795. As a 
gentleman and farmer he might have been expected to play a role in 
the administration of the manor but there is nothing in the records 
to explain why he failed to do so. He merely attended court four 
times during the decade. He must be differentiated from Richard 
Strangeways of Snape. The latter who lived at Snape Hall was buried 
in 1787 <W5/f.4v) and was succeeded by his widow and then by the 
Hanbys. The former lived at Well Hall, had succeeded his father of 
the same name in 1764 and died in 1829. It is assumed they were 
related but the parish registers and Horsfall throw no light on their 
relationship. 1/456, W2/f.41, W2/f.47v, W5/f.4v and W5/p.21; 
Horsfall, Manor of Well and Snape, pp. 134-5, 149, 194-7, 249 and 
299-304. 
14~ K.Wrightson, 'Social Order of Early Modern England: Three 
Approaches', in L.Bonfield, R.M.Smith and K.Wrightson (eds) , The 
tlorld We Have Gained: Histories at' Population and Social Structure 
(Oxford, 1986), pp. 187-8. 
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assessment at Well has shown that generally these men were the better 

off in the Village. For all their imperfections the occupation tables 

seem to indicate these men were generally farmers and the land-tax 

lists for both Villages forty years later confirm that with the odd 

exceptions they were the men with most land. There is no evidence of 

substitutions and no other evidence of any reluctance by these men to 

take on the increasing burden. ", .. j The numbers and status of the men 

appointed changed but consistently through two centuries we have 

found that almost all those who served were recorded in the call 

lists and call rolls: most of the few men who served when unlisted 

represented listed persons, often their mothers, and others were ex

tenants or tenants-to-be soon to be listed. Unlisted persons played 

little part in the administration of the manor but we now turn to 

them so that we can assess the accuracy of the later call rolls. 

Unlisted Persons in the Court Rolls and Parish Registers 

Early in the seventeenth century a number of men 

not named in the call lists appeared elsewhere in the rolls for the 

two Vale of Mowbray manors. Some were to be listed later, some had 

been listed before and others were not listed during the periods 

studied. Ve found that many of these unlisted men probably lived in 

the households of listed persons and the nature of the entries about 

others gave no reason to believe they were heads of households 

omitted from the call lists, indeed in some cases we know they lived 

out of the manor. But in a few cases in each village the evidence of 

the rolls supplemented by the parish registers indicated men were 

certainly or probably resident unlisted. The position remained much 

the same throughout the other three periods in both Villages. The 

rolls for the later seventeenth-century period mention fifty-two men 

1St> Anthony Reynold of Snape was amerced in 1672 for refusing to take 
the oath as bilawman but he was also marked as sworn and he appears 
to have served for there seems to have been no substitution: 3/109. 
The Snape yeoman Villiam Thompson was amerced in 1688 for failing to 
appear at the leet 'according to the duty of his office' but he had 
accepted the appOintment and this was therefore an example only of 
inefficiency: 1/127 (the offence is in a short estreat and does not 
feature in Table 42). John Theakston's name is deleted under the 
bilawgrave heading on the 1731 Snape jury list but there could have 
been some other reason for the deletion: 1/226. 
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not listed in the call rolls at the time, twenty-one of whom were 

resiants-to-be and tenants-to-be. Some probably lived with their 

relations; lSI the entries about others are not such that residence in 

the manor is indicated, indeed in four cases the rolls give the place 

of residence elsewhere; I s,: and sometimes the record is just too 

imprecise. IS3 But seven men at Snapel.~'4 and eight men at \tIell lbb 

IC.I Snape: John Horner, John Gill, William Bayne and James Dobby; see 
discussion of Tables 55 and 56 and footnote 184 (Horner); Henry 
Dinsdale with the tenant and widow Margaret Dinsdale: 3/139, \tI1/f.56v 
and Wl/f.61v. Well: Thomas Brown and Robert Harrison: see discussion 
of Table 50 and footnote 184 (Brown); Robert Birkdale junior with 
Robert Birkdale senior: 31103 and 31109; John Wilson junior wi th John 
Wilson senior: 11189, 3/104 and 3/139; Thomas Shotton junior with 
Thomas Shott on senior: 1/206 and Wl/f.30v; William Thompson junior 
with \tIilliam Thompson senior: 1/202, 1/206, 1/209 and 3/141; and 
Thomas Toes with Margaret Toes: 1/208 and 3/125. 
Ib;2 Thomas Jackson 'belonging to burton milne': 3/104; John Kyldin of 
Tanfield: 1/191; Xr Richard Taiton of Kirklington: 1/195 and 1/197; 
Mathew Clarkson of Nosterfield: 1/209, WlIf. 57v, WlIf. 58 and 
Wl/f.58v; Richard Wilson and Simon Bedford [BadforthJ: 1/197; Mathew 
Hawxwell: 1/202; Jacob Thompson: 1/203: Abraham Smorthwaite: 1/206: 
John Foster and John Jackson: 1/208; John Thompson: 3/119; Robert 
Thompson: 3/123; and Henry Watson and George Firby: 3/143. 
lS,~ For example, the lay-out of a list of 'Tenants to be admi ted this 
Court' in 1676 seems to suggest that William Mitchell may have taken 
over from Christopher Mitchell and Christopher Hunton from Tim Hunton 
but in our period Christopher Mitchell and Tim Hunton did not appear 
in the call rolls: 3/122. Also see Richard Birkdale and John Simpson: 
1/199 (no call rolls that year); Richard Raper, Thomas Pickren and 
Robert White: 3/112; Robert Bridgewater: 3/114 and 3/119: John Firby 
and Thomas Gill: 3/141; and John Blackburn: 3/141 and 3/143. 
lS4 Brathwaite: 1/143, 3/114, 31122 and 31123; Firby: 31114, 31136, 
W1/f.53, Wl/f.53v, Wl/f.54 and Wl/f.55v; Hunton: 31122, 3/128, 3/130, 
3/136 and W1/f.55v; Mackin: 11190, 3/110, W1/f.53 and W1/f.56. 
Mitchell: 31122, 3/124, 3/128 and 3/133; Thompson: 1/203, Wl/f.54, 
W1/f.54v and Wl/f.56; and Wetherell: 11194, 3/122, 3/124, 3/128, 
3/130, Wl/f.52v, Wl/f.54 and W1/54v. <He was later specifically said 
to be of Snape twice and when he was buried he was said to be of 'Wet 
Rane' which was a farm in the parish: Wl/f.57v, W1/f.61v and 
Horsfall, ManDT of Well and Snape p. 158). 
IS6 Chapman: 31143, WlIf.53, Wl/f.53v, WlIf.54v, Wl/f.55, WlIf.57 and 
Well inventory 16 at Bedale Museum; Firbie: 1/195, 1/209, 3/103, 
V1/f.27 and Wl/f.61; Hawxwell: 1/206 (The 'Edward' is very clear but 
this could have been a mistake for there was an Edmund Hawxwell who 
was a Well tenant at the time); Christopher Hewson: 1/206, 1/208 and 
V1/f.57v; Robert Hewson: 11200, 1/206, Wl/f.54, W1/f.55v and Wl/f.57; 
Hunter: 1/192, 3/103, 3/108, 3/112 and 3/114; Jackson: 11193, 11197 
and 3/118; and Langstafe: 1/201, W1/f.54 and V1/f.56. (He appeared in 
the Snape presentment jointly with Margaret Brown, (Continued ... 
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1671 72 73 74 75 76 77 / 81 82 83 84 85 
Snape 

John Brathwaite U U U t t t t t t t 
William Firby U U U U U r ( , 11Jort ' ) 
Christopher Hunton U U r (I exi t I ) 

John Mackin U 
William Kitchell U U r r r r r 
John Thompson U U U U U U U U 
Richard Wetherell U U U U t t t t t 

Well 
William Birkdale U 
Francis Chapman U U U U U U U U U U 
Richard F1rbie U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Edward Hawxwell U 
Christopher Hewson U U 
Robert Hewson U U U 
John Hunter U U U t t t t t t t t t 
Aaron Jackson U U U U t t t t t 
John Langstafe U 

Parish registers (village not indicated) 
Robert Scott U U U U U U U 

Kean 
Totals 5 4 7 8 8 9 10 5 5 3 2 3 5.8 

U = Probable unlisted residence t = tenant 
r = resiant 

Iabl~ Z:3. Ken meD11cnea in 1he ~cur1 rcl15 ana par15h reg151er5 ithc 
~re prcbabb r~g1den1 un1151ea a1 Snape ana ~ell lQZl-85. 

listed in Table 73 seem to have lived in the manor unlisted. 

The parish registers tend to confirm that the call 

rolls continued to list all but a few of the heads of households in 

the manor. Table 74 shows that most of the fathers of children 

baptized, most of the fathers and husbands named in burials entries 

and most of the bridegrooms were listed or otherwise mentioned in the 

court rolls. Some of the unmentioned fathers and husbands named in 

the baptismal and burial entries lived elsewhere; others with names 

known in the manor could have been members of listed households; yet 

more who were mentioned only once had perhaps returned for the 

lS6 Continued ... ) a Well tenant. He had married a Barbara Browne 
and could have been a member of the Browne household. 
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Listed tenants 

Listed resiants 

Unlisted but mentioned 
in the rolls 

Unlisted and not 
mentioned 

Totals 

Baptisms 
(fathers) 

68 (65.4%) 

12 <11.5%) 

12 (11.5%) 

12 (11.5%) 

104 

Burials 
(fathers and 
husbands> 

86 <63.71.} 

29 (21.5%) 

10 <7.4%) 

10 (7.4%) 

135 

ltarriages 
<grooms) 

34 <65.4%) 

3 (5.8%) 

2 <3.8%) 

13 (25.0%) 

52 

Table 74. The call-list status Of men named in Well parish 
reiisters 1671-85. 

ceremony from elsewhere or were transients not resident long enough 

to be listed. The absence from the baptisms of men named in the 

burials, and the absence from the burials of men who had only one 

child baptized, seen to support the suggestion that they had retained 

links with the parish from elsewhere Dr they were merely passing 

through. The surnames of some bridegrooms indicate they were local 

men; others had married local women and often the registers show they 

lived in other Villages. In the few cases where neither groom nor 

bride had a local surname the couples appear not to have settled in 

the parish for they are not mentioned again. But the registers reveal 

the presence of a few more nen who seem to have been heads of 

households who were not listed in the call rolls or mentioned in the 

court rolls. The span of their register entries shows they were not 

transients and they do not seem to have had relations in listed 

households. Two such men, William Birkdale and Robert Scott, appear 

in the registers for the late seventeenth-century period and they are 

included in Table 73. 1Gb 

Table 73 should be treated with the same caution 

as the earlier similar tables for there could have been more unlisted 

1~6 B1rkdale: Wl/f.5Zv and Wl/f.51; and Scott: Wlf.49, Wl/f.50v, 
YIli.52, VI/f.53, Yl/f.53v and Wl/f.54. 
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men and the periods of unlisted residence of those in the table could 

have been longer. The mean number of probable unlisted men in the 

manor (5.8) is less than half the mean for both villages revealed by 

the rolls earlier in the century (15.9) but there had been a marked 

reduction in the numbers of offences presented and the court baron 

business had probably declined too. Nevertheless the registers 

revealed only two resident but unmentioned men and the evidence 

available gives no reason to suppose that there were very many 

unlisted men resident in the manor at that time. 

For none of the men resident in the manor but not 

enrolled late in the seventeenth century are there obvious reasons 

why the other villagers might have found them unacceptable. They 

included assaulters, encroachers, abusers of the common, a pinfold

breaker, hedgebreakers and a man who took the lord's wood, but these 

were offences also comndtted by listed personsj but they also 

included presentment jurors, a bilawman and an inventory 

appraiser. 1.0;,,7 It would be wrong to assume they were all poor: Richard 

Firbie of Well was discharged from paying the hearth tax in 1673 and 

three of the others probably resident unlisted that year do not 

appear in the tax lists but John Brathwaite of Snape and John Hunter 

of Well paid the tax. 16S It is of interest in this context to note 

that two of the resident but unlisted men at Well were called Hewson. 

Another Hewson called William was a listed resiant throughout the 

period and he was named in thirteen out of seventeen presentments 

between 1670 and 1686 for putting his goods on the common without 

right. He was amerced from fourpence to eightpence in each case and 

some of the documents reveal it was a horse he put on the common 

repeatedly. One other resiant committed this offence once and twelve 

tenants committed sixteen similar offences between them, none of them 

more than twice. But only Hewson seems to have been a perpetual 

offender. It is assumed that had they wanted to stop him the jury 

could have tried increasing the penalties but they chose not to. 

There is no evidence that anyone else had what might have been in 

effect a licence to use the common in return for the payment of 

1'1>7 For references see above. 
169 Hebden, Hearth Tax List, 2, pp. 50-1. 
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fines. Hewson seems to have been tolerated as a nuisance and allowed 

to get away with cocki ng a snook at the custom of the manor. I.S,," There 

is no evidence of any relationship with the unlisted Hewsons but in 

accepting their presence without listing them the court seems to have 

adopted much the same ambivalent attitude as they did to the listed 

Hewson. 

1n the early eighteenth-century period the rolls 

mention thirteen men before they were listed and fifty-five men who 

were not listed during the period. But of the latter forty-two were 

amerced for failing to scour the main or middle dike or ditch: many 

of these men can be shown to have lived elsewhere and the absence of 

parish register evidence for most of the others indicates they 

probably did so too. 160 Same of the remainder probably lived in 

others' households, others were transients or from neighbouring 

villages and again some entries are too vague. But nine of these men 

seem to have lived in the manor unlisted, indeed in four cases we 

know whose houses they lived in. 16' John Coultman was amerced three 

times in the four years before he was listed from 1733. A 1734 

hospital lease reveals that Caultman lived in Hunter's House, Well, 

and his landlord changed that year. This property had formerly been 

occupied by William Jewitt and his wife Jane who died in 1723 and 

1728/29 respectively and it may not be a coincidence that Coultman's 

1&9 1/189, 1/191, 1/193, 1/195. 1/197, 1/200, 1/202. 1/206. 1/208, 
1/209, 3/103. 3/104, and 3/143. His name is also at the bottom of the 
1674 verdict without an offence or penalty but perhaps we can guess 
what they would have been given his record: 3/118. 
160 William Rala, Nosterfield: 1/211. 1/216 and 1/227j John Carlisle 
and Michael Gill, Burneston: 1/212; William Prest. Carthorpe: 1/215; 
Christopher Tanfield, Carthorpe: 1/216. 1/224 and 2/119; Joseph 
'Wynd' was perhaps the free tenant Joseph Wynn who lived at 
Nosterfield: 1/216 and 2/86j Xr Walker. Burneston, and Robert Huson, 
Exelby: 1/228j John Beckwith, Exelby: 1/238 and 1/260j John Bell. 
Exelby: 1/223 and 1/279j and Henry Pears [Pierce]. Bedale: 1/223, 
1/260 and 1/269. 'A View taken by the Jury of Snape on June ye: 30: 
1743 betwixt Raskill Head and Leeman [Leeming] Kill' seems to 
indicate the jury went out of the manor seeking offenders: 1/279. In 
1732 the main water course was specifically said to be 'leading to 
Leeming': 1/231. 
161 The references for the other five are: Bell: 1/243 and W2/f.11j 
Darnborough: 1/211, 1/216, 1/224, W2/f.4v and W2/f.6j Grainger: 11222 
and W2/f.10vj Rose: 11227, W2/f.5, W2/f.6. W2/f.12 and W2/f.13j and 
ThoDpson: 1/228, ~2/f.l0, W2/f.11 and W2/f.11v. 
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Baptisms Burials Karriages 
(fathers) (fathers and (grooms) 

husbands) 

Listed 53 (69.7%) 51 (79.7%) 21 <41. 2%) 

Unlisted but :mentioned 4 (5.3%) 3 (4.7%) 4 (7.8%) 
in the rolls 

Unlisted and not 19 (25.0%) 10 <15.6%) 26 (51. 0%) 
:mentioned 

Totals 76 64 51 

Table 75. The call-list status of men named in Well parish 
registers 1727-36. 

------------------------------------------

first appearance in the rolls was in 1729. If he moved into Hunter's 

House soon after Jane Jewitt's death then he lived there unlisted 

until the property changed hands four years later. 162 William Hewson, 

Abraham James and George Manfield appear in the presentments and 

repeatedly in the parish registers where their residences are given 

as Well; hospital leases tell us that Hewson and James shared a 

cottage owned by Christopher Tanfield of Carthorpe and Hanfield lived 

in a messuage leased to John Clarkson of Nosterfield, yet they were 

not listed. 1";' .. 

Table 75 shows that the numbers of identifiable 

resident adult males named in the registers but not in the rolls rose 

as the numbers of presentments and suits, and the opportunities for 

being mentioned in them, fell: the proportions in all three columns 

had doubled. But again many :men appeared only once and we have 

confirmation that the 'Snape' and 'Well' entries against their names 

were not an indication of accepted permanent reSidence: John Burket, 

one of the husbands named in a burial entry was described as a 

'foreigner' notWithstanding the statement in the same entry that he 

lb2 1/219, 1/223, 1/232 and 2/147. 
163 Hewson: 1/224, 1/232, 1/242, 2/119, W2/f.12v, W2/f.13v and 
W2/f.19; James: 1/242, 2/119, W2/f.10v, W2/f.l1v, W2/f.12v, W2/f.14, 
W2/f.15, W2/f.16v and W2lf.17v; and Kanfield: 1/242, 2/144, W2/f.l1, 
W2/f.13, W2/f.14v and W2lf.15v. 
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hailed from Snape. Ib4 The absence of occupations in the early 

eighteenth-century entries involving such men could also be 

significant given that they are included in most entries at that 

time: perhaps the clerk did not know their occupations because of 

their impermanence. However, the numbers and timing of the entries 

about eleven men seem to indicate residence. 166 These men are listed 

in Table 76 with the nine unlisted men revealed by the rolls. The 

rolls produced less, the registers more but the result is much the 

same: a mean of less than ten men probably resident unlisted at any 

given time. 

The occupations of some of the men in Table 76 

show they were lowly: they include ten labourers, two weavers, a 

carpenter, a collier and a mason. Ib6 But the omissions cannot be 

explained by the status of the men left out for the call rolls 

included several labourers in both villages. 167 And some of the 

unlisted men were perhaps slightly higher in status for they also 

included a tallow chandler, a butcher, an innkeeper and a farmer. 

can their omissions be explained by their behaviour for their 

Nor 

offences were no different from those commdtted by listed persons. 

The records do not reveal the reasons for the omissions but whatever 

they were it seems that few men were still omitted at any given time. 

By the late eighteenth century the drastic 

reduction in presentments and pleas left few opportunities for men, 

164 W2/f.12v. 
166 Ascough: W2/f.12 and W2/f.13j Boynton: W2/f.12v and W2/f.14j 
George and Thomas Dobson: W2/f.6v, W2/f.7, W2/f.7v, W2/f.9v, 
W2/f.l0v, W2/f.l1v., V2/f.13, W2/f.14*, W2/f.15v*, W2/f.17v*, 
W2/f.18* and W2/f.19 (* = 'Dobby: references to John Dobbie of Snape 
reveal that the names Dobson and Dobbie were interchangeable in the 
parish at that time: 11233, 1/244, 1/245, 2/62, W2/f.5, W2/f.5v, 
W2/f.6v, W2/f.7, W2/f.7v, W2/f.7v, W2/f.9 and W2/f.12.)j Leroy: 
W2/f.13v, W2/f.15 and W2/f.18vj Lawson: W2/f.9v and W2/f.14vj 
Xarshall: W2/f.13, W2/f.14, W2/f.14v and W2/f.18j Reynard: W2/f.4, 
W2/f.5, W2/f.6, W2/f.10v and W2/f.19j Sayer: V2/f.12v and W2/f.14j 
Sibbett: W2/f.8v, W2/f.10v, W2/f.12, W2/f.12v, W2/f.13v, W2/f.14v and 
W2/f.15vj and Wells: W2/f.10, W2/f.11v, W2/f.13, W2/f.15 and 
W2/f.17v. 
166 Occupations are in the parish-register references given already. 
167 Snape: John Shepherd: W2/f.5vj Cuthbert Thompson: W2/f.13j 
Richard Wilson: W2/f.5 and W2/f.7Vj Well: Robert Hewson: W2/f.14. 
These men were listed throughout the period and there were other 
labourers listed for shorter spells. 
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1727 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 
Snape 

James Bell U U U 
William Thompson U U U e e e e 
Joseph Ascough U U 
Christopher Boynton U U U 
John :Marshall U U 
Thomas Reynard U U U U U U U U U U 
James Sibbett U U U U U U U U U U 

Well 
Chris. Darnborough U U U U e e e e e e 
Thomas Rose U U U U U e e e e e 
14.ichael Grainger U e e e e 'removed' 
John Cou I tman U U U U e e e e 
Willi am Hewson U U U U U U U 
A braham James U U U U U U 
George Xanfield U U U U U 
George Dobson U U U U U U U U U 

Thomas Dobson U U U 

David Leroy U 
Christopher Lawson U U U U U U U U 
Thomas Sayer U U U 
Thomas Wells U U U U U U U 

)lean 
Totals 5 5 8 13 12 11 10 12 11 9 9.6 

U = Probable unlisted residence e = enrolled 

Ia.ble Zfi. Ken menticned in the Qcurt rclls and pa.rish resisters ~hc 
~re pr:cba.bb r:esident unlisted a.t Snape a.nd Vell lZ2Z-;3fi. 

listed or unlisted, to be mentioned in the rolls other than in the 

call rolls themselves or in the lists of jurors and officers. Of the 

nine unlisted men who were mentioned six were probably members of 

others' households and the references to two more were only fleeting. 

The ninth, John Lyon, served as a juror and constable in 1789, was 

listed in 1790 and 1791, was marked 'removed' in 1792, and therefore 

there is evidence in the rolls of unlisted residence for only one man 

for only one year. 169 This apparent reduction in the number of 

probable unlisted heads of households merely reflects the paucity of 

information in the later court records; the unlisted men were there, 

169 1/454, 1/460, 1/464 and 1/468. 
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Listed 

Unlisted but mentioned 
in the rolls 

Unlisted and not 
mentioned 

Totals 

Baptisms 
(fathers) 

100 (72.5%) 

3B <27.5%) 

138 

Burials Marriages 
(fathers and (grooms) 
husbands) 

61 (80.3%) 28 (33.7%) 

12 (14.5%> 

15 09.7%) 43 (51.8%) 

76 83 

Table 77. The call-list status of men named in Well parish 
registers 17B4-93. 

indeed there were more of them, but we have to turn to the parish 

registers to find them. Table 77 shows that although the proportions 

of unmentioned men to be found in the registers had remained much the 

same the actual numbers had increased. And more of these men seem to 

have been probable unlisted residents: fifteen who were not listed 

during the period and sixteen who were listed but only after a period 

of unlisted residence. 169 These unlisted and unmentioned but resident 

,,,,.9 Never listed: Auton: W2/f,41v, W3/p.170, W5/f.2, W5/t.B, W5/t.12, 
W5/t.17, W5/p.lB, W5/p.26 and W5/p.35j Bolland: W5/p.21, W5/p.28 and 
W5/p.37j Buckle: W2/f.40v, W3/p.156, W5/f.2, W5/f.8, W5/f.13, W5/f.16 
and W5/p. 19j Buckton: '*2/f.48, W3/p.158, W3/p.179, W5/f.2, W5/f.5, 
W5/f.15 and W5/p.18j Caygill: W5/f.3, W5/f.12, W5/f.16 and W5/p.19j 
Cooper: W5/f.9, W5/f.16, W5/p.18, W5/p.20 and W5/p.32j Craggs: 
W5/f.16, W5/p.19, W5/p.24 and W5/p.33j Croft: W5/p.19 and W5/p.21j 
Exelby: W5/p.21, V5/p.23, W5/p.25, W5/p.28 and W5/p.37j Halliday: 
W5/p.19, W5/p.20, W5/p.22, W5/p.26, W5/p.29 and W5/p.130: Hopper: 
W5/f.17, V5/p.29 and W5/p.33j Joblin: W3/21.5.1787 and W5/p.18j 
Loftus: V2/f.10v and W5/f.l0vj Topham: W2/f.38, W2/f.39v, W2/f.40v, 
W5/f.1 and W5/f.3: and Williamson: W5/f.11, W5/p.22, W5/p.26 and 
W5/p.20. Listed later: Annell: W3/4.9.1783: W5/f.2. W5/f.6, W5/f.l1 
and W5/f.16j Bell: W3/bet. entries 194 and 195, W5/f.9, W5/f.15 and 
W5/p.19j Christopher Boyenton junior: W5/f.l1j John Boyenton: 
W2/f.46, W3/26.9.1791 and W5/p.19: Dobby: W3/2.6.1784, W5/f.l0, 
W5/f.11v, W5/f.15 and W5/p.19: Gale: W3/bet. entries 183 and 186, 
W5/f.5 and W5/f.l0: Haw: W5/f.4 and W5/f.l0: Hewson: W3/4.6.1791 and 
W5/p.19j Korrell: W5/f.2 and W5/f.4j Rennard: W5/f.7 and W5/f.10j 
George Robinson: W3/23.5.1784, W3/1.11.1787, W5/f.6, W5/f.14 and 
W5/p.18: John Robinson: W2/f.39v, W3/19.11.1786, W2/f.39v, W5/f.16, 
W5/p.18 and W5/f. 9v: (Continued .,. 
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1784 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 
Snape 

ThoIDas Auton U U U U U U U U U U 

Christopher Bell U U U U U U U U e 
John Bolland U 
Chris. Boyenton jun U U e e e e 
John Boyenton U U U U U U U U U e 
Richard Cooper U U U U U U U U 
ThoIDas Craggs U U U U 
John Dobby U U U U U U e e e e 
Christopher Exelby U 
William Halliday U U 
John Haw jun U U U U U U e e e e 
George Hewson U U e 
William Loftus U U U U U U U 
William Rennard U U U e e e e e e 
George Robinson U U U U U U U U U e 
John Robinson U U U U U U U U U e 
Francis Smith U U e e e e e 'dead' 
Will iam Topham U 

Well 
Robert Annell U U U U U U U U U e 
James Buckle U U U U U U U U 
William Buckton U U U U U U U U 

Edward Cayg! 11 U U U U U U U U 

Thomas Croft U U 

Ralph Gale U U U U e e e e e e 
ThoDas Hopper U U U 
Roger Jobl1n U U U U 

John Lyon U e e 
George Xorrell U e e e e e e e e e 
John Scurrah U U U e e e e 
Joseph Scurrah U U U e e e e 
Robert Williamson U U U U U 

Xean 
Totals 15 15 15 18 17 19 14 14 13 9 14.9 

U = Probable unlisted residence e = enrolled 

Iable 7a, Men men11cn~a in 1he ~cu~t ~cll5 and pa~15h ~~i151e~5 klhc 
kl~r~ p~Qbably. re5iaent un1151ea a1 Sna.pe and Well lla~ 93, 

men with the periods of their probable residence are given in Table 

78. We have the occupations of twenty-two of the thirty-one men in 

169 Continued ... ) John Scurrab: W3/bet. entries 202 and 203, 
W3/24.3.1788 and W5/f.15j and Joseph Scurrah: W3/9.8.1787 and 
W5/f.l1j Sndth: W5/f.4. 
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the table and they were of the lowly type omitted from the lists in 

the past: they included six labourers, seven weavers, three 

woolcombers, four cordwainers, a carpenter and a blacksmith. 17() But 

we have seen already that occupations alone cannot explain omissions 

and the table hints that some at least were the result of inefficient 

record-keeping: of the sixteen men eventually listed six were added 

to the lists in 1790 and six in 1793 which suggests that perhaps the 

lists were brought up to date those years. Nevertheless the table 

seeDS to confirm there were few resident but unlisted men in the 

manor. 

Another source seems to confirm that the men omitted 

continued to be comparatively few. A private Act of Parliament, 

enacted to make changes in the lands subject to trusts, rights or 

interests in favour of Well hospital, includes schedules of some of 

the occupiers of houses or land in Snape or Well in 1795. 171 Of 

sixty-six persons included in the schedules five had not been listed 

in the call rolls for 1793. It has been assumed one of these, Richard 

Lofthouse, resided with his mother and the parish registers have 

revealed the unlisted presence of another, Thomas Croft. The other 

three had names known in the manor and could have been members of 

listed households in 1793. 172 The schedules suggest that perhaps the 

call rolls continued to cover almost all the households in the 

villages. 173 

The court records themselves and the parish 

registers show that the call lists and rolls were incomplete. The 

imprecision of the tables listing the men probably omitted has been 

'70 Occupations are in the parish register references given already. 
'71 35 Geo. III, c 82; the Act is reproduced at Horsfall, KanDT of 
Vell and snape, pp. 295-305. 
172 John Simpson at Well; and William Dobby and Joseph Hawxwell at 
Snape. 
17'~ John Sayer, William Walbron and Edmund Ward appeared in both 
schedules but were listed only at Well and their service as officers 
confirms they resided there. It is possible that their omission from 
the Snape lists could have been because they were SUb-tenants of 
listed persons but it is perhaps more likely that it had ceased to be 
the practice to include in both call lists men with land in both 
villages: in the earlier periods there were a few men listed in both 
villages but in the later period there were none. 
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admitted: men included may not have been residents after all or they 

may have been resident but in listed households; they may have been 

resident even longer than shown and there may have been other 

residents. But it has been suggested that it is unlikely that many 

men resident for any time would escape being mentioned in both the 

court records and the parish registers: the tables may be imprecise 

but the impression they give is perhaps not far from the truth. We 

have seen that the behaviour of some of these unlisted men was 

wanting but often no worse than that of listed men; some of them were 

lowly but lowly men were listed and some unlisted men were of 

slightly higher status; some of their surnames were foreign to the 

manor but others were members of established families in the 

villages. But they had in common their wait, some longer than others, 

before they were admitted to the call rolls and lists as tenants or 

resiants. In medieval times 'villagers ... exercised jealous control 

of the acceptance of outsiders to their community'. The customs of 

admittance in the courts baron and customary have been said to be 

'the remnants of ... the time when every transfer of property 

required the witness of the community to whose membership the new 

tenant was thereby admitted'; it was a consequence of 'the right of 

the community to determine whether a new settler should be admitted 

to membership'. 174 Perhaps we have seen elements of this control in 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Households 

We found that early in the seventeenth century the 

rolls themselves, the parish registers and a few inventories stated 

explicitly that some tenants were resident in the villages. Residence 

could be inferred for others from their service in manorial offices 

or from parish-register entries. But a few tenants lived out of the 

manor and in a few ather cases residence had to be left open for want 

of evidence, either direct or circumstantial. To suggest the number 

of households in the villages we added to the mean resident tenants 

the mean listed resiants and the mean numbers of men found to have 

174 R.Hiltan, BODdBeD Made Free (London, 1973), p. 31; Gamme, 
Literature of Local Institutions, pp. 176-7. 
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been unlisted but probably resident heads 01' households. Table 79 is 

the result of a similar approach to residence in the other three 

periods. The same sources were used but they were supplemented by 

direct evidence of residence in VeIl hospital leases, the hearth tax 

list and the 1795 Act, and by the indirect evidence of other offices 

contained in the Well account book. The proportion of male listed 

persons whose residence could be ascertained from these sources 

varied from some eighty-five to some ninety-five per cent.'?6 A dozen 

or so men in each period, between three and seven per cent of the 

listed men, lived elsewhere but most lived in the Villages where they 

were listed. '76 

If the range of mean numbers of male heads 01' 

175 In the early seventeenth century few parish register entries gave 
residence specifically but the full court records for the early 
period facilitated the identification 01' the residence of 92.6% 01' 
the listed males. Later in the century the presentments and suits had 
declined and the residence of only 84.4% could be ascertained. But 
the other sources and the improvement in the registers in the 
eighteenth century raised the proportion to 88.4% in the early period 
and 94.2% in the later period notWithstanding the further decline in 
the use of the court. 
176 1671-86, Snape: John Askwi th, Well: listed both Villages until 
1677 but served as constable at VeIl, 1/119; Thomas Browne, Well: 
1/205; Christopher Hawe, Well: Horsfall, Nanor of flell and Snape, 
p. 222; Simon Scope, Well: W1/f.61; George Simpson and Richard 
Simpson, probably Sinderby, and Robert Whittons, probably Crakehall: 
Hebden, Hearth T~x List, 2, pp. 36 and 52. flell: Thomas Fosse, 
probably Rookwith, and Christopher Thompson probably Kirklington: 
Hebden, Hearth Tax List, 2, pp. 29 and 43; Edward Place, Canswick 
Park, Snape: Horsfall, KanDr Df flell and Snape, p. 160; John 
Thoupson, Snape: 1/203. 1727-36, Snape: Edward Carter, Burneston: 
V1/f.63v and 2154; John Dinsdale, Bedale: 2/146; Francis Shotton, 
VeIl: W2/f.5, W2/f.6, W2/f.7 and V2/f.llv. flell: John Blackwell, 
Stauford: PR/VEL/3/1, p. 3; John Clarkson, Nosterfield: see call 
ralls and 2/71 and 2/144; John Gyll, Kirby Malzeard: 2/154j Matthew 
Hawxwell, Beverley: 2/137: Rev. John Langstaff, Marske: 2/99, 2/123; 
Rev. Edward Place, Bedale from 1732: 2/127, 2/135, 2/145, 2/150 and 
Horsfall, Aanor of flell and Snape, p. 193j Mr Rawsthorn, Ripon: 
2/147; John Savile, Snape: 2/85; Peter Todd, Wath: 2/87. 1784-93, 
Snape: Robert Heslopp, 'removed' 1788 and did not attend thereafter: 
1/453; George Hewson, Well: W3/4.6.1791 and W5/p.19. flell: Thomas 
Banks, Snape: W5/f.8v: Heirs of Krs Beckwith: never represented and 
no evidence of residence; Edward Hare, Nosterfield: free tenant there 
and V5/f.11vj James Ketcalfe, Snape: V5/f.5; Rev. Marwood Place, Dean 
of Kiddlehau: Lesley Lewis (ed.), Hird's Annals Df Bedale, (4 vols, 
North Yorkshire County Record Office, Northallerton, 1975), 2, p. 276 
(note 399). 
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1671-86 
Mean tenants 

J(ean resiants 

J(ean unlisted 

Snape Castle /I 

J(ean heads of households 

1727-36 
Kean listed 

Kean unlisted 

Snape Castle and 
Thorpe Perrow 

:Min 
}(ax 

Snape 

35.1 
9.3? 

12.9 

2.1 

1.0 

51. 1 
60.4 

57.3 
6.9? 

3.3 

2.0 

Kean heads of households Kin 62.6 
}(ax 69.5 

1784-93 
J(ean listed 

Mean u n11 sted 

Snape Castle and 
Thorpe Perrow 

87.4 
6.6? 

9.0 

2.0 

Mean heads of households Kin 98.4 
}(ax 105.0 

0.6f 

0.6f 
0.6f 

Well 

46.4 
2.5? 

9.5 

3.1 

59.0 
61. 5 

49.5 
3.8? 

6.3 

55.8 
59.6 

60.8 
1. 3? 

5.9 

66.7 
68.0 

? = residence not established or inferred 

• Village not indicated 

Totals 
110.7 
122.5 

118.4 
129.1 

165.1 
173.0 

# the hearth tax list reveals Thorpe Perrow had a 
female head of household at that tiDe! Lady Danby. 

Table 79. Mean male heads Of households at Snape and Yell 1671-86. 
1727-36 and 1784-93. 
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households is increased by fifteen per cent to allow for females the 

estimated number of households in the two villages late in the 

seventeenth century was 127 to 141. But the proportion of females in 

the 1673 parish hearth tax list is actually 21.5% per cent and 

increasing the mean households occordingly produces an estimate of 

135 to 149. 177 The estimate is lower than the early seventeenth

century estimate of 156 to 162 households given in Chapter Three yet 

our parish-register calculations showed that the population of the 

parish probably increased at that time: it would appear the late 

seventeenth-century estimate could be too low. The figures for the 

early eighteenth-century period are similar, we have assumed the 

population of the parish was about the same at that time and 

therefore this estimate could be too low too. It would seem that 

perhaps in both periods some households headed by men were not 

reflected in the manorial records and parish registers. The 

deficiencies in the parish registers at that time and the reduced 

numbers appearing in presentments left less opportunities for 

detecting the presence in the parish of unlisted but resident heads 

of households. '79 The population of the parish had increased by the 

late eighteenth century and the range of mean numbers of male heads 

of households had increased too, reflecting a marked increase in the 

numbers listed. Better parish registers facilitate the detection of 

more resident but unlisted men and there are no reasons for doubting 

the enhanced range of 190 to 199 heads of households of both sexes. 

We have calculated a population of over nine hundred for the parish 

at that time and this would mean there were some 4.5 to 4.7 persons 

in each household, not improbable figures. 

The hearth tax returns provide a means of checking 

the late seventeenth-century call rolls and the extent of their 

deficiencies. We have assumed the poorer parish registers and court 

records precluded detection of all the men resident in the manor 

unlisted at that time and the returns confirm the extent to which 

,77 Hebden, Hearth Tax List, 2, pp. 50-1. 
178 The presence of a mean of 15.9 such men was established early in 
the seventeenth century yet this fell to 5.8 later in the century 
and, despite the probable increase in population, was still only 9.6 
early the next: see Tables 33 and 79. 
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this was true. Superficially the hearth tax list for 1673 indicates 

the estimate is about right: IT~ the list names 113 males at Snape and 

~ell and the estimate derived from the rolls, registers and other 

records is 110 to 122 male heads of households in both villages. But 

here we are nat comparing like with like for the estimate is a 

sixteen-year mean whereas the list covers a single year. The hearth 

tax returns are in any case generally believed to be an incomplete 

record of households. ,80 But a comparison between the 1673 call roll 

and the hearth tax list that year reveals discrepancies between the 

twa sources and throws light on omissions from both the tax list and 

the call roll. 

The comparison was easier because the names in 

parts of the tax lists for both villages were in the same order as 

the call rolls. The lists cannot have been drawn up from the rolls or 

vice versa because in the former the order is the reverse of what it 

is in the latter. Identical sequences seem to indicate both lists 

were drawn up using a common reference point, the most likely being 

the order of houses in the villages. ";;'1 The positions of two men in 

the call roll can be equated with the pOSitions in the tax list of 

their successors as tenants: the list must have been drawn up after 

the Kichaelmas 1673 court. Indeed, the omission of Michael Render, 

who was buried an 10 July 1674, seems to indicate it was completed as 

'7~ Hebden, Hearth Tax List, 2, pp. 50-1. After examining all the 
North Riding returns Purdy used the Kichaelmas 1670 returns for his 
thesis but he found the SUmDer 1662 returns 'very good' and the 1673 
returns to be 'good'; other returns were poor or covered only certain 
wapentakes not including Hang East and it follows that the only good 
returns covering Snape and Well in the period 1671-85 are those for 
1673, the returns edited by Hebden: Purdy, 'Hearth Tax Returns', 
pp. 67-72. 
leo N.Allridge (ed.), The Hearth Tax: Problems and Possibilities 
(School of Humanities and Community Education, Humberside College of 
Higher Education, 1983), p. 2; T.Arkell, 'The Incidence of Poverty in 
England in the Later Seventeenth Century', Social History, 12 (1987), 
pp. 29-47; C.Husbands, 'Hearth Tax Exemption Figures and the 
Assessment of Poverty in the Seventeenth Century Economy', in 
Allridge, Hearth Tax, pp. 46-7; Macfarlane, Reconstructing Historical 
Coamunities, p. 115; D.Ogg, England in the Reign of ~~arles II 
(Oxford, 1934), Second Ed. (Oxford, 1956), p. 429; J.Patten, 'The 
Hearth Taxes 1662-1689', Local Population Studies, 7 (1971), p. 18; 
J.West, Village Records (London, 1962), p. 132. 
,el Macfarlane, Reconstructing Historical Communities, p. 67. 
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late as the fall owing summer. '8:~ In four other cases the positions in 

the lists show that tenants were represented by others in the tax 

list, three of them being the men who succeeded them as tenants some 

years later. '8_, 

Twenty women in Snape and Well appeared in both 

the hearth tax list and the call roll: fifteen who were assessed for 

the tax were listed as tenants and five who were discharged by legal 

certificate were listed as resiants. Other women who appeared in one 

list but not in the other are listed in Table 80: the tax list 

revealed nine women not enrolled at the time and the call roll named 

eight not covered by the tax list. 1'34 The steward was enrolli ng women 

both as tenants and resiants at that time, indeed two omitted in 1673 

were added later, but the tax list shows that not all the women heads 

of households in the villages were enrolled. '.3b Evidence of residence 

is sometimes wanting for women but with one possible exception there 

is no reason to believe the enrolled women lived outside the manor 

and therefore it appears they ought to have been included in the tax 

1 ist. '86 

1 .32 W1 If. 53v. Wi 11 iam Reeve and John Scurrey appear in the We 11 call 
roll but their successors Christopher Toes and John Hunter appear in 
the tax list. Hearth tax assessments were drawn up in arrears: 
Patten, 'Hearth Taxes', p. 17. 
183 Their positions in the Snape tax list show that Robert 'Daine', 
John Horner, John Place and Thomas Browne can be equated with the 
Snape tenants Barbara Baine, Robert Horner, Richard Place and 
Beatrice Browne respectively. They also provide further evidence that 
as assumed John Horner and Thomas Browne, who served as jurors and 
officers when unlisted, lived with Robert Horner and Beatrice Browne. 
'84 The tenants named in both lists included the free tenant Lady 
Danby of Thorpe Perrow who appeared in the call roll as 'The heires 
of Thomas Danby'. 'Wd Reynard' was assessed for the tax at Well but 
there were two widows in the call roll with the surname Reynold and 
therefore one escaped the hearth tax. Widow Whorleton, who was 
assessed for the tax at Snape was entered in the call roll against 
her late husband's 'mort' entry but her name was deleted. 
1';;'6 Margaret Bridgwater and Ann Tyreman were to be added to the Well 
tenant roll in 1676. 
,86 The resiants must have lived in the manor and at least two of the 
tenants seem to have dwelt there: Cooke: Wl/f.31, Wl/f.52 and 
W1/f.54v; and Mudd: Wl/f.61. Ann Jaques may have been an absentee who 
sub-let her land. She was succeeded in 1676 by William Bridgewater, 
perhaps her son-in-law for he had married Isabel 'Jakes' in 1673: 
W1/f.53v. He was an enrolled tenant at that time but his position in 
the tax list equates with that of Ann Jaques in the call roll, not 
his own, and therefore he may have worked the land. {Continued ... 
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Hearth tax list but 
not in call roll:-

Snape assessed 
Widow Wborleton (1) 

Snape discharged 
El1z Stoute (1) 

Ellin Dawson (1) 

liell discharged 
Eliz Anderson (1) 
Kargt Bridgwater (1) 

Eliz Xountaine (1) 
Anne Tyreman (1) 
Kary Thompson (1) 
Jane Tippin (1) 

Total: 9 

Call roll but not 
in hearth tax list:-

Snape tenants 
Elizabeth Cooke 
Margory Mudd 

Snape resiants 
Susanna Place 
Ann Topham 
Dorothy Toes 
Jane Harkin 

Well tenants 
Ann Jaques 
Margaret Reynold 

or 
VeIl resiant 

Elizabeth Reynold 

Total: 8 

(n) = number of hearths 

Table 80. Women who were not listed in both the 1673 hearth tax list 
and the 1673 call roll for Snape and VeIl. 

Ninety-five men in the tax list can be matched 

with entries in the call-roll: with only four exceptions in each case 

tenants were assessed for the tax and resiants were discharged. 187 

Table 81 lists the men who appeared in one list who could not be 

linked with the other but it includes four men in each column who 

would perhaps have been linked had it not been for the vagaries of 

186 Continued ... ) An Anne Jaques was assessed for the tax at nearby 
Kirklington: Hebden, Hearth Tax List, 2, p. 29. 
187 The tenants Thomas Horner and Christopher Smith of Snape and 
Richard Sickling and Robert Reynoldson of Well were dischargedj the 
resiants William Thompson and Christopher Raper of Snape and Robert 
Barkus and Edward Blakelocke were assessed. 
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Hearth tax list but 
not in call roll:-

Snape assessed 
Jo Earle of Exeter (30) 
Kr Chr Hawe (1) 
Jo Braithwaite (1) 
Jo Clarkson (1) 

Rd Agrit (1) 

Wm Hodgson (1) 
Tho Steele (1) 
Tho Pratt (1) 
Tho 1(11 ner ( 1> 

Snape discharged 
Rd Warde (1) 
... 0 Braithwaite (1) 

Total: 11 

VIe 11 assessed 
(torn) Jackson (2) (Aaron?) 
Tho Turlis (1) 

Tho Skel ton (1) 

Si JDO Scowpe (1) 

Well discharged 
Rt Scott (1) 

Rd Firby (1) 

Total: 6 

(n) = number of hearths 

Call roll but not 
in hearth tax list:-

Snape tenants 
John Reynoldson infant 
William Harrison 
Richard Bannister 
William Pratt 
J ames Wi 1 son 
Thomas Dobby 
Robert Gatenby 
William Thompson 
Michael Render 
Henry Hutchinson 
Thomas Stout 
Anthony Reynold 
John Scott 
Robert Warton 
George Simpson 

Snape resiants 
Robert Akeroid 
Robert Ward 
Anthony Kilton 
William Hawe 
John Ward 
Tobias Spooner 

Well tenants 
Christopher Justance 
Thomas Smith 
John Reynoldson 
George Holmes 
Thomas Shotton 
William Reynoldson 
:Marmaduke Pratt 
Richard Hawxwell 
Barnaby Baine 
William Jowett 
Thomas Sturly 
Michael Scotson 

Well resiants 
Thomas Scurry 
William Hewson 
John Procter 

Total: 21 

Total: 15 

Table 81. Ken who were not listed in both the 1673 hearth tax list 
and the 1673 call roll for Snape and veIl. 
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seventeenth-century spelling or probable transcription errors. 188 In 

some cases the reasons for omissions are obvious: the Earl of Exeter 

was assessed for the tax at Snape but not listed in the call roll for 

his own court; Christopher Hawe and John Clarkson were assessed at 

Snape but they were also assessed at Well where they were included in 

the call roll. 189 In three cases the presence of unenrolled men in 

the tax list came as no surprise for their presence in the manor 

unlisted had been detected from the records. I ',0 One of these men was 

included in four cases in which the tax list shows that men were 

resident as heads of households some years before they were 

enrolled. 191 The presence of three male heads of households who were 

not disclosed by the other records is also revealed. 192 The hearth 

tax list confirms that the household estimate derived from the court 

and ather records was indeed perhaps too low: in 1673 there were at 

least six more male heads of households not covered in the other 

records that year. 

But many men who appeared in the 1673 call roll 

did not appear in the tax list. In some cases the omissions were not 

without good reason: John Reynoldson was an infant and we have 

assumed George Simpson was the man of that name who was assessed at 

Sinderby. 193 Xarmaduke Pratt could also have Ii ved out of the 

lse Differences in surnames between the two lists were common but 
names could be linked nevertheless, for example Runayson:Reynoldson, 
Clapan:Clapham,and Tyleman:Tyreman. It is suggested that IRd Agrit' 
assessed at Snape was probably the Snape resiant Robert Akeroidj that 
'Rd Warde' discharged at Snape was probably Robert Ward, a Snape 
resiantj and that 'Tho Turlis' and 'Tho Skelton' assessed at Well 
were the Well tenants Thomas Sturly and Thomas Shotton respectively. 
For Turlis/Sturly see footnote 197. 
189 Hawe was a trustee of Richard Benson's will in 1670 and he was 
then described as a gentleman of Well: Horsfall, ManDr Df Well and 
Snape, p. 222. Clarkson served as foreman, affeeror and bilawman at 
Well and the very year of the tax assessment he was described as a 
yeoman of Well in a hospital lease: 2/17. 
I "',) John Braithwaite, Robert Scott and Richard Firby: see Table 73. 
1~1 <Years of enrollment in brackets) Snape: John Braithwaite (1676) 
and William Hodgson (resiant 1678)j Well: Aaron Jackson (1674> and 
Simon Scope (1681). 
1~2 Snape: Thomas Steele, Thomas Pratt and Thomas Kilner. 
1~3 Hebden, Hearth Tax List, 2, p. 36. 
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manor. ''''4 But all the other men listed in the call roll and not in 

the tax list lived in Snape or Well: they served as officers, they 

featured in the parish registers, in some cases the records give 

their residence specifically and they include seven resiants. To 

these men should be added three assumed to have been probably 

resident in 1673 who are also omitted from the tax list. ,96 Arkell 

has recited the reasons for the hearth tax returns being incomplete: 

deliberate omission through evasion or exemption; carelessness 

leading to omissions or mistakes; incompetence; and the ignorance of 

the inexperienced. 19~ In this context it is worthy of note that the 

constable who signed the Snape list, as 'Chr Clapan', was Christopher 

Clapham, a listed resiant discharged from assessment who during our 

period was not chosen to serve as a juror or otherwise as an officer 

and who was serving only as a substitute for the widow Dorothy 

Hutchinson. 'Tho Tyrley', the constable who signed the Well list, was 

probably the tenant Thomas Sturley who also did not serve as a juror 

or officer; he must have been standing in for Richard Tirlas the 

constable appointed at the 1613 leet. 19'7 Husbands has suggested that 

the groups omitted from the hearth tax returns could have included 

the more remote geographically and those too poor to pay, those 

discharged being the better-off poor. I~Ja Some of those omitted at 

Snape and Well could have fallen into these groups: John Scott lived 

at 'Canswick Xoore end', served on both Snape and Well juries and may 

have lived between the villages; Christopher Justance served in the 

lowly office of pindar; and Thoms Smi th repeatedly broke hedges. 19','" 

194 Pratt was listed for eight years but did not attend court or 
serve as an officer or juror, the hallmarks of a 'foreigner'. He was 
succeeded in 1583 by John Coates: a 'Coates farme' ends the Well tax 
list and if Pratt was responsible for the farm until Coates came of 
age it would explain his absence from the tax list and his constant 
essoins. He did not appear in the tax lists elsewhere in the North 
Riding. 
'96 William Firby, John Thompson and Francis Chapman: see Table 73. 
196 'Incidence of Poverty', p. 30. 
1 ',7 Hebden, Hearth Tax List, 2, p. 51 i 3/114. Sturley's call roll 
entry was marked 'mort' in 1677 and he had been buried as Thomas 
Turles in December 1676: 3/125 and W1/f.54v. 
198 'Hearth Tax Exemption Figures', p. 47. 
199 Scott: W1/t.58, Tables 44 and 50j Justance: 3/106; and Smith: 
1/189, 1/195, 1/206 and 1/209. 
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Although the three paupers named in the 1674 call roll are included 

among those discharged Patten has pointed out that paupers were 

rarely named in the returns: others could have been omitted and at 

18.9% the proportion of persons exempt in Snape and Well is lower 

than found elsewhere . .200 But not all the enrolled men omitted from 

the hearth tax list could have fallen into these categories for 

several served regularly as jurors, including two Snape foremen and 

one Well affeeror. ;2';)1 A few, but not all, could have lived in the 

properties of men named more than once in the tax lists. ;W2 Whatever 

the reasons it is clear that heads of households who ought to have 

been included in the tax lists were omitted. If we add to the 119 men 

and women probably covered by both lists the fifteen unenrolled 

residents of both sexes in the tax list, the thirty-seven enrolled 

residents not in the tax list and the three remaining men assumed to 

have been probably resident but who were named in neither list, there 

were at least 174 heads of households in the two villages. There 

could have been more for some households could have been omitted from 

both lists and escaped mention in the other records. Of the 174 some 

";:C"_' Snape: Robert Ward, John Appleby and Frances Bannister: 3/119. 
According to Slack the proportions exempt seem to have been thirty to 
forty per cent with local variations: P.Slack, Poverty and Policy in 
Tudor and Stuart England <London, 1988), p. 41. 24.0% were exempt in 
the North Riding as a whole: Purdy, 'Hearth Tax Returns', p. 316; 
also see Patten, 'Hearth Taxes', p.18. Gwynneth Nair found 21.6% to 
be exempt at Highley and quotes 23.0% for Shropshire as a whole: 
Highley, p. 99. Karjorie Xclntosh found 26.0% to be exempt at 
Havering: Community Transformed, p. 170, Table 2.11. Wrightson and 
Levine found 32.8% were exempt at Terling: Poverty and Piety, p. 34 . 
.;;::01 Tables 44 and 50. James Wilson and Robert Warton served as 
foremen at Snape and John Reynoldson served as an affeeror at Well. 
2C>2 Christopher Hawe and John Clarkson of Well were also listed at 
Snape. John Hunter, William Stead and Richard Sickling were listed 
twice at Well. From 1664 the owner of a property was liable for 
hearth tax if it was divided into several dwellings or let to a 
person exempt: T.Arkell, 'A Student's Guide to the Hearth Tax: Some 
Truths, Half-Truths and Untruths', in Alldridge, 'Hearth Tax, p. 25. 
Stead was the vicar but the Vicarage is the only house mentioned in a 
terrier of Well church lands in 1789: NYCRO/PR/WEL/3/1. facing 
p. 271. 'Rd Sicklin' appears among both those assessed and those 
discharged. It is assumed that a man could not be both assessed for 
the tax and discharged from paying it at one and the same time, 
whether or not as occupier in one case and owner in the other. If 
there were two Richard Sicklings there was no evidence of this in the 
other records and the question must remain open. 
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forty or 23.0% did not appear in the tax list, a high proportion but 

still somewhat lower than the forty-per-cent omission rate suggested 

by Husbands, although this was a rate which Arkell later suggested 

may not be reliable. ZQ3 But only eighteen or 10.3% of the 174 were 

omitted from the call rolls and therefore the Snape and VeIl call 

rolls proved to be a less unreliable source of household numbers than 

the hearth tax list. 

Having made a similar comparison between the call 

rolls and the 1672 hearth tax return for the smaller manor of 

Stainton by Downholme in the North Riding Fieldhouse found that only 

half those named in the hearth tax list appeared in the equivalent 

call roll. He concluded that some omissions were because the persons 

did not live in the lordship or had moved there too late: evidence of 

both has been found at Snape and Well. But he also concluded that 

those perhaps too poor to be assessed probably lived as resiants or 

inmates with others who paid. He treated 'resiant' as an alternative 

to 'inmate' and assumed resiants shared a house. But resiants at 

Snape and Well were included in the tax lists and some were assessed 

for the tax. Omissions at Stainton could have been because those 

omitted were poor inmates but perhaps not because they were 

resiants. 2oA 

The only independent source of information about 

households in the eighteenth-century periods is the list of persons 

who paid the assessment at Well in 1747.206 The list is not, of 

course, a complete list of all the residents in the village nor was 

everyone listed resident there but the persons listed can be checked 

against the call roll. zOG Of the fifty-one persons who paid the 

assessment forty-one were enrolled that year at Well, three were 

enrolled at Snape and one was enrolled as a free tenant. The six not 

enrolled included John Johnson who we have assumed lived with his 

mother: she was still named in the call roll. If the five men 

20~ Husbands, 'Hearth Tax Exemption Figures', p. 46; Arkell, 
'Incidence of Poverty', p. 30. 
204 H.Fieldhouse, 'The population of Stainton (by Downholme> in the 
KiddIe of the Seventeenth century: A Comment', The Cleveland and 
Teesside Local History Society Bulletin, 18 (Autumn, 1972), pp. 1-9. 
20& HYCHD/PH/WEL/3/1, facing p. 13. 
206 1/296. 
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remaining were assessed for property in Well one might have expected 

them to appear in the roll. George Todd was no doubt the man of that 

name who took over from his father and namesake the chandler in 1736, 

who was said to be of Well in a hospital lease of 1743 and who 

therefore seems to be a definite omission.;;;:07 The other four had 

surnames not known in the manor and perhaps lived elsewhere. Their 

absence from the call roll could have been because the boundary for 

assessment purposes differed from the manorial boundary or because 

they held land other than from the lord or the hospital but this is 

unlikely in at least one case: Richard Cleasby's entry in the 

assessment appears under the heading 'Demaines'. Without more 

evidence their omission cannot be explained. 2
<:>8 Of the Sixty-seven 

persons listed in the Well call list that year forty-one paid the 

assessment, forty-two if John Johnson paid for Mary Johnson. Similar 

relationships probably explain non-payment in several other cases: 

one Thomas Mudd paid but two Thomas Xudds, senior and junior, were 

enrolled; widow Reynoldson paid, appearing five times in the list. 

but John and Francis Reynoldson were also enrolled; John Cass paid 

but not his father Henry; and 'Mr Strangewayes' paid but both father 

and son were enrolled. The call roll shows that Robert Fleeming had 

come of age only that year which could explain his absence from the 

assessment. Edward Brockell did not pay but a Richard Brockell did. 

the result perhaps of the lists being drawn up at different times for 

Richard'S name is entered and deleted on the call roll. Among those 

perhaps too poor to pay were the widows Elizabeth Binks and Dorothy 

Thompson and the ex-pindars Christopher Hewson and William Barker. 

Some of those in the call roll, like John Clarkson of Nosterfield. 

would live out of Well. As one would expect the call roll is a better 

source of households in Well than the 'sess' which covers only those 

assessed for the rate. The absence from the assessment of many 

included in the roll can be explained and the absence of the others 

was perhaps simply because they were too poor. were sub-tenants or 

lived elsewhere. The absence from the call roll of five persons 

207 1/250 and 2/158. 
208 Richard Cleasby. Christopher Foster, Joseph Nurse and John 
Whyhlll. 
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included in the assessment is less easy to explain. But the 

discrepancy does nothing to detract from the impression that the call 

roll covers most of the households in the manor. 

At the end of the eighteenth century the Snape and 

Well manorial court was a shadow of what it had been. The numbers 

listed in the call rolls had increased but attendances had fallen 

despite, and indeed perhaps as a result of, the court now being held 

alternately in each Village. The incomplete court-baron records seem 

to show its business had declined and that perhaps outsiders now used 

the court more and the villagers less. There had earlier been a 

marked reduction in offences presented at the leet and the range of 

offences had narrowed. The power of the court had diminished as it 

dealt with less assaults and other public order offences. As the 

court decayed the jurors asserted themselves by presenting more 

defaulters only to find the new steward discount their reports. Over 

the years the presentment jurors continued to be drawn for the most 

part from those listed in the call rolls but they ceased to be drawn 

from a substantial proportion of those enrolled: the pools from which 

they were chosen became ever smaller and they served more often. The 

net was at first cast wider when manorial officers were selected but 

eventually they were to be drawn from the exclusive ranks of the 

jurors. A poor law assessment has shown these men were the better off 

in the community and the land tax returns revealed they held the most 

land. 

The court rolls and other records seem to show 

that unenrolled male heads of households were few. In many cases they 

appear to have been waiting to be added to the lists but some may 

have remained unlisted. The early seventeenth-century parish 

registers revealed hardly any not disclosed by the rolls which seems 

to indicate that at that time few men escaped appearing in the court 

records if they were resident any time. As the court declined and 

opportunities for being mentioned diminished the registers revealed 

men who would perhaps have appeared in the rolls formerly and the 

overall numbers appeared to remain fairly constant. But disparities 

between estimates of the numbers of households derived from the court 

records and estimates of the population calculated from the parish 

register entries seemed to indicate that late in the seventeenth and 
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early in the eighteenth centuries same men may have lived in the 

manor undetected. A comparison between the call ralls and the hearth 

tax lists for 1673 confirmed that a few men not mentioned in the 

court records or parish registers were indeed residents. But the 

comparison also showed the call ralls to be a better source of 

household heads than the hearth tax returns. 

The estimated number of households in the late 

eighteenth century as indicated by the court and ather records could 

tally with the population estimate but without an independent list of 

families in the manor we have no confirmation. No such list is 

available until the 1841 census but the series of Snape and Well 

court rolls ends in 1793 when there was a change of lord of the 

manor.~09 Some North Riding manors continued to sit and draw up call 

rolls well into the nineteenth century, and even into the twentieth 

century. To examine one of these, on the North York Xoors same 

distance from the Vale of Mowbray, we tUrn to the manor of Danby. 

209 The estate was soon to be sold: in 1823 Whitaker wrote it had 
been sold 'about twenty years ago': History of Richnondshire, 2, 
p. 91. The North Yorkshire County Record Office holdS a sequence of 
court rolls from 1798 to 1816 for Snape under the lordship of 
William, and then Mark, Xilbanke; Well is not mentioned in them: 
NYCRO/ZBW. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE KANOR OF DANBY IN THE LATE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 

AID THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 

The Listed Tenants and Residents 

The earliest extant call roll for the manor of 

Danby commenced in 1689 and therefore it was written after freeholds 

were sold to tenants in 1656. As indicated in Table 82 the call roll 

lists these free tenants and the residents separately under Danby and 

Glaisdale headings and also names the tenants-at-will under a 

separate heading. But it commences with a list of some thirty-four 

undesignated persons whose status is not clear. We saw in Chapter Two 

that 168 intending purchasers were listed in the schedule to the sale 

agreement but the call roll lists only some 120 free tenants in the 

manor: the shortfall of forty-eight could be the result of 

consolidation of holdings in over thirty years since the freeholds 

were acquired. I But it is also possible that the undesignated suitors 

were freeholders not listed with their opposite numbers from Danby 

and Glaisdale for reasons not now apparent. Suffice to say that at 

the end of the seventeenth century some 273 men and women owed suit 

and service at the Danby manor court.2 Very few were listed twice: 

one free tenant was also a tenant-at-will, another free tenant also 

appeared in the undesignated section, and three free tenants were 

listed simultaneously, and curiously, as residents.:3 There was also 

1 The lord of the manor bought land from freeholders from time to 
time: Robinson, ~ory of Danby, p. 53; Xary Nattrass, 'Some Freehold 
Farms and the Manor of Danby', Bulletin of the Cleveland and Teesside 
Local History Society, 27 (1974/5), pp. 24-5; and also see 'sold to 
Dr Knaggs' on 1786-97 call roll: III/3/5/f.4. SnaIl farms were also 
merged from time to time: Atkinson, Forty Years in a Koorland Parish, 
pp. 7-8. 
2 III 3/1. Of the 464 persons listed in thirteen years Sixty-six 
(14.2~) were WODen. 

3 The marks show that the Danby free tenant Robert Xedd senior was 
also a tenant-at-will; Joseph Frankland appeared in both the 
undesignated section and among the Glaisdale free tenants; Thomas 
Chapmans were listed as both a free tenant and a resident at Danby; 
the widow Dorothy Thompson was both a free tenant and a resident in 
Glaisdalej and for one year Francis White was both a free tenant and 
a resident at Glaisdale too. 
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Range .Mean Listed Listed 
some time throughout 

1689-1701* 

Undesignated 33 - 35 33.8 55 17 

Danby Free tenants 57 - 63# 61.4# 103 28 

Residents 43 - 47 44.9 83 18 

Gla1sdale Free tenants 56 - 61 59.0 97 31 

Residents 31 - 47 40.1 76 13 

Tenants-at-wi 11 32 - 34 33.6 50 24 

Total: 272.8 

• assumes columns were completed annually after 1689 

I a few nanes and marks are illegible and the numbers could 
be perhaps up to two more than given 

1735-39 

Danby undesignated 91 - 121 105.4 

Glaisdale undesignated 77 - 98 89.8 

Total: 195.2 

1786-97 

Danby freeholders, tenants 89 - 110 104.5 
and resiants 

Glaisdale freeholders, 100 - 111 106.3 
tenants and resiants 

Total: 210.8 

144 77 

134 54 

176 51 

151 55 

Table 82. The numbers pf suitprs listed at Danby 1689-1701. 1735-39 
and 1786-97, 

little movement between the sections of the roll: in thirteen years 

one resident became a tenant-at-will. 4 

We cannot know whether this comparative stability 

4 Thomas Boyes of Danby: III/3/1/f.6 and f.10. 
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continued into the eighteenth century for the separate headings were 

abandoned in the 1735-39 roll, the lists being divided by the simple 

heading 'Glaisdale'. The number listed twice had risen to fifteen 

although as we saw at Snape and Well this is not necessarily an 

indication there were mare holdings. But it is clear that some of the 

suitors previously included had been omitted for the total covered by 

the roll had dropped by some seventy-eight to about 195. 6 It would be 

tempting to conclude that the steward had ceased to list residents 

for the number dropped is almost the same as the number of residents 

listed in 1701 (seventy-five) but the next call roll indicates this 

was perhaps not the case. It is again divided into two lists and the 

fuller headings indicate they covered freeholders, tenants and 

resiants, seven suitors being listed twice. S The mean total listed 

had risen by some sixteen, a number perhaps two small to cover the 

addition of resiants if they had been dropped earlier in the century, 

unless there had been a marked Change in the numbers of tenants or 

resiants. The probable explanation for the earlier fall in the 

numbers enrolled will emerge later in this chapter. 

The Danby manorial courts were held in the Great 

ChaDber at Danby Castle. 7 Given the nature of the terrain and the 

distances some of them would have to travel to the castle it is not 

surprising that the attendance record of the Danby suitors was worse 

than their opposite numbers' at Snape at about the same time. The 

tenants and resiants of Snape and Well attended three-quarters of the 

courts (74.2~) but Table 83 shows that the suitors at Danby attended 

6 Only one of the men was listed twice for the five years covered by 
the roll: George Trowsdale, pp. 6 and 8 of the roll. One man was 
listed twice for four years, four for two years and two for one year. 
Allowance has been made for these in the table. In the other seven 
cases the roll is too imprecise to fix the periods but it was less 
than five years in each case: these men have inevitably been double
counted in the table and the true mean would actually be only one or 
two less. 
6 Only one Dan was listed twice throughout the twelve years covered 
by the roll: William Dale, folios 4 and 8 of the roll. The others 
were listed six years, three years, two years and one year (three 
men) respectively. The better-kept roll meant that the periods could 
be fixed and allowance has been made in the table in all cases. 
7 Page, Victoria History: Korth Riding, 2, p. 334, and headings to 
various court documents in all three periods. 
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Danby Glaisdale 
Marks Undesignated Free Residents Free Residents Tenants Totals 

tenants tenants -at-will 

Attended 74 372 351 300 229 273 1599 
16.8~ 46.6% 60.1% 39.1% 44.0% 62.5% 45.1% 

Essoined 230 250 156 384 209 110 1339 
52. 4~ 31. 3% 26.7% 50.1% 40.1% 25.2% 37.8% 

Excused 18 19 6 3 19 65 
2.3% 3.37- .8% .6% 4.3% 1. 8% 

Defaulted 108 129 48 59 53 28 425 
24.6~ 16.2% 8.2% 7.7% 10.2% 6.4% 12.0% 

No mark 10 4 5 1 8 28 
2. 3~ .57- .9% .1% 1. 5% .8% 

Others' 17 25 5 17 19 7 90 
3.9~ 3.1% .9% 2.2% 3.6% 1. 6% 2.5% 

Total 
marks: 439 798 584 767 521 437 3546 

• ds, 0 and illegible 

Iable 6:3, Ille allenQ~nQe ma~k5 c:f :the Oanb~ 5y11ct5 1§69-1ZQ1. 

less than half (45.1%). Not surprisingly both groups of suitors at 

Danby attended more often than their opposite numbers from the 

Glaisdale end of the manor but, contrary to the practice we have 

noted elsewhere, in both cases the residents attended more often than 

the tenants. The tenants-at-will had a better record than both sets 

of free tenants and residents but the undesignated group at the head 

of the call roll had the worst, attending only 16.8% of the courts. 

Kost of those failing to attend arranged essoins, excuses being 

proffered rarely, but the default rate was still as high as twelve 

per cent; the undesignated group defaulted a quarter of the time 

(24. 6~). 

Whereas at Snape and Well attendance rates 

deteriorated in the eighteenth century at Danby they first improved a 

little: Table 84 shows that early in the century the suitors in the 

merged Danby list attended more often than the Danby free tenants and 

residents some fifty years before (52.3%)j the Glaisdale suitors 
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1735-41 1785-97 

}(arks Danby Glaisdale Totals Danby Glaisdale Totals 

Attended 312 219 531 742* 439* 1181 
59.2% 48.8% 54.4% 59.2% 34.4% 45.7% 

'd app' 28 6 34 
5.3% 1. 3% 3.5% 

'dd app' 2 1 3 
.4% .2% .3% 

Essoined 104 153 257 468 805 1273 
19.7% 34.1% 25.3% 37.3% 53.1% 50.3% 

'd ess' 16 9 25 
3.0% 2.0% 2.6% 

'dd ess' 1 7 8 
.2% 1. 5% .8% 

'ddd ess' 1 1 
.21- .1% 

Excused 26 18 44 
2.1% 1. 4% 1. 7% 

Defaulted 15 7 22 

'd' 21 16 37 1. 2% .5% .9% 
4.0% 3.5% 3.8% 

'dd' 2 3 5 
.4% .7% .5% 

'ddd' 31 24 55 

5.9'- 5.3% 5.6% 

No Dark 10 10 20 3 ? 10 
1. 9% 2.2% 2.0% .2% .5% .4% 

Total 
Darks: 527 449 975 1254 1276 2530 

f includes 'adm' (admitted) 

I~ble 8~, Ihe ~t1eDdaD~e marks c! the OaDb~ su1tcr5 11~5-~1 ~DQ 
1186-9Z. 

attended more often than the earlier Glaisdale free tenants and 

residents (41.1%)j and the attendance rate for all suitors in the 

manor was better than that of all the former suitors (45.1%). The 

improvement was maintained in the Danby part of the manor for the 

attendance rate there in the late eighteen-century period remained 

exactly the same. In the Glaisdale part the rate fell markedly but 

despite this deterioration the overall rate for the manor was still 

slightly better than it had been a century before (45.1%). Those 
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failing to attend continued to arrange essoins: early in the century 

no excuses were recorded and the default rate remained much the same; 

late in the century both excuses and defaults were rare. Because we 

do not know which suitors were involved we cannot know how the not 

insubstantial reduction in suitors already noted influenced these 

figures. Nevertheless, even if they were worse than the eighteenth

century rates at Snape and Well <69.6% and 52.6%), the Danby 

attendance rates show that the listed suitors maintained much the 

same attitude to their court over a hundred years, and this whether 

it continued to thrive or not. s 

The Presentments 

The extant papers contain the record of only one 

civil case and for information about the activities of the Danby 

court we are obliged to turn to the presentments which are themselves 

comparatively poor.~ The seven late seventeenth-century presentments, 

'vardeths' [verdicts] according to their headings, contain only 

seventy-seven offences including eighteen defaults; we have no 

presentments for the early eighteenth-century period; and four late 

a Reference was made in Chapter Two to the curious multiple marks 
recorded at Danby early in the eighteenth century: these are given in 
Table 84 but they have not been included in the rates discussed in 
this paragraph. A few men seem to have been recorded as having 
attended or been essoined after first defaulting once or twice. If 
men were given three opportunities to attend it is not obvious why 
some men were given a single or double default mark for one would 
have expected subsequent attendance, essoin or default marks. The 
single 'ddd ess' given to a Glaisdale suitor is also inconsistent 
with three opportunities to attend but it could have been a clerical 
error consistent with the occasional double marks found elsewhere, 
perhaps the result of a default mark recorded early being overridden 
when a suitor or his essoin turned up late. The marks must remain 
unexplained but if the men concerned are treated as having appeared 
or been essoined they boost the figures given slightly. 
9 The 'Danby and Liverton Court Book 1786-1824' (111/2/2> contains 
the same information given in the lists of jurors and officers 
(111/4/66-81) but there are a few differences: the book contains 
brief details of an action heard at the 1188 leet in which Xatthew 
Carter sought thirty-nine shillings damages for trespass on the case; 
the book gives the bailiffs appointed from 1189 to 1794 inclusive and 
in 1197 (both sources give the bailiffs for 1186 to 1788, 1195 and 
1796); the book gives the name of a single juror not given in the 
1189 jury list. 
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eighteenth-century presentments contain only thirteen offences of 

which eight were defaults although fifty-nine more defaulters are 

named in jury lists. But the court records also include separate 

presentments from 1797 of persons 'for digging peat and turf and 

causing the same to be taken away for fuel not having a common right' 

and these too occasionally mention other offences. That these 

presentments of fifty persons or more represented a Change in 

practice 1s shown by a note written in January 1798: 

Shewed Danby verdict of 19th Oct r 1797 to Xr Sinclair, & 

desired his sentiments as to its validity in case actions 

were brot. to reco" the amerciaments - he seemed to think the 

fines were such as are presentable & also that the ~ of 

the verdict was regular so as to ground an action for 

recovery of the amerciaments by the Lord of the manor. 

J. P. 10 

The practice was to continue for many years and encroachments were 

later included in the presentments. The 1851 presentment, to which 

reference will be made again in due course, lists the proprietors, 

occupiers and sites of 118 cottages in the Danby part of the manor 

and sixty-four cottages in the 'Township of Glazedale'. and also no 

less than 184 occupiers fined for 'enclosing garths and gardings and 

for building upon the commons pigstyes; cowhouses &c'. The fines had 

clearly become payments under a system of licensing rather than 

penalties for offences and the 1797 presentment was probably the 

first under the system. 

These 'offenders' have not been included in Table 

85 which gives what information we have about offences presented in 

the late seventeenth-century and eighteenth-century samples. If the 

surviving presentments are representative public order offences were 

the exception, court-related offences few and manorial offences the 

rule in the early period. There were only two public order offences: 

in 1689 James Sanderson was amerced one shilling for discharging 

'Afueling pees' [a fowling piecel and in 1683 Anthony Dale was 

presented for 'Locking one Gatte in the ... Common hyway'. 11 The 

10 l1I/4/83. John Petch was the steward of the manor. 
l' 1II/4/3 and II I14/6. 
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Presentments included 

Highways 
Discharging a firearm 

Maintenance of fences 
Maintenance of ditches 
Kis-use of common 
Encroachment 
Straying animals 
Taking turf 
Taking soil 
Keeping pinfold key 

Default 

Nature of offence not known 

1689-1701 
7 

1 
1 

Sub-total: 2 
2.6% 

1 
4 
6 

28 
1 

12 

1 

Sub-total: 53 
68.8% 

18 
23.4% 

4 
5.2% 

Total: 77 

1786-97 
4 

1 

1 
3 

5 

67 

72 

6.9% 

93.1% 

Table 85. Offences presented at Danby 1689-1701 and 1786-97. 

eighteen defaulters given in the table were presented for not 

appearing at the court 'for one yeare' which seems to indicate that 

fifty years before the curious call marks suitors were given a year 

in which to attend. The number presented could be misleading for 

examination of the late seventeenth-century call roll shows that 222 

suitors were given default marks in the years for which we have 

presentments: most must have been dealt with other than through the 

presentment system or no action was taken against them; indeed in 

1693, the year when the eighteen defaulters were presented, thirty

nine suitors had been given default marks in the call roll. Otherwise 

all the offences reported were manorial, most of them encroachments 

and removal of turf and some of them mentioning pains although there 
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are no pains in the court records. 12 By the end of the eighteenth 

century there seems to have been a marked change for few manorial 

offences were then presented. Before certifying they had nothing to 

present the 1795 jury renewed all the pains and bylaws. 1~ Most 

alleged offenders were defaulters but this picture could also be 

misleading for of the sixty-seven named as defaulters in the 

presentments and jury lists only two have penalties against their 

names and no action may have been taken against the others. It could 

be significant that in both these cases the men, 'inhabitants within 

the manor', were amerced for 'refusing to do Fealty, to be admitted' 

and not for merely failing to attend court. 14 Whether or not there 

had been an increase in suitors presented and punished for default 

there seems to have been a reduction in the business of the court: 

like the Snape and Well court it dealt with less offences from a 

narrower range. 

The Presentment Jurors, Foremen and Affeerors 

The seven late seventeenth-century presentment 

juries of which we have a record comprised thirteen men drawn from 

the ranks of the free tenants, residents and tenants-at-will alike, 

but only once perhaps from the undesignated men at the head of the 

call roll. Xen from both ends of the manor served on single juries 

and in the cases of free tenants and residents the call roll usually 

indicated whether jurors represented Danby or Glaisdale. It was then 

apparent that the names were not mixed but entered in two blocks: 

their positions in the blocks could be used to place all the tenants

at-will, five of the seven men who served unlisted and several 

tenants and residents whose names appeared in both the Danby and 

Glaisdale sections of the roll. Only four jurors remained unplaced: 

Ralph Woodward who served three times and could have been listed in 

12 II1/4/8. 
13 I11/4/77. 
14 I1I/4/70 and 1I1/4/82. The first defaulter was admitted the 
following year and the other was never listed. 
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the undesignated section or as a Glaisdale resident; IS and the 

tenant-at-will George Marshall, the undesignated Thomas Heart and the 

unlisted Francis Sowley who served once each. 16 Ken from both the 

Danby and Glaisdale parts of the manor were usually mixed as evenly 

as the odd number on the juries allowed but there were eight Danby 

jurymen in 1690 and at least ten from Glaisdale in 1698. 

It was anticipated that the production of tables 

giving jurors' service as a proportion of their listings would be 

fraught with difficulty because of the imprecision in the call roll. 

But jurors tended to be drawn from those suitors listed throughout 

the period covered by the roll and therefore their entries were not 

the subject of confusing amendments: 58.5% of the jurors were listed 

throughout the roll whereas the proportion of all suitors so listed 

was 28.2%. And in other cases although the call roll is confusing the 

burials register reveals when a suitor was replaced. In only a few 

cases was it not possible to fix the tine listed and in none did the 

juror serve more than twice. The results are given in Tables 86 and 

87. We have only seven juries and the tables show separately for each 

juror the number of years he was listed overall and the number of the 

seven jury-years he was listed; his jury-service is expressed as a 

percentage of the latter figure. The jury records are incomplete but 

the sample indicates clearly that no preference was given to any 

category of suitors: free tenants, tenants-at-will and residents are 

scattered throughout both tables. The free tenants constituted 43.1% 

of the suitors listed at any tiDe during the period, they provided 

43.4~ of the jurors and they occupied 45.1% of the jury places. The 

two men who served most often were tenants-at-will. The spread of 

jury service can also be seen in the comparatively few examples of 

repeated service: only five, or 9.4%, of the jurors served on half 

the juries or more whereas at Snape and Well about the same time 

15 A Ralph Woodward waS listed in the undesignated section throughout 
the call roll: III/3/1/f.l; a man of that name was also listed among 
the Glaisdale residents from 1697 or later and his marks show he was 
not the same man: III/3/1/f.8; the juror could have been either if 
the latter had served before he was listed. 
16 There are George Marshalls in both the Danby and Glaisdale hearth 
tax lists for 1673 and the other three are not nentioned: Hebden, 
Hearth Tax List, 5, pp. 27-8. 
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Wi 11 iam Hi 11 
Richard Garbutt sen. 
Robert Medd sen 
Peter Nellist jun 
Nathaniel Prudom 
Robert Harrison 
Thomas Petch 
William Petch 
William Scarth 
John Ward 

Robert Frank 
Phillip Dillyferle 
Thomas Dawson. 
Robert Frankland' 
Francis Jowsey 
George Nellist 

Robert Petch (2). 
George Preston 
Christopher Pybus 
Roger Medd 
Robert Petch (1) 
Richard J{edd 

Unlisted: -
Thomas Marser* 
Robert Woodl 

Call roll Listed Listed 

Free 
Res 
Free 
Free 
Res 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
TAW 

(or Free 
Res 
Res 
TAW 
TAW 
Res 
Free 

(or TAW 
TAW 
Res 
Res 
Res 
Free 
Res 

overall (juries) 

6 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 

? 
'7 

13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
8 

13 
13 
13 

? 
? 
? 

4 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
'7 
'7 
7 
7 
? 
4 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
3 
7 
'7 
'7 
? 
? 
? 

• Treated as Danby because of position in jury list 

Table 86. Danby presentment jurors 1689-98. 

Juror 

2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1> 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 

1 
1 

50.0 
42.9 
42.9 
42.9 
42.9 
28.6 
28.6 
28.6 
28.6 
28.6 

25.0 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 

14.3 
14.3 
14.3 

? 
? 
? 

44.6~ of the jurymen did so. It seems that at Danby at the end of the 

seventeenth century the net was cast wide when jurymen were sought. 

Affeerors are not mentioned in the surviving late 

seventeenth-century presentments. Nor are foremen but it is perhaps 

not a coincidence that the first man named in each jury list appears 

near the top of his table: Peter Nellist was named first twice and 

Robert Harrison once and they are fourth and sixth in the Danby 

table; Peter and John Frankland headed the list once each and Richard 

Oxley twice and they are second, fourth and fifth in the Glaisdale 

table. 
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Call roll Listed Listed 
overall <juries) 

Juror 

John Allen. 
Peter Frankland-
William Dickinson 
John Frankland sen. 
Richard Oxley sen or jun 
James Wood 
George Woodward 
Richard Boyes 
Peter Campion 
William Garbutt-
Thomas Prudom* 
Ralph Temple 
George Wood 
Thomas Wood 
Henry Harrison 
John Daile 
Robert Coverdale. 
Richard Keld 
Peter Lacy 
Wi 11 iam Lacy 
Kiles Mead 
John Pibus 

Unlisted: -
Richard Koore. 
Henry Wood (ex-resident) 

TAW 
TAW 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Free 
TAW 
Res 
Res 
Res 
Free 
Free 
Free 
TAW 
Free# 
Free 
Free 
Free 
Res 

11 
13 

5 
8 

13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 

6 
11 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 
13 

? 

7 
7 
2 
4 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
4 
5 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
? 

• Treated as Glaisdale because of position in jury list 
# Only as guardian for William Potter 

Table 87. Glaisdale presentment jurors 1689-98. 

5 
4 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
1 

% 

71. 4 
57.1 
50.0 
50.0 
42.9 
42.9 
42.9 
28.6 
28.6 
28.6 
28.6 
28.6 
28.6 
25.0 
20.0 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 

? 

Foremen are named in the early eighteenth-century 

jury lists but unfortunately only two lists survive. The juries were 

both thirteen strong and again they were a mixture of men from both 

the Danby and the Glaisdale ends of the manor. The 1735 jury 

comprised eight men who appeared in the Danby list in the call roll 

and five from the Glaisdale list. With seven Danby men and six 

Glaisdale men the 1739 jury was more evenly matched. Both the foremen 

were Danby men but if the two parts of the manor provided alternate 

foremen the two odd years for which we have jury lists would have 

foremen from the same end of the manor: we will see that alternation 

applied later in the century. None of the men who served in the 1735 

jury served again in 1739; we should hesitate about drawing 
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conclusions from only two lists but this does seem to indicate that 

the jury net had continued to be cast widely. 

We have jury lists for each of the twelve years in 

the late eighteenth-century period studied. Seven of the juries 

comprised thirteen men but four were fourteen strong and one had only 

twelve members. The proportions of Danby and Glaisdale men were more 

or less even in each jury and again the positions of some names in 

the lists resolved doubts where there were men of the same name in 

both parts of the manorj they also placed the man who served seven 

times unlisted. The foremen were designated as such and the 

responsibility alternated between the two parts of the manor. Six of 

the lists name the two affeerors, one from each end of the manor 

except in 1795 when both hailed from Glaisdale. The affeerors were 

not members of the jury. The jurors and affeerors named in the 

presentments for 1795 and 1796 are those named in the 1794 and 1795 

jury lists respectively which shows that the jury appointed at one 

leet reported to the following leet before the new jury was 

appointed. 17 

Because the affeerors were not members of the jury 

the layout of Tables 88 and 89 has been adjusted, service as a juror 

or an afteeror being taken into account in the colunn giving the 

service record as a proportion of years listed. The much improved 

call roll meant there were no problems with the length of listings 

but the absence of differentiation means we cannot separate free 

tenants, tenants-at-will and resiants. The obvious difference between 

these tables and the late seventeenth-century tables is the increase 

in Den serving repeatedly: several men served on half or more of the 

juries, including two men in each part of the manor who served on the 

jury or as an afteeror every year they were listed. The proportion 

who served half or more of the time they were listed had risen from 

9.47. to 30.47.: the increase might have been less had service as an 

affeeror been included in the lower figure but it would still have 

been marked. That the net was no longer cast as widely is confirmed 

by the mean numbers of times each juror served: 3.2 per ten juries 

(including affeeror service) now compared with 2.4 (without affeeror 

17 111/4/75-8. 
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Listed Juror Affeeror Foreman 

William Preston 3 3 100.0 
Thomas Prudom 12 10 2 100.0 
Robert Peirson. 9 8 88.9 
William Dale 12 8 66.'1 3 
John Peirson. 12 8 66.'1 1 
Ralph Proud 12 7 58.3 
Thomas Weatherill 6 3 50.0 
Richard Agar 3 1 33.3 
John Prudom 12 3 1 33.3 
George Walker 12 4 33.3 
ThoDas Peirson 11 3 27.3 2 
Robert Harrison# 12 3 25.0 or 

10 30.0 
Will iam Longburn 12 3 25.0 
William Fentriss 5 1 20.0 
Richard Campion 11 2 18.2 
Matthew Agar 12 2 16.7 
John Robinson. 12 2 16.'1 
William Scarth 12 2 16.'1 
George Trousdale 12 2 16.'1 
ThoDas Peirson jun 12 1 8.3 
Richard Shackleton 12 1 8.3 
Abraham Sowley 12 1 8.3 

Unlisted:-
Richard Dalet 7 

• Treated as Danby because of position in jury list 
# There were two Robert Harrisons in the Danby call list 

Table B8.Danby presentment jurors. affeerors and foremen 1786-97. 

(In preparing Table 88 it was assumed that the six 'William Dale' 
jurors and the two 'William Dale [of] Botton' jurors, both of whom 
served as foreman, were the same man: there are two William Dales in 
the call roll, both of whom had the good attendance records 
associated with jurors (100% and 75%), the one with the better record 
being listed twice, but it is perhaps more likely that one man served 
as foreman three tiDeS than that two men with the same name both 
served as foreman: III/3/5/f.4 and f.B. It was also assumed that the 
juror Thomas Pruddom was the suitor of that name listed twice for six 
years and with a perfect attendance record rather than his namesake 
froD Botton who preferred sending essoins to attending court: 
lIl/3/5/f.4 and f.5. The Thomas Peirson who served three times 
including twice as foreman has been assumed to be the senior man of 
that name, Thomas Peirson junior serving only in 1797 when his father 
was foreman: III/4/80, By the time Matthew Agar first served as a 
juror in 1796 Matthew Agar senior was not listed and he has therefore 
been assumed to be Matthew Agar junior: III/3/5/f.7.) 
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Listed Juror Affeeror % Foreman 

liilliam Lacy 12 10 2 100.0 
Robert Petch 4 4 + 1 100.0 2 
Robert Frank. 12 6 2 66.7 1 
Robert Venis 12 8 66.7 
liilliam Harrison- 12 7 58.3 
liill iam Jess 12 6 50.0 
Geo. Voodwark jun 4 2 50.0 
John Breckon (1) 7 3 42.9 
John Hall 12 5 41. 7 
George Hoggarth 9 3 33.3 
IUles Mead 12 3 1 33.3 
Richard Robinson 12 4 33.3 
George Voodwark 12 4 33.3 1 
John Boyes 4 1 25.0 
Jonathon Leng 4 1 25.0 
John Cook 10 1 1 20.0 
John Breckon (2) 11 1 1 18.2 1 
Peter Merry 11 2 18.2 1 
Ralph Mackridge 12 2 16.7 
John Vatson 12 2 16.7 
Francis Harland 12 1 8.3 
George Hoggard jun 12 1 8.3 
liilliam J(ead 12 1 8.3 

The addition to the 'Juror' column gives the number of times a suitor 
served when unlisted and to avoid distortion the percentage has been 
calculated as if he had been listed . 

• Treated as Glaisdale because of position in jury list 

Table 89. Glaisdale presentment jurors, affeerors and foremen 
1786-97. 

<In preparing Table 89 it was assumed that two John Breckons served 
on juries: John Breckon (1) who was listed the first six years in the 
call roll and then narked 'dead' probably served as a juror the first 
three of those years for John Breckon (2) was not listed the first of 
those yearsj John Breckon (2) must have served as an affeeror and 
foreman seven years later for his namesake was then dead: 111/3/5/f9 
and f.16. It was also assumed that George Hoggarth, Ralph Mackridge 
and George Woodwark were the senior men of that name unless the entry 
was marked 'junior'.) 

service) a century before. However, although service had become a 

little more restricted it was by no means as exclusive as it was at 

Snape and VeIl where at that time 63.0% served on half or more of the 

juries and the jurors served on 5.0 and 6.4 per ten juries each 

respectively. The choice had remained comparatively wide at Danby but 
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1786 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 

Peter Kerry G F m 

Thomas Peirson D F m F 

Robert Petch G m m F m F No longer listed 

William Dale D m m m F III F m F 

George Woodwark G F m m m 

Robert Frank G A A III m m F III m 

John Peirson D m III m m m m F m 

John Breckon <2 } G A F 

D = Danby F = foreman A = affeeror 
G = Glaisdale m = member 

= not a member 

Iabl~ 9Q, Qallb~ jU1:~ !CI:~meIl lZaQ-9L, 

there were more men to choose from and only forty-six or 14.3% of the 

321 male suitors listed at the time served as jurors or affeerors, a 

lower proportion than the 18.9% and 21.4% recorded in the smaller 

manor of Snape and Well where service had then become so exclusive. 

In both parts of the manor choice of foremen and 

affeerors was by no means restricted to those men who served most 

often: only four of the twelve foremen served as jurors half the time 

they were listed or more and several affeerors were drawn from near 

the bottom of the tables. In twelve years eight men chaired juries 

and there is no evidence of dominance in Table 90: seven served as 

members of juries headed by the others and the eighth was a late

comer listed eight years before he played a role. The seven pairs of 

affeerors we have included ten men, three of whom were listed 

throughout the call roll but did not serve as jurors. Here we have 

another contrast with Snape and Well where by the end of the 

eighteenth century affeerors had been abandoned and the leadership of 

juries was concentrated in the hands of a few of the better sort. 

Service both as jurors and officers there was by that time in the 
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hands of the farmers and we now turn to see who held the offices at 

Danby and their status. 

The Manorial Officers 

Officers are not mentioned in the surviving late 

seventeenth-century manorial records but the 'Danby Parish Account 

Book 1655-1918' gives brief details of the sums handed over by named 

constables to their successors. The book, which covers Danby but not 

Glaisdale, gives similar information for the pairs of overseers of 

the poor. '8 Table 91 shows that all the Danby constables were listed 

at the time. Most do not appear among the jurors, in several cases 

despite lengthy listings, and the four who did serve as jurymen 

served only once each. That the men who served more often on juries 

did not serve as constables and that so many non-jurymen did serve 

could indicate that the office was treated as being inferior to jury

service. But the sample is small and jurors could have served as 

constables outside our period. At both Snape and VeIl at that time we 

found non-juror constables but most constables were drawn from the 

ranks of the jurymen: perhaps if Danby had been required to find 

whole juries more of the constables would have appeared in the jury 

table. The choice of constables seems to have been as wide as that of 

jurors, and the overseers may have been selected from an even larger 

pool for thirteen overseers served neither on juries nor as 

constables. ,~ 

Information about the status of the manorial 

officers, indeed of all the persons listed in the call roll, is 

sparse. The undesignated persons at the head of the roll include one 

esquire, eight gentlemen and one 'Mr' but none held office in the 

manor. At least two of the gentlemen probably lived out of the manor 

and sub-let their land: this was probably true of some or all of the 

Ie NYCRO/PR/DAN/3/1, pp. 12-13 and 89-90. A similar record for 
Glaisdale is available only irom 1709. 
l~ We will find there is evidence later of a link between properties 
and the appointment of constables. It has been suggested that late in 
the eighteenth century all able-bodied men were liable to serve as 
overseer: Robinson, Story of Danby, p. 411. 
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Listed 

William Hill Free 6 
Richard Garbutt sen Res 13 
Robert Medd sen 
Peter Nellist jun 
Nathaniel Prudom 
Robert Harrison 
Thomas Petch 
Wi 11 iam Petch 
William Scarth 
John Yard 
Robert Frank 
Phillip Dillyferle 
Thomas Dawson 
Robert Frankland 
FranCis Jowsey 
George Hellist 
Robert Petch (2) 
George Preston 
Christopher Pybus 
Roger Medd 
Robert Petch (1) 

Richard Xedd 
ThODaS JIlarser 
Robert Yood 

Robert Coverdale 
Thomas Heart 
Robert Peirson 
ThoDlls Hellist 
Ralph Campion 
George Duck sen 
Robert Medd jun 
Robert Hall 
Thomas Thompson 
John Hall 

Free 
Free 
Res 

13 
13 
13 

Free 13 
Free 13 
Free 13 
Free 13 
TAW/Free 13 
Res 7 
Res 13 
TAW 13 
TAW 13 
Res 13 
Free/TAW 13 
TAW 13 
Res 13 
Res 13 
Res ? 
Free ? 
Res ? 

TAW 13 
Undesig 13 
Free 13 
Res 11 
Free 9 
Free 9 
Free 9 
Res 7# 
Res 2 
TAW ? 

or ? 

or 8 

JUror 

2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

Constable 

DID HOT SERVE 
DID HOT SERVE 
DID HOT SERVE 
DID HOT SERVE 
DID HOT SERVE 
DID HOT SERVE 
DID BOT SERVE 
DID HOT SERVE 
DID JOT SERVE 
DID HOT SERVE 
1 
DID HOT SERVE 
DID HOT SERVE 
1 
DID HOT SERVE 
DID JOT SERVE 
U 
DID HOT SERVE 
DID JOT SERVE 
DID HOT SERVE 
DID HOT SERVE 
1 
DID HOT SERVE 
DID BOT SERVE 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1§ 
2§ 

o 

o 

a 

o 

()() 

o 
a 

o 
o 

o 

o 

• could have been Robert Petch (1) 0 = Overseer 
, in two separate periods 
§ in 1701 the previous constable handed aver to John Hall but in 

1702 Thomas Thompson handed over to the next constable 

Table 91. Danby constables 1689-1701. 
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others. '"'0 Indeed it suggests one possible explanation for the 

separate undesignated section but we have no means of confirming they 

were all tenants who sub-let. Three free tenants were also styled 

gentlemen but they too never held office. The presentments yield too 

little information for farming to be assumed and occupations are not 

given in the parish registers in our period. But the hearth tax 

assessments of sixteen years before can be matched with several 

jurors and officers. At Danby the only jurors with more than one 

hearth were Robert Xedd and Nathaniel Prudom who had two each and 

appear near the top of the jury listj the constable George Duck: had 

three hearths. At Glaisdale John Allen, John Frankland and Richard 

Oxley had two hearths and they appear in the top five places in the 

list although John Daile and William Garbutt also had two, Ralph 

Temple three, and they appear further down the list. Ybat information 

we have on the status of a few listed persons is not such that we can 

draw conclusions about the status of the men who served in the 

manorial offices. 

The court records provide the nanes of the jurors 

and constables only for the first and the last years in the 1735 to 

1739 call roll. But full particulars of constables and overseers are 

available in the account books for both halves of the parish.~l The 

ten-year picture revealed by Table 92 is superficially the same as 

that of fifty years before: some jurors served as constables, most 

constables did not serve as jurors and men in both groups served as 

overseers of the poor. Seventeen men in each half of the parish 

served as overseers without serving either as juror or constable. Had 

we DOre than two juries no doubt more of the constables and overseers 

would have appeared among the jurymen. But in two respects the 

position had changed: whereas all the constables had been listed men 

we now find that four men were not listed in the appropriate section 

20 In 1673 a George Smallwood was assessed for five hearths at 
Upleatham and a Phillip Scarth for six hearths at Hinderwell: Hebden, 
He~rtb T~x List, 5, pp. 30 and 35. In 1656 a P. Scarth of the City of 
London rented land to a Danby man: Robinson, ~ory of Danby, p. 130. 
2' HYCRO/PRIDAN/3/1, pp. 17-19 and 95-6; Glaisdale 'Overseer of the 
Poor Account Book 1709-1814' and Glaisdale 'Constables Accounts 1708-
1854': HYCRO/PR/GL/3/3 (both). Some pages in the latter are torn and 
the names of two Glaisdale constables are therefore not available. 
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Constable 
~ 

Jurors (1735 and 1739 only):-
Joshua Campion 
Francis Dowson 0 
Thomas Dawson 
Ralph Duck (F) 
George Featherstone 1 
John Frank 0 
Robert Grey 1 
John Hall 
Robert Hardin 
Robert Hodgson 
John Peirson 
Wi 11 iam Scarth 
William Thornhill 
Lawrence Vard (F) 
Nicholas Vilson 

1 

DI 

o 

Non-jurors:-
James Clerke 1 
George Hill 1 
John HilH 11 
John Langburn 1 0 
Joseph Pearson 1 
William Porter hI 
William Preston 1 0 
George Thompson 1 0 
George Trowsdale 1 

(F) = forem:ln 
• = unlisted 

0 = overseer 

Glaisdale 

George Adamson 
Andrew Cook 
George Dale 
William Hall 
John Harwood 
William Husband 
William Lacy 
Roger Ness 
Robert Temple 
Thomas Wi 1 son 
Daniel Yeward 

John Boyes 
John Dale 
Richard Garbutt. 
John Harrison 
Joseph Lain. 
John Kead 
Peter Nellist. 
Wi Iliam Peirson 
Thomas Watson 

Constable 

1 o 

o 

1 
o 

2D 
3D 0 
h 
h 
1 
h 
h 
h 0 
h 

D = deputy 
h = hired a deputy 

I The jury list gives John Hill but the parish account book gives 
William Porter and his deputy Laurence Vard 

Table 92. Danby and Glaisdale constables 1732-42. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

of the call roll; and we also find that seven of the twenty men due 

to serve as constables hired deputies. Entries in the Glaisdale 

constables' accounts book in 1740 and 1741 show clearly that men 

served for particular properties: in the latter the constable was 

'standing for his farm at' and in the former the properties of 

Richard Garbutt and Peter Nellist were 'making all one constable'. 

Garbutt and leI list were not included in the Glaisdale section af the 

call roll but men of that name were listed at Danby. indeed a Peter 

Nellist served as an overseer there. Garbutt's purchase of the farm 

'making' half a constable is mentioned in the book and it would seem 
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that as residents in the Danby part of the manor who had acquired 

properties in the other part they were obliged to hire a deputy. In 

the five other cases the hirers lived where they were due to serve, 

four in Glaisdale where there were also two cases of overseers hiring 

deputies during the decade. At Glaisdale in eight years two deputy 

constables served five times between them. It seems that deputies 

were not necessarily lesser men for at Danby the 1735 jury foreman 

Lawrence Ward was appointed a deputy constable in 1739. The system 

under which offices were distributed widely was beginning to break 

down at Snape and Well early in the eighteenth century: at Danby and 

Glaisdale it seems to have been maintained but some constables 

avoided service by hiring deputies. 

It was not the practice to enter the occupations 

of Danby men in the parish registers early in the eighteenth century 

and we know little about the status of the jurors and constables 

there. But the baptisms passed from Glaisdale often include this 

information and with a few occupations gleaned from elsewhere they 

form the basis of Table 93. 22 There are more overseers than jurors 

and constables in the table but it suffices to show that farmers, 

craftsmen and even sailors were active in local government at 

Glaisdale. One of four labourers mentioned in the parish registers 

served as a juror at Danby.~3 And the comparatively lowly served at 

Glaisdale too: the tailor William Kilner, who served as a deputy 

overseer in 1741, appears to have been himself the reCipient of poor 

relief in 1732 and 1736. 24 None of the six men of the better sort 

revealed by the call roll served in any capacity and it is probable 

they lived out of the manor. The few occupations we have seem to 

indicate that offices not only continued to be shared widely but they 

22 William Peirson: Dip. 176j George Dale: DIp. 199j John Dale: D/p.84 
and Dip. 199j Hall: D/p.83 and DIp. 199j Richard Dale and Watson lived 
at Pennock Farm and Watson Farm respectively: NYCRO/PR/GL/3/3 
(overseers accounts 1738 and 1742); Kackridge was a yeoman in 1762: 
D/p.203; Frankland: D/p.82; Harwood: F.Edge, 'A Glimpse of the North
East loors', The Yorkshire Dalesman. 9 (1947), p. 352, and Robinson. 
Story of Danby, p. 319j Kilner: D/p.82j John Peirson: D/p.181; 
Readman: Dip. 190j Winspear: D/p.204j Dawson: D/p.82j Hodgson: D/pp.83 
and 84; lead: D/p.81; Ness: D/p.8t and 83j and Produm: D/p.84. 
23 Thomas !}owson: D/p.82j the others being Richard Ellerby. Thomas 
Hobson and Kichael Smith: D/p.84. 
24 D/p.82 and NYCRO/PR/GL/3/3. 
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Occupation Juror Constable 

'iilliam Peirson Yeoman h 

George Dale Husbandman 1 h 
John Dale 'Householder'/ 3D a 

Husbandman 
William Hall Butcher/Husbandman 1 

Richard Dale <Farmer) a 
Ralph Mackridge (Farmer) a 
Joseph Watson (Farmer) a 

John Frankland Sailor D 
Thol1B.S Harwood Stonemason h 
William Xi lner Tailor D 
John Peirson Mariner a 
'ii 11 iam Readman Shoemaker a 
Robert Winspear Blacksmith a 

Robert Hodgson 'Householder' a 
ThoDas Jlead 'Householder' a 
Roger Ness 'Householder' 1 
Samue 1 Produm ' Householder' a 

<Farmer) = occupation assumed a = overseer 
D = deputy 
h = hired a deputy 

Table 93. Glaisdale jurors and officers with known occupations 
1735-41. 

were shared amongst the various classes of resident. 

The parish account books show that late in the 

eighteenth century constables continued to serve for particular 

properties and that some men continued to hire deputies rather than 

serve as constables. Five times in a dozen years at Danby and once at 

Glaisdale the man sworn at the leet differed from the man named in 

the accounts yet deputies are not mentioned in either source. In two 

of these cases the sworn men proved to be the unlisted sons of the 

other men who were listed and this was probably true in two of the 

other cases where the surnames are the same: in Tables 94 and 95 
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Willi am Prest on 
Thomas Prudom 
Robert Peirson. 
John Peirson' 
Ralph Proud 
ThoDas Weatherill 
William Dale 
Richard Agar 
John Prudom 
George Walker 
Thomas Peirson 
Robert Harrison 
William Longburn 
William Fentr1ss 
Richard Campion 
Katthew Agar 
John Robinson' 
William Scarth 
George Trousdale 
Thomas Peirson junior 
Richard Shackleton 
Abraham Sowley 
Richard Dale. 

J ames Buckley 
George Campion 
Kark Dowson 

(and son John) 
John Easton 
ThoDas Easton 

(and son John> 
William Easton 
Thomas Fletcher 
George Harrison 

(and son Richard) 
William Petch 
John Sanderson 
William Winspear 

Listed Juror/Affeeror Constable 
(Foreman) 

3 
12 

9 
12 
12 

(5 

12 
3 

12 
12 
11 
12 or 10 
12 

5 
11 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 

11 
12 
12 

12 

12 
12 

2 
12 
12 

3 
10/2 
8 
8 (1) 

7 
3 
8 (3) 
1 
3/1 
4 
3 (2) 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
-/2 
1 
1 
-/1 
7 

o = overseer 

DID lOT SERVE 
DID lOT SERVE 
DID lOT SERVE 
DID lOT SERVE 
DID lOT SERVE 
DID lOT SERVE 
DID lOT SERVE 
DID lOT SERVE 
DID lOT SERVE 
DID lIOT SERVE 
1 
DID lOT SERVE 
DID lOT SERVE 
DID lOT SERVE 
DID lIOT SERVE 
1 
DID HOT SERVE 
DID lOT SERVE 
1 
1 
1 
DID lOT SERVE 
DID HOT SERVE 

h 
1 
1 

D 
1 

1 & D 
D 
1 

h 
h 
1 

D = deputy 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

h = hired a deputy 

• Treated as Danby because of position in jury list 

Table 94. Danby constables 1786-97. 
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Wi lliam Lacy 
Robert Petch 
Robert Frank. 
Robert Venis 
William Harrison 
William Jess 
George Voodwark junior 
John Breckon (1) 
John Hall 
George Hoggarth 
IH les Kead 
Richard Robinson 
George Voodwark 
John Boyes 
Jonathon Leng 
John Cook 
John Breckon (2) 
Peter Kerry 
Ralph Mackridge 
John Vatson 
Francis Harland 
George Hoggard junior 
William Kead 

Richard Summerson 
Villiam Cockerill 
Mathew Leng 
Danvers Allen 
Vi 11 iam Peirson 
Richard Vood 

(and son John) 
Vi 11 iam Brunton 
William Thompson 
Jobn Youard 

Listed Juror/Affeeror Constable 
(Foreman) 

12 
4 

12 
12 
12 
12 

4 
7 

12 
9 

12 
12 
12 

4 
4 

10 
11 
11 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 

4 

8 
11 
101 

7 

5 
4 

12 

10/2 DID NOT SERVE 
4 + 1 (2)DID NOT SERVE 
6/2 (1) DID JOT SERVE 
8 DID JOT SERVE 
7 DID JOT SERVE 
6 DID NOT SERVE 
2 DID JOT SERVE 
3 DID JOT SERVE 
5 DID JOT SERVE 
3 DID HOT SERVE 
3/1 DID HOT SERVE 
4 DID JOT SERVE 
4 DID JOT SERVE 
1 DID JOT SERVE 
1 DID HOT SERVE 
111 1 
III (1) DID JOT SERVE 
2 (I> DID JOT SERVE 
2 DID JOT SERVE 
2 1 
-/1 DID HOT SERVE 
1 DID JOT SERVE 
1 1 

1 
1 
D 
h 
1 
1 

1 & D 
h 
1 

o = overseer D = deputy 

D 

a 

a 

a 
o 

a 

h 

a 

a 

h = hired a deputy 

• treated as Glaisdale because of position in jury list 
# in two separate periods 

Table 95. Glaisdale constables 1786-97. 
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these cases have not been treated as hiring cases proper.~s The 

tables show that at both ends of the manor the constables continued 

to be drawn from the jurors and non-jurors alike. There is no 

evidence of any tendency for the administration of the manor to be 

concentrated in few hands and again the parish post of overseer was 

spread more widely: fourteen overseers at Danby and fifteen at 

Glaisdale did not serve as juror or constable. 

Towards the end of the eighteenth century 

occupations appear more often in the registers at both Danby and 

Glaisdale. The jurors and officers with known occupations are given 

in Tables 96 and 97. 26 Only one of the three men with appellations in 

the call roll appears in the tables: Mr Peter Kerry of Lealholm Hall, 

who managed the lord's coal mines and who was to be appointed agent 

at Mulgrave Castle, was foreman of one of the two Glaisdale juries on 

25 At Danby John Easton was sworn for Thomas Easton in 1791 and 
ThoDas's son John was baptized in 1767: Dip. 190; John Dawson was 
sworn for Mark Dawson in 1793 and Kark's son John was baptized in 
1765: Dip. 189; and George Harrison was sworn for Richard Harrison in 
1789. At Glaisdale John Wood served for Richard Wood in 1791 whose 
tenancy he took over from 1795: lIl/3/5/f.16. 
2b Danby: Matthew Agar: D/pp.250 and 252; Richard Agar: D/p.252; 
Harrison: D/p.244; Jowsey: Dip. 269; Thomas Peirson: D/p.251; Preston: 
Dip. 196; Ralph Proud: D/pp.249 and 252; Scarth: D/p.247; Wetherill: 
D/p.251; Chapman: D/p.249 ('Furnace') and Robinson, ~ory of Danby, 
pp. 272 and 305 ('Furnace Farm'); Dawson: IV/3/3, p. 21 (103 acres)j 
Green: D/pp.250-2; Longburn: 111/4/78 (carried soil into his enclosed 
grounds); Petch: IV/3/3, p. 23 (110 acres); John Prudom: IV/3/3, 
p. 26 <34 acres); Sanderson: D/p.249; Shackleton: IV/3/3, pp. 22 and 
42; Sowley: Dip. 197j Trousdale: D/pp.248-9 and 251; Buckley and John 
Proud: Harrison, 'Danby Coal Kines', p. 17, Owen, 'Moor Coal of North 
Yorkshire', p. 21, and Robinson, Story of Danby, p. 80-1; Fentriss: 
IV/3/3, p. 26j Campion: IV/3/3, p. 43 (smith's shop built upon the 
waste'); Cornforth: Dip. 197; Dale: D/p.208; Easton: D/p.250; Prudom: 
D/p.211; Robinson: D/pp.249 and 251j Winspear: D/p.252j Hall: 
D/p.245j and Robert Peirson: D/p.209. Glaisdale: Kerry: Owen, 'Hoor 
Coal of lorth Yorkshire', p. 21, and Robinson, Story of Danby, pp. 80 
and 318; Harrison: G/p.30; Mackridge: G/pp.33-4, 37 and 41; Kead: 
G/p.40; less: D/p.269; Robinson: G/opposite p.31, p.33, between pp.33 
and 34, p.39; Thompson: G/pp.37 and 41; Watson: G/opposite p.31, 
pp.33-4, 39 and opposite p.41: Wilson: G/p.38; Woodwark: G/p.39; 
Allen: NYCRO/PR/GL/3/3 (1788 'for his high farm'); Brunton: G/pp.33-4 
and 39; Ellerby: G/p.32, between pp.33-4 and p.40; Fawcett: 
IYCRO/PR/GL/3/3 (1786 'hired for Robert Fawcett farm'); Frank: 
IV/3/3, p. 36; Hoggarth: G/p.32; Youard: G/opposite p.31 and p.33: 
Boyes: IV/3/3, p. 20; John Breckon: D/p.233; William Breckon: G/pp.38 
and 40: Hoggard: Robinson, Story of Danby, pp. 187 and 390; Koon: 
G/p.30; Wood: D/p.268; and Collier: G/p.39. 
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Occupation Listed Juror/Affeeror Constable 
(Foreman) 

Matthew Agar 
Richard Agar 
Robert Harrison 
Francis Jowsey 
ThoDas Peirson 
liilliam Preston 
Ralph Proud 
liilliam Scarth 
ThoDas Weatherill 

John Chapman 
Mark Dowson 
James Green 
liilliam Longburn 
lillliam Petch 

Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 
Yeoman 

<Farmer) 
(Farmer) 
Farmer 
(Farmer) 
(Farmer) 

12 
3 

12 or 10 
12 
11 

3 
12 
12 

6 

7 
12 

5 
12 

John Prudom (Farmer) 
2 

12 
12 
12 
12 
12 

liilliam Sanderson Farmer 
Richard Shackleton Farmer 
Abraham Sowley 
George Trowsdale 

liilliam Fentriss 

James Buckley 
Richard Campion 
liilliam Cornforth 
liilliam Dale 
John Easton 
John Proud 
ThoMs Prudom 
John Robinson 
liilliam Vinspear 

William Hall 
Robert Peirson 

Farmer 
Farmer 

Freeholder 5 

Xi ne manager 11 
(Smith) 11 
Wright 
Butcher 
Butcher 

9 
12 

Xine lessee 3 
Butcher 12 
Wright 12 
Shoemaker 12 

Collier 
Collier 

12 
9 

o = overseer 

2 
1 
3 

3 (2) 
3 
7 
2 
3 

3 

311 

1 
-/1 
-/2 

1 

2 

8 (3) 

10/2 
2 

8 

1 

1 

h 

1 

1 

h 

D 

1 

D = deputy 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

(Farmer) = occupation 
assumed h = hired a deputy 

Table 96. Danby jurors and officers with known occupations 1786-97. 

which he served. 27 At Danby the jurors and affeerors were drawn both 

from those who farmed and those who practised crafts and trades. Xen 

deSignated yeomen in the parish registers served as jurors DOre often 

27 1II/3/5It.6, t.14 and f.15. 
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Occupation Listed Juror/Affeeror Constable 
(Foreman) 

J(r Peter .Merry Hine manager 2 (1) 

and land agent 

William Harrison Yeoman 12 7 
Ralph Kacltridge Yeoman 12 2 
William ](ead Yeoman 12 1 1 
Wi lliam Jess Yeoman 12 6 
Richard Robinson Yeoman 12 4 
Wi lliam Thompson Yeoman 4 h 
John Watson Shoemaker I 12 2 1 

Yeoman 
John Wilson Yeoman 5 0 
George Woodwark jun Yeoman 4 2 

Danvers Allen <Farmer) 11 h 0 
Joseph Blueman Farmer 10 D 
William Brunton Farmer 5 1 &: D 
James Ellerby Farmer 12 o &: 
Robert Fawcett (Farmer) h 
Robert Frank (Farmer) 12 6/2 (1) 

George Hoggarth Farmer 9 3 
John Youard Schoolmaster 12 1 0 

I Farmer 

John Boyes Freeholder 4 1 0 

John Breclton (2) Surgeon 11 111 (1) 0 

William Breckon .Miller 6 0 
George Hoggard jun Schoolmaster 12 1 
Christopher ](oon :Miller 12 0 
Richard Wood Tanner 7 1 

George Collier Labourer 11 D 

(Farmer) = occupation 0 = overseer D = deputy 
assumed h = hired a deputy 

Ia,ble 2Z. Gla,15aale jUr:Cr:5 and c!:f:1cer:s H1:th kncl:fIl. ccclJpa:t1 cns 
1186-97. 

than those described as farmers but the three men who served most 

often were butchers and a collier. Whereas at Snape and Well at that 

time comparatively small groups of farmers dominated both the 

manorial juries and offices the choice of jurors at Danby was still 

wide, not confined to any occupational group and during the pertod 

studied the constables were drawn from those who served least often 
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as jurors or not at all. At Glaisdale the picture is different for 

although the choice of jurors and officers was still quite wide those 

for whom we have occupations worked the land: many men given various 

occupations in the registers appear nowhere in the ranks of jurors 

and officers. The evidence is not as clear-cut as that in the other 

manor, indeed we have occupations for only fourteen of the twenty

three men who served as jurors, but it is possible that at Glaisdale 

the farmers had set out on the road to domination followed by their 

opposite numbers across the riding. 

At Snape and Well we used the land tax to confirm 

it was the better-off who held office there and we found the more tax 

they paid the more they tended to serve. Tables 98 and 99 show that 

at Danby and Glaisdale too there was a tendency for frequency of jury 

service, and more particularly service as an affeeror and as foreman, 

to go hand in hand with the payment of land tax. 28 The tax list shows 

that the land of many of the men listed in the tables who served 

neither as juror nor constable was occupied by others and they could 

have been resident elsewhere. 29 Only eight of the proprietors of 

taxed land, all owner-occupiers, served as constablesj four occupiers 

named in the tax list but not in the tables also served in this 

capacity:;30 two other proprietors who hired deputy constables were 

not owner-occupiers but in both cases they occupied the land of 

others: 3. it would seem that the obligation to serve as or provide a 

constable probably rested on the occupation rather than the ownership 

of land. Two occupiers also served as jurors and affeerors at 

26 NYCRO/QDE(L). 
29 For example nine of the twenty men at the head of the Danby list 
served in no capacity but of these seven let their land and only 
George Hartas and Robert and John Frank were owner-occupiers. 
30 At Danby Thomas Easton and George Campion occupied land for which 
tax of tl 15s.5d. and tt lls.8d. was paid. At Glaisdale Richard Wood 
and William Peirson occupied land for which tax of 8s.4d. and 5s.0d. 
was paid. 
3' At Danby John Sanderson's land was occupied by Robert Agar but he 
occupied Robert Ward's land. At Glaisdale Danvers Allen's land was 
occupied by Widow Blackburn and Christopher Collier but he occupied 
some of the lord's land. 
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Lord Downe 
Matthew Agar senior 
Wi lliam Dale 
Peter Campion 
George Newburn 
Thomas Peirson 
George Hartas 
William Scarth 
William Longburn 
Ralph Proud 
Rev Kr Duck 
George Walker 
Tho:mas Prudom 
Richard Dale 
Wi lliam Hartas 
Joshua Campion 
George Trousdale 
Robert and John Frank 
Robert Harrison 
John (& Thomas) Peirson 
John Baker 
Tho:mas Trousdale 
Peter Unthank 
Tho:mas Dawson 
William Hall 
Francis Jowsey 
William Preston 
Robert Ward 
John Robinson 
Leonard Dale 
Robert Peirson 
Matthew Agar junior 
Richard Campion 
Robert Dale 
George Scarth 
Ralph Sanderson 
John Sanderson 

Tax paid 
t s d 

12 11 5 
342 
323 
242 
213 
2 0 10 
200 
1 11 8 
1 11 0 
1 10 0 
176 
160 
1 5 5 
1 5 0 
150 
139 
1 2 1 
1 1 8 
105 
104 
100 
100 
100 

17 (5 

17 3 
16 8 
16 8 
15 10 
15 7 
15 0 
14 7 
14 2 
14 2 
13 2 
12 11 
12 8 
12 (5 

Juror/Affeeror Constable 
(Foreman) 

8 (3) 

Not listed 
3 (2) 

2 
3 
'7 

4-
10/2 

'7 

Not listed 
-12 

3 
8 (1) 

Not listed 

3 
Not listed 

2 

8 
2 
2 

1 

1 

1 

Listed at Glaisdale 

h 

o 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 
o 

o 
o 

o 

h = hired a deputy 
o = overseer 

and thirty-two other men none of whom served as jurors and only one 
of whom served as a constable, William Winspear who paid 3s.9d. 

Table 98. Offices held by men who paid land tax at Danby in 1787. 
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Lord Downe 
John Pennock 
Peter Kerry 
George 'ioodwark 
Kr [Robert] Petch 
'i1 11 1am Harrison 
George 'iood 
John Breckon 
John Broderick 
John Cook 
Robert Frank 
John Watson 
'iilliam Lacy 
John Coates 
Ralph Kackridge 
Henry Harrison 
'iilliam less 
Thomas Hart 
John Venis 
James Fawcett 
Thomas Breckon 
John Hall 
George Hoggart 
'ii lli am Her bert 
John Boyes 
Robert Dale 
'iilliam Frankland 
John Robinson 
'iilliam Campion 
James Wood 
Thomas Wood 
Thomas Thistle 
Joseph Wilson 
John 'iilson 
Katthew Agar 
Robert Dale 
'iilliam Hodgson 
Jonathon Leng 
John Collier 
Richard Summerson 
Francis Harland 
Kiles Kead 
'ii lliam Knaggs 
'ii lliam Harland 
James Winspear 
Robert Venis 

Tax paid 
t s d 

682 
411 
3 8 0 
2 1'7 8 
2 2 1 
1 19 10 
1 18 4 
1 14 10 
1 14 5 
1 12 '7 
1116 
1 11 1 
1 10 6 
179 
175 
1 7 2 
1 5 1 
145 
1 4 5 
1 3 10 
134 
1 1 8 
1 1 4 
111 
106 
101 

19 5 
19 5 
18 10 
18 9 
17 6 
16 8 
16 '7 
16 1 
14 11 
14 6 
14 5 
14 5 
14 4 
12 4 
12 2 
12 2 
11 8 
11 1 
11 1 
11 0 

Juror/Affeeror Constable 
(Foreman) 

2 (1) 

4 
4 + 1 (2) 
7 

Listed at Danby 
3 

Not listed 
111 1 
6/2 
2 

10/2 
Not listed 

2 

6 

5 
3 

1 

o 

D 

1 o 

Not listed 

Not listed 

Listed at Danby 

1 

-11 
311 

8 

o 

o 

o 

1 
h 

o 

o 

o = overseer h = hired a deputy 

and forty-two other men none of whom served as jurors and only one of 
whoD served as a constable, John Youart who paid 6s.8d. 

Table 99. Offices held by men who paid land tax at Glaisdale in 
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Danby. ::<.2 Rot all the officers appear in the tables, some because they 

were listed and served later, same perhaps because a relative was 

taxed, some because they appeared in the tax list for the ather half 

of the parish and others no doubt simply because they had no land to 

be taxed. 3,", The correlation between tax paid and service is nat as 

clear as it was in the other manor but it is there nevertheless: 

almost all those who paid so little that they are omitted from the 

tables never served as juror or constable; those who paid more served 

and, although the choice was nat as exclusive as found elsewhere and 

therefore the jurors are scattered throughout the tables, the 

affeerors and foremen are generally to be found amongst those who 

paid most. 

Unlisted Persons in the Court Rolls and Parish Registers 

The late seventeenth-century presentments contain 

few offences and even fewer offenders nat named in the call ralls. 

Several lived outside the manor: six Liverton men took turf, a 

Rosedale man burned the common and a Commondale man was twice 

presented for encroachment. "14 In the absence 01' other evidence there 

is no reason to believe ather men presented for these and similar 

offences committed an the moors lived in the manor. Others nay well 

have lived in the households of listed persons whose surnames they 

32 John Prudom, assumed to have been a farmer and who served on three 
juries and once as an affeeror, occupied Thomas Trousedale's land for 
which a pound tax was paid; the farmer Abraham Sowley, who was an 
afteeror once and once an overseer, occupied Widow Sowley's property 
for which ten pence was paid and is nat mentioned elsewhere in the 
tax 11st. 
;3;3 At Danby John and Willian Easton served as deputy constables: 
Thomas Easton was listed as an occupier. At Glaisdale John Breckon 
(2), George Haggard junior and George Woodwark junior served as 
jurors: John Breckon (1), George Haggart and George Woodwark [senior] 
are prominent in the table. Kark Dawson and Richard Shackleton who 
served at Danby appear in the Glaisdale tax list as a proprietor and 
occupier respectively. There was no fixed boundary between Danby and 
Glaisdale until an agreement reached in 1870 and Atkinson reports 
that Danby men paid the sess at Glaisdale, Glaisdale men at Danby, 
and some men in both paid the sess in both: Page, Victoria History: 
Korth Riding, 2, p. 348; Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 6, 
p. 162. 
34 111/4/3-5. 111/4/7 and 111/4/9. 
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Baptisms Burials Karriages 
(Fathers) (fathers and (grooms) 

husbands) 

Listed 92 <63.4%) 41 (76.0%) 59 (54.1%) 

Unlisted but mentioned 3 (2. 1 %) 2 (3.7%) 
in the rolls 

Unlisted and not 50 <34.5%) 11 (20.4%) 50 (45.9%) 
mentioned 

Totals 145 54 109 

Table 100. The call-roll status of men mentioned in Danby parish 
reiisters 1689-1701. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------

shared. 3S But two men might have been resident unlisted: Thomas 

Kercer served as a Juror in 1690 and he also served as an overseer of 

the poor in 1693; Richard Koore served as a juror both in 1693 and 

1696 .. 3b And in another case the parish registers confirm the omission 

of the culprit from the rolls: in 1697 William Preston broke the 

'dewstint' contrary to a pain but between 1689 and 1700/01 he had no 

less than six children baptized and two buried in the parish. 37 

The comparatively sparse presentments contain 

little evidence of unlisted residence but, as at Snape and Well. the 

parish registers compensate for the deficiency. The numbers of 

unlisted men revealed by the registers are given in Table 100. About 

~b Robert Wood and Francis Sowley served as jurors, James Sanderson 
discharged a firearm. and Edward Barker defaulted; Mary Wood and Ann 
Sowley were listed as widows and the lists include several Sander sons 
and Barkers including females: IIII3/l, f.5; IIII3/1. t.l0; IIII4/3-4 
and 111/4/9. Default is a curious offence for an unlisted person to 
have committed. Barker could have been one of the indecipherable 
call-roll entries referred to later but he could also have 
represented Alice Barker: 111/3/1, f.3. He also fathered two 
illegitimate children during the period: D/pp. 65 and 162 . 
.36 IIII4/4. III/4/6-7 and PR/DAN/3/1. p. 12. Robert Petty. John 
Handley and Thomas Hartas also served as overseers unlisted during 
the period but Petty and Handley had names not otherwise found in the 
manorial or parish records and it is possible that the boundaries tor 
poor law purposes differed from the manorial and parish boundaries. 
37 111/418 and D/pp.59-63, 66 and 161-2. 
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two-thirds of 145 fathers named in baptisms and more than three

quarters of the fifty-four husbands and fathers named in burial 

entries were listed during our period. Eight unlisted men featured in 

both the baptismal and burial records and the registers therefore 

reveal fifty-eight unlisted men in all. Only three of these men were 

mentioned in the court rolls. as Several unlisted men were recorded as 

living elsewhere and many appeared only once, not eVidence of 

permanent residence. 3'3 But the evidence of the rolls and registers 

reveals the presence of some thirty men who seem to have been in the 

parish long enough for residence to be assumed. These men, with the 

minimum periods they appear to have been in the parish, are given in 

Table 101. 40 Just over half the grooms in the period were listed and 

in most of the other cases the surname of the groom or bride appears 

in the call roll. In two of the nine cases where both parties had 

names not known in the manor we know the groom lived elsewhere. 41 

This may well have been true of most of the other grooms for only 

George Jackson seems to have remained long enough to have a child 

baptized: he has been included in Table 101 as a probable resident. 

The table gives a mean of some sixteen unlisted male heads of 

households in the manor at any given time. The figure could be too 

high for nineteen suitors' names are partially or wholly 

indecipherable in the call roll. But the figure could also be too low 

.39 Wi 11 iam Preston and Edward Barker already cited; and John Simpson 
of COJllJOOndale: D/p.62, IIII417 and IIII4/9 . 
.. j9 Seven fathers hailed from Commondale and one from Lythe. 
40 Atkinson: D/pp.55, 57, 60, 62-3 and 163; Barker: D/pp.57, 65 and 
162; Bullmer: D/pp.64 and 66; Bulman: D/pp.64-6 and 69; Burbank: 
D/pp.65 and 67-8; Burton: D/pp.64-5: Coverdale: D/pp.55, 58-9, 61 and 
159; Dale: D/pp.55, 57, 59, 65-6, 68, 153, 157-8 and 160; Cornelius 
Frankland: D/pp.62, 64 and 68: Walter Frankland: D/pp.164-5: Gatenby: 
D/pp.64, 66-7, 69 and 71; Hall: D/pp.65-7, 69 and 71-2; Hill: 
D/pp.56-8, 60, 159, 161-2 and 166: Hodgson: D/pp.65 and 169: Jackson: 
pp.61, 63 and 107; Nellist: D/pp.67 and 69-70: Petch: D/pp.63 and 66: 
Preston: D/pp.57, 59-63, 65-7, 157 and 166: Robert Pruddom: D/pp.160-
I; Samuel Pruddom: D/pp.55, 57, 59, 64-5, 157, 162 and 166; Rudd: 
D/pp.62-3, 65, 67-8 and 166; Slater: D/pp.64, 66(Jacob), 67, 71 and 
167; Sugget: D/pp.59, 61 and 63; Summerson: D/pp.60-1, 63 and 159: 
Taylor: D/pp.61-2 and 65: Thompson: D/pp.56-7, 59, 61, 63, 66 and 
169j Venice: D/pp.61, 63 and 162-4; James Winspear: D/pp.62 and 66; 
Ralph W1nspear: D/pp.63 and 65-6: and Wood: D/pp.57. 60-1. 64 and 67. 
41 Thomas Saunders was a gentleDan who lived at Cotebank. Lythe: 
D/pp.61 and 106: and Peter Fentriss lived in Conmondale: D/pp.63 and 
107. 
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1689 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 1700 01 

William Atkinson U U U U U U U U U U 
Edward Barker U U U U U U U U U U U 
Richard Builmer U U 
Katthew Bulll\8.n U U U U U 
John Burbank U U U 
Francis BUrton U U U U 
Thomas Coverdale U U U U 
Thomas Dale U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Cornelius Frankland U U U U U U U U 
Walter Frankland U U 
ThoIlas Gatenby U U U U U 
William Hall U U U U 
William Hill U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Samue 1 Hodgson U U U U 
George Jackson U U 
John Bell ist U U 
John Petch U U U U U U 
lii 11 iam Preston U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Robert Pruddom U U 

Samuel Pruddom U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Francis Rudd U U U U U U U U 
James Slater U U U U U 
William Sugget U U U U U U U U 
John Summerson U U U U U U U 
Tobias Taylor U U U U U U U 
George Thompson U U U U U U U U U U U U U 
Robert Venice U U U U U U U 
James Winspear U U U U U U 
Ralph Winspear U U U U U U 
Edward Wood U U U U U U U U U U U U U 

Totals 11 11 11 13 14 16 16 17 19 22 21 18 17 
)lean: 15.8 

I~ble lQl. Jan mentioned in the pa~iaA re&iatera ~ho !!ere pr aba,1:!lX 
~eg1deDt unlisted at DaDb~ and Qlaiadale 1089-12Q1. 

---------------------------------------

for no doubt same of the men named were resident longer than the 

registers indicate and others could have escaped the trawl of the 

registers. The estiIlate should be treated with caution but the 

impression given is that although the call roll covered most male 

heads of households in the nanor a few were excluded, SODe for not 

inconsiderable periods. The scanty presentnents and the absence of 

occupations in the registers mean we know nothing of the men excluded 

and therefore of the possible reasons for their excluSion. 
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Baptisms Burials Marriages 
<Fathers) (fathers and (grooms) 

husbands) 

Listed 45 (63.4%) 8 (57.1%) 18 (56.3%) 

Unlisted but mentioned 
in the rolls 

Unlisted and not 26 (36.6%) 6 (42.9%) 14 (43.7%) 
mentioned 

Totals ?1 14 32 

Table 102. The call-roll status of men mentioned in Danby parish 
registers 1735-39. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

We have even less manorial documents to supplement 

the early eighteenth-century call roll: two lists of jurors and 

constables, one of which includes a list of tenants to be admitted. 

The names of the other constables are to be found in the parish 

books. Only five unlisted men appear in these records and of these 

only one was a possible unlisted resident: Joseph Lain served as a 

Glaisdale constable with no apparent family connections but he held 

office in 1734 and our roll starts in 1735. 42 Again the parish 

registers provide more probable unlisted residents: Table 102 shows 

that about two in five fathers, husbands and grooms were not included 

in the call roll. The records give no places of residence outside the 

parish but one deceased man was described as 'a stranger'.4:3 Xost 

unlisted men appear in only one entry each but fifteen appear more 

than once including three grooms who remained in the parish long 

enough to have one child each. These men, with the minimum periods 

they are assumed to have been in the parish. are given in Table 

42 NYCRO/PR/GL/3/3. Richard Garbutt and Peter Nellist hired Glaisdale 
deputy constables and we have assumed they were probably the men of 
those names listed at Danby. John Hill served as a constable at Danby 
unlisted but he could have represented George Hill who was listed 
there: 111/3/2, p. 2, and 111/4/12. William Benson, although listed 
as a tenant to be admitted and sworn. was not added to the roll but 
not all tenants were residents: 111/4/11. 
43 Dip. I?? 
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1735 36 31 38 39 

John Bayley U 
Wi 11 i am Bonus U U U U U 
Christopher Collier U U U U 
1'(11es Carner U U 
Peter Fawcett U U U U U 
Jonathon Leng U U 
Thomas )filler U U 
William J[iller U U U 
David Marley U U U U U 
Ralph Patter U U U 
George Sanderson U U U U U 
John Smith U 

Wi ll1am Sunley U U 
John Toes U U U 
l'(atthew Woodhouse U U U 

Totals 1 8 9 11 11 Mean: 9.2 

lable lQJ. Ken men:t1cn~d in :the parish registers who Here prcbabll 
~e5ident un115t~d at Danb~ and Qla1sdale 11~~-~9, 

-------

103. 44 They included two tailors, a turner, a tanner, a sailor and 

Peter Fawcett and Jonathon Leng each of whom was described, 

significantly, as a 'householder'. The table indicates that each year 

about nine Den assuDed to have been heads of households were omitted 

from the call roll. 

Curiously, four nen presented for default at the 

end of the eighteenth century were not enrolled in the twelve years 

covered by the extant call roll; reference will be made to this 

again. 4 '" Of forty-four males presented for digging peat and turf not 

having a common right no less than thirtY-Six were not included in 

the roll: 46 we have noted persons taking turf who lived out of the 

manor but their numbers and the tact they are mixed with listed 

44 Bayley: D/pp.82-4; Bonus: D/pp.81-3; Collier: D/pp.81-5 and 180; 
Corner: D/pp.1B and 81; Fawcett: D/pp.81 and 83; Leng: D/pp.82-5 and 
113; Thomas Killer: D/pp.82-4j W11l1am Miller: D/pp.82-3j Morley: 
D/pp.85, 113 and 177; Potter: D/pp.82-4j Sanderson: D/pp.19, 81, 84 
and 177; Smith: D/pp.18 and 81; Sunley: D/pp.82, 86 and 113; Toes: 
D/pp.81-2; and Woodhouse: D/pp.81-2. 
4S John Bl owmer , John Kilner, Richard Ward and Thomas Webster: 
II I14/73. 
4';' IIII4/82. 
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Baptisms Burials Karriages 
(Fathers) (fathers and (grooms) 

husbands) 

Listed 124 (56.9%) 57 (64.8%) 64 (82.1%) 

Unlisted but mentioned 
in the rolls 

Unlisted and not 94 (43.1%) 31 (35.2%) 14 <17.9%) 
mentioned 

Totals 218 88 78 

Table 104. The call-roll status of men mentioned in Danby and 
Glaisdale parish registers 1786-97. 

persons must raise suspicions that some at least were unlisted 

residents. And during the period seventeen of the twenty male 

reCipients of payments by the Glaisdale overseers and two of three 

poor Danby men paid part of a legacy were not named in the call roll: 

some could perhaps have been too old to be enrolled; others, like 

Ralph Haggart said to be the brother of George Haggart who was 

listed, might have lived in other householdsj yet more could have 

been passing through for they had surnames not known in the manorj 

but again unlisted residence by some of these men must be 

suspected. 47 

Table 104 confirms that the number of unlisted men 

in the parish had probably increased: the propDrtiDns Df such men 

mentioned in baptisDS had risen again. Several fathers and husbands 

lived elsewhere and many appeared in the registers only once. 48 But 

over fifty men lived in the parish long enDugh to appear twice or 

more in the registers without appearing in the call roll: twenty-nine 

with surnames not recorded in the rDllj49 another twenty-three with 

47 NYCRO/PR/GL/3/3j and NYCRO/PR/DAN/3/1, p. 76. 
48 Seven lived in Commondale. Joseph Barrowcliffe has been treated as 
if he appeared once for the baptism and burial naming him were both 
in 1787: D/pp.246 and 265. 
49 James Barker: D/pp.247, 249-50, 252 and 269j GeDrge Bayliffe: 
D/pp.248, 250 and 266j Thomas Braithwaite: D/pp.248, 250 and 252; 
Abraham BroDkbanks: D/pp.246, 249-50, 252 and 266, and G/p.33j John 
Brotton: D/pp.246, 248 and 250, and IIIJ4/82j (Continued ... 
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known surnanes also resided in the parish unlisted. ho The occupations 

given in the registers for forty-five of these men show they were 

comparatively lowly: they included twelve labourers, eleven miners, 

five masons, four weavers, two wrights, two mariners, a blacksmith, a 

joiner and a thatcher. But they also included three shoemakers, two 

butchers, a gentleman and a farmer, although we should perhaps be 

suspicious about the last designation for three of the labourers were 

at one time described as farmer, husbandman, and even yeoman 

respectively.~1 The registers confirm suspicions that some at least 

of the men who dug peat and turf in 1796 were indeed local for nine 

who appear in the presentment were resident unlisted that year.G~ The 

registers have revealed many unlisted men, the peat and turf diggers 

could include others not named in the registers and it is clear that, 

43 Continued ... ) William Bratton: D/pp.245, 247, 249 and 266; John 
Bumby: D/pp.246, 248, 250-1 and 268: Child: D/pp.245 and G/p.31: 
James Collin: G/p.37 and 40: Robert Crudas: D/pp.245-7, 249, 251 and 
265; Thomas Freeman: G/pp.40-1; James Gosling: D/pp.247-8 and 250-1; 
John Gosling: D/pp.246, 247 and 264; Anthony Headlam: D/pp.234 and 
249; Thomas Headlam: G/p.37 and 40, and 111/4/82; William Headland: 
D/p.267, and G/p.33 and 40; John Hollingsworth: D/pp.245, 247-8, 250 
and 252; Francis Xewburn: D/pp.251-2; Isaac Normington: D/pp.247-8; 
Thomas Padget: D/pp.247, 250-1 and 268-9, and G/between pp.33 and 34: 
Thomas Pattison: DIp. 208, and G/p.29, bet.33 & 34, and 39; William 
Richardson: D/pp.245-6, 248, 250, 252 and 265; John Ross: D/pp.245, 
247-8, 250, 252 and 260: George Sidebottom: D/pp.245 and 265; John 
Sutcliffe: D/pp.247 and 249, and 111/4/82; James Thornton: D/pp.249 
and 251; Joseph Thornton: D/pp.248 and 267; John Tyres: G/pp.30 and 
39; and Christopher Wallace: D/pp.251-2. 
60 Joseph Allen: D/p.249 and G/between pp.33 and 34, and p.39; George 
Bowness: D/p.268 and G/pp.39 and 41; William Coverdale: D/pp.246-7 
and 249-51; William Dove: D/pp.246 and 250; John Easton: D/pp.247 and 
250; Thomas Featherstone: D/pp.247-50; William Featherstone: 
D/pp.249-51; Jonathon Garbutt: D/pp.240-8; Thomas Harding: G/pp.39 
and 41; William Harding: G/opp.p.31-2, and pp.34 and 37; Nicholas 
Hart: G/opp.p.31 and p.30; Thomas Hawxwell: G/between pp.33 and 34, 
and p.36; Septimus Hugill: D/pp.248 and 250, weaver vide J.S.Burns, 
Canon Atkinson and his Country (Leeds, 1986), p. 22; Nathaniel 
Langborne: D/pp. 248 and 250; David Ling: D/pp.246, 248-9 and 251; 
John Xead: G/pp.30, 32, 37 and 40: Joseph Peirson: D/p.266 and 
G/pp.33-4, 37 and 40; William Prudom: D/pp.248-50 and 252; George 
Robinson: G/pp.30j John Slater: D/pp.246, 250-1 and 265; William 
Slater: D/pp.247-51 and 267: Isaac Thompson: G/pp.37 and 40; and 
Joseph Wood: G/pp.33-4, 37 and 40. 
61 George Robinson, David Ling and Isaac Thompson. 
6~ Barker, John Bratton, Headlam, Padget and Sutcliffe: Ling, 
Peirson, John Slater and Wood. 
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despite the inclusion of the word 'resiants' in the title of the call 

roll, it was no longer the practice to enroll almost all the 

residents. 

Households 

In 1801 the census population of the area was 

1753, 990 in Danby and 763 in Glaisdale. s3 On 20 March that year the 

minister at Glaisdale made an entry in his parish register giving the 

same popu lation for Glaisdale but he also recorded 156 families. ·54 

The late eighteenth-century call roll ended in 1797 when one hundred 

persons were given marks in the Glaisdale lists. It is assumed that 

not all the persons listed would be resident in the manor and it 

follows that some Sixty heads of households or more had probably been 

omitted fran the call roll of 'Freeholders, Tenants and Resiants' at 

Glaisdale alone. s5 The minister's figures show that the mean 

household size at Glaisdale in 1801 was 4.89. If we apply the same 

household size to Danby there would be some 202 heads of households 

there in 1801. f~b In 1797 the number of persons given marks in the 

Danby lists in the call roll was only 110 and the deficiency here 

could be some ninety or more heads of households. Only nine of the 

210 persons marked in 1797 were women and if women represented about 

fifteen per cent of heads of households as we have assumed they 

appear to have been omitted disproportionately. It would seem some 

304 households were headed by men in 1801 but only 201 men were 

marked in the call roll in 1797, a shortfall of 103 and substantially 

more than the number of unlisted men identified from the parish 

registers. The census confirms that it was no longer the practice to 

enroll BOst of the residents. 

The census for 1851, the call roll covering that 

year and the 1851 presentment of persons who had taken peat and turf 

63 Page, Victoria History: County of York, 3, p. 516. 
SA G/p.45. 
65 I I I13/5 
6~ At the time of the 1851 census the mean household sizes in each 
part of the parish were much the same; Glaisdale was 4.47 and Danby 
4.41: Public Record Office, H.0.107/2374, 62, 72 and 76, p. iii, in 
each case; ibid., H.0.107/2375, 353, 369, 381 and 395, p. iii, in 
each case. 
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offer clues as to what might have happened. 57 The population of Danby 

parish excluding the 'Township of Glaisdale' had risen to 1313 in 298 

occupied houses. Of some three hundred heads of Danby households only 

112 were listed in the call roll: the title of the roll omits the 

word 'resiants' and clearly it no longer purported to cover the 

inhabitants in the manor. The occupations given in the census returns 

for those enrolled show that eighty-nine (79.5%) had land: they 

comprised a 'land proprietor', a widow with 'landed property' and 

eighty-seven farmers including five men who also had other 

occupations. But fifteen persons deSignated farmers in the census 

were not included in the call roll. The 1851 presentment reveals the 

possible reasons for the omission of these farmers. Two are shown to 

have lived in Commondale although included in the Danby, not the 

Commondale, section of the census but this discrepancy could account 

for only a small part of the difference between the roll and the 

census. sa Kore significant is the information in the presentment 

about both proprietors and occupiers: Henry Flintoff and Joseph 

Thompson occupied cottages owned by John Jackson and John Chapman 

respectively, both of whom were enrolled; John Lewis and William 

Sanderson occupied cottages which they owned themselves. It is 

possible that the other unenrolled farmers, who had not breached 

common rights and were therefore not included in the presentment, 

were also either tenants of persons other than the lord or the 

proprietors of property in their own right: many of the 129 

'offenders' who occupied other proprietors' properties were not 

enrolled and of thirty proprietors who occupied their own property 

fourteen were not included in the call roll. It would at first seem 

that perhaps the call roll listed only the freeholders of the manor 

and the tenants of the lord in accordance with its title, 'Names of 

67 Public Record Office, H.O.107/2375, 353. 369, 381 and 395, p. iii. 
in each case: 111/3/9; 111/2/4/15. 
6a Jane Sanderson and Michael Longburn: Public Record Office, 
H.O.107/2375. 352, and 353 pp. 6-10. From the twenty-first property 
in that section of the census (from item 36) the entries are clearly 
marked 'Castleton'. The fourteenth to the nineteenth entries 
inclusive <items 29 to 34) refer to poor houses which it is assumed 
must also have been in Castleton. It follows that not more than 
thirteen properties, probably les6, could have been deemed to be in 
Commondale notWithstanding their position in the census return. 
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Freeholders, Tenants, &c'. But the lord himself is shown as 

proprietor in several cases in the presentment and of the nine 

occupiers involved only three appear in the call roll. It would 

therefore seem that despite its title the roll did not list all the 

lord's tenants and that perhaps it named only the inhabitants with 

common rights.59 The Rev. Atkinson explained that a commoner was one 

who was, or held of, a freeholder but he added that if a commoner 

sold peat or turf to one who was not a commoner, or even took more 

than his proportionate share, he would be subject to the same pain as 

a non-commoner. 60 This would explain why some proprietors and 

occupiers were enrolled and others not; and why some of those 

enrolled were nevertheless presented with those not enrolled. It 

would also explain why twenty-three persons not deSignated as farmers 

in the census were nevertheless enrolled: either they had common 

rights or they held of a common-right holder. s1 Indeed, the curious 

presentment of four unenrolled men for default already noted raises 

the possibility that what purports to be a call roll was no longer 

treated as such: the 'call roll' listed common-right holders but men 

could be presented for default notwithstanding being unenrolled. 

Suffice to say that by 1851 the call roll had drifted far from its 

original objective of listing the tenants and resiants in the manor. 

It was probably drifting in the same direction when it had ceased to 

be the practice to enroll most of the inhabitants late in the 

eighteenth century. 

At the time of Archbishop Drummond's visitation in 

1764 it was reported there were 114 and 115 families in Danby and 

Glaisdale respectively.62 This is not inconsistent with the 156 

families reported at Glaisdale in 1801 nor with the 202 households we 

have assumed were covered by the census at Danby that year for we 

have assumed the population of the parish rose. The total of 229 

69 The 'suit roll' at Laxton, Nottingham, another surviving court, 
also degenerated into a list of common-right holders: Beckett, 
History of Laxton, p. 27. 
GO Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 8, p. xiii. 
61 They included the Rev. Atkinson and he worked glebe land: Burns, 
Canon Atkinson and his Country, p. 41. 
62 Borthwick Institute, York, Bp.V.1764 Ret 1, Yorkshire, entries 143 
and 214. 
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families 1s more than the mean number of 195.2 persons listed in the 

1735-39 call roll.G3 The population could have increased and some of 

the difference could be accounted for by under-representation of 

women and uncertainty about boundaries. 64 Nevertheless the roll may 

not have covered all the inhabitants: the mean number of suitors had 

dropped markedly since the late seventeenth century and it would seem 

probable that the discrepancy was caused by the nature of the roll 

itself: that, like the roll fifty years later, it no longer reflected 

all the households. 

We have already noted the probable inaccuracy of 

hearth tax returns. Nevertheless they do provide a crude means of 

checking the call rolls at the time. In 1673 at Danby and Glaisdale 

229 persons were assessed for the tax and thirty-seven discharged, a 

total of 266 households: in 1689 272 persons were marked in the manor 

call roll.~~ 10 attempt has been made to match the names in the two 

sources for sixteen years separate them but the figures are 

remarkably close. This is no doubt deceptive for, as we found at 

Snape and Well, persons omitted from the one source were probably 

named in the other: the tax lists no doubt suffered from the same 

omissions found elsewhere and although the parish registers have told 

us a number of men probably lived in the parish unlisted there is 

also reason to believe that more than a few of those enrolled lived 

out of the Danor.~6 Nevertheless, there is no huge discrepancy to 

suggest that the roll was restricted as it was a century later and 

seeDS to have been in the intervening period. It specifically 

included residents and it is likely to have been kept like the rolls 

63 111/3/2. 
04 The quality 01 the roll means it is impossible to be precise about 
the proportion of marks allocated to women but it was between 6.1~ 
and 7.7~j only twenty-four or 8.6~ of the 278 suitors listed at some 
time were women: both proportions are less than the ten to twenty per 
cent of women believed to have headed households. 
b~ Hebden, Hearth Tax List, 5, pp. 27-9j 111/3/1. 
bb Only 13.9~ of those listed were exempt, a proportion even less 
than at Snape and Well. There is little direct evidence of suitors 
living out of the manor. A James Harwood listed as a free tenant at 
Glaisdale could have been the man of that name 'of leverton' 
presented in 1691: 111/3/1, i.5, and 111/4/5. And we have already 
noted the probability that two, perhaps more, of the gentlemen in the 
undesignated section of the roll lived elsewhere. But (Continued .,. 
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at Snape and VeIl at that time. only those awaiting enrollment for 

whatever reasons being excluded. 

Assessing the accuracy of call rolls at Danby is 

bedevilled by the want of information about non-resident suitors, the 

poor quality of the parish registers and some of the rolls 

themselves. and imprecision in local boundaries. But the early call 

rolls were probably little different from those elsewhere which 

included most of the local inhabitants and the later rolls listed 

only a restricted section of the population, probably those with 

common rignts. The change in the nature of the rolls explains why the 

overall attendance record seems to have improved: the later rolls 

probably concentrated on those with an interest in the manor through 

their common rights. And it also explains why there were unlisted 

constables but no unlisted jurors in the eighteenth century: the 

foruer were drawn from those with and without common rights but the 

latter were generally drawn only from those enrolled. 

The Danby records proved disappointing. The 

presentuents are few. civil cases even fewer, and some of the call 

rolls poor. But the information we have. including details of the 

suitors. the jurors and the officers gleaned from the court and 

parish records. tells us how the manor deteriorated: the rolls no 

longer recorded most of the inhabitants; the presentments seem to 

have ceased to be genuine reports of offenders to become lengthy 

lists of payments under a system of licensing; the formerly-wide 

choice of jurors became more restricted; and whereas there is no 

evidence of substitutes for constables in the seventeenth century 

deputies were common in the eighteenth. The obligation to serve as a 

~e Continued ... ) if the 212 suitors and seventeen unlisted 
residents are used to estimate the population using household sizes 
ranging fran as low as 4.0 to the 4.89 found later the parish 
registers still fail the Eversley plausibility checks badly. The 
baptisms. and hence the combined baptisms and burials, failed almost 
totally no doubt in part because of the problems with the 
transmission of information frOD Glaisdale already described. But it 
is assumed the failure of burials in half the years between 1680 and 
1110 is more likely to have been because the population estimate is 
too high. i.e. because suitors had been treated as resident when they 
were not. 
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constable seems to have been attached to the occupation of land. And 

the correlation also found between land-holding and jurors is not 

surprising in a manor which eventually seems to have been run by and 

for common-right holders. But jury-service was not to become as 

exclusive as it became at Snape and Well and even service as a 

foreman or affeeror was not concentrated in the hands of a few. Why 

the two manors followed slightly different paths will be examined in 

the concluding chapter. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

Call Rolls and Call Lists 

As was suggested at an early point in this thesis 

improving our knowledge of how manorial courts worked was a major 

objective. Studying call lists and rolls has illuminated this 

problem. Ve have seen that their form and the marks used varied from 

manor to manor and from time to time. The information contained in a 

call roll or the book kept at the court could differ from that 

contained in the call list in the formal court roll for the same 

courti indeed the call lists in two court rolls for the same court 

could also differ. But the differences between the lists and rolls 

were occasional and rarely significant. Call rolls kept over several 

years with the marks in columns proved difficult to interpret if the 

clerk failed to indicate clearly when a Change in tenancy or resiancy 

took place or if he omitted marks in the first or last columns. 

Multiple marks used at Danby also proved difficult without knowledge 

of the manorial custom governing attendance at that leet. But the 

column and multiple-mark problems proved to be less serious than they 

at first appeared: they affected little, if at all, the regular 

at tenders listed throughout the roll who tended to serve on juries 

and in manorial offices and they did not preclude examination of the 

collective attendance record of all those listed or of those listed 

in the roll's constituent parts. None of these difficulties proved to 

be such that the lists and rolls could not be used to provide helpful 

information about the persons listed and the manor as a whole. 

Call lists and rolls could be a Useful record of 

the inhabitants if complete. It was the practice in the three North 

Riding manors and in other manors in the riding to list, in the court 

rolls and call rolls alike, all the suitors to the court whether they 

attended or noti they were not partial lists of the type reported 

elsewhere which either merely listed the suitors who attended or 

which omitted those attending or excused, merely recording for 

financial reasons those who paid to be essoined or those amerced for 

default. The manors examined were selected because their suitors 
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J[ean totals :Mean known <B} as 
of known resident proportion 
resident men unlisted men of (A) 

(A) (B) 

Snape and "e11 1611-21 136.8-141.1 15.9 11. 3-11. 6% 

Cart harpe 1625-35 38.4-38.9 7.5 19.3-19.5% 

"ath 1625-35 31.1-31.8 3.0 9.4-9.6% 

Snape and "e11 1671-85 110.7-122.5 5.8 4.7-5.2% 

Snape and "e11 1727-36 118.4-129.1 9.6 7.4-8.1% 

Snape and "e11 1784-93 165.1-173.0 14.9 8.6-9.0% 

Table 105. Mean numbers of known resident men omitted from the call 
lists as proportions of mean totals of known resident men at Snape 
and Well 1611-21. 1671-85. 1727-36 and 1784-93; and Carthorpe and 
Wath 1625-35. 

specifically included resiants and it was hoped that their call lists 

and rolls would be comprehensive. But we have seen how at Danby. 

notWithstanding the inclusion of 'resiants' in the 1786 call-roll 

title, it was then no longer the practice to enroll mast of the 

inhabitants; it was probably no longer the practice earlier in the 

century tao. And we have found that even the fuller ralls were nat 

all-embracing: women were sometimes included but sometimes not and 

adult males living in others' households were excluded. They were nat 

even a record of all households headed by men for the court ralls, 

the parish registers and ather sources revealed there were always at 

least a few households the heads of which were nat enrolled. Table 

105, which summarizes the findings, shows that the unenrolled men 

disclosed constituted same five to twenty per cent of the known male 
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heads of households. 1 The early seventeenth-century figures are 

probably more reliable than the later figures: the manorial records 

were fuller. the parish registers are more reliable. the proportions 

for the apparently well-run villages of Snape. Well and Wath are 

consistent. and the higher proportion for Carthorpe reflects the 

evidence that its administration was poor. The Well registers are 

suspect in the period from 1640 to 1760. the manorial records then 

and later were sparse and the chances of unlisted men remaining 

undiscovered greater; indeed. our review of the court records. hearth 

tax return and other records showed that omissions from the call roll 

were perhaps 13.5% in the 1670s. It would seem that in a well-run 

manor some five to fifteen per cent of the inhabitants might be 

omitted from the call lists and rolls. 

The omissions appear to have been deliberate: we 

have seen evidence that some men were obliged to wait before they 

were listed as resiants and how several men could be admitted to 

resiancy simultaneously. The meaning of the word 'resiant' has been 

examined but it proved elusive. indeed it seems to have varied. It is 

worthy of note that the word seems to have been used only in the 

context of call lists and rolls and it was still being used in that 

context at Danby as late as 1919 when its use was still confusing: 

'female tenants (both Resiants and Freeholders)' were then given the 

same legal status as male tenants.~ Kost. but not all, of the men 

I The table does not include any figures for Danby. Unlisted men were 
found in the eighteenth century but we have seen that late that 
century the rolls no longer purported to cover all inhabitants and 
that this was probably the case early in the century too. Unlisted 
men were also found late in the seventeenth century but unlike the 
other manors we have no means of knowing which of the tenants lived 
outside the manor and therefore no means of producing reliable 
figures for column (A). 
2 NYCROIZDSIII/4/259. In the West Tanfield court book residents who 
defaulted were referred to as such, pains referred to 'inhabitants' 
and in one case a 'Cottinger': e.g. 9.10.1633 (Wath verdict and 
Carthorpe and Wath pains). In the early seventeenth-century Snape and 
Well rolls the villagers were referred to as 'inhabitants' or 
'everyone': e.g. 1/164 (Well verdict), 1/167 <pleas) and 1/174 (Snape 
pain). In 1786 at Crakehall in the North Riding the 'tenants and res' 
in the call list were the same as the 'freeholders and tenants' in a 
separate list: NYCRO/ZAW/146/23-4. 
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omitted seem to have been of the lesser sort. Morris pointed out that 

inclusion in frankpledge had given some sort of standing in the 

community and 

through residency registration at the leet even after 

frankpledge itself was gone, there was ... a tendency toward 

that spirit of village selfishness which in the days of the 

Poor Laws often made against a new arrival a hypothetical 

accusation of moral unfitness for membership in the 

community, not because of any deep-seated regard for 

personal morality, but from a selfish fear lest some 

personal liability might arise through the newcomer's 

residence in the parish. '3 

We have noted that the omission of some residents from the lists 

could have been the result of the exercise of the right of the 

community to control admission to its membership. 

Labourers and the lesser sort appear to have 

provided the core of the unenrolled members of the community. In the 

seventeenth century probably a quarter to a half of the population in 

the countryside were farm servants, the proportions varying from 

county to county. At the end of the century Gregory King estimated 

that nationally there were some twenty-three per cent 'labouring 

people and out-servants' and a further twenty-four per cent 

'cottagers and paupers'. In the eighteenth century as much as eighty 

per cent of the population could have been labourers and by 1700 well 

over half male agricultural workers 'enjoyed little capital and less 

land'.4 But not all these men were heads of households: living-in, 

dependent workers were probably the largest element in the labour 

force, in villages mainly working as servants in husbandry.s And not 

all were unenrolled for some labourers, cottagers and paupers appear 

in the call lists, probably more than we have detected for want of 

designations in the records: some 'tenants' were little more than 

3 Frankpledge system, pp. 163-5 
4 D.C.Coleman, 'Labour in the English Economy of the Seventeenth 
Century', EcononUc History Revie~ Second Series, 8 (1956), p. 283; 
Everitt, 'Farm Labourers', pp. 397-9; Kalcolmson, Life and Labour in 
England, p. 19; Holderness, Pre-Industrial England, p. 50. 
S A.L.Beier, Masterless Xen: The Vagrancy Problem in England 1560-
1640 (London, 1985), p. 23. 
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cottagers and some 'labourers' were quite well off, owning stock and 

working land. 6 It is the assessment of the numbers of men remaining, 

those who lived out as unenrolled heads of households, which is not 

straightforward. The five to fifteen per cent or more omitted include 

those who appear in the court or parochial records nore than once and 

therefore appear to have been resident as heads of households same 

little time. It has been assumed that few heads of households 

resident any length of time would escape these records. We noted in 

Chapter One that manorial records might contain nothing of the 

landless poor who behaved themselves and Hey has pointed aut that 

labourers could be under-represented in parish registers. 7 But it has 

been suggested that because few orders for relief were made at the 

quarter sessions it is possible that the poor and destitute were not 

very numerous in the Borth Riding in the seventeenth century, a 

suggestion perhaps supported in the Danby area by the few entries in 

the account books.s Nevertheless, although vagrancy is said to have 

been raDpant in the riding, some of our assumed transients may have 

been resident: 9 men who appeared in the registers only once whom we 

have assumed were transients not in the manor long enough to be 

listed may not have been transients after alIi men who committed 

offences which could have been committed by outsiders may have been 

insiders. Some heads of households could have escaped the nets. But 

using the numbers of unenrolled residents traced and those enrolled 

known to have been resident we obtained acceptable, if low, estimates 

of household sizes. If there were many more the estimates would tend 

to be lower and therefore dubious. There are ather elements in the 

calculations but the figures are consistent and give the impression 

that if there were unrevealed households in the villages they would 

be few. The estimate of five to fifteen per cent unenrolled male 

b Ashcroft, 'Records of a Kanor', p. 16. Examples of well-off 
labourers can be found at Morris, 'Manor of Little Haywood', p. 116; 
Beckett, History of Laxton, p. 123i will of Miles Constable at 
F.Collins <ed.), selby Wills, <Yorkshire Archaelogical Society 47 
1911), pp. 50-1. 
7 An Englisb RUral Co~nity, p. 169. 
a Trotter, seventeenth Century Life, p. 55. 
9 Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 6, p. xviii ibid, 7, p. xii 
Trotter, Seventeentb Century Life, p. 170. 
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household heads in a well-run village is perhaps not far from the 

truth. 

Laslett declared that 'It is difficult to 

exaggerate the value of lists of inhabitants to the sociological 

historian ... a mere string of household heads yeilds something, 

especially if the number in each household is given'. 10 The call 

lists and rolls are wanting in this regard. They are not lists of 

inhabitants, the number in each household is not given and the lists 

include non-residents. Nor do they include all heads of households 

for some men and women were omitted and sometimes all women were 

excluded. These omissions mean that, despite the value of full 

tithing lists both to the king and the lord of the manor, the value 

to the historian of the North Riding call lists and rolls is more 

equivocal. Even so their usefulness remains clear. The North Riding 

rolls with resiants were more than the mere registers of landholders 

found by Cicily Howell at Kibworth Harcourt, Leicestershire. 1 1 They 

have told us much about landholders, residents and the manor as a 

whole. Mildred Campbell asserted that 'The fact that manorial rolls 

list tenants in terms of their tenure rather than by status restricts 

their usefulness because of the difficulty of isolating evidence for 

a particular class'j 12 they also tell us little of the status of 

resiants. Even so, using them in association with evidence of status 

gleaned from elsewhere in the rolls and from other sources has added 

to what we have learned. Dawson painted out that 'There is no way of 

telling the extent of compliance (attendance] without knowing how 

complete a census of residents was maintained by each court leet': we 

have thrown some light on both these issues. 13 We have estimated the 

inaccuracy of the call rolls and in one manor at least they seem to 

have been less inaccurate than the hearth tax return. We have seen 

the extent and changing patterns of suitors' attendance at the leet 

by manorj by Village; by free tenants, tenants and resiantsj by 

jurors and groups of jurors; and by manorial officers. We have noted 

the reasons given for nan-attendance and how they varied from manor 

10 FaBdly Life and Illicit Love, p. 57. 
11 Land, Family and Inheritance, p. 208. 
12 English Yeoman, p. 410. 
1:~ Hi story of Lay Judges, p. 216. 
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to manor, from group to group. and from time to time. We have 

witnessed stewards enforcing attendance. changing arrangements to 

encourage attendance and apparently acquiescing in non-attendance. We 

have discovered the importance of excuses which had no financial 

implications and therefore did not appear in court rolls listing only 

defaults and essoins: accurate attendance rates cannot be gleaned 

using such rolls with a separate list of tenants or residents. 

Attendance at court was not so much a right but more a duty, a duty 

which was irksome: '4 we have observed the reluctance of villagers to 

travel even comparatively short distances to court and how generally 

the resiants attended less often than the tenants, those who it is 

assumed had more interest in the business of the manor court. We have 

registered how some unlisted men waited before they came to be listed 

as resiants and eventually as tenants and how some tenants came to be 

listed as resiants. Dawson thought the unpublished rolls for Ashford, 

Kent. in 1581. were 'unusual in providing lists of the persons 

attending as well as those absent' but none of this would have been 

possible without the fuller rolls of the type which it seems were 

usually kept in the North Riding, rolls listing not only those who 

attended but also all those who did not with their reasons. 16 And the 

information obtained from these North Riding rolls seems not to be 

available as yet for manors elsewhere. 

The North Riding findings on call lists and rolls 

have revealed how they worked in three northern manors. But 

Macfarlane suggested views might be used to resolve a number of 

problems and we can respond to his speculation using the early 

seventeenth-century Vale of Kowbray book and rolls. He thought, for 

example, that whether a person was alive or dead or still resident in 

a certain place was 'one of the hardest facts to establish in 

historical parishes'. 16 The disappearance from the early seventeenth

century Snape and Well call lists of twenty-seven tenants and two 

,. Pollock and Maitland, History of English La~ p. 537; they make 
the point vis-a-vis county courts but it holds good for courts leet. 
Lipson has made the same point about membership of medieval gilds: 
'We are apt, in truth, to see everywhere privileges where [they] saw 
only burdens': Economic History, p. 326 . 
• b History 01 L~y Judges. p. 218. footnote 106 . 
• 6 Ibid. p. 117 
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resiants can be linked with their burials within the next six months 

and before the next court leet. In ten of these cases the call-list 

entry is endorsed 'mort' and in four other cases 'mort' marks cannot 

be matched with burials in the registers. Five of the 'mort' entries 

appear in the call roll but not in the associated court roll and in 

only two cases do the entries appear in both from which it can be 

assumed that disappearances from court-roll lists would often be 

explained on the call rolls had they survived. 17 The Carthorpe lists 

contain three 'mort' entries and although there are none in the Wath 

lists the entries for four newly-sworn tenants there are endorsed 'by 

the will of', the previous tenant being named. Ie In other cases 

widows were sworn in place of their husbands and although not 

specifically endorsed with information about a death or will the 

implication is clear. 19 Sometimes tenancies were held by the heirs of 

a named person and others were held by the tutors of infants whose 

deceased fathers are named. 20 The rolls contain information about 

deaths not contained in the parish registers and therefore establish 

17 'Xort' entries: <* = not in parish registers) John Glover: 1/105 
and 110 (successive lists>: Richard Lambert_ and Thomas Batty.: 
1/109; George Jackson: 1/110: Christopher Whorlton: 1/112; John 
Watter.: 1/113: James Lambert: 1/148 (there is no 'mort' on 1/147, 
another copy of the same court roll): William Gibson: 1/164, 3/71 and 
3/85 (successive lists): John Saville: 1/177: Richard Mason.: 3/65: 
William Atkinson, Christopher Justance and Richard Lund: 3/71; and 
George Carrie: 3/80. It must be emphasized that it 1s not safe to 
assume death from the mere disappearance of a suitor and his 
replaceDent with a suitor with the same surname but with no 'mort' 
entry: we have seen evidence that some men who disappeared from the 
lists remained in the Villages, litigating and serving as jurors, 
perhaps retired and living with their replacements. 
18 'Xort' entries: Peter Kay: 13.10.1630: and Richard Toes and 
Cuthbert Browne: 9.10.1632. Will entries: John Watson: 7.10.1635: 
Thomas Tierman: 9.4.1634; Maria Tierman: 4.10.1634; and John Danby: 
4.10.1626 and subsequent lists. 
19 For examples in the West Tanfield book see: Margaret Hutchinson: 
28.3.1627; Maria Tait: 16.4.1628: Anna Walker: 4.10.1634; and Maria 
Smith: 31.3.1635. Evidence of recent widowhood can also be found 
elsewhere in the court rolls, for example where widows sued as 
executrices of their husbands' wills: e.g. Jane Tierman: 25.2.1625/6; 
Xargaret Smith: 20.1.1626/7; and Anna Walker: 4.10.1634. Indeed the 
court rolls can provide evidence even of the deaths of unlisted 
persons: e.g. Rev. Hugh Bagguley: 7.10.1635 Wath verdict. 
20 1/174 (The Well hospital tenants Edward Kirkby and FranciS 
Kilburne held as tutors for the children of John Mason and John 
Kilburne respectively.) 
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death in cases where it might not otherwise have been established; 

attendance and other marks indicate persons are still alive. But, 

except in the case of listed resiants and occasional examples where 

it is given to differentiate between men with the same name, 

residence cannot be established from call lists and rolls alone. 

Macfarlane also considered the overlap between 

views and parish registers, being curious about the possibility that 

views might be used to calculate the proportions of the population 

appearing in registers.:';;:' The evidence of the North Riding rolls, 

however, appears to indicate that complete early modern call lists 

could be as rare as, if not rarer than, complete registers and the 

chances of finding good rolls and registers for one Village 

comparatively remote. Family reconstruction depends on marriages, 

families without marriages being omitted, and Macfarlane wondered 

whether the size of the unreconstructable section which had worried 

those working in the field could be obtained through views. He found 

that for the sixty inhabitants of Earls Colne named in a particular 

view it was possible to trace the marriages of twenty-four which 

suggested the reconstructable portion was a minority of some two

fifths of the view. The Wath parish registers revealed the marriages 

of 51.0% of the males listed as tenants and resiants at Wath at some 

time during the period covered by the court book. The equivalent 

figures for the early seventeenth-century period at Snape and Well 

were 52.7% and 60.8% respectively. If allowance is made for up to 

fifteen per cent of heads of households being omitted from the Vale 

of Mowbray lists the Essex and North Riding figures are not 

dissiDtllar.22 Macfarlane also suspected that views could be used to 

supplement deficient burial registers and the Vale of Mowbray lists 

provide clear confirmation this is the case: we have noted that four 

of the 'mort' entries in the Snape and Well rolls eQuId not be 

matched with burials in the parish register; of the thirteen deaths 

mentioned in the records for Carthorpe and Wath the burials of only 

three could be found in the Burneston and Wath registers. Macfarlane 

21 Reconstructing Historical Communities, p. 119-20. 
22 The inaccurate lists for Carthorpe precluded a similar check of 
the Burneston registers. 
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concluded that in the absence of listings to which they are inferior 

'views of frankpledge' and lists of customary tenants are a unique 

source for overcoming problems; they help the researcher know the 

dimension of the universe being sampled. 23 The North Riding call 

lists and rolls confirm his conclusion. 

The Decline of the North Riding Courts 

The criminal, manorial and civil business recorded 

in the early seventeenth-century records of the Vale of Xowbray 

courts give the impression that the courts were thriving and 

providing a useful local service for the resolution of disputes, 

maintenance of public order and management of agricultural 

operations. The call lists and rolls show that, although suitors were 

reluctant to travel to court and resiants less willing to attend than 

tenants, attendance rates at the six-monthly leets were quite high. 

At Wath service as a juror and affeeror was restricted to a select 

group of tenants but at Snape and Well it was spread quite widely 

amongst the tenants. Jurymen provided most of the constables and a 

few bilawmen were appointed from outside the jury groups. Service on 

juries and as officers seems to have been distributed anong the 

classes. There is little evidence of reluctance to serve and the 

manorial tenants appear to have been content to take their turns. 

We have seen how the picture changed at Snape and 

Well. At the end of the seventeenth century and thereafter the leet 

sat only once each year. Offenders presented, not least those 

reported for public order offences, fell markedly and by the end of 

the eighteenth century most of the few offenders reported to the 

court had co~tted offences related to the court itself. The 1eet 

had clearly ceased to be as 'powerful' as it was. The sparse records 

preclude an accurate assessment of the decline in civil suits but it 

seems it too was marked and the proportion of suits initiated by 

23 Reconstructing Historical Communities, p. 128. A number of other 
paints made by Xacfarlane have already been addressed in the 
preceding chapters. However, much of his discussion is of no 
relevance to the Borth Riding manors because the Essex 'views of 
frankpledge' were so different. 
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outsiders seems to have risen. Despite the reduction in the number of 

leets attendance rates fell and notwithstanding increases in enrolled 

suitors the actual numbers attending each court dropped. Attendances 

were reduced, the circle of topics dealt with had contracted and the 

presentments rarely contained offences other than default and the 

like: the court had undoubtedly declined. 

As the court deteriorated the character of the 

juries changed. At Snape early in the seventeenth century more than 

half <52.6%) of the listed tenants served as jurors at some time in 

the period studied and of those almost half (46.3%) served as 

affeerors. The proportion of tenants who served as jurymen at Well 

was less <36.1%) but there too affeering was undertaken by almost 

half the jurors (47.2%). Constables tended to be drawn from the 

jurors but the net was cast wider when bilawmen were selected. 

Successive juries had different foremen. Many men never served on a 

jury or in any oifice and, as Snell has pointed out, the democratic 

or participatory elements of such service should not be 

exaggerated. 24 Nevertheless service on juries and in manorial offices 

was then comparatively widely distributed. But we have seen how over 

150 years jury-service became ever more exclusive. In both Villages 

the proportion of enrolled men who served on juries was to drop to 

about one fifth (Snape 18.9%, Well 21.4%)j whereas jurors could have 

expected to serve a mean of some four times each in ten years (Snape 

3.6, Well 4.1) this rose to five at Snape <5.0) and to over six at 

Well <0.4): clearly fewer men were serving as jurors more often. The 

choice of foremen and the few affeerors appointed also became more 

restricted. At first the manorial offices were spread beyond the 

shrinking group of jurors but in due course in both Villages any 

selection systems seem to have broken down and the exclusive groups 

of jurors dominated the offices, repeated service becoming common. 

The jurors and officers tended to be the better off with most land. 

At Danby late in the seventeenth century the 

numbers of offences presented to the court were much the same as at 

Snape and Well but most of the offences were manorial and few reports 

were of public order offences. Less enrolled suitors attended court 

~4 Annals of the Labouring Poor, p. 107. 
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but we have noted the difficult terrain over which the resident 

suitors would have to travel to court from their homesteads scattered 

amongst the dales. The net was cast widely when jurymen were sought 

and the choice of constables seems to have been just as wide. If not 

'powerful' the Danby court was still functioning and many dalesmen 

took an active part in its administration. But at Danby too the 

picture changed. By the end of the eighteenth century presentments 

contained few offences. separate lists show the juries concentrated 

on defaulters and 'offenders' who had dug peat or encroached on the 

commons were now dealt with separately under what was in effect a 

licensing system. The proportion of those enrolled who attended court 

remained much the same but many inhabitants were now omitted from the 

call rolls. The actual numbers attending court dropped. ;~·S Attendances 

had fallen, the range of offences dealt with had contracted and the 

presentments rarely contained offences other than default. The Danby 

court had also declined. As the court deteriorated service as a juror 

became more restricted but it was not as exclusive as it had become 

at Snape and Well. The system for selecting constables had not broken 

down although deputies often served for the persons selected. 

Both courts had declined but whereas the Snape and 

Well court was soon to disappear the Danby court continued to 

function and indeed it is still active today. It seems the few jurors 

who went through the motions at Snape ceased to do so after a new 

steward had no longer taken action on their presentments and after a 

change of lord of the manor. At Danby the steward and jurors 

continued to use, and still use, the machinery of the manor court to 

manage the commons by licensing the use of peat and encroachments and 

by amercing occasional offenders; to enable them to do so they 

maintain, and probably maintained in the eighteenth century, lists 

not of all the householders but only of manorial tenants and common-

26 Whereas a mean of 123.0 suitors attended each court late in the 
seventeenth century, 88.5 and 98.4 did so early and late in the 
eighteenth century respectively. 
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rigbt bolders.":E> The disappearance of the one court and the survival 

of the otber is clearly linked to open fields and common land: the 

courts had survived the reductions in criminal and civil business and 

continued after the volume of manorial business dwindled but their 

ultimate survival depended in part on the retention in the manor of 

land worked in common. In unenclosed villages participation of lower

status inhabitants was more pronounced and therefore the trend to 

exclusivity. first at Snape and then at Well, could reflect the 

reduction in common land. ~J There were open fields in the manor of 

Snape and ~ell at least until 1732: we have noted references to field 

fences about that time and to 'ye corn field' that year. ~e have seen 

that Langwith Common and Canswick Moor were enclosed in 1709 and 1753 

respectively. It would seem no Snape land was worked in common from 

1754 when there was 'no occasion for any Bilawgraves for Snape'. The 

appointment of four bilawmen at Well in 1786 suggests land there had 

continued to be worked in common. But the single appointment recorded 

in a decade when constables were appointed every year is perhaps some 

indication of the comparative unimportance of the post. In ten years 

anI y one offender was presented for failing to repair her walls and 

fences and it would seem the bilawmen had little to do."''' Any common 

land remaining in Well at the end of the eighteenth century was 

apparently of little consequence. Although the Rev. Atkinson 

descri bed the Danby area as 'par eminence the land of enclosures', 

speculating that enclosed land had increased eight-fold up to 1656, 

it might be better described as a land of commons .. ~' .. " The dales 

between have been enclosed but Danby Hoar, Glaisdale Hoar and 

Lealholm Hoar lie within the manor, the last two moors being common 

to the townships of Danby and Glaisdale. The three moors cover 11,000 

26 In 1973 the then bailiff of the manor was using a register drawn 
up after a special court in 1907. It contained details not of 
householders but of 647 properties in the manor with a record of 
whether or not rights of grazing andlor turbary were attached. For a 
brief description of the then activities of the Danby court see 
Severs, 'Four Courts Leet', pp. 30-2. 
27 Snell, Annals of the Labouring Poor, p. 108. 
28 1/462. 
~~ Atkinson, Quarter sessions Records. 8, p. xiv. For enclosures at 
Danby see ibid, 9, pp. ix-xx and 249 (footnote); and idem. Forty 
Years in a Xoorland Parish, pp. 389-94. 
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acres 01' stinted pasture.:;;'o It was the need to manage these commons 

which no doubt led to the continuance of the Danby court leet. 

But elsewhere courts failed where there were still 

commons to manage. Hoskins has pointed out that where a village lay 

within two, three or more manors village meetings took the place of 

the manor courts. 31 Even in North Yorkshire, where two, three or more 

villages might lie in a large manor, moors are administered by 

trustees, general meetings, moor committees or parish councils. ;32 The 

retention of common land in a manor cannot alone explain the 

continuance 01' a manor court. Not only had the jurors to want the 

court to persist but the lord of the manor and his steward had to be 

willing. This leads us to consider what was the perceived value of 

manorial courts to the lords of manors. 

In 1720 when the papist Viscount Fairfax 

registered his estate with the North Riding Quarter Sessions he was 

not sure of the value to him of the 'Xannour of Gilling, its rights, 

&c., together with the Courts Leet, &c.': he stated it was of 'value 

uncertain'. 33 At about the same time ViII. Peirson esquire of 

Stokesley also failed to put a monetary value on the estate he 

registered but he was determined to cover every source of possible 

income: he catalogued 

the Barony, Xannour and Lordship of Stokesley together 

with the Courts Leet, view of frankpledge and all that to 

Courts Leet and views of frankpledge doth belong, Courts 

Baron, perquisitts, and profits of courts, waifs, estrays, 

deodands, goods and chattells, felony and fugitives, felons 

of themselves, outlawed persons, and persons put in eXigent, 

escheats, reliefs, treasure trove, waists and waist-grounds 

within the said mannour, a free warren ... , a markett overt, 

and [three fairsl, with tolls, piccage and stallage within 

30 Page, Victoria History: Korth Riding, 2, p. 349; L.D.Stamp, 'The 
Geographical Distribution of Common Land', Appendix 4 in the Report 
of the Royal Commission on Common Land 1955-1958 (Cmnd.462, London, 
1958), p. 247. 
31 V.G.Hoskins, 'History of Common Land and Common Rights', Appendix 
2 in the Report of the Royal CODDUssion on Common Land, p. 160 . 
. 3.0< For examples see Severs, 'Four Courts Leet 1, pp. 3'7-41. 
33 Atkinson, Quarter sessions Records, 8, p. 81. 
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the said fayres and marketts, and all other rights, profits, 

tranchizes. emoluments, royalties, advantages, and 

appurtenances whatsoever.~4 

The courts were clearly worth something but, as Bennett pointed out, 

it is impossible to assess the financial worth of a court to the 

lord.-"b In times long past courts leet had been sought as an 

emolument and they were very profitable. ';'6 But we can be sure that as 

they declined in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries they were 

worth ever less than they had been. The lord was entitled to the 

profits of his leet, the 'essoign [sic] pence, fines and 

amercements', but inflation had eroded the value of small sums fixed 

by custom and many courts were subject to the customary and therefore 

legal 1 imi t of 39s. lId on amercements. ;'>7 )[orris found that it was 

customary as early as 1198 and probably much earlier to pay the clerk 

a penny per person for enrollment upon tithing-lists: in the mid 

eighteenth century we find resiants paying a penny on admission at 

North Hiding courts. 39 J(orris also found that men paid a penny or 

twopence at the view of frankpledge: no record was found of payments 

for attendance in the North Riding although as late as 1889 a suitor 

at Karske in Cleveland sent a penny stamp in lieu of his attendance 

at the court."" Ve have seen that few amercements reached the 

customary limit, most were conSiderably less and offenders presented 

had dropped markedly. Defaulters, the offenders found most frequently 

". Atkinson, Quarter Sessions Records, 8, p. 12. The various 
perquisites of lords of manors are described at Emndson, Elizabethan 
Life, pp. 206-15. 
~ ... Life on the English Xanor, p. 218. 
3~ Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdiction, pp. 340-1; Lenman, B. and 
Parker, G., 'The State, the Community and the Criminal Law in Early 
Modern Europe', in Gatrell, V.A.C., Lenman, B. and Parker, G. <eds) , 
CriDe and the Law: The Social History of Crime in ffestern Europe 
<London, 1980), p. 20. 
37 Halsbury, Laws of England, 9, p. 574. In Chapter Two we noted four 
eighteenth-century courts, including Snape and Well, at which essoins 
cost only twopence. A suitor paid a shilling for an essoin at 
Bellerby in 1789: NYCRO/ZIF/657. 
'~131 Frankpledge System, pp. 130 and 162; also see )[ai tland and 
Baildon, Court Baron, p. 101. Between 1756 and 1758 resiants paid a 
penny in the various manors forming the Bolton Castle estate: 
NYCROIZBOIII/4. 
39 Frankpledge System. p. 162; NYCRO/ZNKIII/I/223. 
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in presentments, were occasionally amerced comparatively heavily 

after they wilfully refused to attend court and free-tenant 

defaulters were expected to pay a little more but the amercements for 

mere failures by non-free-tenant suitors were generally light: at 

Snape and Well we have noted amercements of fourpence to sixpence 

early in the seventeenth century, mean amercements of 11~d early in 

the eighteenth century and a lower mean of 4~d later that century. 

These levels of amercement accord with punishments for default 

elsewhere. 40 The volume of all these payments was no compensation for 

their low levels: few men were enrolled at any leet, at twopence each 

considerable numbers of essoins produced little income and amercement 

income must have fallen. 41 The income from the court baron must have 

dropped too. New tenants were admitted on payment of the customary 

fees and fines but in the eighteenth century these seem to have been 

only about a shilling and there were less than a handful of new 

entries at any court.42 We have seen that court fees had made civil 

suits quite expensive but the number of suits was greatly reduced. In 

some manors feudal services, heriots and the use of the lord's mill 

had been commuted to money payments but we find no trace of this in 

the North Riding manors. 43 We have found no references to heriots and 

no examples after the early seventeenth century of failure to grind 

40 A 1620 guide gave a default amercement of two pence [2d] and in 
the 1980s the amercement for default at Laxton, Nottingham, was still 
two pence [2pJ: Harland, Court Leet Records, p. 19; Beckett, History 
ot:" LaxtoD, p. 27; idem, 'Laxton', p. 13. North Riding examples can be 
found at: (all NYCRo> ZAW/146/3-4; ZEWIII/5/1j ZNKIII/1/7; 
ZoN/4/1/32; ZBLIII/2/2/48-9, 55 and 58; ZLQ/28/XIC1454/120; 
ZLQ/29/MIC1454/325; ZFL/119/XIC637/15.10.1742; ZCF/6. 10. 1780; 
ZCC/56-7; ZBLlll/1/1; ZCG/MIC1275/5577, 5596 and 5598; and 
ZDSII II 1141 198. 
41 Income from essoins is endorsed on the back of the Snape and Well 
call rolls for 1785, 1789 and 1792 and it was 6s.10d, 7s.4d and 
12s.8d respectively: 1/446, 1/456 and 1/468. 
42 At Snape and Well entry fines in the extant records ranged from 
eight pence in 1731 to a shilling in 1789: 1/229, 1/442, 1/446 and 
1/456. At Thornton Ie Koor about 1740 free tenants paid a shilling 
and tenants sixpence: NYCRo/ZEC/No ref. (1736-48 call roll). Tenants 
were also admitted for a shilling at Bellerby in 1789, Hunton in 1803 
and at Old Byland late in the nineteenth century: NYCRo/ZIF/657, 
NYCRo/ZAW/147/48 and NYCRo/ZDVIII/No ref. (Court book 1871-89). 
43 Hey, English Rural Community, pp. 56 and 81. 
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at the mill or neglect to per!orm services: these obligations seem to 

have disappeared at Snape, ~ell and Danby although tenants were 

subject to both at Bedale as late as 1722.44 Elsewhere income had 

perhaps been increased by enforcing regular small amercements for 

trespass or breaches of the assize of bread and ale, interpreted as 

licences to graze or run taverns, but we have found none at the North 

Riding courts.4b At ~hitby as late as 1836 the lord of the manor gave 

public notice of his intention strictly to enforce his rights to 

'wrecks, jetsam, flotsam, lagan and waifs and all other things' which 

had been 'greatly infringed' but this additional source of potential 

income was not open to lords of inland manors. 4b It has been 

suggested that in the seventeenth century manorial courts justified 

their existence to their lords by the fines they imposed and the few 

published sixteenth and seventeenth century examples of court income 

support this conclusion. 47 But whether this remained the case when 

they survived into the eighteenth century is doubtful. As Emmison 

pointed out freehold and copyhold rents were the least remunerative, 

leaseholds produced a much higher income and other manorial receipts 

were irregular. He concluded that 'some of the smaller courts thus 

only just paid their way after deduction of the steward's fees and 

other expenses such as dinners given to freehold tenants in a few 

manors when they paid their rents. '48 What was true of Elizabethan 

Essex was true of Georgian Yorkshire and in most manors there were no 

financial incentives for lords to keep courts open: court income had 

fallen, the costs of stewards and dinners continued and courts were 

44 Atkinson, Quarter sessions Records, 9, p. 204. In eighteenth
century Cumbria tenants seem to have extricated themselves from the 
use of the lord's mill but services and boons remainerl 'riveted': 
Searle, 'Custom, Class Conflict and Agrarian Capitalism', pp. 112-13. 
46 Harvey, Adnorial Records, p. 50; Baber, Court Rolls of the Kanor 
of Bromsgrove, p. 40; MorriS, 'Xanor of Little Haywood', p. 59. 
4b NYCROIZCG/XIC1275/5552i the lord offered to pay compensation of 
five per cent of the value of goods. For lord's right to wrecks etc. 
see Kitchin. Jurisdictions, p. 24; and for examples see Ault, Private 
Jurisdiction, pp. 101-2. In 1757 under the Xarske in Cleveland 
manorial byelaws the penalty for failing to report to the bailiff a 
wreck or goods lost upon the sea was 6s.8d: NYCRO/ZNKIII/1/256. 
47 Ward, 'County Government', p. 170; Dawson. History of Lay Judges, 
p. 223; Harrison, 'Social and Economic History of Cannock and 
Rugeley', pp. 125-0; Xclntosh, Community Transformed, p. 300 . 
.... Elizabethan L1 fe, p. 201. 
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not required merely to collect leasehold rents. 

Seventeenth-century stewards made considerable 

profits out of leets. They could charge for holding the court, 

recover their expenses and receive other court fees. Bailiffs too 

received salaries and fees. 49 Sidney and Beatrice Webb noted that 

evidence of definite salaries for officers is extremely rare but they 

suspected some small remuneration was not infrequent: remuneration 

would be determined by custom and fines imposed might be the 

perquisites of the manorial officers.so In 1630 at Thirsk in the 

North Riding the bailiffs had 

anciently and att this instant doe allowe horsmeat and man's 

meat for the Lords highe Steward, clerke of the courte, 

their servants and friends, and to the lord's baliffe and 

his deputy att all head courts, three week courts, and at 

all fayres [and they proclaimed the fairs and drove the 

commons and moors] ... in lieu of wen services and charges 

the borough baliffe hath w~Mout tyme wh'rof the memory of 

man cannot remember the contrary had and received the 

p'quisite of the Co~· for Am'ciant- in the towne fields and 

CODons excepte the Am'ciant- for non-appearances, and for 

neglect of lands and services. s , 

The stewards would have a vested interest in the continuance of a 

court and so would the bailiffs unless their costs exceeded their 

salary or customary income. But it is unlikely that their wishes 

would prevail over lords unwilling to maintain courts the cost of 

which was increased by their remuneration. 

Villagers involved in the administration of the 

court would also have an interest, financial and otherwise, in its 

49 Holdsworth, History of English La~ p. 137; Hearnshaw, Leet 
Jurisdiction, AppendiX 3, Laxmore v Lethbridge; Jacob, Complete 
Court-Keeper, p. 328; Webbs, ~nor and the Borough, pp. 70-1. For 
examples of stewards' and bailiffs' remuneration: Howell, Land. 
Fandly and Inheritance, p. 37; Hone, Manor and Kanorial Records, 
p. 131; XcIntosh, Conmvnity Transformed, pp. 314 and 316; Richardson, 
Court Rolls of the Aanor of Acomb, 2, p. 388; NYCRO/ZSGIIII 
KIC1346/441 and 540; NYCROIZDVIII/No ref. (Inside front cover of court 
book 1871-89). 
60 Kanor and the Borough, pp. 16, 24 and 70. 
61 Gra1nge, Vale of Xowbray, pp. 93-4. 
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protraction. Contemporary tables of court fees indicate jurors were 

paid eight pence each; at Holtby in the North Riding the jurors 

received four pence for each admittance. s ,;,: Jurors also partook of 

tood and drink at others' expense. It was not unusual for courts to 

meet in inns although one participant at Cannock, Staffordshire, in 

1581 thought 'yt ys unsemely' . s':~ Kitchin gave gUidance to stewards on 

when it was proper for jurors to eat and drink: Scroggs declared 'the 

Court cOlDlllOnly adjourned to Dinner' . f~4 The cost of 'these convivial 

meetings without which Englishmen do not conduct public affairs, and 

which have their use in promoting good-fellowship' was not always met 

by the lord: bb we have seen that at Thirsk the bailiff paid for 

victuals out of his amercement income: in 1728 at Holtby in the North 

Riding the jury paid 2s.2d each for their meal: and a note in the 

front cover of a court book for the manor of Old Byland in the North 

Riding tells us 'Lord of Xanor pays Dinner. Jury their own Grog' . Sf. 

But it is assumed that more often than not the lord footed the bill 

and much as the jurors might want to continue their 'convivial 

meetings' at his expense he would have to find it worth his while to 

retain his court for other reasons.&7 

S~ Jacob, Complete Court-Keeper, p. 328: Scroggs, Practice of Courts
Leet, p. 491: NYCRO/ZSGIII/XIC1346/441. 
s:;' 'Iebbs, Kanor and the Borough, p. 65: Harvey, Jfanorial Records, 
p. 63; Harrison, 'Social and Economic History of Cannock, p. 117: 
Kclntosh, Community Transformed, pp. 133 and 385. To this day the 
leets at Fyling, Borth Yorkshire, and Laxton, Nottinghamshire, meet 
in inns: Severs, 'Four Courts Leet', p. 27; Beckett, History of 
Laxton, pp. 26 and 318. The writer has attended the leet held in an 
inn at Clifton, York. 
> .... Kitchin, Jurisdictions, pp. 227-8 (he quotes a juror committed to 
the Fleet and fined because he was found to have 'a Box of Barberies 
conserved, Sugar Candy, and Licorish'): Scroggs, Practice of Courts
Leet, p. 12 . 
.'is Trotter, Seventeenth Century Life, p. 41. 
".... NYCROIZSG II II XI C13461 frallle524; NYCRO/ZDVII I1No ref. (Court book 
1871-89) . 
&7 For the elaborate catering arrangements of the court at Hutton 
Conyers in the North Riding in the 1770s see T.Blount, Tenures of 
Land and Customs of Kanors <London, 1679), new edition .... C.Hazlitt 
(ed.) (London, 1874), pp. 170-2. Other references to leet dinners can 
be found at: K.E. Ingram, The Manor of Bridlington and its Lords 
Feoffees (Bridlington, 1977), p. 65 (1648)j NYCRO/ZCGIII/XIC1346/517, 
519, 523, 525 et seq: NYCROlZHKIIII1I25 (1'770)j (Continued ... 
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We must look elsewhere for a lord's motives for 

wanting his court to survive. Up-to-date lists of inhabitants were no 

longer of value to the lord of the manor by the end of the eighteenth 

century: in the manors studied they were not complete and the lists 

produced for the Danby court, the court which survived, covered only 

a limited section of the local population. Some courts may have 

lingered simply out of conservatism: the frankpledge lists were 

maintained at Shrewsbury, Shropshire, long after frankpledge 

disappeared; the Jew England settlers established systems of open 

fields and common pasture; and courts leet and baron flourished in 

southern Xassachusetts in the seventeenth century.6~ It has been 

suggested that a court gave the lord prestige and enhanced the 

dignity of the nineteenth-century landed gentleman. 59 We find echoes 

of this in notes for an address by the seneschal of the North Riding 

court of Fyling early this century, perhaps intended for the company 

at the leet dinner: he noted that leets had for a long time been in a 

declining way, that they gave no money benefit, but he asserted that 

they 'recalled the vanishing era of seignorial dignity and enabled 

the lord of the manor to retain some relic of the benevolent pride 

which belonged to a higher rank than a mere landlord. 'GO At first 

sight it would seem little prestige or dignity could be derived from 

a court which had no business to conduct. But where commons remained 

the court leet presented an opportunity for a lord of the manor to 

provide leadership, often at a loss to himself and only out of a 

sense of public duty.~' Jurors no doubt shared some of the feelings 

of their lord. In his example of 'An Exhortation to the Jury' Kitchin 

assured jurors that by keeping well their oaths 

07 Continued ... ) Richardson, Court Rolls of the Aanor of Acomb, 2, 
p. 386 et seq (1800)j NYCROIZDSIII/4/1j NYCRO/ZNKIII/2/300j 
NYCRO/ZCG/MIC1275/5661-4 <programme of songs, etc.). 
ba Champion, 'Frankpledge Population of Shrewsbury', p. 53; 
G.M.Trevelyan, English Social History <New York, 1942), Third Ed. 
(London, 1946>, p. 212; Lipsom, EcononUc History, p. 65; Harding, 
Social History of English La~ p. 303. 
69 Bennett, Life on the En8lish ~nor, p. 218; Harvey, Xanorial 
Records, p. 58. 
60 NYCRO/ZCG/XIC1275/5635. 
6' Report of the Royal Commission on Common Land, p. 71. 
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you obtain by that, great profit and commodity; for by that, 

wrong shall be redressed, peace and tranquility shall be 

maintained. and right and pub11que good preserved, and you 

shall live in quiet, and hold your Goods, Lands, and Lives, 

in peace and qUietness, and you shall be accounted after 

this life among the Saints of God, and shall have life 

eternal."'''' 

Jurors may not have wanted courts to prevail so that as saints they 

might achieve life eternal but they no doubt perceived their work as 

lor the 'publique good'. Regular membership of the leet jury, like 

holding other offices, perhaps gave influence and power, enhancing 

their status in the eyes of their peers in these rural commrunities. 

Although maintaining the mechanisms of the court 

for managing the commons was probably uneconomic it was convenient. 

The court's power to make bylaws was obviously useful and the court 

provided a forum for resolving disputes arising out of common rights. 

'Licences' to take peat and turf and to encroach on the commons 

produced a 11 ttle income but they also offered a means of control . .,.;3 

Some accepted encroachments were the subject of regular payments akin 

to rent, indeed in 1780 at East Gowton in the North Riding they were 

referred to as '1ncroachment rents', and by this means the limit on 

amercements could be evaded. 64 But the court could also order the 

demoli tiOD of unacceptable encroachments. 6lo
• 

Courts leet declined as their work was taken over 

by other agencies or simply disappeared as a result of enclosure."" 

They survived if, but not necessarily because, parts of the manor 

remained unenclosed for there were other means of managing commons . 

• ~~: Jurisdictions, p. 109. 
63 In 1797 the iDCODe from the peat and turf 'licences' was £1 9s.2d: 
1I1/4/82j in 1851 when encroachment income was included it was 
1-9 3s.1d: 1II/2/4. 
ti ... NYCRO/Z.13/1. 
';~ In 1849 William Underwood and Isaac Wilkes had erected sheds on 
the waste and were ordered by the Danby court to remove them within 
one month or forfeit thirty shillings: 111/4/169, 
h~ Many 'courts' survived until 1925 only as a means of transferring 
copyholds but they have been discounted in this discussion of 
surviving courts. 
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As income fell and outgoings were maintained courts became uneconomic 

and they continued only if the lord had other reasons for wanting 

their retention and was prepared to foot the bills. But where they 

prevailed, not least if their mechanisms were adapted to suit the new 

circumstances, they provided a convenient and efficient means of 

commons management for the lord and commoners alike. The Snape and 

Well court disappeared with the commons and open fields because there 

was no longer any work to justify its retentionj the Danby court 

survived because the moors remain unenclosed and because successive 

lords have been prepared to see the old procedures continue to be 

used to manage commons despite the cost.67 

The Significance of the North Riding Records 

Tawney observed that 

The task of finding a manor to serve as a pattern and 

standard for the rest, which is hard enough in the 

thirteenth century, is a sheer impossibility in the 

sixteenth, and the student works with a deep sense of the 

danger of sacrificing fidelity to simplicity of 

statement. 69 

The choice of such a manor in later centuries is just as 

impracticable. However, Ashley was to write that 

'The Manorial System' is no doubt often conceived of as more 

symmetrical and universal than it ever was in fact. But was 

it not sufficiently similar over large stretches of time and 

space to make it the most useful preliminary framework round 

which to gather the new material? if only care be taken at 

once to lay stress on the multiformity of actual life. 69 

67 It is no coincidence that the 'customary business' of the five 
surviving North Riding courts and most of the surviving courts 
elsewhere as listed in Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Administration of 
Justice Act, 1977, includes the management of common land. It is 
perhaps also no coincidence that the five North Riding courts, and no 
doubt many if not all the others, hold annual dinners. 
6e Agrarian Problem, p. 57. 
69 Sir 'tI. Ashley, Review of G. G. Coulton's The Medieval Village, in The 
EcononUc Journal, 36 (June, 1926), p. 245. 
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We cannot be sure that the courts leet of Snape and Well, West 

Tanfield and Danby are good illustrations of courts in the North 

Riding as a whole. We have seen that the three cOUrts differed from 

each other, no doubt as they differed from courts elsewhere in the 

riding. and it is probable that no manor and its court could serve as 

'a pattern and standard' for the others. The courts sampled in this 

thesis represent a fraction of the courts held in the three manors 

and an even smaller fraction of North Riding courts generally. Some 

records are missing from the sequences studied and, as Marjorie 

KcIntosh has pOinted out, extant records can give an inadequate 

picture: for example a large number of debt cases could be evidence 

of constructive resolution of local disputes but it could also be 

evidence of acute local hostility. The background information needed 

to interpret the bare records is rarely available. 70 The samples are 

small, they are not complete and the picture they present may be 

imperfect. Nevertheless, the manors were selected from the few with 

call lists including resiants and because they had better sequences 

of records than possible alternatives: they appeared to be the best 

North Riding records available for the intended research, and there 

are no grounds for suspecting that they are not broadly 

representative. The records of other North Riding manors have not 

been examined in depth but numerous examples culled from them and 

cited in the foregoing chapters give the impression that these courts 

were much the same as those at Snape, West Tanfield and Danby. The 

dangers of over-simplification must be borne in mind, the 

'multiformity' of manors stressed. Nevertheless there is every reason 

to believe that the courts studied in this thesis were sufficiently 

similar to and can be used to give a reliable impression of manors 

elsewhere in the riding at that time. 

But Yorkshire's manors, like its parishes, tended 

to differ from those in the south. Parishes there were bigger and a 

statute of 1662 provided that 'The inhabitants of '" Yorkshire ... 

by Reason of the Largeness of their Parishes, are to relieve and 

provide for the Poor within their respective Townships or Villages in 

70 Autonomy and Community, p. 183. 
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such Parishes.' 7' Extensive North Riding parishes frequently 

comprised three. four or more townships, sometimes even as many as 

fifteen or more. 72 Elsewhere the 'bedrock unit of local 

administration' was the parish but in the North of England it was the 

township. 7.' Yorkshire manors were also bigger and in the Danelaw, as 

in Northumbria and East Anglia. coincidence between manor and 

township was extremely rare: 74 North Riding manors, like the 

parishes. often contained several townships. Rationally the 

boundaries of many parishes coincided exactly with those of manors 

but others stretched over several manors and some seem to have had no 

connection at all with manorial divisions; it was rare for a manor to 

extend over more than one parish. 76 We have found that the manor of 

~est Tanfield was of this rarer type and the manors of Snape and Well 

and Danby seem to have had boundaries which coincided more or less 

with those for the parish. The parishes were large and all three 

manors covered more than one township, the bigger Villages having 

their own call lists, officers and presentments. Yorkshire manors 

were in marked contrast to some manors in the south where, in Essex 

for exaDple, they were rarely coterminous with parishes and it was 

common for the lands of several manors to be found in one village. 76 

The North Riding manors may not have been 'sufficiently similar' to 

southern manors of this type. Noting that manorial jurisdictions 

could cut across the parish Macfarlane suggested that the core of any 

community study would probably be the parish or a group of parishes: 

it would seem that all the recent studies of early DOdern communities 

have indeed been based on parishes. Margaret Spufford chose her 

Cambridgeshire parishes because they each contained only one manor 

71 13 & 14 Car 2, quoted at Jacob, Compleat Parish-Officer, p. 92. 
7~ Trotter, Seventeenth Century Life, p. 14; Atkinson, Quarter 
Sessions Records, 7, p. xx. 
73 Porter, English Society, p. 140. 
74 E.A.Kosminsky, 'Services and Kaney Rents in the Thirteenth 
Century', Economic History RevieJII, 5 (1935), p. 30. 
75 Webbs. The Parish and the County, p. 12; Halsbury, LaJIIS of 
Engl~nd, 8, pp. 274-5; Kosminsky, 'Services and Koney Rents', p. 30. 
7~ Emmison, Elizabethan Life, p. 200. There were five manors or parts 
of manors in both Kelvedon and Terling, Essex: J.A.Sharpe, 'Crime and 
Delinquency in an Essex Parish 1600-1640', in Cockburn, Crime in 
Engl~nd, p. 93; Wrightson and Levine, Poverty and Piety, p. 26; 
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but she confessed that for that reason they were not typical. 77 It is 

also possible that the North Riding manors were dissimilar simply 

because the coincidence of their boundaries with those of the parish 

influenced what happened there: elsewhere disparity between 

jurisdictions had led to village meetings replacing the manorial 

courts and vestries choosing constables. 7e Above all, these courts 

were active when other courts had faded away. But many manors were 

coterminous with parishes, had survived and were active: the 

information gleaned from the North Riding manors could be relevant to 

these similar manors in the north and elsewhere. 

Although manorial records have been used in 

community and other studies and have been examined in their own right 

little attention has been paid to early modern call lists and rolls. 

The notable exception is Champion's work on the tithing lists for 

Shrewsbury, Shropshire, an urban area where true frankpledge 

applied. 7~ It follows that this exploration of the lists in rural 

non-frankpledge manors is new. Attendance rates, how they varied from 

group to group, and how they changed over time, have revealed 

attitudes to the courts when they were active and as they 

deteriorated, information not available otherwise. We have seen how 

call lists worked in three North Riding manors, and in passing in 

other manors in the riding. Xost importantly, we have found that the 

lists were always incomplete, although it seems that in one manor at 

least they were less incomplete than the hearth tax returns. In the 

absence of resident lists and parish registers the lists might be 

used as a general guide to the number of householders and hence the 

popUlation, but only if they include resiants and always subject to 

the difficulty of measuring the level of their incompleteness. This 

study has given some indications of possible omission rates but work 

is required on other call lists before a usable range of omissions 

can be established. 

The other records of manors beyond the North 

Riding have been used variously by early modern historians but the 

77 Macfarlane, Reconstructing Historical Co~nities, p. 34; 
Spufford, Contrasting Commvnities, pp. 56-7. 
79 Kent, English Village Constable, p. 62. 
7-;' 'Frankpledge Population of Shrewsbury', pp. 51-60. 
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very shortage, indeed often the total absence. of suitable 

comparative statistics for most topics covered here shows that much 

of what has been brought to light has not been looked at elsewhere. 

Some aspects of the examination of jurors, foremen, affeerors and 

manorial officers have been replicated in a few manors, most in none. 

There has been little detailed investigation into the work of the 

court baron and the few manors in which verdicts and presentments 

have been scrutinized have been urban or in the south. The findings 

represent a useful contribution not only to our knowledge of early 

modern North Riding manors but to manorial history in general. The 

decline of manors and the leet is already well documented. ao The 

courts which had provided local 'common-sense' .justice promptly and 

cheaply to the profit and dignity of the lord decayed because of 

their infrequency, restricted scope and defective procedures; 

presentments became gradually more and more ineffective and the court 

had little power to coerce. In the words of one commentator the 

smaller courts lacked 'legal clout'. Social conditions and legal 

conceptions changed, the leet could deal with new statutory offences 

only if the statute specifically said so and it was slowly replaced 

by other instruments of local government. SI We have seen these 

symptoms of the courts' decline in the North Riding manors. At the 

leets assorted local men had presented a wide range of offenders 

twice each year and the courts baron held more frequently had 

provided a useful local service to the Villagers and their 

neighbours; common sense seems to have prevailed for the penalties 

affeered were generally not disproportionate and the damages awarded 

130 Holdsworth, History of English Law, 1, pp. 136-8 and 187; idem, 4, 
p. 158; Webbs, Kanor and the Borough, pp. 31-126; Hearnshaw, Leet 
Jurisdiction, pp. 40 and 353-8; Dawson, History of Lay Judges, 
p. 254; D.C. North and R.P.Thomas, 'The Rise and Fall of the Manorial 
System: A Theoretical Kodel', Journal of EcononUc History, 31 (1971), 
pp. 777-802; A.Jones, 'The Rise and Fall of the Manorial System: A 
Critical Comment', .Tournal of Economic History, 32 (1972), 
pp. 938-43. For the deficiencies of the court baron see The Fifth 
Report by the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire into the Practice 
and Proceedings of the Superior Courts of Common Law, pp. 5-13. 
91 Hearnshaw, Leet Jurisdiction, pp. 354-6; King, 'Untapped Resources 
for Social Historians', p. 699; Holdsworth, History of English La~ 
pp. 136-8. 
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were often less than the plaintiff had demanded. Yet we have seen 

that the courts could not cope with the recalcitrance of Thomas 

Jackson of Wath and the tanners at Snape and in time presentments 

dwindled while civil business was greatly reduced. The Danby court 

adapted and survived with its commons but the decline of the Vale of 

Kowbray courts fitted the national pattern. There are hints that in 

two more respects at least these northern manors differed from manors 

further south. As we have seen offences heard by early seventeenth

century Kent manorial courts seem to indicate that there were marked 

differences between the business of the Kent and Vale of Xowbray 

courts. ~e also noted the apparent obsession of the early 

seventeenth-century Snape and Well juries with offenders who had 

taken wood and the possibility that this reflected population growth 

as found at an earlier date by Xarjorie Xclntosh in Tudor Essex. Thus 

we have demonstrated two paints of comparison between the North 

Riding rolls and the records of manors elsewhere. Such comparisons 

could doubtlessly be taken further. 

The period within which our studies fall is one 

which saw a number of transformations in English rural society. 

Slowly and gradually agriculture was commercialized: improved farming 

methods were introduced; common fields disappeared, land under 

cultivation was extended and farms tended to be larger; the more 

substantial yeoDen thrived but smaller landholders disappeared 

leaving the tripartite system of landlords, prosperous tenants and 

agricultural labourers; copyholds were replaced by leaseholds; and 

remnants of feudalism vanished. Evidence of these Changes, slow and 

gradual but known as the 'agricultural revolution', is mixed in our 

records. There are no references to the newer crops of roots, coles, 

clover and other grasses.s~ Peas and beans are mentioned in the early 

seventeenth-century pleas heard at Snape and the hemp rated illegally 

in both Vale of Xowbray manors at that time was presumably grown 

locally. Two disputes over onion seeds indicate onions were also 

~2 The crops sought in the records are listed at Kerridge, 
Agricultural Revolution, pp. 268-94, and Joan Thirsk, 'Seventeenth 
Century Agriculture and Social Change', Agricultural History Review, 
18 (Supplement) (1970), p. 159. 
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grown in not insubstantial quantities. 8:3 Manure is referred to here 

and there in the records but there are no references to other forms 

of fertiliser. We have seen that overgrazing was controlled by pains 

but this was probably not a new development. Cobbett's remarks about 

the quality of crops in the vale seem to show that farming there had 

not been much improved. Kerridge has pointed out that the 

'Blackmoors' [North York Moors] played only a small role in the 

agricultural revolution for the simple reason it was, and is, 

naturally almost unimprovable."A The Snape and Well manorial records 

provide some references to the enclosure of the common fields: the 

disappearance of bylawmen coupled with the marked reduction in 

manorial offences presented at the leet seem to indicate that 

enclosure of the commons there was almost complete by the end of our 

period. Evidence of piecemeal encroachments onto the commons has 

emerged in all three manors but only at Danby have we found 

indications of a tendency towards larger farms. The manorial records 

provide no direct information about the emergence of the tripartite 

system of landlords, tenants and labourers but changes in the 

administration of the manor of Snape and Well are consistent with 

such a development. Early in our period many Villagers served as 

bylawmen and jurors and the presentments show that most had at least 

some land. At the end of our period service in the manorial offices 

was confined to exclusive groups of men with most land. The majority 

of villagers, perhaps because they were now landless and had no 

interest in the court, took no part in the administration of the 

manor. At Danby the continued involvement of a comparatively wide 

range of suitors was no doubt not unconnected with the survival of 

small landholders with an interest in the supervision of the commons 

by the manorial court. The nature of the tenure of the 'tenants' 

listed in the Vale of Kowbray rolls is not explained by the surviving 

documents and any trend from copyhold to leasehold is therefore 

83 1/113, 1/126, 1/168 <1.6.1620), 1/169 (1311/1620), 1/110, 1/111 
<23.11.1620), 1/112, 1/114 and 1/171. Rating hemp: see Table 13. 
94 Agricultural Revolution, pp. 343-4. 
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undetectable. 'C'b The practice of the hospital at Well, which is not, 

at course, a guide to the practice in the manor, is worth noting 

here. The hospital leased its land throughout our period, 

occaSionally for twenty-one years but usually for three lives 

although three times leases for lives were later converted into 

leases for ninety-nine years. ,"'" At Danby the farmers acqUired 

freeholds before the extant records commence and it would seem most 

if not all of the land remaining in the hands of the lord was held by 

tenants-at-will. At the beginning of our period some villagers at 

Snape and Well were expected to use the lord's mill, sue in his court 

and provide him with services but by the end there is no indication 

they were required to do any of these things; new suitors had sworn 

fealty to the lord but their successors were merely admitted; the 

last vestiges of feudalism had gone, perhaps later in the North 

Riding than in the south. The courts themselves survived but we have 

seen they had changed greatly and one was soon to disappear with its 

commons. Holderness has painted out that 'the broad diffusion and the 

slow progress of innovation - the evolutionary nature of agricultural 

improvement - before the nineteenth century make a discussion of the 

chronology of agricultural change exceedingly difficult.' But he 

suggests that the period from 1660 to 1760 'is increasingly preferred 

by non-partisans in the debate as the critical turning paint. '617 The 

sporadiC evidence makes it just as difficult to assess the chronology 

of change in the Borth Riding manors. In particular, gaps in the 

evidence make it impossible to trace changes in manorial 

administration during the Interregnum. The evidence for Danby is 

sparse and the position is complicated by the survival of the 

.. S The separate lists of freeholders indicate the 'tenants' were 
copyholders, leaseholders or tenants-at-will. The survival of 
residual manorial dues and transfers to widows, from father to son, 
etc., could indicate that some were still copyholds. 
",,,,. There are more than a hundred Well Hospital leases at NYCROI ZAL/2. 
The first four made between 1566 and 1615 <2/1-4) are leases for 
twenty-one years but with one exception in 1721 (2/101) all the 
others up to 1743 are leases for three lives. Former leases were 
converted into ninety-nine year leases in 1705 (2/58-9) and 1712 
(2/74). Institutions, especially the church, often preferred such 
longer leases: Holderness, Pre-industrial England, p. 78. 
87 Ibid, pp. 73-4. 
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commons. But it is clear that agriculture changed at Snape and Well 

during our period and what evidence there is indicates the turning 

point was indeed after the mid seventeenth century. The court 

reflected the changes: it thrived early in the seventeenth century, 

declined through the turn of the century and beyond, and by the end 

of the eighteenth century it was no longer needed. 

We have also seen eVidence of other major 

transformations in English history. The reduction in presentments, in 

particular for public order offences, could reflect the decline in 

crime or in willingness to prosecute about that time and the 

reduction in affrays accords with the dramatic reduction in 

indictments for homicide and assault between 1660 and 1'180; this 

evidence too is worthy of investigation in the records of other 

manors .. ,38 The reduced business in the court baron, not all the result 

of the 39s.11d limit, could also reflect changed attitudes: the 

people were less litigious, extra-judicial settlement was popular and 

many suits which were crimes in disguise were perhaps no longer taken 

to court. ""~ Ve have seen no direct evidence of the srowth of the 

state and its intrusion into local affairs but we have assumed that 

same of the offences formerly presented at the leet were later dealt 

with by the justices, yet another reason for the fall in 

presentments. 

A major transformation in the manor of Snape and 

Well, which demonstrates a local variation on a national development, 

was the increasing exclusivity in the manorial juries and other 

offices. Service had been quite widespread but it was to become the 

preserve of comparatively few villasers. We have seen evidence that 

.",.3 Sharpe, ("T111le in EaT1X lfodern England, pp. 63-71; stone, 
I Interpersonal Violence in English Society', pp. 22-32. Prosecutions 
for indictable crime rose early in the reign of Elizabeth, peaked 
between the 1590s and 1630, fell by the mid seventeenth century and 
continued comparatively low thereafter. 
~9 For example. theft could have been taken to court as detinue, 
breach of the peace as slander, damage as trespass, and assaults 
could have been pursued either criminally or civilly. A successful 
civil action brought the return of stolen gOads and payment of 
damages without putting the culprit's life in jeopardy. See Lenman 
and Parker. 'The State, the Community and the Criminal Law', 
pp. 18-22. 
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some, often the offspring of existing or former jurors, were readily 

accepted onto juries and sometimes even before they were listed as 

tenants. fhe sess shows that early in the eighteenth century the 

jurors and officials were apt to be the better off in the community 

and the land tax returns reveal that they tended to be those with 

mast land. The change therefore reflected the gradual increase in 

social stratification which was a feature of life in the countryside 

at that time. although it seems to have taken place later at Snape 

and VeIl than in Villages further south .. ~() What information we have 

about the other village offices shows they were often held by the 

same men and they seem to have formed what has been described as an 

informal or loose governing oligarchy.~l The administration of the 

manor and the parish involved less men but, as Snell has painted aut, 

the democratic or participatory elements of the farmer arrangements 

should nat be exaggerated for even then many men took no part in 

local government.":;' Nor should the undemocratic character at leet 

juries be over-stated for King has suggested it is arguable that the 

justice 01 the leet was less summary and mare deliberative and 

balanced than the justice many receive today. '3:" There is no hint in 

the records that the later 'oligarchic' jurors used their domination 

of juries to control their poorer neighbours. This could be simply 

because so few offenders, rich or poor, were then presented but a 

mare likely explanation is that their purview was restricted to the 

dwindling cammon lands. Yet there are indications in Chapter Three 

that unlisted persons nat formally accepted into the community were 

prosecuted for offences which might have been ignored if committed by 

listed Villagers. Thus in the seventeenth century in the Vale of 

Kowbray manors the settled were perhaps treated better than the 

unsettled.",,4 

30 l.A.Sharpe, Early}fodern England: A SOCial History 1550-1760 
(London, 1987), pp. 91, 133, 200 and 220-1. 
~1 idem, 'Crime and Delinquency', p. 94; idem, 'Enforcing the Law in 
the Seventeenth-Century English Village', in Gatrell, Lenman and 
Parker, Crime and the Law, p. 101. 
'-12 Annal s of tbe Labouring Poor, p. 107. 
90 'Leet Jurors' f pp. 305-23. 
'4 Snell, Annals of tbe Labouring Poor, p. 107. 
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The North Riding manorial records studied have 

proved a fruitful source of information about suitors and non-suitors 

alike which demonstrate their usefulness for community 

reconstruction. Light has been thrown not only on the inhabitants' 

involvement in the administration of the manorial courts but also 

their appearances before them as SUitors, offenders at the leet and 

litigants at the court baron. Despite the difficulties the manorial 

records yield information not to be gleaned elsewhere and this 

research has confirmed their value as a subject for study in their 

own right and as a tool to be used in wider community stUdies. The 

results of the detailed examinations of call lists and rolls, 

verdicts and presentments. pleas and other documents here presented 

have added to our understanding of manorial courts and honed the 

tool. Few early modern manors have been studied in this detail, and 

the findings on how the call lists and rolls worked in practice are 

especially novel. In particular, it seems there has been no similar 

study of a rural manor in Yorkshire, or indeed in the north-east. We 

have seen that sometimes the manors studied matched what is known of 

early modern manors nationally but we have also found that in several 

respects these northern manors differed from manors elsewhere and 

these aspects are worthy of further investigation in other manors in 

the north. Some of the findings in these large rural northern manors 

where frankpledge never applied may be relevant only in similar 

manors but much of what has been revealed could be material in 

studies of manors different in one or more of these respects. The 

study of manorial records is potentially enormously fruitful, and 

will become more so as comparative local stUdies across districts and 

regions are completed. For the moment we hope to have demonstrated 

that analysis of the unpublished original records of the three North 

Riding manors has indeed proved fruitful but it remains clear that 

the study has covered only two areas of the riding, let alone 

different districts and regions. The nature of the records and 

research conducted precluded investigation of more manors over a 

wider area. But the results demonstrate that further research on 

manorial records would be equally rewarding. Be that as it may, this 

thesis constitutes a step towardS a better understanding of early 

modern manors in general, and of manorial history in Yorkshire and 

the north in particular. 
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APPENDIX 

THE RECORDS OF 103 NORTH RIDING MANORS EXAKlNED AT THE NORTH 

YORKSHIRE COUNTY RECORD OFFICE IN 1989 

No lists of names found: (17) 

Alne and Tollerton <ZDV); Barningham (ZBW); Cold Kirby (ZEWIII); 

Easingwold and Huby (ZDV); Hackness (ZF3); Haxby (ZEY); Healaugh and 

Kuker (ZA); Helperby (ZBC); New Kalton (ZPBII)j Old Malton (ZPBI1); 

Osbaldwick (ZEY); Scarborough (DC/SCB): Sessay and Thirkleby (Z.92); 

Spaunton (ZEWI11); Stockton on Forest (ZUE); Strensall (ZEW11I); and 

Whitby Laithes (ZCG) , 

Lists of nameS found but residents not mentioned; <Zl) 

Ampleforth (ZDV(F}); Bainbridge (ZPG}j Bellerby (Z1F and ZDX): 

Brompton (Pickering Lythe) (ZDSIII)j Brompton by Sawdon (Z08lll): 

Cropton (ZKS); Fyling <ZCG); Holtby (ZUE); Hovingham <ZON/4/1); 

Howsham <ZCG)j Kepwiek and Silton (ZDV)j Kildale (ZK)j 1evisham 

(ZPC3); Kyton <Z1Q/28 and 29); Newburgh (ZDV)j Northallerton Capital 

and Borough (ZBD); Oulston (ZDV)j Thoralby (ZPL, zce and ZEOlll); 

West Witton <ZEOIII); Whitby (ZCG); and Yearsley (ZDV) , 

Lists of names found. residents mentioned but records not suitable 

for further investigation: (402 

Barton (ZDG(A}11I}j Barton Ie Street (ZDV(F)j Bolton Castle (ZBOII1): 

Carperby (ZBOIII); Coxwold (ZDVI1I); Crakehall (ZAW); Dalton Ryall 

(ZPT); Downbolme (ZBOIII); East Bolton (ZBOII1); Ellerton (ZB111l): 

Eston <ZLQ/30); Harmby <ZBOIII); Harome <ZEWIII); Helmsley (ZEWII1): 

Hunton <ZAW); Husthwaite <ZTJ 26, ZBQ and ZDV)j Hutton Buseel 

<ZPBII); Ingleby Arnel1ffe (ZFL): Kirkbymoorside (ZEWIII and ZEL): 

Kirkleatham (ZK): Langton (ZDV(F»j 1eyburn (Z8OIII>; Hanfield (ZJX); 

Hasham (ZS); Xiddleham (PC/KID): Xorton on Swale (ZBC): Northallerton 

HalDot (ZBD): Old Byland (ZDVIII): Preston (ZBOl11); Redmire 

(ZEOlll); Rievaulx (ZEWIII); Seamer (Stokesley) (ZJX): Stakesby 

(ZCG); Thornton Ie Koor (ZBC and ZEC); Thornton Rust (ZBOlll); 

Thornton Steward (ZBOll1); Welbury (ZEC); Wensley (ZBOIIl); West 

Ayton (ZDSl11); and Whorlton <ZJX), 
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Lists of names found, residents mentioned and records suitable for 

further investigation: (24) (* = no registers) 

Arkengarthdale* (ZQX); Coulton* (ZNQI1I); Danby (ZDSI11 and 

ZPT/17/2); East Cowton* (Z/13/1); Gilling (Ryedale) (ZDV(F)III): 

Gu1sborough (ZFX/42): Lartington (ZPS); Leeming and Exelby (ZJX); 

Liverton (ZPT/17/2); Xarske (Cleveland) (ZNK); Nawton (ZEWI11); 

Newsham by Barningham* <2JX); North Loftus <ZHK); Scawton* <2DV(F}); 

Scorton <Z8LII1); Sinderby <2JX and ZT1); Snape and Well (ZAL); South 

Cowton (2/13/2); South Loftus (ZNK): Stainton by Downholme* (ZPT): 

Thirsk (ZCF); Watlass <ZBW); West Tanfield <ZJX and 2.19); and 

Wombleton <ZEWI1I), 
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B1 BLIOGRAPHY 

Manuscript Sources 

North Yorkshire County Record Office (NYCRO): 

Kanorial records: 

ZALI 1 /11 1 09-473 Snape and Well 

ZAL/1/3/33-142 
ZALl2/1-160 

ZAW1146/3-4 and 
23-4 

ZAW/147/48 

ZBLI 1 II11 1 

ZBLI I 112/2/1 
ZBLIII/2/2/48-9, 

55 and 58 

Crakehall 

Hunton 

Scorton 

Ellerton 

ZBOI I I14 Bolton Castle 

ZBS/597 

ZBW 

ZCC/56-7 and 80 

ZCF (6.10.1780) 

ZCG/XIC1275/5596 
and 5597 

Tanfield 

Snape 

Thoralby 

Thirsk 

Stakesby 

ZCG/XIC1275/5552 Whitby 
ZCG/PB640 

ZCG/KIC1275/5635 Fyl1ng 

and 5661-4 

ZCG/XIC1275/5577 Whitby Laithes 

ZDSIII/1/2/2-4 Danby 
ZDSII 1/1/311-9 
ZDSIII/1/4/3-175 

and 198 
ZDSIII/4/1 and 259 
ZDSIV/1/3/3 and 7 
ZDSIV/2/2/1 

ZDVIII Old Byland 
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Court rolls and papers, 1611-
1793 

Court papers, 1611-85 
Well hospital leases, 

1566-1743 

Court rolls, 1673-88 and 1786 

Call roll, 1803 

Court book, 1778-1854 

Call roll, 1693-4 
Court papers, c1847-54 

Court book, 1756-8 

Lease, 1698 

Court rolls, 1798-1816 

Court rolls, 1783-1805 

Court roll, 1780 

Estreats, 1756 and 1821-2 

Printed notice, 1836 
Poster, 1838 

Seneschal's notes, 
early twentieth century 

Programme of songs, etc., 1931 

List of defaulters, 1837 

Court books, 1786-1868 
Call rolls, 1689-1853 
Court papers, 1689-1853 

Court papers, 1682-1919 
Field books, c1787 and c1795 
Rental, 1779 

Court book, 1871-89 



ZEC 

ZEWI11/5/1 

ZFL/117 and 119 

ZIF/657 

ZJX/3/1/150-3 and 
163 

ZLQ/28/HIC1454/120 
ZLQ/29/HIC1454/325 

ZNKIIIIl/5, 
9-10, 
25, 
223 

and 256 

ZNKII I12/300 

ZON/4/1132 

ZPBII/4 

ZPG/5/1/2 

ZPT/3/2/13 

ZPT/1712/11 

Thornton Ie Koor 

Helmsley and 
Kirkbymoorside 

Arncliffe 

Bellerby 

West Tanfield 

Kyton 

Karske 
in Cleveland 

Loftus 

Hovingham 

Malton 

Bainbridge 

Stainton by 
Downholme 

Dalton 

Z8G111/X1C1346/441, Holtby 

517 and 519 
and 523-540 

Z.13/1 

Z.19/2 

Parish records: 

PR/BUE/1I1 

PR/DAB/3/1 

PR/GL/1I1 
PR/GL/3/3 

East Coman 

West Tanfield 

Burneston 

Danby 

Glaisdale 
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Call roll, 1736-48 

Court book, 1697-1710 

Court rolls, 1743 and 1742 
[ sic] 

Court roll, 1789 

Court rolls, 1625-34 and 1616 
[ sic] 

Court roll, 1704 
Court roll, 1720 

Estreat, 1639 
Notice and court roll, 1756-
Note about victuals, 1770 
Letter from suitor, 1889 
Byelaws, 1757 

Letter from agent, c1900 

Call roll, 1660 

Court paper, 1792 

Court roll, 1768 

Court roll, 1656 

Letter to jury, c1660 

Hote about entry fines, 
undated 

Court expences, 1723-24 
Notes about dinners, 1729-34 

Court book, 1780-1840 

Court book, 1625-36 

Registers, 1566-1697 

Account book, 1655-1918 

Registers, 1758-1813 
Overseers of the poor account 
book, 1709-1814, and 
constables' account book, 
1'708-1854 



PR/WAT/15 

PR/\rIELIl 11-5 
PR/\rIEL/3/1 

Wath 

Well 

Quarter Sessions records: 

QSB <1.11.1773-6.10.1774) 

QSK/2/2-3, 

13-16, 
and 18-19 

Land tax records: 

QDE (1) 

Snape and Well 

Danby and 
Glaisdale 

York Xinster Library: 

KAN/SIAI1-2 Snape and Well 

Trancript made in 1855 of 
registers, c1571-1813 

Registers, 1558-1812 
Account book, 1729-1816 

Working papers of the court of 
Quarter Sessions, 1660-1790 

Xinutes and orders of the 
court of Quarter Sessions, 
1610-15; 
1666-81; 
and 1688-1703 

Assessments, 1759-1832: 
Wapentake of Hang East, 1787 

Wapentake of Langbaugh East, 
1787 

Court rolls, 1618-21 

Borthwick Institute of Historical Research, York: 

Bp. V. 1764 Ret 1, 
Yorkshire 

Bedale )(useum: 

FroD box RD/API 
at the Sheepscar 
Library, Leeds 

Danby and 
Glaisdale 

Snape and Well 

Public Record Office: 

H.O.10712374-5 Danby and 
Gla1sdale 
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Drummonds Visitation Return, 
1764 

Wills and inventories, 1539-
1699 

Census, 1851 
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